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Chapter 1

Bargaining in Economic
Modelling

1.1 Introduction

Negotiations play an important role throughout the (Western) economies and also
across these economies. The individuals or organizations in these economies are often
confronted with the outcomes of these negotiations and very likely these individuals
or organizations have experience with or even participate regularly in some kind
of negotiation process. For instance: People who want to sell or buy goods such as
houses, used cars or cattle negotiate over the price and sometimes the quantity; Firms
on the same oligopoly market negotiate in order to form a joint venture, merger or,
in secrecy, a cartel; Employers' and employees' representatives in European countries

negotiate for increases in wages and other issues concerning labour relations; The
political parties in a multi-party system negotiate in order to decide which of these
parties form the government and to determine the government policy; The countries
of the European Community (EC) negotiate the economic and political policy of the
EC including quotas on fish and agricultural products; The countries who participate
in the OPEC-cartel negotiate quotas of production in order to influence the price of

oil; All countries in the world negotiate at the GATT-conferences on the level of trade
tariffs and which trade barriers are allowed or not allowed.

These examples show that there exists a wide variety of economic negotiation
situations in everyday life and given the importance of many of these negotiation
situations it is not surprising that negotiation situations are studied in the social

sciences, including the economic sciences. This study contains an economic theoretical
investigation of negotiation situations. Theoretical means that a theory or a model is
constructed which departs from several hypotheses and which is analyzed according
to logical reasoning in order to obtain insight in the subject matter. In this study
the theoretical analysis is only concerned with the economic aspects of negotiation
situations, or the economics of bargaining. This means that all non-economic aspects,

such as political, psychological and sociological aspects, are disregarded throughout
this study even though these latter aspects can play an important part.

The analysis is restricted to two classes of negotiation situations. One class con-
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sists of negotiation situations in which three individuals or organizations negotiatethe terms for cooperation in a context where only two of these parties can succeed
in actually forming a coalition. For instance, three political parties, each with one-
third of the votes in parliament, negotiating to decide which pair of them forms the
government. Another example are small markets where one seller of one indivisiblegood and two potential buyers negotiate over the price of the good. These negotia-
tion situations are called three-player/three-cake problems, where 'cake' refers to the
possible gains of cooperation.

The second class consists of negotiation situations in which several economic agents
interact strategically with each other over time and simultaneously have the oppor-tunity to negotiate over some joint policy which will be implemented if agreed upon.
For example, several EC and Scandinavian countries compete in fishing in the North
Sea and, in the past, these countries negotiated a joint policy in the form of quotas
for each country. The EC countries compete on the internal market for agricultural
products and, meanwhile, negotiate for a joint agricultural EC policy. During theearly seventies the OPEC countries competed on the oil market and, simultaneously,
negotiated in order to reach a joint OPEC policy for raising the oil price. Similarly,
all countries of the world compete on the world market and, meanwhile, negotiate
with eacli other in the Uruguay round of the GATT in order to reach a joint policyon the reduction of import tariffs, import barriers and export subsidies. Finally, since
the seventies joint policies concerning environmental issues became the subject of ne-
gotiations between countries and, meanwhile, these countries continue to impose theexternal effects of the wastage on each other. These negotiation situations are called
policy bargaining problems, because the parties involved negotiate over a joint policy.The remainder of this chapter provides an outline of this study and summarizes the
important issues. Since these two classes of bargaining problems are extensions of the
standard bargaining problem defined in the economic literature a brief survey of thisliterature is given first in section  1.2. The three-player/three-cake bargaining model
and its related literature is summarized in section 1.3, while the policy bargaining
problem is surveyed in section  1.4.   Each of these three sections represents  a  part  ofthis study. Section 1.2 corresponds to chapter 2, where the fundamental techniques
kiiown from the literature 011 the standard bargaining problem are introduced. These
techniques  will  be  used  in  later  chapters.   Section  1.3  on  the  three-player/three-cake
1,argaining problem corresponds to chapter 3 and 4. Finally, section  1.4 on the policy
1,argaining problem corresponds to chapter 6 and 7. Since the policy bargaining model
also uses techniques from the literature on difference games, including repeated games,
t.liese classes of games are briefly disctissed separately in chapter 5.

1.2 The Bargaining Problem
Much of the modern theory of bargaining in economics has its origin in two papers
written by Nobel-price winner John Nash (e.g. Nash [88] and [90]). In these papers
a negotiation situation or a batdaining problem is defined as a situation in which two
(or more) itidividuals or organizations have to agree on the choice of one specific
alternative from a given set of alternatives available to them, while liave conflictinginterests or(.r this set of alternatives. Furthermore, the bargaining problem specifies
one alternative which will be the 'natural' outcome of the bargaining problem if these
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individuals or organizations do not agree on which alternative to choose from the set
of alternatives available (alternatively, the players agree to disagree). This 'natural'
outcome is called the disagreement outcome. For instance, an owner of a house who
wants to sell this house and a (potential) buyer who wants to buy this particular
house negotiate the price for which the house will be sold. The owner and the buyer
have conflicting interests, because the owner wants to sell against a high price while
the buyer wants to pay a low price. If the owner and the buyer do not agree upon a
price then the disagreement outcome of the bargaining will be that the owner does
not sell the house to the buyer.

Stating a bargaining problem is only a small but essential part of bargaining theory,
but to find convincing arguments to select one of the alternatives as the predicted
outcome of the bargaining problem is the major and complicated task. In modern
economic theory, including the work on bargaining, the framework of game theory
(e.g.    see van Damme [35], Fudenberg and Tirole [48], Kreps  [761 and Myerson  [871
for recent surveys) is used as a modelling device for situations of conflicting interests
between agents. In Myerson [87} it is said that

'Game theory can be defined as the stzidy of mathematical models of con-
flict and cooperation between intelligent rational decision makers. Game
theory provides general mathematical techniques for analyzing situations
in which two or more individuals make decisions that will iniuence one
another's welfare.'

In a game theoretic framework the individitals or organizations are called players and
in this manner they will be referred to throughout this study. The work of John Nash
on bargaining can be regarded as the start of analyzing bargaining within the game
theoretic framework. In Nash  90} two different approaches to the bargaining problem
are proposed, namely the axiomatic approach and the strategic approach.

The axiomatic approachi
The axiomatic approach lists several properties, called the axioms, tliat seem intu-
itively appealing for the outcome of the bargaining problem and then asks if any
outcome exists that has these desired characteristics. Mathematically speaking an
axiomatic solution is a correspondence that satisfies several mathematical properties
and such a property is intuitively appealing if it lias a sound economic interpretation.

In Nash [88] the first axiomatic solution for the two-player bargaining problem is
derived from four axioms and this solution is referred to as the Nash sotution These
axioms are:

Efficiency There does not exists an alternative in the set of alternatives that is better
for both players than the Nash solution.

Symmetry The only significant differences between the two players is related to
differences in preferences over the set of alternatives.

lin  the game theoretic literature this approacli  is also referred to as cooperative game theory.
The corresponding solutions are often called cooperative solutions. Ilowever, throughout this study
copperative game theory is referred to as the axiomatic approach and its solutions are called axiomatic
solutions.
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Independence of irrelevant alternatives The Nash solution does not change if
alternatives other than the Nash solution itself and other than the disagreement
outcome are removed from the set of alternatives.

Invariance to a positive affine transformation The choice of the representation
of the player's preference, in the form of an expected utility function, should
not affect the solution.

The Nash solution is the unique outcome that satisfies these four specific axioms and,
moreover, this solution has a simple geometric interpretation because it corresponds to
a well defined maximization problem. Furthermore, the outcome of this maximization
also satisfies a fifth axiom, namely the Nash solution is better for both players than the
disagreement outcome (individual rationality) and this fifth axiom is interchangeablewith the axiom of efficiency (e.g. Binmore [20] and Roth [102]). Finally, none of these
four axioms can be suspended.

As a critique to certain of these four axioms several alternative lists of axioms
have been proposed and, consequently, alternative axiomatic solutions are derived
(e.g.    Kalai-Smorodinsky  [73],  Roth [102], Rubinstein, Safra and Thompson  [111]).In each of these papers one of the axioms assumed in Nash [88] is criticized because
it does not satisfy an alternative axiom, then the criticized axiom is replaced by
its alternative and the corresponding axiomatic solution is derived. In Kalai and
Smorodinsky [731 the axiom of independence of irrelevant alternatives is criticized
and replaced by an axiom of 'monotonicity'. The alternative axiomatic solution is
referred to as the Kalai-Smorodinsky solution.  In Roth  [102] the axiom of symmetry is
simply dropped yielding the class of asymmetric Nash solutions. In Rubinstein, Safra
and Thompson [111] (among others) the assumption of expected utility functions is
replaced by the assumption of non-expected utility functions and, therefore, the axiom
of invariance of utility representation does not hold.

In the literature many other axiomatic solutions have been proposed, although
many of these solutions are defined for more general bargaining problems with more
than two players. To mention only a few of these axiomatic concepts: The Core
(e.g. Hildenbrand and Kirman [61]); The Shapley value (e.g. Shapley [120]); The
Bargaining Set (e.g. Aumann and Maschler [5]); The Multilateral Nash solution (e.g.
Bennett [9]); The Compromise value (e.g. Borm et.al [27]). For completeness it is
mentioned that for the two-player bargaining problem the Core and the Bargaining
Set are both characterized by the axioms of efficiency and individual rationality and,
hence, these solutions coincide for the two-player bargaining problem. This result
implies that the Nash solution always belongs to both the Core and the Bargaining
Set and, therefore, the unique Nash solution selects one of the multiple elements in
the Core and the Bargaining Set. Furthermore, for the two-player bargaining problem
the Compromise value coincides with the Kalai-Smorodinsky solution.

This brief summary of the literature illustrates one of the limitations of the ax-
iomatic approach: Since there are many conficting lists of axioms for solutions to
satisfy there are many possible axiomatic solutions and there is little beside 'taste' to
choose among them. Another limitation of the axiomatic approach is that the axioms
are thought to represent the outcome of some kind of bargaining process and by na-
ture of the axiomatic approach this bargaining process is not explicitly specified. In
such a bargaining process strategic considerations will play a role in the final outcome
and it is not obvious how strategic considerations could be translated into axioms.
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The strategic approach2

The strategic approach sets out a particular bargaining procedure and asks what out-
comes would result from rational and self-interested actions of the players. These
outcomes are determined by applying standard game theoretic equilibrium concepts,
such  as  Nash  equilibrium  (NE), as first proposed  in  Nash  [89],  or its refinement  sub-

game perfect equilibrium  (SPE), as first proposed in Selten  [115]. In section 1.5 these

equilibrium concepts are defined as well as the concept of Markov perfect equilibrium
(MPE), which is an SPE in Markov strategies. Although many other refinements of
the Nash equilibrium concept are proposed  in tlie literature  (e.g. van Damme  [35],
Fudenberg and Tirole [48], Kreps   [76] and Myerson   [871 for surveys), the subgame
perfect equilibrium concept is the refinement mainly applied in the remainder of this
study. One final remark is in place; the strategic Nash equilibrium should not be
confused with the axiomatic Nash solution.

In Nash [90] the first bargaining procedure for the two-player bargaining problem
is proposed, which is referred to as Nash's demand game. In this demand game the
players simultaneously and independently of each other state a minimum demand for
which this player is willing to settle the bargaining problem. If both demands can be

fulfilled, then it is said that the players agree and each player gets his stated demand.
If both demands cannot be fulfilled, then it is said that players disagree and the
disagreement outcome as specified by the bargaining problem results. In Nash [90]
it is shown that infinitely many Nash equilibria exist and in all of the non-trivial
equilibria the players agree. Moreover, every non-trivial Nash equilibrium outcome
corresponds to one of the elements of the axiomatic Core and vice versa. Similarly
for the set of non-trivial Nash equilibria and the Bargaining Set. In Nash [90} it
is also shown that this multiplicity of Nash equilibria can be reduced to a unique
Nash equilibrium if the demand game is slightly modified such that the players are

slightly uncertain about  the  set of efficient alternatives  (e.g.   see also Binmore  [21],
Carlsson [30] and van Damme [35]).  If the uncertainty vanishes the unique Nash
equilibrium outcome of the modified demand game converges to the axiomatic Nash
solution and, hence, this simple strategic demand game yields similar results as the
axiomatic approach.

Despite these nice results Nash's demand game is limited in its use to model bar-

gaining procedures. First, if the demands are interpreted literally, then the underlying
bargaining procedure is static by nature while in many real negotiation situations the
bargaining process evolves over time. Furthermore, even if the game is static it is
unlikely that the players would refrain from continuing the negotiations if they would

end up in the disagreement outcome. This implies that the implicit assumption of
a static bargaining procedure in Nash's demand game is hard to defend. Finally, in
Nash [90] each player's demand is interpreted as representing the player's strategies in
some unspecified dynamic bargaining process. But then this unspecified bargaining
process should be explicitly modelled in order to derive the equilibrium behaviour of
the players in this bargaining process. Since the Nash equilibrium concept is regarded

too weak for general dynamic games, refinements of the Nash equilibrium concepts

2 In the game theoretic literature this approach is also referred to as non-cooperative game theory
and its solutions are called equilibria. However, throughout this study non-cooperative game theory
is referred to as the strategic approach, because the main focus of this approach is on the strategic
behaviour of the agents.
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should be applied instead  (e.g. van Damme [35], Fudenberg and Tirole [48], Kreps [76]
. and Myerson [87] for surveys).
All In Rubinstein [107] a dynamic two-player bargaining model, called the alternating

oirer,nod€4js introduced to overcome the static nature of Nash's demandgame and
the terminal breakdown in case of disagreement. The underlying bargaining procedure
is as follows. As long as the two players have not agreed upon an alternative the
players alternate in proposing and responding to each other. Each bargaining round
consists of a proposed arternative by the proposing player and a response to thisproposed alternative in the form of an acceptance or rejection by the responding
player. In this model the players have an incentive to reach an early agreement,
because it is assumed that they are impatient. The alternating offer model admits a
unique SPE, provided the impatience is modelled as discounting of future payoffs (e.g.
Rubinstein [107]).3 In this unique SPE the players immediately agree, the agreement
is Pareto efficientf the corresponding equilibrium strategies of the players are Markov
strategies (see section 1.5) and each player prefers to be the first proposer instead of
being the first responder, called the first-mover advantage. Furthermore, if the players
\vould become completely patient, then the unique SPE outcome of the strategic
bargaining model converges to the axiomatic Nash solution (e.g. Binmore, Rubinstein
and Wolinsky [24]). The first analysis of the alternating offer model in 1982 caused a
1,oom on strategic bargaining models in the literature and the reader is referred to the
excellent survey in Osborne and Rubinstein  [94].   Only the literature  that is relevant
for this study is briefly reviewed below and more extensively in chapter 2.

The alternating offer model has been criticized, because it implicitly assumes a
fixed order in which the players propose and respond to each other.  Due to this
fixed order the player who is the first proposing player has a first-mover advantage,
whereas the other player as the first responding player has a second-mover disadvan-
tage. Since both players would like to be the first proposing player it is obvious that
the alternating offer model is not rich enough to provide an answer to the question
which of the players is the first proposer. In Perry and Reny [95] and Sakovics [113]the fixed order of moves is abandoned and instead it is assumed that the players can
make a timing when to propose and when to accept an offer. Roughly speaking the
results in both papers can be summarized as follows. This strategic bargaining model
admits multiple SPEs and the one that is most preferred by a player approximatesthe unique SPE in the alternating offer model with this player as the first proposing
1,layer. Moreover, the corresponding equilibrium strategies of the former model ap-
proximate the unique equilibrium strategies in the latter model. To put it differently,
the results obtained for the alternating offer model provide approximations for the
bounds upon the set of eqiiilibri,1 in the strategic bargaining model with endogenous
timing of proposals. Furthermore, the axiomatic Nash solution corresponds to the
utiique limit outcome of this model if the players would become completely patient.

A final remark is in place. Despite the nice results mentioned above the strategic
:ipproach lias its limitations. One limitation is that the number of bargaining pro-
cedures one can think of seems to be unlimited and, therefore, it is not possible to

3 If the irilpatience of each player is modelled as a fixed cost incurred for every round consisting
of one proposal and otie response and both players incur the same fixed cost, then the alternating
offer model admits multiple SPEs (e.g. Rubinstein [107]). Since the model admits a unique subgameperfect equilibi·ium if the players' fixed costs differ from each other this multiplicity result is not
generic.
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analyze all these bargaining procedures. Furthermore, from standard game theory it
is known that Nash equilibria and subgame perfect equilibria are extremely sensitive
to the precise rules of the game and, hence, the equilibria in the strategic bargaining
models are also sensitive to the specification of the bargaining procedure. This implies
tliat even small clianges which seem to be irrelevant can have a dramatic impact on
the equilibrium outcome of the strategic bargaining model. For example, consider the
negotiations over the partitioning of a large sum of money between two players. Then
the uniqueness restilt in Rubinstein [107] is derived under the assumption that money
is infinitesimal, while in Selten, van Damme and Winter [37] multiple equilibria are
derived under the assumption of a smallest money unit.  Obviously, if the sum of
money is very large, let us say one billion dollar, then the fact whether or not one
dollar cent can be divided seems completely irrelevant. Yet the difference in results
obtained in Rubinstein [107} and Selten, van Damme and Winter [37] indicates tliat
it matters a lot.

The two approaches are complementary
Tlie axiomatic and the strategic approach to analyze the bargaining problem are
two different approaches and yet the results mentioned above indicate that both ap-
proaches can produce the same results. According to Nash [90] this means that 'each
approach helps to justify and clarify the other'. Indeed, on one hand the axiomatic
Nash solution approximates the unique subgame perfect equilibrium outcome of the
strategic alternating offer model with almost patient players, while on the other hand
tlie axioms underlying the Nash solution are valid for bargaining procedures similar
to the one in the alternating offer model. Similarly, in Moulin [85} a bargaining proce-
dure is proposed that clarifies and justifies the axiomatic Kalai-Smorodinsky solution
(Kalai and Smorodinsky [73]) and vice versa.

As mentioned above the use of the axiomatic approach is limited, because many
lists of conflicting axioms can be thought of and, hence, many axiomatic solutions ex-
ist. Furthermore, it is not obvious how strategic considerations should be translated
into axioms. At this point the strategic approach can be of use. First, the strate-
gic considerations can be modelled in a strategic model and tlien the corresponding
equilibrium outcome can indicate which lists of axioms best fits the strategic con-
siderations. Also in selecting among axiomatic solutions the strategic approach can
play a role by requiring that any sound axiomatic solution should correspond to the
equilibrium of some strategic bargaining model of which the bargaining procedure
represents the essential characteristics.

The use of the strategic approach is limited for three reasons: The number of
bargaining procedures one can think of seems unlimited; Equilibrium analysis is often
very complicated; The equilibria can be very sensitive to small changes in the rules
of the procedure. Therefore, investigation of equilibrium outcomes with respect to
several alternative specification of the bargaining procedure can be recommended.

Given the limitations to both approaches these should be regarded as comple-
mentary in the following way: If the outcomes of an axiomatic solittion do not agree
with the outcomes of antI bargaining procedure, then the axiomatic solution does
not capture the strategic relevance in any bargaining proceditre and this solution is
likely to be of little relevance. Conversely, a bargaining procedure that agrees witli no
axiomatic solution does not correspond to any axiomatic intuition and one expects
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that such a procedure is non-robust with respect to minor changes in the bargaining
procedure. Therefore, such a procedure is of limited applicability. These arguments
stress the importance of finding mutually reinforcing axiomatic solutions and (equi-
libria of) strategic bargaining procedures and this search has come to be called the
'Nash program'.

1.3 The Three-Player/Three-Cake Problem
In many economic negotiation situations there are more than two parties involved. For
example, the political parties in most (Western) European democracies negotiating
which of these parties will form the government, the twelve EC countries negotiating
at the EC, the negotiations between the OPEC countries and the countries of the
world negotiating at the GATT. These negotiation situations can be regarded as an
n-player bargaining problem, where n is a natural number greater than or equal to
two. An important issue that arises in these bargaining problems is the formation of
coalitions. A co l. a_a_grallp_of-players that have agreed to work tggether in order
to realize the gains of their cooperation and, meanwhile, exclude the players that do
not belong to this group from these gains. For example, the political parties forming
the government are a coalition that excludes all other parties in the parliament from
direct influence on the government policy.

Both the axiomatic and strategic approach have to answer several important ques-
tions: Which players are likely to form a coalition and which are not?  If a given coali-
tion forms, then what is the most likely partition of the gains of cooperation among
the members of this coalition?  How is the partition within a coalition that forms
related to the alternative partitions that could have resulted in alternative coalitions?
For example, the owner of a house and a potential buyer are both active on the house
market and if they trade the house among each other it could be said that they form a
coalition. But the owner could also search for another potential buyer to form a coali-
tion with and, similarly, the buyer could search for another owner. The alternative
coalitions that are present at the house market must infuence the price (representing
the partition of the gains of cooperation), because the buyer is not likely to pay a
(high) price if he thinks he can do better in an alternative coalition and the owner is
not likely to sell against a (low) price if he thinks he can obtain a higher price in an
alternative coalition.

In the literature many axiomatic solutions are proposed for the n-player bargain-
ing problem and a few of these concepts are already mentioned in section 1.2. The
unique axiom underlying the Core requires that no coalition is able to improve upon
any element belonging to the Core by forming this coalition and partitioning their
gains of cooperation. However, this axiom is often too strong resulting in an empty
set as the Core. Nevertheless, there is an economically interesting class of bargaining
problems for which the Core is never empty, namely the class of exchange economies
(e.g.   Hildenbrand and Kirman  [61]). The three axioms underlying the Bargaining Set
require that if some coalition is able to improve upon a solution then any player not
belonging to this coalition is able to secure his payoff of the solution by mobilizing
another coalition. The Bargaining Set is never empty and the Core is always con-
tained in the Bargaining Set. Therefore, the axioms underlying the Bargaining Set
are less stringent than the axiom underlying the Core. The axioms underlying the
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Multilateral Nash solution regard any n-player bargaining problem as a set of inter-
related bargaining problems in which a generalization of the Nash solution represents
the outcome of the bargaining within each coalition and, simultaneously, takes into
account the players' opportunities in alternative coalitions. The Multilateral Nash
solution is not related to the Core. The Shapley value is the unique solution that
satisfies four axioms and these four axioms are often regarded as requiring a 'fair'
solution. This solution is also not related to the Core.

An important subclass of n-player bargaining problems analyzed in the literature
is the class of unanimity problems. A unanimity problem is a bargaining problem in
which only the coalition with all players is profitable. Alternatively, thinking in terms
of voting procedures agreements require unanimous approval of all players, which
implies each player has veto power. It is easy to modify the axioms underlying the
Nash solution and the Kalai-Smorodinsky solution to the class of n-player unanimity
problems implying these axiomatic solutions immediately generalizes to this class
of problems  (e.g.   Roth [1021) Similar  as  for the two-player bargaining problem  the
Core and the Bargaining Set satisfy the axioms of individual rationality and efficiency
for the class of unanimity games and, therefore, both the n-player Nash and Kalai-
Smorodinsky solution belong to the Core and Bargaining Set.

Beside the axiomatic approach the strategic approach has been applied to the n-
player bargaining problem as well. One problem that arises is that many bargaining
procedures for n-player bargaining problems can be thought of that have the alter-
nating offer model as a special case for the two-player bargaining problem. Indeed,
many different bargaining procedures are proposed. To mention only a few: Chatter-
jee et.al  [321,  Hart and Ma,s-Colell [56], Okada [93], Perry and Reny [96], Selten [116]
and Serrano [117]. In Gul 151} a bargaining procedure is proposed that yields the
Shapley value as the SPE outcome (see also Osborne and Rubinstein [94]). In Perry
and Reny [96] an extension of the continuous time model for the two-player bargain-

ing to n-player bargaining procedures yields elements of the Core, provided the Core
is non-empty. In Serrano [117] a bargaining procedure is proposed to bankruptcy
problems that yields the axiomatic Nucleolus in bankruptcy problems (the Nucleolus
is  a unique axiomatic solution  in the Bargaining Set). Often attention is restricted  to
the subclass of n-player bargaining problems with 'transferable utility'.

Also strategic models for the unanimity problem are proposed and analyzed. Sim-
ilar to the general n-player bargaining problem many extensions of the alternating
offer model can be thought of for the unanimity problem (e.g.  Chae and Yang  [31],
Haller [52], Krishna and Serrano [77], Sloth  [12114. All these models admit  one  sub-
game perfect equilibrium in Markov strategies and this equilibrium converges to the
axiomatic n-player Nash solution as the players become patient. However, in sev-
eral of these models multiple other SPEs exist, provided the players are sufficiently
patient, and every element of the axiomatic Core can be sustained as an SPE agree-
ment (e.g. Haller [52] and Sloth [121]). This means that introducing impatience is no
longer sufficient to guarantee a unique SPE outcome if the alternating offer model is
extended to n-player unanimity games.

In chapters 3 and 4, which are based upon Bennett and Houba [13], a different class

4In Sloth [121] several voting rules in the setting of an unanimity problem are analyzed, includ-
ing the majority voting rule. Majority voting problems are usually modelled as general n-player
bargaining problems. An interesting point to investigate is whether or not these different ways of
modelling yield similar results.
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of n-player bargaining problems is analyzed, namely the class of tliree-player/tliree
cake problems, where 'cake' means the set of feasible utility vectors each pair of
players may choose from. A three-player/three-cake problem is defined as follows:
First, there are three players and each pair of players has the possibility of forming a
1}air (i.e. coalition) and partition the one cake associated to this pair. Second, only
one pair can actually form and, hence, only one of the three potential cakes can be
(livided. Tliird, it is assumed that none of the players individually nor the coalition of
all three players has a cake to partition. In essence three-player/three-cake problems
can be regarded as 'odd man out' problems, because only two of the three players
can actually succeed iii forming a pair and divide a cake, while the third player (i.e.
the 'odd man') is excluded from this pair. The analysis of three-player/three-cake
problems aims to obtain insight in the following questions: which pair of players is
likely to form, on what division of their cake do they agree and how does this division
depend upon each player's opportunities in the forgone alternative pair.

Although attention to the class of tliree-player/three-cake problems may seem
restrictive, there are real life situations that can be described as three-player/three-
cake problems. For instance, after the elections the negotiations for the formation of
the government between the three major political parties without absolute majority
assembled in the parliament can be described as a three-player/three-cake problem.
Since goveriiments formed of all political parties are rarely observed in reality (ex-
cept when circumstances are exceptional as in periods of war), there is not much
loss in generality by assuming that the coalition of all three political parties has no
cake to divide. To provide another negotiation situation, all bargaining problems
between one seller of an indivisible good and two potential buyers for this good be-
long to the class of three-player/three-cake problems. These bargaining problems
are called one-seller/two-buyers problems and this class possesses the specific feature
that the pair of players identified as tlie biiyers has no cake to divide. While the
class of one-seller/two-buyer problems is intensively analyzed in the literature on the
axiomatic approacli (e.g. Hildenbrand and Kirman [61] for a survey) and the strategic
approach  (e.g.    Byg  [29},  Heiicion  and  Tran@es [59], Hendon  et.al [581, Osborne  and
Rtibinstein [94], Shaked  [118],  Shaked  and  Sutton  [119]  and  Rubinstein  and  Wolin-
sky  [112]), the general class of three-player/three-cake problems  is  only  analyzed  in
Binmore [19] and Bennett and Horiba [13]. 41 915- ,.       /.        6,   B.

The class of three-player/three-cake problems is also the sim est class of bargain-
ing problems in which eacli player's 'outside option' is endoganous. Each player's
oiftside opti-mz iS the oppor-tiinity to bargain in the alternative pair.  It is clear tliat
the bargaining within a pair of players in an environment of a three-player/three-cake
1,roblem cannot be correctly analyzed if the outside options are treated exogenously,
1,ecause the outside options are determined by the negotiations in the other pairs
which, iii turn, also depend tipon the negotiations in the first pair.

Finally, the analysis of three-player/three-cake problems can be regarded as a
modest step in analyzing general bargaining problems between more than two play-
ers.  The cltiss of n-player bargaining problems with more than two players is very
complicated since the number of possible coalitions ip n-player bargaining problems
increases exponentially with the mimber of players n. Tliis implies a huge diversity
of cases that have to be distinguished. Within this huge diversity of cases, the class
of three-player/three-cake problems is rather simple and still analytically tractable as
is shown in chapters 3 and 4. This implies that constructive theories can be derived.
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The three-player/three-cake problern is analyzed from both the axiomatic and
strategic approach.  In this stridy the. analysis of axiomatic solutions is restricted
to only a few of the axiomatic solution concepts mentioned above, because the aim
of many of these solutions is to provide an answer to tlie question how the gains
of cooperation between the players within tlic coalition of all players arc divided
ancl, thereby, assuming that the coalition of all players forms. For the class of three-
1)layer/three-(:ake problerns t h is questioii is not relevant, becazise tliere is always a pair
of players tliat does better tlian the coalition of three players. Therefore, axiomatic
solutions as the Compromise value alid the Shapley value are not analyzed.

In chapter 3 four axiomatic solution are analyzed for three-player/three-cake prob-
lems: The Core; The Bargaining Set; The Three-Player/Three-Cake Nasli solution
(e.g. Binmore [191); The Multilateral Nash sollition. The necessary ancl sufficient
coiiditions for a non-empty Core are derived. Since these conditions are rather re-
strictive tliis implies that the Core is empty for a large class of three-player/three-cake
problems. If tlic Core is empty, then each pair lacks stability and indeterminacy is
tlie final answer. How this indeterminacy has to be interpreted is not clear. On the
one hand one could argue that no pair will ever form, because the players iii eacli
I)air ;ire constantly bribed into the alternative pair by the third player. 011 the other
hand, one corild argue that some pair will eventiially form and then this pair could
be any pair of I,layers and they cozilcl agree on any feasible clivision of tlieir cake.
Hence, the Core fails to give arguments and insights about wliat can reasonably be
expected to happen in case the Core is empty aticl the Core concept cannot be Con-
siclered as a serious candiclate for an acceptable axiomatic solution for the class of
three-player/three-cake problems. It sliozild be noted that the Core can only play a
subsidiary role iii the analysis. If some alternative axiomatic solution belongs to tlie
Core, then tliis solution possesses a very strong property, namely that of a demand-
ing notion of stability. Tliis result is quite different from the results obtained for the
two-player bargaining prol,lem.

For the class of three-player/three-cake problems the Bargaining Set is always
non-empty and it coincides with the Core if the latter is lion-empty.  If the Core
is empty, tlien the Bargaining Set predicts that any of the tliree pairs is equally
likely to form but the partition within each pair is uniquely determined and each
player is indifferent between the partitions of his two alternative pairs. Both the Core
and the Bargaining Set are point valued concepts, which means that any point that
satisfies the axioms is a sohition but there is no relation between any two solutions.
Therefore, the concept of the Bargaining Set cannot answer the important question
of how the partition of payoffs within a pair (provided it forms) depends lipon the
foregone alternatives for the two players. This critique implies the need for a solution
concept that is set valued rather tlian point valiied.  Set valued means that the solution
concepts yields a set of related payoff vectors or payoff configurations as the solution.
One set valued axiomatic solittion is the Three-Player/Three-Cake Nash solution, as
proposed  in  Binmore  [191,  bitt  unfortunately  the underlying axioms are inconsistent
whicli is not a desirable property for any axiomatic solution.

The Multilateral Nash solittion, as proposed in Bennett [9} for general n-player
bargaining problems, is another set valited solution which can be applied to three-
player/three-cake bargaining problems (e.g.  Bennett and Houba [131). A Multilat-
eral Nash solution for three-player/three-cake problems consists of a tuple of (two-
dimensional) payoff vectors, one for each pair, and each payoff vector represents the
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candidate partition within each pair, provided the payoffvector is feasible for this pair.
The partition within each pair is derived from applying the Nash solution adapted to
allow for the player's outside options. The outside options within each pair consist of
each member's payoff in his alternative pair.

In order to derive the set of Multilateral Nash solutions two new notions are
important: Nash dominance and Nash stability. Consider a world in which the Nash
solution is the focal point for bargaining in each pair and represents the anticipated
agreement for each pair in the absence of compelling reasons to change it. Clearly,
if this Nash solution belongs to the Core, then formation of the pair that forms in
the Core and the partition of this pair's cake according to the Nash solution is stable
because no pair could improve upon these payoffs. Such a pair is called a Nash
dominant pair and it coincides with the pair that forms according to the Core. The
conditions for a Nash dominant pair are rather strong and the notion of a Nash-
stable pair imposes weaker conditions for what can still be regarded as a 'stable'
standard of behaviour, i.e. a partition of the cake according to the Nash solution.  For
completeness, a Nash dominant pair is automatically Nash-stable.

For the class of three-player/three-cake problems with a Nash dominant pair the
Multilateral Nash solution predicts that the pair corresponding to the Core forms and
its members agree upon the Nash solution of the corresponding two-player bargaining
problem. Furthermore, for the class of three-player/three-cake problems with no
Nash-stable pair the predictions of the Multilateral Nash solution coincide with the
predictions made by the Bargaining Set. The absence of a pair that is Nash-stable
can be regarded as a situation in which all pairs fiercely compete with each other
and, hence, the Bargaining Set seems appropriate to capture the outcome of this
competition.

The third class of three-player/three-cake problems possesses a Nash-stable (but
not Nash dominant) pair and for every problem in this class a range of Multilateral
Nash solutions exist. This range of Multilateral Nash solutions and the Bargaining
Set have one solution in common and this solution marks one side of the range of
Multilateral Nash solutions. The other side is marked by a solution that resembles
the 'stable' standard of behaviour underlying the definition of Nash stability, i.e.  in
this solution the members of the Nash-stable pair obtain the value of the Nash solution
of their standard two-player bargaining problem, provided these players are contained
in the pair that forms.  If the third player is contained in the pair that forms, then this
player 'gave in' to the 'Nash value' of his partner. The Multilateral Nash solutions
correspond to the following new intuition which differs from the intuition provided
by the Core or the Bargaining Set.  In all these solutions some kind of competition
takes place, but the magnitude of this competition differs from the magnitude of
competition in the Bargaining Set. Furthermore, in all these solutions one of the
players is always included in the pair that forms because the other two players both
regard this player as their most preferred partner and are therefore directed to come
to an agreement with this player. The payoff to the player always included in the pair
that forms can be regarded as a measure of the magnitude of competition.

Despite these nice results the Multilateral Nash solution can also be criticized,
because this concept implicitly assumes optimistic conjectures about outside options.
This means that both players within a pair expect to be included in the pair with
the third player with probability one if the negotiations within their pair breaks
down. Optimistic conjectures are always satisfied in one-seller/two-buyer problems.
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For three-player/three-cake problems the Multilateral Nash solution predicts that one
player plays a role similar to a 'seller' and the other two players are the 'buyers:

In chapter 4 two strategic bargaining models for three-player/three-cake problemsr z--
are introduced and analyzed. The first model is called the pro29sal-making model (e.g.
Binmore [19], Bennett  [10]  and [ll], Bennett and Houba [131, Chatterjee  et.al  [32],
Osborne and Rubinstein [941 (section 9.4.1) and Selten [116]) and the second model
is a bargaining procedure with publicly announced demands (e.g. Binmore [19] and
Osborne and Rubinstein [94]). Furthermore, this chapter contains a brief discussion of
several other strategic bargaining models as proposed for one-seller/two-buyer prob-
lems in Byg [29], Hendon and Tranies [59], Hendon et.al [58], Osborne and Rubinstein

[941 (chapter 9), Shaked and Sutton 1119] and Shaked [118].
The bargaining procedure of the proposal-making model extends the procedure

underlying the alternating offer model.  One of the players is given the initiative
to make a proposal. A proposal consists of a pair of players, always including the
proposer, and a partition of this pair's cake. The other player in the proposed pair
either accepts or rejects the proposal made. If lie accepts, then the proposed pair
forms and partitions the cake according to the proposal. Otherwise, the responding
player gains the initiative to propose in the next bargaining round. As long as the
players do not agree, the players continue in making proposals.

In order to analyze the proposal-making model the new notion of an A-stable pair
is introduced. Roughly speaking a pair is said to be A-stable if both its members prefer
to propose this pair and the partitions corresponding to the unique SPE partitions
of the standard alternating offer model associated with the pair's cake (the 'A' refers
to the alternating offer model) instead of proposing the pair with the third player.
The notion of A-stability is crucial in the characterization of SPEs.  If one of the
pairs is A-stable, then an essentially unique SPE exists in which the members of this
A-stable pair negotiate as if in the alternating offer model and completely neglect the
third player. However, if no pair is A-stable, then the model admits multiple SPEs
and a range of SPE payoffs to each player. The bounds upon each player's range of
SPE payoffs are determined by the unique SPE payoffs this player would get in the
standard alternating offer model with each of his two alternative cakes. Hence, the
results obtained for the standard alternating offer model are also useful in the analysis
of more general bargaining problems. The proposal-making model always admits one
Markov perfect equilibrium in which the players negotiate as if each of them has a
reservation value for joining a pair. This Markov perfect equilibrium corresponds
to the Multilateral Nash solution that marks the end on one side of the range of
Multilateral Nash solutions corresponding to the Nash-stable pair. This implies that
the A-stable pair corresponds to the Nash-stable pair.

According to the bargaining procedure with publicly announced demands one of
the players, let us say player 1, has the initiative to consider two demands made by the
other two players (except  at the start  of the  game). If player  1  grants the demand  of
player 2, then the pair consisting of players 1 and 2 forms, player 2 obtains his demand

and player 1 obtains the remainder of this pair's cake. Similar, if player 1 grants
player 3's demand. The set of SPE outcomes is investigated under two assumptions,
namely for no risk of breakdown and for positive risk of breakdown.  If no risk of
breakdown is assumed, then every outcome in the Bargaining Set can be supported as
an SPE agreement of this strategic bargaining model. This result is a straightforward
generalization of a similar result that can be obtained in the standard alternating offer
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model with completely patient players.  If a positive risk of breakdown is assumed,
then the limit set of SPE outcomes, as the risk vanishes, corresponds to one particular
Multilateral Nash solution. This latter solution corresponds to the side of the range
of Multilateral Nash solutions that corresponds to the Bargaining Set.

It is worthwhile to compare the results of the proposal-making model and the
model with publicly announced demands to eadi other and to the Multilateral Nash
solution. For the class with a Nash dominant pair and the class with no Nash-stable
pair the MPEs of both strategic models coincide with the unique Multilateral Nash
solzition. For the remaining class both strategic models admit a unique SPE, tliese
SPEs do not coincide and each SPE corresponds to one of the sides of the range ofMultilateral Nash solutions (recall that the Multilateral Nash solution is not unique
for this case). Since the degree of competition in the strategic model with public
demands is greater than the degree of competition in the proposal-making model
the strategic intuition carries over to the two sides of the range of Multilateral Nasli
solutions as already mentioned above.

Many strategic bargaining models in the literattire are designed exclusively for the
class of one-seller/two-buyer problems. The SPEs of these models are also compared
to the axiomatic solution concepts analyzed in chapter 3. For every one-seller/two-buyer problem the Core is non-empty and, hence, the Bargaining Set coincides with
the Core. This class of problems always has a Nash-stable pair. If this pair is Nash
dominant, then the Multilateral Nash solution is unique. Otherwise, a range of Mul-
tilateral Nash solutions exists. A brief survey of several strategic models for one-
seller/two-buyer problems leads to the conclusion that there is a striking agreement
between the MPE outcomes of strategic models and the axiomatic Multilateral Nasli
solution. Furthermore, only two of these strategic models admit limit SPE outcomes
that lie outside the set of Multilateral Nash solution outcomes (i.e. in Shaked [118]
and for the class without any Nash-stable pair iii the proposal-making model). How-
ever, each of these two models still has a uniqiie limit MPE which corresponds to one
Multilateral Nash solution and only non-Markov SPE outcomes lie outside the set of
Multilateral Nash solutions.

One of the shortcomings of the axiomatic approach is that it is liard to justify
which axiomatic solution concept for three-player/three-cake problems is acceptable
and which is not, because either some of the axioms could be criticized or some of
the properties of the set of solutions did not appeal. As argued before, the strategic
approach can be of use to select among tliese axiomatic solution concepts. However,
also the strategic approach cannot provide the final answer to the question whicli
axiomatic solution concept is an acceptable axiomatic solution to three-player/three-
cake problem. The reason is that if one only requires that the equilibrium outcomes
of at least one strategic bargaining model should correspond to a certain axiomatic
solution, then the axiomatic Bargaining Set is the only acceptable axiomatic solution.
However, if one requires some kind of robustness of the relation between the axiomatic
solution and equilibrium outcomes with respect to changes in the bargaining proce-
dure, then the Multilateral Nash solution is the acceptable axiomatic solution. Game
theory does not provide guidelines how to judge in these circumstances. It should be
noted that the popular view is the first one, but this point of view neglects the fact
that equilibrium outcomes are sensitive to small changes in the bargaining procedures.
On this point the debate in the literature is still open.
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1.4 The Policy Bargaining Problem
As stated in the introduction, in several economically relevant negotiation situations
economic agents interact strategically with each other over time and simultaneously
have the opportunity to negotiate over some joint policy which will be implemented if
agreed upon. These negotiation situations are called policy bargaining problems and
these bargaining problems have the following stylized features: Each player's decisions
concerning the economic variables do not only determine his own payoffs in case of
disagreement but also impose externalities on the other players; The subject of the
negotiations is a joint policy for the players in order to internalize the externalities;
The economy and the negotiations proceed simultaneously; The players are not able to
commit in advance on tlie decisions concerning the economy in case of disagreement.

The players' economic environment in the policy bargaining problem is modelled
either as a repeated game or as a difference game. A diference game is a dynamic
game iii discrete time iIi which the intertemporal objective functions depend on the
levels of the state variables and the chosen actions, and in which these st·ate variables
change over time due to the used actions of the players (e.g. see Ba&ar and 01sder [8]
and van der Ploeg and de Zeeuw [97] for surveys). For instance, investments change
the capital stock, output decisions change the market price, depletion changes the
resource stock, emissions change the stock of pollittants and budget deficits change
the government's debt position.  Although it is seldom recognized the class of repeated
games is a subclass of the class of difference games in which tlie state does not matter
in the intertemporal objective functions.  In this study the class of repeated games

(e.g.   see van Damme  [35],  Fridenberg and Tirole [48], Kreps  [761 and Myerson  [87]
for surveys) is defined as such. In general it is hard to obtain analytical results in
difference games and attention is therefore restricted to two subclasses of difference
games, namely repeated games and linear-quadratic games, i.e. a difference game with
quadratic utility functions and a linear state transition. In chapter 5 both subclasses
are defined within the general framework of difference games and the main results for
this class of games are briefly mentioned.

The policy bargaining problem is embedded into the framework of the standard
bargaining problem by setting the set of feasible alternatives equal to  the set of joint
policies available to the players in the difference game. The standard assumption of
binding agreements in bargaining theory is maintained. The analysis of the policy
bargaining problem falls under the strategic approach, because the players also choose
actions as long as they do not agree upon a joint policy which automatically introduces
a strategic feature into the policy bargaining problem. Note that this means that the
'natural' outcome of the bargaining problem in case of disagreement is no longer
assumed to be given. This means that the actions used in case of disagreement,
called disagreement actions, are an essential part of the players strategies.

The variable threat  game  (e.g.   Nash  [90])  is the first model proposed  in  the  lit-
erature to analyze the policy bargaining problem. The use of the word 'threat' is
related to the idea that the disagreement actions can be used to threaten the other
player by choosing an action that keeps the payoff of the other player down in case
of a disagreement. The rules of the game are as follows. First, both players simul-
taneously and independently of each other select their threats which are assumed to
be executed in case of disagreement.  Then the players play Nash's demand game
(as discussed above). Finally, the players either follow the joint policy in case of an
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agreement or each player executes his chosen threat in case of disagreement.  This
implies that it is assumed that the players are committed to the chosen threats. Since
Nash's demand game admits multiple NE it is standard to assume that the players
follow the NE strategies resulting in the axiomatic Nash solution. The equilibrium
outcome of the variable threat game is that the players agree upon a uniquely de-
termined agreement that depends upon the players' equilibrium threats and each
player's equilibrium threats are interchangeable due to the zero-sum game nature of
the game. Despite these nice results the variable threat game is not suited to analyze
the policy bargaining model, because it is assumed that the choice of threats and the
time of implementation of these threats are separated in time from the negotiations
and, furthermore, it is assumed that the players can commit themselves upon these

disagreement actions.
In van Damme [35], Ehtamo  et.al   [38]   and de Zeeuw   [130] the assumption  of

commitment is disposed and instead the players choose their threats only in case the
negotiations break down. The consequences are that the equilibrium threats have to
be equilibrium strategies in the difference game and if the latter are not unique then
these multiple equilibrium threats are in general not interchangeable and to each pair
of equilibrium threats a different equilibrium agreement exists. These results show
that the unique equilibrium agreement found in Nash [90] is very vulnerable to the
assumption of commitment. However, also this modified version of the variable threat
game does not capture all the stylized features, because it still has the separation in
time of negotiations and the choice of threats.

The strategic bargaining model applied to the policy bargaining model in chap-
ters 6 and 7 is called the policy bargaining model and it is independently of each
other proposed in Stefanski and Cichocki   [125] and Okada   [91}   and   [921.     Time  is
assumed  to be discrete  and  runs  over the  set T  C  N u  {00}. This model extends  the
alternating offer model by integrating it with the framework of difference games as
follows.  At time t,t ET, one of the players has the right to propose a joint policy
on how to use the actions in the difference game from time t onwards. The other
player either accepts or rejects the proposed joint policy. If the proposed joint policy
is accepted, then both players use the current actions and all future actions according
to the agreed upon joint policy, because agreements are assumed to be binding.  If the
proposed joint policy is rejected each player unilaterally chooses his current action
at t and, afterwards, play proceeds to t+1 where the responding player at t becomes
the player to propose a joint policy from t+1 onwards.

In chapter 6, which is based upon Houba and de Zeeuw  [67], it is assumed that the
policy bargaining model has a finite time horizon. The analysis is further restricted
to policy bargaining models of which the underlying finite difference game can be
described by either a jinitely repeated game (FRG) or as a ,finite tinear-quadratic
diference game (FLQG). The policy bargaining model in the context of a finitely
repeated game will be called the FRG policy bargaining model. Similar for the FLQG
policy bargaining model. In the finite time horizon model time is valuable, because
the possible gains of cooperation shrink as time passes by. The intuition is that the
sooner the payers start with the joint use of available instruments the more they can
direct the economic system to their joint benefit.

First, consider the FRG policy bargaining model. As for the standard finitely
repeated game two cases have to be distinguished based upon the number of SPEs
in the repeated game.  If the underlying FRG admits an (essentially) unique SPE,
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then the FRG policy bargaining model also admits an (essentially) unique SPE and
the corresponding equilibrium strategies are Markov strategies. In this unique SPE
the players immediately agree and the agreement reached is Pareto efficient.  Fur-
thermore, the players SPE disagreement actions coincide with the unique SPE of the
underlying FRG without bargaining. The unique MPE agreement is characterized by
an elegant optimization problem. In case the underlying FRG admits multiple SPEs
no formal analysis of the FRG policy bargaining model is given. However, similar as
for finitely repeated games it can be argued that the FRG policy bargaining model
admits multiple SPEs as well in this case.

Second, consider the FLQG policy bargaining model. As for the FRG policy

bargaining model the procedure to derive an MPE is similar and in principle it can
be applied to any policy bargaining model. However, in order to obtain analytical
results for the FLQG policy bargaining model the dimension of the space of state
variables may not exceed one (e.g. Houba and de Zeeuw [67]). This means that
one has to resort to numerical methods to solve for an MPE in the FLQG policy
bargaining model if this dimension exceeds one. Nevertheless, for tlie FLQG policy
bargaining model with a one-dimensional state space it is possible to derive an an-
alytical expression for the MPE and the corresponding equilibrium payoffs have a
quadratic structure. Flirthermore, this MPE is the essentially unique SPE. Similar as
in the FRG policy bargaining model the players immediately agree in this SPE and
the agreement reached is Pareto efficient. However, the SPE disagreement actions in
the FLQG policy bargaining model no longer coincide with the unique SPE of the

underlying linear-quadratic difference game without bargaining. The reason for this
result is that the players current period disagreement actions affect the future payoffs

through the state variable. In the early attempts to incorporate strategic bargaining
in the context of difference games (e.g. Stefanski and Cichocki [125] and Houba and

de Zeeuw [66]) it was simply assumed that the players' disagreement actions coincide
with the unique SPE of the underlying difference game. The latter result implies
tliat this assumption cannot be justified if the equilibrium threats are endogenously

determined in the unravelling of the equilibrium actions.
In  chapter 7, which is based upon Houba  [65],  it is assumed  that the policy  bar-

gaining model has an infinite time horizon. The analysis is further restricted to policy
bargaining models of which the underlying infinite difference game can be described

by an injinitely repeated game. The corresponding policy bargaining model will be
called the IRG policy bargaining model. The policy bargaining model with an in-
finite linear-quadratic difference game yields many difficulties in deriving analytical
solutions (these difficulties can be traced back to the underlying difference game and
the arguments are given in chapter 5). Therefore, attention is restricted to the IRG
policy bargaining model only.

In Okada [91] the analysis is restricted to SPEs in Markov strategies. It is shown

that the IRG policy bargaining model always admits at least one such equilibrium
with the following properties: The players immediately reach an agreement and the
SPE disagreement actions coincide with one of the Nash equilibria of the stage game

corresponding to the infinitely repeated game.  The SPE payoffs of this SPE agreement
correspond to the unique SPE payoffs of the standard alternating offer model, pro-
vided the set of feasible payoffs is specified by the IRG and the disagreement outcome
is specified by the SPE disagreement actions. The latter result implies a correspon-

dence to the Nash bargaining solution, provided the standard bargaining problem is
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properly chosen. In Okada [92] the restriction to Markov strategies is removed and
it is assumed that players are patient.  Then the set of SPE payoffs coincides with
tlie set of individually rational payoffs due to the absence of impatience.  One of the
results in this study shows that it is possible to obtain unique SPE if impatience is
present.

If a linear Pareto frontier of the IRG is assumed, then the IRG policy bargaining
model is a special case of the wage bargaining as studied in Bolt [251, Busch and
Wen [28], Fernandez and Glazer [42], Haller  [531 and Haller and Holden  [54].   In  most
versions of the latter model two players, a firm and a union, negotiate over the division
of the firm's stream of profits and as long as no agreement has been reached the union
can decide whether  or  not  to  go on strike  (e.g.  Bolt [25], Fernandez and Glazer  [42],
Haller [53]and Haller and Holden [54]). In Busch and Wen [28] the model is extended
by  assuming  that  the  firm. also makes a decision, for instance whether  or  Ilot  to
iise lock-outs. These actions determine the disagreement payoffs and are modelled
similarly as in the IRG policy bargaining model. The only difference between tlie two
models is one additional assumption iii the IRG policy bargaining model, namely the
set of feasible payoffs in the bargaining problem is equal to the set of feasible payoffs
in the underlying IRG.

For the wage bargaining model with a linear Pareto frontier the most general
characterization result  of  the  set  of SPE payoffs is derived  in  Busch  and  Wen  [28].
In this study it will be shown that the basic ideas underlying this result extend to
the IRG policy bargaining model with a non-linear Pareto frontier. Furthermore, the
latter characterization result does not depend upon the additional assumption made
in tlie IRG policy bargaining model and, therefore, the latter result also extends to
the wage bargaining problem with a non-linear Pareto frontier.

In this study it is shown that the players' SPE payoffs in the worst SPE for player 1
satisfy a system of equations that is similar to the system of equations that deter-
mines the players' SPE proposals in the standard alternating offer model, provided
tlie standard bargaining problem is properly chosen. In this system only tlie respond-
ing players' disagreement payoffs matter and due to the endogenous disagreement
actions (that need not be constant over time) these payoffs can be chosen in such a
way that the vector of responding players' payoffs is non-feasible. However, under
a non-feasible vector of responding players' payoffs and a non-linear Pareto frontier
different results are derived than for the standard alternating offer model. In fact,
the results for the IRG policy bargaining model resemble much of the mirror-image
world depicted in the novel 'Through the Looking Glass' by Lewis Caroll. Indeed, the
results  can be related to non-convex bargaining problems as analyzed in Herrero  [60],
because the mirror image of the graphical representation of the problem is a non-
convex bargaining problem. The different results obtained for the policy bargaining
model are the following: The point identified as the 'disagreement point' in the system
of equations need not be feasible; The uniqueness of the solution of this system is no
longer guaranteed; In each solution the players have a 'first-mover disadvantage'.

The necessary and sufficient conditions for a unique SPE in the IRG policy bargain-
ing model derived in this stzidy are rather restrictive implying that non-uniqueness
can be expected in general. Nevertheless, there exists a generic class of IRG pol-
icy bargaining models for which uniqueness is obtained. The IRG policy bargaining
model can be regarded as a hybrid model, because elements of both the alternating
offer model and the standard infinitely repeated games model. The results obtained
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in this study reflect this hybrid nature, because on one hand the impatience of the
players reduces the set of SPE payoffs similar as in the standard alternating offer
model and on the other hand the large multiplicity of SPE payoffs is similar to the
folk-theorem  in the standard inflnitely repeated game model. Several examples indi-
cate that it is impossible to derive general results about which of these two dominates
the other.

The set of SPE disagreement actions for the IRG policy bargaining model is also
characterized, although the analysis is restricted to disagreement actions correspond-
ing to cyclic infinite sequences of disagreement actions in which these actions alternate
over time. Two examples show that the set of SPE disagreement actions can be large.

Making use of the system of equations mentioned above alternating sequences of dis-
agreement actions can be chosen such that the vector of responding players' payoffs
is non-feasible. Furthermore, it is possible to construct SPEs in which the players
bargain as if the latter vector is a utopia point and the players have to reach a com-
promise in order to reach an agreement. In such an SPE the proposing player has
to make a concession at the current bargaining round in order to agree upon this
compromise and, therefore, each player prefers to be the responding player in order
to avoid making a concession himself. This behaviour reflects the economic intuition
underlying the 'first-mover disadvantage' result mentioned above. For completeness
it is mentioned that these SPEs only exist if the IRG policy bargaining model admits
multiple SPEs. Due to the equivalence to non-convex bargaining problems these limit
agreements can be shown to satisfy certain axioms as stated in Herrero [60], although
the economic interpretation of some of these axioms should be reconsidered.

The analysis in chapters 6 and 7 is a first step towards economic applications of
the policy bargaining model. However, the policy bargaining model still has some
features that are not met in reality. To mention only a few: In many situations the
agreements are either not binding or implementation is not verifiable implying that
the set of 'stable' agreements will not coincide with the set of al joint policies one
can think of; Rounds in the negotiation process may proceed at a higher speed than
rounds in the economic system; The economic agents need not be unbounded rational
as assumed in the model. Nevertheless, since many economic negotiation situations
can be described by the policy bargaining model the results in this study are of use
in economic applications of the policy bargaining problem.

1.5  Several Game Theoretic Concepts
In this section several standard concepts proposed in the literature of strategic or
non-cooperative game theory are defined and briefly discussed. The reader is referred
to Fnlenberg and Tir«le_[48] for more details»First a midfirstfwjlgame_is defined,
which consists of five elements:

1.  The finite set N= {1, . . . ,n}o f players (the decision makers).

2.  The  (in)finite  set T e  {0,...,tf},  tf €NU{00}, representing the index of
stages.

3. At stage t,t ET, each player chooses an action independent of and simut-
taneously with the other players from his set of actions. Each player's set of
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actions depends upon his knowledge about the past history of the game and
this history consists of all actions used by the players in the past. These con-
cepts are defined iteratively. The history at stage 0 is denoted as ho and is
equal to 0. At stage 0 player j, j EN, chooses his actions from the set Aj(ho)
Furthermore,  a(0)  E  A(ho)  :=  Al (ho)  x. . .x An(ho). The history at stage
t,  t  E  T\{O} is denoted  as  ht  and is equal  to  hi   -   (ht-1 'a(t - 1)), where
a(t -1) € A(ht-1) := Al(ht-1) x. . .x An(ht-1).  The set Hi,teT, denotes
the set of all possible histories hi at stage t.  The partition Ii,t,jEN and
t€T, of H  denotes the collection  of  all  information  sets  ij,t· An information
set ij,t E Ij,t consists of all different histories ht € Ht that player j cannot tell
apart at time t. It is assumed that ht,h; € ij,t implies that Aj(ht) = Aj(h;).

4.   A strategy of player j, j EN,is defined as a sequence of functions aj  =  {oj,t   tET'
where 5.,t (ij,t)   €A j (ij,t)  for  all  ij,t   €   4.t ·    The  set E j,j€N, denotes  the
set   of all possible strategies  oj for player  j. A strategy profile is defined   as

0   -  (0-1,···,an)  E  E  :=  El  x  . . .  x  En.    Note  that the strategy profile  in-
duces a sequence of actions, histories and information sets (a(it t),   ' ' , a(in,t)) -
(al,t(il,t), ' ' ,an,t(in,t)),  ht  =  (ht-1, (al,t(il,t)'... 'on,t(in,t)))  and for every
j EN there exists an ij,t E t,t such that ht E i j,t·

5. The function g, : E -+ R denotes the von-Neumann-Morgenstern utility func-
tion of player i, i € AT.

In most of the strategic bargaining procedures in chapters 2,4,6 and 7 the players
decide in a sequential order implying that at each stage only one of these players has
to choose an action, i.e.  at each stage only one of the players is assumed to be active.
In that case it is assumed that the inactive player has to make a choice from the tripi-at
action set in which 'do nothing:' is the unique action. This artificial definition ensures
that  all the strategic bargaining models anal] zed  in this study arp multi-stage  games.

A multi-stage game is said to have almos? perfect informatioi if for every player j,
j EN, all information sets ij,t consist of a unique element. A multi-stage game is said
to have perfect information if this multi-stage game has almost perfect information
and at each stage at most one player has a non-trivial action set, i.e. all players except
for at most one player have a trivial action set.  If the multi-stage game does not have
(almost) perfect information, then it is said to have imperfect information. In this
study all strategic bargaining models are assumed to have (almost) perfect information
and the only strategic bargaining model with imperfect information is analyzed at the
end of appendix 4.A in order to investigate the consequences of assuming imperfect
information in the proposal-making model of section 4.2.

Before the concept of an Nash equilibrium, as first proposed in Nash  [89], is defined
after the following convention is introduced. The strategy profile o_j,j E N, consists
of a strategy profile for all players except for player j.

Definition 1.5.1
A strategy profile ON  e Zisa Nash equilibrium (NE) if, for all players j,jeN,

uj (afj, af')  21 j (afj, aj),   for  all aj  €  Ej.

In the literature the NE concept is regarded as too weak to apply to multi-stage
games. For multi-stage games with almost perfect information the subgame perfect
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equilibrium concept, as first proposed in Selten  [115], is regarded  as the appropriate
equilibrium concept (e.g. Fudenberg and Tirole [48]).  If the multi-stage game has
almost perfect information, then for all j E N the set Aj (ij,t)  and the strategy aj (ij,t)
can be rewritten as Aj(ht) and oj(ht)

Definition 1.5.2
A subgame perfect equilibrium (SPE) in a multi-stage game with almost perfect
information is a NE  N such that at stage t, t C T, after any history ht € Ht the
siquence of strategies (a71,·fit'...,til are a NE of the truncated multi-stage game
starting at  t  and  initial history ht

The set of SPEs can often be reduced by restricting the class of strategies to the
subclass of Markov strategies. A Markov strategy is a strategy in which the behaviour
of a player depends only upon the 'payoff-relevant' history of the play (Maskin and
Tirole [83] for the most general definition). In order to avoid a formal definition of the
payoff relevant history the Markov strategies for multi-stage games with almost perfect
information are simply stated. The Markov strategies for the models in chapters 2
and 4 are strategies 01 € Ej such that at any stage t,t ET, it holds that aj(ht) =
o..(hi) for all ht, ht E Ht.  In the models of chapters 5,6 and 7 the state variable x(t),
t ET,is introduced that represents the payoff relevant history at stage t and the
Markov strategies are defined as strategies oj E Ej such that at any stage t it holds

that oj(h,) = 01(ht) = oj (.T)  for  all  ht, ht   E  Ht that induce  the same level  of  the
state variables x at stage t.

Definition 1.5.3
A Markov perfect equilibrium (MPE) is an SPE in Markov strategies.

Finally, an equilibrium a* € E is called unique if there does not exist another equilib-
rium 0** € E, i.e. uniqueness in equilibrium strategies. Obviously, also uniqueness in
equilibrium payoffs.  In many of the strategic bargaining models analyzed in this study
it is not possible to prove uniqueness, but instead it is possible to prove that the equi-
librium payoffs of all equilibria coincide. An equilibrium is called essentially unique
if forany two equilibria 0-*, 0-*' E E it holds that 15(Q*)= 1Lj(0**) for all j EN, i.e.
uniqueness in equilibrium payoffs but not necessarily in equilibrium strategies.
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Chapter 2

The Bargaining Problem

2.1 Introduction

The analysis in this study departs by stating a formal definition of the standard
bargaining problem, as proposed  in  Nash  [881,  and,  furthermore,  by briefly reviewing
the techniques and results in the literature on bargaining. This chapter does not
interid to provide a complete survey of the large literature on this subject, because
such  a survey already exists in Osborne and R.zibinstein [94]. Rather tlie emphasis
is put on those techniques and results that will be tised in the following chapters.
Furthermore, these results can be regarded as a benchmark to which the bargaining
theories developed in later chapters cari be compared.

Tliis chapter is organized as follows. The bargaining problem is formally defined
in sectign 2.2. Then in the two subsequent sections two different approaches to an-
alyze the bargaining problem are introduced and discussed. These approaches are
called the axiomatic and the strategic approach. In section 2.5 it is argued that these
two different approaches are complementary. The main part of the analysis in the
proceeding chapters belongs to the strategic approacli, although the relation to the
axiomatic approach is briefly investigated.

Iii section 2.6 the standard bargaining problem is extended to incorporate the
presence of alternative opportunities to the economic agents ozitside the bargaining
problem, called outside options. It is shown that otitside options play a different
role in bargaining than the disagreement outcome, that is the outcome that woitld
result if the negotiations are never concluded with an agreement and both players do
not execute their outside options. The bargaining problem with exogenous outside
options is included, because this bargaining problem is extencled in cliapters 3 and 4
in order to make these outside options endogenous.

The results obtained iii section 2.2,2.3 and 2.4 licavily clepend upon the disagree-
ment outcome and already in Nash [90} it is recognized that there are many economic
negotiation situations in whicli the players can influence this outcome. In section 2.7
the standard bargaining prol,lem is extended to allow for a clisagreement otitcome
that is endogenous. Since the policy bargaining models iii chapter 6 and 7 also litive
an endogenolis disagreement outcome the results in these two diapters are compared
to tlie standard results discussed in section 2.7.
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2.2  Defining the Bargaining Problem

Much of the modern theory of bargaining in economics has its origin in two papers
written by Nobel-price winner John Nash (e.g. Nash [88} and [901). A bargaining
problem is defined as an economic situation in which two or more economic agents,
called_p-(91(ers, have to agree on the choice of pne -specific alternative,from a given set
of alternatives availa6le to them, while they have#onflicting interests over this set of
alternatives. The bargaining problem also specifies which alternative is the 'natural'
outcome of the bargaining problem if the players do not agree. This natural outcome
is called the disagreement outcome. Furthermore, it is assumed that any agreement
on the choice of a particular alternative is a binding contract in the juridical sense
of the word. This implicitly assumes that there exists some kind of institution, for
instance the court, that can enforce this agreement if one of the players would not
carry out the actions specified by the agreement.

The  tuple  <{1,2}, A, {hi i€{1,2}, ad) denotes a standard two-player bargaining
problem, where the set {1,2} represents the players who participate in the bargaining
(the name of every player is represented by a number), the set A represents the set
of alternatives the players have to choose from, t, represents player i's preferences
over the set of alternativesi and the alternative ad € A represents the disagreement
outcome. The disagreement outcome is exogenous and cannot be influenced by the
players. It is assumed that both players have complete information and common
knowledge about the tuple ({1, 2},A, {hi}ie{l,2},ad>.

Economically interesting bargaining situations have conilicting interests among
the players, which are defined as follows. First,   the  set  A;,i  =   1,2, of player  i's
most preferred alternatives is defined as {a* f Ala* 2, a, Va CA} and for simplicity
it is assumed that this set is non-empty. The players have confticting interests if
A; n A  = 0, i.e.  none of player l's most-preferred alternatives belongs to the set
of player 2's most-preferred alternatives and vice versa. Conflicting interests implies
that it is impossible to reach an agreement that is a most-preferred by both players
and, hence, at least one of the players has to make concessions in order to reach
an agreement. Obviously, common interests are defined as A; n A& 96 0 and the
bargaining problem with common interests is trivial, because rational players will
immediately agree  upon  one of the alternatives in  A;  n Al.

In the policy bargaining model the players face uncertainty and uncertainty can
easily be incorporated into the framework of a bargaining problem. Given uncertainty
every alternative a€A should be regarded as a probability distribution or lottery,
denoted by p, over a set of possible outcomes, denoted by X.  In such a context,
alternatives differ if the associated lotteries differ.  Note that the lotteries generalize
the set of alternatives, because a deterministic alternative is a degenerate lottery.  It is
assumed that the preference relation hi, i = 1,2, over the set of lotteries can be rep-
resented by the von Neumann-Morgenstern expected utility function E=EX p(X)ui (:E)
(e.g.  Nash [88], Kreps [76], Myerson  [87} and Varian  [129}). This means that  the pref-
erence relation h defined over a set of lotteries on X satisfies the asymmetry axiom,
the negative transitivity axiom, the substitution axiom and the Archimedean axiom
iff there exists a utility function n : X -+ R such that for any two lotteries p and q

1 If & 2: a,  i=  1,2, then player i weakly prefers alternative  a to alternative a.
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OIl X

p t q  iff   Z p(1')11(I) 2 Z q(x)11(.I).
lex ZEX

Moreover, the function u satisfies the above relation iff the function 6 = au + b,
ct € R.  and b ER, does also. Tliis last property is better known as uniqueness
up to an alline transformationfootnoteAn alline transformation is a linear function
f(x) = ax + b, where a e R  and b € R., because

E p(z)6(x) = E p(:C)(an(x) + b) = a <I p(z)u(z)  tb.rex .TEX (J'EX

implies

Z p(x)71(Z) 2 Z q(.7.')u(x)   iff   Z p(x)11(x) 2 Z q(x)11(Z).
ZEX zEX ZEX.r·€X

Throughout the remainder of this study it is assumed that the preference relations
2*, i =  1,2, can be represented by an expected utility function. To emphasize the
importance of this assumption it is formally stated.

Assumption 2.2.0
The preference relation 2 over the set of totteries on X can be represented by an ex-
pected utility function over this set of lotteries.   This means that there exists a function
11 : X -0 R, such that for any two lotteries p and q on X

p HE q   i.5   Z p(z)u,(.T) > E q(z)11,(31)
ZEX ZEX

and lt, is unique up to an alline transformation.

Every bargaining problem ({1,2},A,{t,}i= D > can be transformed into a bar-1,2,
gaining problem in utility representation (S, d), where S € 112  is the set of expected
litilities corresponding to the set of lotteries A and d the vector of expected utilities
of the lottery pd on X corresponding to disagreement outcome D. Formally,

S =   (si, 32) 6 R.2 1 3p € A s.t. si = E p(z)tt,(z), i = 1,2  
ZEX

and

d= <E pd(z)111 (z),    pd'(z)22(z)  .
\ ZEX rex

The vector d i s called the disagreement point and s E S i s called a pair of pallo s.

Note that the set A; ,i=1,2, corresponds to the set  {s € Sis,  2  3*,VS'  E S}. Every
bargaining problem  ({1,2}, A, {ti i-1,2, ad>  will be analyzed as the bargaining prob-

lem (S, d) and, hence, different bargaining problems ({1,2}, A, {2,} ad) that cani- 1,21
be transformed to the same bargaining problem in utility representation are regardei
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to be equivalent. For convenience the bargaining problem in utility representation
(S, d) is simply called a bargaining prol)lem.

The following assumption  on  (S, d)  is standard  in the literature on  bargaining
tlieory (e.g. Nash [88]and Osborne and Rubinstein [94}).

Assumption 2.2.1
The set S is non-empty, compact and convex, the point d belongs to S and there
exists an s E S such that s>d.

The assumption that S is non-empty simply means that the players have at least
some alternatives over which they can bargain. Furthermore, the assumption that
tliere exists an s E S such that s>d means that tlie bargaining problem is essential,
i.e. there are outcomes that improve Iipon the disagreement. point for both players.
Finally, in Nash [90] it is argued that the assumption that S is convex can bc regarded
as the assumption that  the  players  call  incltide  a ratidomization device  A,  A  f  [0,1],
in the agreement sucli that for any pair of lotteries p ancl q iii the set of lotteries A
the lottery Ap + (1 - A)q also belongs to A, wlicre Ap + (1 - A)q denotes the lottery in
which lottery p is chosen witll probability A and lottery q is chosen with probability
1 - A. Denote st as the expected utility of lottery t, then it is easy to verify that the
expected utility sAP+(1-X)9 equals Asp + (1 - A)s" and, hence, the set S is convex.

An important concept iii economics is the notion of Pareto efficiency of which
two definitions exist in the literature.  In this study the definition of strong Pareto
efficiency is applied.

Definition 2.2.2
The payoffs s E S are Pareto cilicient iff there does not exist an   E S such that .4 >s.

Since the set S is assilmed to be compact the set of all Pareto efficient payoffs is non-
empty and this set can be described by a curve, which is called the Pareto frontier.
Tlie definition of weak Pareto efficiency requires both an 2 and 0-Sign instead of tlie
>-sign in the definition above. The set of weak Pareto efficient payoffs is a stibset of
the set of strong Pareto efficient payoffs.

The set of individually rational payoffs SIR C S denotes all payoffs s ES that yield
each player a payoff of at least his component of the disagreement point d. Formally,
SIR = {s E SIS 2 d} and assumption 2.2.1 implies that SIR is non-empty, compact
and convex. Witll respect to the set SIR the following assumption is made.

Assumption 2.2.3
The  Pareto frontier of the  set  SI It  does  not  contain  horizontal or vertical line pieces.

Alternatively formulated, tliis assumption requires that the set of strong Pareto effi-
cient payoffs coincides with the set of weak Pareto efficient payoffs. Assumption 2.2.3
is satisfied for generically all bargaining problems, because horizontal or vertical parts
disappear if the bargaining problem (S, d) is slightly perturbed. This indicates that
the class of bargaining problems tliat does not satisfy assumption 2.2.3 is non-generic
in the class of bargaining problems that satisfy assumption 2.2.1.

The  points (sT, sy'ax) E SIR and  (s;'1'1*, 4)  €  SIR  are defined  as  the left respec-

tively the right endpoint  of tlie Pareto frontier. Formally,  s;'ar,  i  =  1,2,  is  defined
as smax = max{sils E SIR} and denotes player i's highest payoff attainable in the
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set  SIR.   This payoff exists  and  s;"ax  > di, because  SIR is non-empty, compact  and
essential. Furthermore, under assumption 2.2.3 the set  {sl  E RI(st, Sy'ax) E S'R}
consists of a unique element and this unique element is denoted  as s;. Similarly,  s;
is clefined as the unique element of the set {32 e RI(s 712/ I

,32) E SIR}. Note tliat
conflicting interests corresponds to (ST('·r, s '°9 0 S/11 and fs;,s;) 6 SIR, wliile
c:onimon interests corresponds to (s;"Ox,.99'0.r) = (s;,4) E SIR.

The function f i,i=1,2, specifies the highest payoff player i can obtain in tile Set of
individually rational payoffs SIR if the other player, denoted as player j (j = 1,2 and
j ti), wozild get a payoff equal to sj  E  [s;, sy":x}.  Note that conflicting interests imply
tliat this interval  is not degenerated. Define the functions  fi  :  [si, SH"ex]  -*  IS;, ST,"=1
and fi : [sT, si"a.'..1 -1 [83,·9 '° ] as

A (32)
-

inax{ s l | (S 1 '  2 ) e S In} and f2(st) = max{321(81,82) C SIR}.

Note that the ftinctions fi an(1 f.  are well defined, because S/R is compact and,
flirtliermore, si"0.r = fi(4) alicl sy'01 = f.2(4). Under assumptions 2.2.1 and 2.2.3 it
follows tliat tlie ftinctions ft ancl f·  are. contintiotis and strictly decreasing. Becaiise

both fi  and f·2 are strictly (lecreasing on the interval  [s;, si"Og] respectively  [.93, sy'ax]
they are each other's inverses.  Fiirthermore, Convexity of S guarantees that both
fi .111(l f·  are conceive on tlle interval <9* 97;iail respectively  [4,8. „c"'}.   Finally,  the·11'1

Pareto frontier coincides with the set {(.61,f2(91))Isl E [sT,s;'"x]}, whicli is equal to
the set {(ft(32),32)182 E ISS,SW'„gl}. Figure 2.1 illustrates the several definitions.

G., G      m.. trtw' rt

·71                       ·*1:,1     6  '          v.)   ''    -          -.,    c   ...,     A.4   "

2.3 The AxiOIn atic Approach
The axiomatic approach lists several properties, called airioms, that seem intuitively
appealing for the outcome of the bargaining problem and then asks if any outcome
exists  that has these desired  characteristics. Mathematically speaking  all  axiomatic_ _

(SI, S ,ar)

82 = f2(31)
S+

*  (s;"ax, 4)
d

Figure 2.1
A graphical representation of a bargaining problem.
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solution B(S, d) for the bargaining problem (S, d) is a correspondence B : (S, d) -+ S
that satisfies several mathematical properties, called axioms.

In Nash [88] the first axiomatic solution, which is referred to as the Nash_solution,
to the two-player bargaining problem is derived from four axioms. Actually five
axioms are imposed but the fifth axiom states that the correspondence BCS,d) is a
function and this axiom is superfluous (e.g. Kaneko [74]). For convenience, consider
the function b : (S, d) -+ S which is thought to represent the axiomatic solution of
the bargaining problem (S, d).

The first axiom imposed is the efficiency axiom which states that there does not
exists an alternative s E S that is better than b(S, d) for both players. In other words,
the bargaining solutions should lie on the Pareto frontier.

Axionn 2.3.1
There does not exist an s E S such that s> b(S, d).
The second axiom imposed is the symmetry axiom which states that the only sig-nificant differences between the two players correspond to the shape of the set S.
In Nash [88] symmetry is explained as 'equal bargaining skills', while in Nash [90]this point of view is regarded as misleading.  In the latter article it is argued that
assuming complete information and rational players is equivalent to assuming that
the players have 'equal bargaining abilities'. First, a symmetric bargaining problem
(S, d) is defined as a bargaining problem such that dl =d   and for all s€S i t holds
that  (32, 31)  ES.

Axiorn 2.3.2
If (S, d)  is symmetric,  then  bl (S, d)  =  42 (S, d)

The third axiom imposed is referred to as independence of irrelevant alternatives
which states that the bargaining solution does not change if alternatives other than
b(S, d) and d are removed from the set S.

Axionn 2.3.3
IfT C  S  and  both  d, b(S, d)  C  T,  then  b(T, d)  = b(S, d).

The fourth axiom imposed is referred to as invariance of an affine transformation and it
states that the bargaining solution in the space A of lotteries has to be independent of
the choice of expected utility representation. Under assumption 2.2.0 the bargaining
problem in utility representation (S, d) automatically satisfies axiom 2.3.4. This latter
resiilt stresses the importance of assumption 2.2.0. For given ai E R.  and Bi C R,
i = 1,2, the affine transformation (S, d) of (S, d) is defined as

S= {3€R.2 1 3 3€S:j i= aisi +Bi,i= 1,2 }.

Note that di = aidi + A, i = 1,2, because d € S. The axiom of invariance of an affine
transformation is as follows.

Axionn 2.3.4
If (S, d) is the a#ine transformation of (S, d), for a, E R  and B, ER, i= 1,2, then
b,(S, d)  =  aibi(S, d)  + BE.
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The following theorem  is a standard result in bargaining theory (e.g. Binmore  [20],
van  Damme [351, Kaneko  [74],  Nash [88], Myerson [87], Osborne and Rubinstein  [94]
and Roth [1021) and it is stated without proof.

Theorem 2.3.5
The function  N(S, d)  =  argmaxs  (sl  - di)(82 - d2),  s. t.   s  €  SIR,  is the  unique
function b(S, d) that satjsjies axioms 2.3.1-2.3.4.

Note that the condition s E SIR is necessary in the optimization problem as the
following example shows.  Let S be the convex hull of {(2,0), (0,2), (-4,0), (0,-4)}
and d = 0, then argmaxses 8132 equals (-2, -2), which violates axiom 2.3.1.

The function N(S, d) is called the Nash (bargaining) solution and this function is
the only function that satisfies the four axioms above. Moreover, the Nash solution
is  equivalent to maximizer  of the Nash product  (sl  - di)(82  - 612)  over  the  set  SIR.
Therefore, the Nash solution has a simple geometric interpretation, because it corre-
sponds to the unique point on the Pareto frontier with a tangent Nash product curve,
where a Nash product curve is defined as a curve of points in R2 that all have the
same Nash product  (81  -  dl)(32  - (12). Finally,  none of these four axioms  can  be
suspended in theorem 2.3.5.

It is easy to verify that the Nash solution also satisfies a fifth axiom, namely axiom
of individual rationality. This axiom states that the Nash solution is better for both
players than the disagreement outcome.

Axiom 2.3.6
The solution b(S, d) is better than the disagreement point d.

Axiom 2.3.6 is interchangeable with axiom 2.3.1 of efficiency implying that the Nash
solution N(S, d)  is the unique function that satisfies axioms 2.3.2-2.3.6  (e.g.   Bin-
more [20], Myerson  [87]  and  Roth  [102]).

As a critique to some of these four axioms several alternative lists of axioms have
been proposed and, consequently, alternative axiomatic solutions have been derived
(e.g.    Kalai-Smorodinsky  [73],  Roth [102], Rubinstein, Safra and Thompson  [111]).
In each of these articles one of the axioms assumed in Nash [88] is criticized.  Then
typically the criticized axiom is replaced by an alternative axiom and the correspond-
ing axiomatic solution, which differs from the Nash solution, is derived. In Kalai
and Smorodinsky [731 axiom 2.3.3, i.e. the independence of irrelevant alternatives, is
criticized and replaced by an axiom of 'monotonicity'. The corresponding axiomatic
solution is referred to as the Kalai-Smorodinsky solution. If axiom 2.3.1 is replaced by
axiom 2.3.6 and the axiom of symmetry is removed then the class of non-symmetric
Nash solutions is obtained (e.g. Binmore [20], van Damme [351  and Roth [102]).  In
Rubinstein, Safra and Thompson [111] (and the references in this article) the assump-
tion of expected utility functions is replaced by the assumption of non-expected utility
functions and, therefore, axiom 2.3.4 no longer holds.

In Kaneko [74] and Herrero [60] assumption 2.2.1 is relaxed by allowing non-convex
sets S. Since maximizing the Nash product over a non-convex set does not necessarily
yield a unique solution it is necessary to adapt the axioms above in order to allow for
correspondences rather than functions. If the adapted axioms 2.3.1-2.3.4 for corre-
spondences and an additional axiom of continuity are imposed, then the corresponding
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axiomatic Solution consists of the set of points that maximize the Nash product simi-
lar to theorem 2.3.5 even if tlie set S is lion-convex (c.g Kaneko [74]).  Fiirthermore, if
the adapted axioms 2.3.1-2.3.6 for correspondences, where the adapted axiom 2.3.3 is
defined for local independence only,  aticl an additional axiom of continuity is imposed,
tlien the corresponding axiomatic soliition consists of the set of all Pareto efficient
points witli a tangent Nash product curve to the Pareto frontier through tliis point
(e.g. Herrero [60]). Tlic former generalization is more restrictive than the second one,
but both axiomatic solutions coincide with the Nash solution if the set S is convex.

Besides tliese axiomatic solutions mentioned above many other axiomatic solutions
have been proposed, although many of tliese solittions are defined for more general
bargaining problems with more than two players and in which every possible coalition
of players can form. To mention only a few of these axiomatic concepts tlie following
are well known: The Core (e.g. Hildenbrand and Kirman [61]), The Shapley value
(c.g. Shapley [120]); The Bargaining Set (c.g. Azimann and Maschler [5]); The Multi-
lateral Nasli Solution (c.g. Bennett [91); The Compromise value (e.g. Borm et.al [271).
For completeness it is mentioiied that the Core for the two-player bargaining is cliar-
acterized by axiom 2.3.1 aii(1 2.3.6 and, therefore, coincides with the Pareto efficient
frontier of the set SIR. The Bargaining Set for the two-player bargaining problem
is equal to the Core and is also characterized by the same two axioms. Since the
Bargaining Set and the Core solution arc very large if the bargaining problem has
conflicting interests the Nash solution selects one of the multiple elements of tliese
two axiomatic solution concepts. Furthermore, for the two-player bargaining problem
tlie Compromise value coincides witli the Kalai-Smorodinsky solution.

This discussion illustrates one of the limitations of the axiomatic approach. Since
there are many conflicting lists of axioms for sohitions to satisfy there are many pos-
sible axiomatic solutions and there is little besides 'taste' to clloose among them.
Another limitation of the axiomatic approacli is tliat the axioms are tliought to rep-
resent the outcome of some kind of bargaining process and by nature of the axiomatic
approadi this bargaining process is treated as a black box. In such a bargaining pro-
cess strategic considerations will play a role in the final otitcome and it is not obvious
liow strategic considerations can be translated into axioms. The strategic approach
(loes not have these limitations.

2.4 The Strategic Approach
The strategic approach sets out a particular bfg:gaining procedure for tlle bargain-
ing  problem  (S, d)  and  asks  what  ozitcomes  would  result from rational  and  self-
iii teresteci actions of the players. These outcomes are determined by applying stan-
(lard game theoretic equilibrizim concepts, such as the Nasli equilibrium (NE) concept
(e.g. Nash [89]) and the stibgame perfect equilibrium (SPE) concept (Selten [115]).
For completeness it Kmentioned that assumptions 2.2.1 and 2.2.3 also hold in tliis
section.

In Nash [90] the first bargaining procedure for the two-player bargaining problem
is proposed, which is referred to as Ncish's demand game. In this demand game the
players simultaneously and independently of each other state a minimum demand for
which this player is willing to settle the bargaining problem. The demand of player i,
i = 1,2, is clenoted as zi, 1, e R.  If (Il , 2) C S, then both demands can be frilfilled
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and it is said that the players agree and player i, i = 1,2, obtains zi.  If (11, Z2) 0 S,
then botli demands cannot be fulfilled and it is said that players disagree and player i,
i  =  1,2,  gets  di.   In  Nash  [90]  it  is shown that  the  set  SN of non-trivial  NEs is equal
lo

SN -   t.1:N '1: 3 e SIR \ Z  = f.2(:EN , 1:N E Is;, ST'Ox]  }.

Hence, infinitely many non-trivial NEs exist and in all of these cquilibria the play-
ers agree. Moreover, the set SN of NE agreements is equal to the axiomatic Core
solution and vice versa. Ill Nash [90] it is also sliown tliat tliis multiplicity of NEs
can be reclriced to a unique NE if the clemand game is slightly modified stich th:it the
players are slightly uncertain al,ozit the Parcto efficient frontier (see. e.g. Binmore [21],
Carlsson  [30],  van  Damme  [35]  ancl  Osborne and  Rtibinstein  [94}).  If this  uncertainty
vaziishes into certainty, tlien the linique NE of the moclified demand game: converges
tc, the axiomatic Nash sohition ancl, hence:, this siinple strategic clemanci game yields
similar results as the axiomatic aliproacli.

An important question concerns the interpretation of the demand game.  If it
is thought that this model literally represents a bargaining procedure in which both
players state tlieir demancls only once (for instance because the players are committed
to their demands once they have stated tlieir dematids), then the bargaining procedure
is static while iii many real negotiation situations the bargaining process evolves
over time and the players can cliange their cleniaiids (ltiring the bargaitiing process.
Ftirthermore, even if tlic game is static it is titilikely that the players would refrain
from continuing the negotiations if they would encl up in the disagreement outcome
implying that the implicit ass,imption of a terminal breakdown in Nasli's (leinand
game is hard to defend.

Iii Nash [90] the demands are interpreted as representing the player's strategies in
some unspecified dynainic bargainitig process. Tliis point of view can be justified by
referring to I<zihii's  theorein  (e.g.  Fii(latiberg and Tirole [48], chapter 3) wliich states
tliat the mixed strategies iii any finite extensive form game with perfect recall are
equivalent to the mixed strategies in the corresponding reduced form. Tliis reduced
form game is a static normal form game in whicli the players clioose tlieir strategies
simultaneously and indepencleiitly of each otlier.  Therefore, the NEs in the extensive
form correspond to NEs in the reduced form ariel vice versa. However, the Consensus

among game tlieorists ;111(1 economists on how to analyze dynamic games is that re-
finements of the NE concept, a.s for instance the SPE concept (Selten [1151), should be
applied instead. Tlierefore, if tlie clemands in Nash's demand gaine represent str;ite-
gies in some zinspecified bargaining process, then this process shotild be explicitly
modelled in order to investigate wliether or not these NEs survive the equilibrium
refinements.

In the remainder of this section the analysis is restricted to tlie dynamic strategic
1,argaining  model  proposed  iii  Rtibinstein  [1071,  called  the alternating Oner model.

The zinderlying bargaining procedure does not have the negative feattires of Nasli's
demand  game.   To  quote  Osborne  and  Rubinstein  [94]:

'This bargaining procedrire conforms to negotiation situations in whicli
tlie players perceive that, after any rejection of an ofTer, there is room for
a cotinterproposal.'

Tliis means that the alternating offer model is valid to model negotiation situations in
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which there is no deadline,2 or in which none of the players can invoke a termination
of the negotiations, for instance because one of the players has an outside option as
in section 2.6.

The bargaining procedure of the alternating offer model is as follows. Time pro-
ceeds according to discrete  time  t  E  N    and the negotiations start  at  time  t  =  1.   At
time t, with t i s odd, player 1 proposes an T €S t o player 2 and this latter player
either accepts or rejects this proposal. If player 2 accepts, then the negotiations end,
the players agree upon z and each player's payoff is his component of z. However, if
player 2 rejects, then time proceeds to t + 1, where player 2 becomes the proposing
player. At time t, with t i s even, player 2 proposes an V C S and player 1 can either
accept or reject y. Similar as before, if player 1 accepts, then the negotiations end, the
players agree upon y and each player's payoff is his component of v. If player 1  rejects,
then time proceeds to t + 1, where player 1 becomes the proposing player. Thus, as
long as the two players do not agree, the players alternate in making proposals. An
outcome  (s, t) consists of the agreement  s  € S reached at  time  t,  t  E  N ,  with  theconvention  that the outcome of perpetual disagreement is denoted  as  (d, 00).

A bargaining round consists of one proposal made and a response in the form of an
acceptance or a rejection. After a bargaining round ends without an agreement it is
assumed that 1- 6,6 E [0,1), denotes the exogenous probability that the negotiations
end in a terminal breakdown and 6 denotes the probability that the negotiations
proceed from time t into time t + 1.  In case of a terminal breakdown each player's
payoff is equal to his component of d. The players' expected payoffs evaluated at the
beginning of the negotiations of an agreement s  € S reached at time t  E JN  is equal to
(1 - Ot-l)d + bt-18. Hence, the players have an incentive to reach an early agreement,
because of the positive risk of a breakdown the players face by delaying an agreement.
This property is also called the shrinking cake property (e.g. Binmore [231).

The following assumption is standard in the literature on the alternating offer
model (e.g Rubinstein [107] and Osborne and Rubinstein [941).

Assumption 2.4.1
Each player has perfect recall.  Furthermore, at each bargaining round the responding
player perfectly observes the proposal made by the proposing player and the proposing
player perfectly observes the response of the responding player.

This assumption is sufiicient to guarantee that the infinite extensive form correspond-
ing to the alternating offer model has perfect information and, therefore, the SPE
concept is the appropriate equilibrium concept. The NE concept is to weak to ana-
lyze the alternating offer model, because there is a one-to-one relation similar as in
Nash's demand model between the set of NEs and the set of axiomatic Core solutions
(e.g. Rubinstein [107]).

In order to derive the main results of this section it is necessary to introduce two

2See Binmore [23] and Hoel [62] and [63] for a modified alternating offer model in which the
negotiations are limited to a finite number of proposals and counterproposals, which represents the
notion of a deadline. In Fershtman and Seidmann [44] it is assumed, besides the deadline, that each
player is committed to reject any proposal that is worse for this player than any of the proposals
rejected by this player during the negotiations. In Ma and Manove [81] it is assumed, besides the
deadline, that the time needed to transmit the proposals between the players is random (including a
risk that a proposal will not reach the other player before the deadline of the negotiations), i.e. the
communication mechanism does not function perfectly.
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vector functions and the definition of each of these functions depends upon assump-
tions 2.2.1 and 2.2.3 and the notation introduced in section 2.2. The vector function
P i SIR -' SIR is defined as

p.2(y) = max{s;, (1 - 8)(12 + 612},   Pl(Y) == fl(P2(Y))

and the vector function q : SIR _* SIR is defined as

qi(z) = max{s;, (1 - 8)di + Oxi ,    q2(z) = f2(qi(x)).

Obviously, the images p(y) and q(z) lie on the Pareto frontier of SIR and, conse-
quently, exceed the disagreement point d. The fixed points of the function p x q play
a fundamental role in the analysis of this chapter, chapter 4 and chapter 7. The fol-
lowing lemma states that the function p x q admits a unique fixed point  (x* (6),7/*(8)),
which is denoted  as  (z*, 1/*) for convenience whenever  8  is fixed. For completeness  it
is mentioned that the points x* and 1/* are both Pareto efficient and strictly preferred
by both players to the disagreement point d, because (S, d) is essential.

Lemma 2.4.2
The function p x q admits a unique jixed point (=*,J*).

Proof
Brouwer's fixed point theorem can be applied to prove that the continuous function
p x q: SIR X SIR _, SIR X SIR has a fixed point (1:*,V*) = (P(y*),q(x*)). This
establishes the existence of at least one fixed point.  The next step consists of proving
uniqueness. There are four cases that have to be considered and each case depends
upon the values in the two expressions max{. . .}.

1.   (1 - 8)di  + bx; >  s;  and  (1 - 6)d.2 + 813  > s 
Let (=*, 4*) be a fixed point. Then it is easy to show that the points z* and y*
have the same Nash product with disagreement point d, because x; = 132(7*)
and v;  = qi (x*) imply that

(X; - dl)(z; - d2) = 6(X; - dl)(V  - d2)

and

(y; - dl)(V; - d2) = 8(3:; - dl)(7  - d2)·

Furthermore, 1/*  lies to the left of z*, because di  <  sT°x  and y;  =  qi (x*).  Then
convexity of the set SIR implies that each curve of Nash products intersects the
Pareto frontier  of SIR  at most twice. Suppose  (x*, y*)  and  (**, 0*)  are  both
fixed points of p x q, then z* (9*) and x- (9*) must lie on distinct curves of
Nash products (if not, either the curve would intersect the Pareto frontier four
times, which is a contradiction, or z*  = 2*  and 1*  = 9* ). Therefore, their Nash
products differ. Without loss of generality assume that the Nash product of =*
(v-) is strictly larger than the Nash product of 2*  (9*). This implies  that  2*
lies  to the right  of I* and 9*.lies  to  the left  of y-  (all four points  lie  on  the
Pareto frontier of SIR'). Thus,  2;  > z;  and 9;  >  y;.   However,  f;  >  z;  implies
that #; = qi(x*) > qi(x-) = 1/; and, hence, 75 = f·2(9;) < ./2(1/;) = V;, which

contradicts lE > 1/4 above. Hence, the fixed point  (z*, 7*) is unique.
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2.(1 - 8)di  + 6ft ((1 - 8)d2 + 632;laz )   5  s;   and   (1 - 6)(12 t 68,2)"* > S;.
From the definition of p x q i t immediately follows that  v'   = (s;, SY'ax) and

2:*  = (fl ((1 - 6)d2 + 636"ar), (1 -6)di + 83 "ax) is the tinique fixed point of p x q.

3.  (1 - 8)di + 63 771 I.T
> S i :111(1 (1- 8)di + 6.6((1 - 8)di + 63 Mar

) 5 82.1                                                                                                                1

Renumber player 1 ancl 2 in the proof of case 2.

4.  (1 - 6)di + 631'°" 5 s; and (1 - 6)12 + 6.9;"Ox 5 5;3.
From the clefinition of p x q i t immecliately follows tllat .7.·* = 0, .10 .4) kincI*          /    I       „Lax \V   = Cs 1, 52     j is the tiniqile fixed 1)oint of v x q.

Tliis completes the proof.                                                             O

Corollary 2.4.3
If  (,S, d)  has  conflicting  interests,  tlien  player  1  strictly  prefers  z*   to  v*   and  player  2
strictly prefers 11*  to z* .

The proof of lemma 2.4.2 is based upon the proof in Houba [64}  for the case s;  =  di,
i  =  1,2. Tlic proof above is ratlier simple 1,y exploiting the geometry of the bargaining
prol,lein. Otlier uniqueness proofs in tlie context of the bargaining problem in utility
representation (S, d) arc either more complicatecl or require less general asstimptions
or  both  (c.g.   Bennett aiid Hotiba [13], Biiimore  [23],  van Damme [351  (cliapter 7)
ancl Oka(la [91}3). Iii 01(acla [91} it is assiimed tliat tlie Parcto frontier is concave ancl
piecewise linear and the proof is quite long.  In Binmore [23] and van Damme [351
it  is  assumed  that  (s; ,s; ) =d and  that the Pareto frontier is differentiable, concave
and strictly decreasing.  In Bennett and Houba [13] tlie 1)roof ill van Dammc [35]
is extended to allow for non-differentiable Pareto frontiers (see also lemma 4.A.1 in
appendix 4.A). Lemma 2.4.2 reqziires weaker conditions tlian the Con(litions imposed
in the literatiire mentioned, namely assumptions 2.2.1 and 2.2.3. In Osborne and
Riibinstein [94] and Rubinstein [107] a uniqueness proof is clerived for the l}argaining
problem ({1,2}, A, {2, i-1,2, ad) 1}y imposing conditions upon the preference relations
ti, i = 1,2. In Hoel [621 ziniqueness is derived within the same framework by imposing
that the set of altertiatives .4 - {1: e Rill:1 + .7:2 = 1}, that the players' litility
ftinctions are twice differentiable, and that the logarithm of these ftinc:tions is strictly
Collc lve.

The: liltimate goal in the strategic approach is to derive the 1,layers' equilibrium
strategies and the equilibrizim oittcomes. The next tlieorem states tliat tlie alternating
offer model admits a Iinicilic pair of SPE strategies and a uitique SPE oittcome.

Tlieorem 2.4.4
The Afarkov strategies of tablc· 2.2 are the tinique SPE strategies and (x*, 1) is the
corresponding SPE outcome.

Proof
Tlic: first part of tliis proof consists of showing that the strategies of taI,le 2.2 are SPE.
It is siifficient to consider one-stage deviations only, becatise the one-stage-cleviation
princil,le  (e.g.    Fudenberg  and  Tirole  [48},  p. 110) applies. First, each  responding

'4.  Okada  [91]  the  players  6,argairi  over  a  strearn  of  1),iyoffs  aild  the  disagreernent  I,ayoffs  are
endogenously determined by the players. IIowever, it shoulcl be acknowledged tliat the arguments iii
Okada are also valid in the bargaining Inodel analyzed in this section.
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proposes .T*, always,
Player 1

accepts any y,    iff yi 2 (1 - 6)di  + 61.;,

proposes V*, always,
Player 2

accel,ts  any  I,         ifT  T.2   2 (1- 6)d2 + 61/3,

Table 2.2
The strategics cori·esponding to theorcm 2.4.4, where (x*,1/*) denotes the unique fixed
point of lemma 2.4.2.

player is at least incliffereitt batweeii accepting aticl rejectiiig a proposal, because
V; = max{4,(1 - li)di + bit.·;} and :1:3 = max{83,(1 - 8)d2  +  61/3 } Hetice,   the
responding player's behaviozir is an optimal response. Second, player 1 does not
cleviate by proposing  a  proposal  x  sticli  that  x2  2  El,  because  .7.·  ES  and  x2  2  1.3
imply that .7:1 5 .fl(.1:2) 5 f (.,ES) = :r;. Fiirthermore, player 1 does also not deviate
by  proposing  a proposal  z such that  1·2  <  z;,  because this proposal  will be rejected
1}y player 2 and  player l's expected titility is equal to (1 - 6)(11 + 8y;  < 1·;. Similarly,
1,layer  2  cloes  not  deviate by making a proposal  J  sitch  that  J  96 1/*. Hence, cacli
player's behaviour is an optimal response in case this player is the proposing player.
The second part of the proof is based lipon the elegant method proposed in Shaked
and  Sutton  [119]  and  the  modification  proposed in Fudenberg and Tirole  [48].    For
e.acli player i, i = 1,2, define m° and Af° as the infimum respectively supremum SPE
payoff player i can obtain in the subgame at the beginning of t, t odd.  Similarly, define
Tii.; arid Aff for t even. Without loss of generality it is assumed that the players have
conflicting interests. The following four relations can  be derived for mG,  ms,  M;  and
Aff.

1.   mK  2  (1  - 6)d.2  + bmG.
At  t oclcl, given  any SPE strategy for player 1, the strategy in which player 2
rejects all proposals inacle by player 1 iii the current rozind yields player 2 at
least (1 - 6)(12 + bmG.  Thus,  any  best  response to player  l's SPE strategy miist
at least be eqrial to this payoff.

2.   Aff  5  Inax{s;,(1  - 6)41  + bA/f}
At t even player 1 will always accept any proposal 1/ sii(:11 that Yi > (1 - 6)di +
liM;*,  because acceptizig this proposal yields strictly more than aiiy continual.ion
SPE 1,ayoff after rejection. If s; S (1 - 8)(1, + 811ff, tlien tliere cannot exist an
SPEstrategy in which player 2 makes a proposal 1/ sucli tliat Yl  > (1-li)di +6Aff
and player 1 accepts, 1,ecaiise the proposal (1/1 - E, f·2(vi - €)), for sufficiently
small < > 0, will also be accepted by player 1 and yields a higher payoff for
player 2. Finally, if .9; > (1 - li)dl + 8Al;, tlien player 2's best response is to
propose V = (.9;, 92,0 ·r),  because player  1 will accept this proposal.
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3. m  2 max {s;, (1 - 8)012 + bm , f·2(MT)}
At t even player 2 can secure the payoff s  by making the proposal v =
Cs;nax , s ), which will be accepted by player 1 because (1 - 8)di + 8Aff  S  sina=.
Furthermore, player 2 can secure at least (1 - 6)012 + 6mW by making the pro-
posal v  =  d that  will be rejected by player 1. Finally, m  cannot be smaller than
f,(Mt), because then any proposal (MT + 6, f·2(MI + c)) for every sufficiently

small € > 0, which will be accepted by player 1, is a profitable deviation for
player 2.

4.  M  S max {(1 - 8)di + 6Mf, fl(max{83'm;})}
At t odd player 1 can obtain at most (1 - 6)di + 8Mf by making the proposal
I = d that will be rejected by player 2. Furthermore, the SPE payoffs to both
players have to be feasible and individually rational, that is (Mt, m ) € SIR.
Therefore, Aff S fi(m3), if m20 2 4, and M; 5 sr°=, if m20 < s;. These two
inequalities are equivalent  to  MP  5  fi (max{si,m&}) (Note that the upper
bound sl"ax is not necessarily the smallest upper bound on Mf, but this upper
bound is sufficient for the remainder of the proof.)

The proof proceeds with reducing the expressions on the right hand side of these four
inequalities. First, it is shown that fi (max{82*,mW}) 2 (1 - 8)di + 6Mf in the fourth
inequality. Suppose not, then MT S (1 - 6)di + 8Mf and substitution of the second
inequality yields

MT S (1 - 8)di + 6max{si, (1 - 8)di + 8114'}

and  either  Mf  <  s;  or  MT  5  di both contradicting  M;  2  s;. The latter inequality
holds, because player  1 can secure  s; by proposing z  =  (s;, s 'a=) and player  2  will
certainly accept.
Second, both 83,(1

-

6)0!2 + 8m20 5 f2(Mf) in the third inequality. The payoff

4 (Mr) 2 s ,  because  s;   S  Aff   S  s;na=  and fi decreasing. Furthermore, consider
the case s;  = di, then substitution of the second inequality, the previous result and
concavity of f2 imply

f2(MI) 2 (1 - 6)4(di) + 84(MT) 2 (1 - 8)d2 + 4(fl(max{s;,mK})).
If s;  > di,  then  f·2(di)  is not  defined  and the function  f2  has  to be extended  to  the
concave function f;(sl) :=max{321(31,82) E SIR} for sl E  [di, s;'Gx} and the same
arguments apply.
Substitution of all these results yields

MT 5 fi (max {s , (1 - 8)d2 + 6.f (max{s;, (1 - 6)di + 8MT})}).
From lemma 2.4.2 it immediately follows that there is a unique value x; such that
Ml   S Il' because the function value on the right hand side for M; is at least Mf
and given the unique value x; this implies that M; has to lie to the left of this fixed
point. Furthermore, the definition of Mf immediately implies M; 2 z; and, hence,
MT  = zI.   Similarly,  m   = 72* and, hence,  also  M;  = VT. Finally, these results  and
the first relation imply that m  2 (1 - 8)d2  + 6y;.    If  case  1  or  2  in the proof  of
lemma 2.4.2 hold, then m& = x;. If case 3 or 4 hold, then Mf = s;nax and feasibility
of Cliff, m20 ) requires m5 = si. To conclude, (Mf,mM) = x* and (Mi,mQ) = y..
Similarly, (mi, M20) = z- and (m;,M;) = 7*. Hence, the set of SPE payoffs in every
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subgame at the start of each bargaining round consists of at most one element.
Since the unique vector of SPE payofrs in each bargaining round t E ]N  is efficient
and all other strategies either result in delay (which implies inefficiency) or in different
agreements (which is ruled out above by the supremum and infimum) or both it is
obvious that no other SPE strategies exist. Hence, the SPE strategies in table 2.2 are
the unique SPE strategies.                                                                0

Theorem 2.4.4 implies that the alternating offer model admits a unique SPE and
that this equilibrium is given by the Markov strategies in table 2.2. These strategies
imply that in any bargaining round the players immediately agree upon eitlier x* or

v*, depending upon t being odd respectively even. Hence, the players also agree at the
start of the negotiations. Furthermore, corollary 2.4.3 and theorem 2.4.4 imply that
player 1 has a jirst-mover advantage, because by proposing first both players agree
upon %* whereas  in case player 2 proposes first the players would agree  upon  1/*.
Player 1 as the first mover exploits the fact that player 2 considers the cost associated
with a rejection into the response decision.

In the literature the limit values for the SPE proposals .E*(6) and V*(6) of theo-
rem  2.4.4,  as  6  goes  to  1,  are also investigated  and  it is shown  that both proposals
coincide with the axiomatic Nasli solution (e.g. Binmore, Rubinstein and Wolin-
sky  [24], van Damme [35], Okada  [91] and Osborne and Rubinstein [94]). Letting  6
go to 1 means that the exogenous risk of breakdown 1-8 vanishes. Since the costs

of rejecting also diminish as this risk vanishes the first-mover advantage disappears
in the limit. This result is derived in the next theorem.

Theorem 2.4.5
The SPE proposals  z* (6)  and  y- (8) of theorem 2.4.4 converge  to  the  Nash  solution
N (S, d) of theorem 2.3.5 as 6 goes to 1.

proof
Without loss of generality it is assumed that the players have conflicting interests.
Lemma 2.4.2 and the corollary 2.A.2 (see appendix 2.A) imply that (z* (6), 1/* (6)) is a
continuous function  in  8 6  [0,1).  Furthermore,  for 6=1  infinitely many fixed points
of p x q exist, because for any s on the Pareto frontier the pair (s, s) is a fixed point of
pxqgiven 6-1. Hence, lim6-1(.T*(6),V *(8)) exists. The remainder of the proof is
concerned with the derivation of this limit point. First, the following claim is shown.
The cases 1, 2,3 and 4 are defined as in the proof of lemma 2.4.2.
Claim: There exists a 6*  <  1  such that  for all 6  > 6*  case  1  applies iff z*(6)  and v*(8)
converge to N (S, d)  as 6 goes to 1 and the N(S,d) lies strictly between the endpoints
of the Pareto frontier.
(=>) The points z*(8) and y-(6) converge to the same limit point on the Pareto frontier
as b goes to 1, because for 8 > 6* it holds that

0 < :C;(8) - y;(8) = (1 - 6)[fi((1 - 6)d2 + 61/;(6)) - di] S (1 - 6)[Sl - dl]771ax

and  the last expression converges to 0  as 6 goes to 1. Furthermore, for every 8 e  [0,1)
it  liolds that the points 1*(6)  and 1/*(6)  are two distinct points (corollary 2.4.3)  that
lie on the same Nash product curve (case 1) and that have a common limit vec-
tor, which must be the unique Pareto efficient point where the Nash product curve

(51  - dl)(32 - d2) is tangent to the Pareto frontier. Hence, the common limit of both
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..L.* (15)  and  )* (6)  is  the  Nash solution N (S, d). Finally, N(S,d) lies strictly between
tlie two endpoints  of the Pareto frontier,  because  case  1  implies  that  x*(8)  and  y*(8)
lie strictly between the enclpoints of the Pareto frontier and, furthermore, NtS,d) lies
strictly between z-(6) and y*(b)
(*) There exists  a  8*   <   1  sitch  that  for  all  b  >   8*   case  2  does  not  hold,   because
otherwise x*(8)  and V*(8) converge to  (s;, 32'Ox) contradicting that  x*(8)  and  y-(8)             1
converge to the N(S, d) strictly between the endpoints of the Pareto frontier. Similar
Ezrgtiments imply that case 3 cannot liold either for sufficiently large 8 < 1. Fi-
nally, case 4 cannot hold for sufficiently large 8 < 1, because conflicting interests, i.c.
s;""x > s;, i= 1,2, and sufficiently large 8<1 imply that (1 - 8)di + OS;"ax > S;,
i = 1,2, violating case 4. Lemma 2.4.2 implies that for all 8 E [0,1) at least one pair
(.7. *(6), 1/* (8)) exists and, hence,  case  1  applies  for  this  pair  and  6 sufficiently large.              1
Tliis completes the proof of the claim.
As a corollary of this claim it follows that tliere exists a 8* < 1 such that V  > 8*
citlier case 2 or case 3 applies iff NCS, d) corresponds to one of the endpoints of the
Pareto frontier and x*(8)  and V*(8) converge to N(S, d) as 6 goes to 1. Tliis completes
the proof of this proposition.                                                                           0

Theorem 2.4.5 implies that the cqililibriiim outcome derived by the strategic al)-
proach can yield the same outcome as the axiomatic approach. The interpretation
of 6, 6 E [0,1), as a probability is consistent witli assumption 2.2.0 (expected utility         I
ftinctions) underlying both the bargaining problem and the axiomatic Nash solution.
An alternative interpretation of 8 as a discount factor

would violate assumption 2.2.0,            Ibecause it requires utility functions that represent both risk and time preferences (e.g.
Osborne and  Rubinstein [94], chapter  4,  for a disctission)

The analysis of the alternating offer model in Rubinstein [107] caused a boom
of articles on strategic bargaining in the literature, which is surveyed in Osborne
and  Rubinstein [94}. Therefore,  only the articles relevant  for this study are briefly
discussed. The bargaining problem with an endogenous disagreement point or witll
outside options are treated in separate sections. The articles discussed here have
in common that they focus on tlic limitations of the alternating offer model and
investigate the impact of the underlying assumptions.

Tlie alternating offer model has been criticized, because it assumes a fixed order
in whicli the players propose and respond to each other. Due to this fixed order the
player who is tlie first proposer lias a first-mover advantage, whereas the otlier player
has a second-mover disadvantage as the first responder. Since both players would
like to be the first proposer it is obvioiis that tlie alternating offer model is not rich
enough to provide an answer to the question wliy one of the players is the first proposer
while the other is not. In Perry and Reny [95} and Stikovics [113] the fixed order of
moves is abandoned, time is continuous and instead it is assumed that the players
can make a timing when to propose and when to accept an offer. Furthermore, it is
assumed that i) each player cannot instantaneously adjust his last proposal but each
proposal stands open for some minimum time, called the waiting time, and iiI each
player requires some minimum time to evaluate a proposal made by the other player,
called the reaction time. Finally, the simplifying assumption is made that the set
S =  {s € Rilsl  + 32  5  1}  and the disagreement point d = 0. In Perry and Reny  [95]
and Sikovics [113] the following two results are proved (the exact formulation below
is taken from the first reference). First, if the players' reaction time is 0, then in every
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SPE outcome immediate agreement is reached upon s C SSPE, where

SSPE = {s E SIR 1 3 2= f2(31), Sl E [1/;(8),z; (6)1 }.
where z'(8) and y-(6) are given by lemma 2.4.2 and 6 6 [0,1) denotes the probability
that the negotiations do not break down diiring the waiting time. The continuous
time SPE strategies corresponding  to  .T* (8)  and J*(6) mimic  the SPE strategies  of
table 2.2 for tlie alternating offer model and, hence, this continuous time model can
provide an explanation for the fixed order within the alternating offer model. To pilt
it differently, the alternating offer model provides the upper and lower bounds lipon
the set of SPE payoffs in the continuous time model. Second, the result obtained for
zero reaction time is robust with respect to small positive reaction time. Moreover, if
both the waiting time and the reaction time vanish, then the axiomatic Nash solution
corresponds to the unique limit outcome of this strategic bargaining model.  The
continuous time problem also gives ati answer to tlie question where the fixed order of
moves in the alternating model comes from. Tliis order is determined endogenously
by the equilibrium strategies of the players that correspond to one of the endpoints of
the curve of SPE outcomes. In this way, the unique SPE outcome in the alternating
offer model can be thought of as resulting from these strategies in the continziozis time.
model.

In the bargaining problem as defined in section 2.2 it is assumed that botli players
liave complete information,  i.e. both players  know  (S, d). If instead incomplete infor-
mation is assumed in the alternating offer model, tlien the results of theorem 2.4.4
change (e.g. Osborne  and  Rubinstein  [94],  Rubinstein  [108]  and  [109]). For instance,
it is no longer certain that the players immediately agree. The reason is that delay
of an agreement should be regarded as the only credible 'signal' that can be used to
learn or to transmit information depending upon whether a player lacks information
or wants to reveal information. In a complete information setting players know all
the relevant information and there is no need to transmit information by delaying an

agreement. This is alternative way to look at the no-delay result above.
In the alternating offer model it is assumed that if a proposal is accepted, then

the agreement comes into effect. In Muthoo [86] it is assumed that the proposer can
witlidraw the proposal after tlie responding player has accepted it and it is shown
tliat this model admits multiple SPEs. The results of theorem 2.4.5 break clown for
this model. However, it is a juridical question whether or not a player can withdraw
an offer after it is accepted. For instance the Dutch law system forbids a withdrawal
of an accepted proposal in a large number of cases. Furthermore, if the proposer is
able to withdraw an accepted offer, why is it not possible for the responding player

to withdraw his acceptance if the proposer does not withdraw the accepted offer and
so on. These considerations question the relevance of this bargaining model.

In the remainder of this section the consequences of assuming common interests
and relaxing assumptions 2.2.1 and 2.2.3 are fzirther investigated. The assumption
tliat S is convex is crucial in the uniqueness result above. In Herrero [60], Osborne and
Rubinstein [94] and Selten, van Damme and Winter [37] the non-convex bargaining
problem  (S, d) is investigated.   If it  is  assumed  that  the set  S is connected instead
of convex, then multiple fixed points of tlie function p x q exist, for each fixed point
the strategies of table 2.2 arc SPE strategies and multiple SPE strategies without the
Markov property exist for sufficiently large 6<1 (e.g Herrero [60]). Moreover, the
SPE proposals corresponding to  the set  of fixed points  (x*, J*)  of the function p x  q
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converge to the set of Pareto efficient points with a tangent Nash product curve to
the Pareto frontier through this point. This latter set is an axiomatic solution that
generalizes  the Nash solution to non-convex sets  S, as derived in Herrero  [60].   If it  is
assumed that the set S is no longer connected but instead consists of a finite number
of elements, then the limit set of SPE outcomes as 8 goes to 1 is equal to the set
{(s, t)Is E  SIR,t E  N}, i.e. any agreement iipon an individually rational payoff at
time t, t E T, can be sustained as an SPE outcome (e.g. Osborne and Rubinstein [941
and Selten, van Damme and Winter [37]). The latter result is dramatic. Consider
the negotiation situation in which two players negotiate over a large sum of money,
let us say one billion dollar. Then the players face a non-convex bargaining problem
(S, d)  with a finite set  S and the question whether or not one dollar cent  can be
infinitesimally divided seems completely irrelevant.   Yet, the differences in results
mentioned indicate that it matters a lot. Therefore, the assumption of a convex
bargaining problem, which was motivated in section 2.2 by arguing that the players
can include any randomization device into an agreement, is very crucial to obtain
theorem 2.4.4 and in applications one has to consider whether or not to make the
convexity assumption.

According to assumption 2.2.1 the bargaining problem is essential, i.e. there exists
an s€S such that s>d.I f instead it is assumed that d would lie on the Pareto
frontier of S, then the set SIR = {d} and lemma 2.4.2 implies x* = 7* = d. Then the
SPE payoffs are unique, the strategies of table 2.2 are SPE strategies and the first-
mover advantage vanishes. These SPE strategies become the essentially unique SPE
strategies, because all strategies that yield a payoff of d and in which delay occurs are
now also SPE. If d lies above the Pareto frontier, then the model predicts that the
players never agree upon any payoff s E S and that the negotiations end in a terminal
breakdown with probability equal  to 1, because there  does not exist an agreement
SES that is mutually beneficial for both players when compared to d.

In the alternating offer model it is assumed that the disagreement point does not
change over time. If instead it is assumed that the disagreement point alternates over
time, i.e. d(t) = d° if t odd and d(t) = d  if t even, then the results of theorem 2.4.4
hold   as  if the disagreement point   d  = (di, d3) (e.g. Bolt and Houba [261). The
disagreement points d°, de  E  S can be chosen in such a way that (d , d3) 0 S and for
this case the first proposer has a first-mover disadvantage, i.e. corollary 2.4.3 does not
hold. The players still agree upon an agreement upon the Pareto frontier, because
the fictitious disagreement point  d  = (df, d&) does not represent the true expected
payoffs of perpetual disagreement, which are equal to Tbdo + 1-bde € S. In case of
a first-mover disadvantage the players negotiate as if they have to make concessions
in order to reach an agreement. Similar results reappear for the policy bargaining
model in chapter 7 and a thorough discussion is postponed to that chapter. However,
for de and de relatively close to each other the first-mover advantage holds.

In the alternating offer model above it is assumed that both players have a common
perception of the probability 1 - 6, 6  f  [0,1), of a terminal breakdown. If instead
6 = 1 is assumed, i.e. the players do not perceive a positive risk of breakdown,
then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of Pareto efficient points,
denoted as Sp, and the fixed points of the function p x q, namely s G  Sp iff (s, s)
is a fixed point of p x q. The strategies of table 2.2 are also SPE for 8=1 and,
hence, every axiomatic Core solution can be obtained as an immediate agreement in
the alternating offer model. Since the players have no incentive to reach an early
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agreement, (in)finite delay is also possible upon these agreements. The assumption of
a positive risk of breakdown is sufficient to select one of these SPEs as the most likely
one.  Finally, if it is assumed that the players hold different perceptions of the risk
of breakdown, then the result of theorem 2.4.4 and theorem 2.4.5 can be generalized

(e.g. Binmore, Rubinstein and Wolinsky  [24], van Damme  [35],  Hoel [621, Osborne
and Rubinstein [94] and Rubinstein [107}). The major difference is that the SPE
agreements converge to one of the axiomatic non-symmetric Nash solutions instead
of the symmetric one implying that differences in perception create an asymmetry
between the players.

If the players have common interests  in  (S, d), which means  s;  =  s r o- ,i=1,2,
(i.e. the Pareto frontier is degenerated to a single point), then lemma 2.4.2 imme-
diately yields  z*  =  1/*  =  (Sinax, sra= ) (case 4 in lemma 2.4.2 always applies) and
theorem 2.4.4 implies  that the players immediately agree upon  (sina=, STa=) indepen-
dent of the proposing player. This result supports the argument raised in section 2.2
that the bargaining problem with common interests is a trivial bargaining problem.

This section is concluded by a simple example that implies that the uniqueness
result of theorem 2.4.4 cannot be generalized by weakening assumption 2.2.3.  This
example shows that, on the one hand, uniqueness is possible provided that additional
requirements are satisfied and, on the other hand, that it cannot be ruled out that
these additional requirements are impossible to satisfy.

Example 2.4.1
Consider the bargaining problem (S, d)  with d=0 and S equal to the convex hull of
the set {(0,0),(2,0), (2-a, a),(0, a)}, a €  10, 2].  The set of Pareto efficient points
Sp is equal to the set

Sp={SESI(sl,a),31€ 0,2-a),  and  82=2-31, sle[2-a,21}
and violates assumption  2.2.3. In section  2.2 the point  (s;, s;'ax)  is  defined  as  the
left endpoint of the Pareto frontier. Maintaining this definition yields s; = 0 and

mair = 2.  The function f·2(31) = max{a, 2 - 31} issrax = a. Similarly, s  = 0 and sl
concave and continuous but not strictly decreasing. The function p x q i s defined as
before and admits the unique fixed point

1-    _26)     C _26         2    1   if 8 2 ze,  '1+6' 1+8)' \1+6 11+8 '  j '

(I*,7*) = < ( (2 - 6/%,8a), (28 - 82a, a) ), if 6<2=a.
The  strategies of table  2.2  are SPE, given  (z*, 1- ).   If 8  2  2%2,  then the results  of
theorem 2.4.4 also hold for this example. However, if 8 < then multiple SPEs
exist. Define the set Y as

Y={s€Splsl€[26-82<1,2 -al, 3 2=a} .
If D E Y replaces y* in table 2.2, then these strategies are also SPE strategies. At t,
t odd, the strategies remain the same and, therefore, the arguments still apply. At
t, t even, player 2 is indifferent between all proposals in Y and for such a proposal
player 1 obtains strictly more (except for 9 = 7*) by accepting such a proposal than
the expected SPE payoff after rejection. The arguments in the proof of theorem 2.4.4
need one minor modification, namely the inequality for M  becomes M; 5 max{2 -
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a, (1 - 8)di + 6Mn Proceeding as in the proof of theorem 2.4.4 yields that I* is the
unique SPE payoff at t, t odd, and the set Y is the set of SPE payoffs at t, t even.

If a >  l and b i s sufticiently large, then the model admits a unique SPE. Otherwise,
infinitely many SPEs exist and it is impossible to obtain uniqueness at all. The set
Y becomes smaller as 6 increases and in the limit, as 8 goes to 1, it coincides with
the  singleton  {(2 - a, a)}. The latter  set  is the axiomatic Nash solution and, hence,
theorem 2.4.5 generalizes. Finally, player 1 still has a first-mover advantage, because
this player prefers z* to every 9 6 Y. As above, the first-mover advantage vanishes
as  8 goes  to  1.

2.5  The Two Approaches are Complementary
The axiomatic and the strategic approach to analyze the bargaining problem are
two different approaches and yet the results obtained in the previous two sections
indicate that both approaches can produce the same results. An important question
is whether or not some specific interpretation should be given to the results that can
be derived in both approaches. If not, then one adopts the view that these results
are simply mathematical artifacts of the two approaches which should not receive any
significance. This point of view does not conform with the popular view in bargaining
theory.

Already in Nash [90] the significance of the relation between the two approaches is
stressed and it is even argued that both approaches are complementary, because 'each
approach helps to justify and clarify the other'. Indeed the fact that the axiomatic
Nash solution approximates the SPE agreement reached in the strategic alternating
offer model implies that the axioms underlying the Nash solution are justified for the
strategic bargaining procedure as described in the alternating offer model, provided
the risk of breakdown perceived by the players is not too large. Similarly, the axioms
underlying the axiomatic Core solution are justified in the context of the alternating
offer model where both players do not perceive a positive risk of breakdown. Similarly,
in Moulin [85] a bargaining procedure is proposed that justifies the axiomatic Kalai-
Smorodinsky solution (Kalai and Smorodinsky [73]).

The axioms of the Nash solution can also be used to interpret the unique SPE
outcome of the alternating offer model with a positive risk of breakdown. The unique
SPE  outcome in which players immediate agree  upon an efficient

 

agreement  is  in
accordance with axiom 2.3.1 and delay in the alternating offer model is inefficient,
because there is a risk of terminal breakdown.  If the bargaining problem  (S, d)  is
symmetric, then x; = 72* and x; = y; and the first-mover advantage can be explained
as an asymmetry between the players due to the positive risk of breakdown which
vanishes as 8 goes to 1. Next, the players ignore irrelevant alternatives, which follows
from the proof of lemma 2.4.2. Consider the bargaining problem  (S, d)  with  z;  >  33.
Then varying the set S such that the lower bound s; of the domain of the function fi
varies over the interval Id.2, 1 ] while the shape of fi remains the same does not affect
the SPE proposals T*  and v*, because the alternatives added or removed are regarded
as irrelevant alternatives by the players. However,  if x1(8)  = s;, then varying  the  set
S as above such  that s  increases affects  the SPE proposals x* (6)  and v*(8), because
the alt€rnatives removed from the set S are now regarded as relevant alternatives by
the players and, hence, these matter. This also implies that the SPE outcome of the
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alternating offer model violates the monotonicity axiom.
As already mentioned the use of the axiomatic approach is limited, because many

lists of conflicting axioms can be thought of and, hence, many axiomatic solutions ex-
ist. Furthermore, it is not obvious how strategic considerations should be translated
into axioms. At this point the strategic approach can be of use. First, the strategic
considerations can be modelled in a strategic model and then the corresponding equi-
librium outcome can indicate which axiom fits the strategic considerations. Also in
selecting among axiomatic solutions the strategic approach can play a role by requir-
ing that any sound axiomatic solution should correspond to the equilibrium of some
strategic bargaining model of which the bargaining procedure represents the essential
characteristics.

Despite the nice results mentioned above the strategic approach also has its limi-
tations. One limitation is that the number of bargaining procedures one can think of
seems to be unlimited and, therefore, it is not possible to analyze all these bargaining
procedures. Furthermore, from standard game theory it is known that NEs and SPEs
are extremely sensitive to the precise rules of the game and, hence, the equilibria in
the strategic bargaining models are also sensitive to the specification of the bargaining
procedure. This implies that even small changes which can be regarded as irrelevant
can have a dramatic impact on the equilibrium outcome of the strategic bargaining
model, as illustrated by the discussion in section 2.4 on assuming a convex set S or
assuming a finite set S.

Given the limitations to both approaches these should be regarded as comple-
mentary in the following way: If the outcomes of an axiomatic solution do not agree
with the outcomes of any bargaining procedure, then the axiomatic solution does not
capture the strategic relevance in any bargaining procedure and this solution is likely
to be of little relevance. Conversely, a bargaining procedure that agrees with no ax-
iomatic solution does not correspond to any axiomatic intuition and one expects that
such a bargaining procedure does not have a sound intuitive interpretation. There-
fore, such a bargaining procedure is of limited applicability. These arguments stress
the importance of finding mutually reinforcing axiomatic solutions and (equilibria of)
strategic bargaining procedures.

2.6  Bargaining with Outside Options
In this section the alternating offer model is extended by assuming that each player
lias an exogenously given opportunity elsewhere, called an outside option, and that
each  player can leave the negotiations to  pick up this opportunity (e.g. Binmore [191,
Osborne and Rubinstein [94], Shaked  [118] and Sutton  [127]).   If a player leaves  the
negotiations, called executing his outside option, then it is assumed that the break-
down in the negotiations is terminal and that the two players cannot continue the
negotiations  in the future (for exceptions, Chatterjee  and  Lee [33], chapter  9  of Os-
borne and Rubinstein [94] and chapter 4 below). In this section two variants of the
alternating offer model with outside options are analyzed. One variant of the alter-
nating offer model assumes outside options that are independent of who executes his
outside option (e.g. Osborne and Rubinstein [94], Shaked [118] and Sutton [127]) and,
therefore, these outside options are called player-independent. The second variant of
the alternating offer model assumes outside options that depend upon the player
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who executes his outside option (e.g. Binmore [19]) and, therefore, these outside op-
tions are called player-dependent. The three-player/three-cake problems in chapters 3
and 4 are modelled as bargaining problems with endogenous player-dependent outside
options.

In the alternating offer model with outside options the players still alternate in
proposing and responding to each other, but the standard model is extended by as-
suming that the responding player at bargaining round t, after rejecting the proposal
made, has to decide whether to continue the negotiations (and propose at the next
bargaining round) or to leave the negotiations by executing his outside option. This
means that this bargaining procedure describes negotiation situations in which there
is room for a counterproposal made by the responding player, after any rejection of an
offer. It should be noted that this excludes take-it-or-leave-it offers made by any of the
two players (e.g. Shaked [118] and Osborne and Rubinstein [94]). For completeness
it is mentioned that the model with take-it-or-leave-it offers yields different results,
which implies that the timing of executing outside options is crucial.  As in the alter-
nating offer model the limit outcome of the model, as the risk of breakdown vanishes,
is derived and this limit outcome is briefly related to the four axioms underlying the
Nash solution, although one of these axioms needs to be modified.

Player-independent outside options
In  Sutton   [127]  it is assumed  that the players' payoffs  are  0  =  (01 , 02 ' where  0,  E
[di, s;na=], i = 1,2, if one of the players executes his outside option and these outside
options do not depend upon the player who executes his outside option. The vector
0=

 01 , 02) denotes the outside options  and the corresponding bargaining problem

with outside options is denoted as (S, d, o), where S and d satisfy assumptions 2.2.1
and 2.2.3. For simplicity it is assumed that s; = di, i = 1,2. The players' expected
payoffs evaluated at the beginning of the negotiations are equal to (1 - Ot-1 )d + 6t-1 0
if no agreement is reached before time t, t  E N ,  and the outside options are executed
at time t. In order to derive the main results it is necessary to modify the functions
p and q as defined in section 2.4. The vector function 0 : SIR -0 SIR is defined as

P2(1/) = max{('2,(1 - 8)012 + 672 ,   131(J) = max{oi, fl(1 2(Y))}

and the vector function 4 : SIR _-+ SIR is defined as

01(x)  = max{oi, (1 - 8)di  + Oxi  ,     42(x) = max{0•2, A(qi (z))}.

The  assumption  oi   E   [di, s:na=],i=1,2, ensures  that  41 (z)   lies  in the domain  of
the  function  f2  and 132(y)  in the domain  of .f  · The following lemma, which  is  the

equivalent of lemma 2.4.2, states sufficient conditions such that the function 0 x o
admits a unique fixed point. Note that the equivalent of corollary 2.4.3 also holds.

Lemma 2.6.1
The function 0 x   admits a unique jixed point (2*,9*).

proof
In order to prove this lemma five candidate solutions for the fixed point are stated
and then the conditions are derived under which this candidate solution is a fixed

point  of 0  x  0.
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proposes 2*, always,

Player 1   accepts any v, if y  E  S and  yl  2 max{oi,(1  - 8)di  + e; } ,

executes outside option,      if 01  2  (1 - 8)di  + 82;,

proposes 9*, always,

Player 2 accepts any x, if I€S and z2 2 max{02, (1 - 8)d2 + 69;},

executes outside option,    if 0·2 2 (1 - 6)d2 + 89:,

Table 2.3
The strategies corresponding to theorem 2.6.2, where (2*, 9*) denotes the unique fixed
point of lemma 2.6.1.

1.  ** = 9* = o. Then substitution of this fixed point into the definitions of j) and
4 and taking into account the inequalities that have to hold in order to obtain this
solution yields the conditions o, 2 (1 - 6)di + boi, i = 1,2, and 01 2 4(02)· Hence,
O 0 S\Sp.
2.   **  =  x*  and  9*  = v*, where  (z*, y*)  is the unique fixed point of lemma  2.4.2  for

s;  =d i,i=1,2. Then substitution  of this fixed point  into the definitions  of 0  and
4 and taking into account the inequalities that have to hold in order to obtain this
solution yield the condition  oi  5 I*, 1/*.

3.     *   =  (fi (02), 02)  and  9*   =  (01, f2(01))· Then substitution  of this fixed point
into the definitions of / and 4 and taking into account the inequalities that have to
hold in order to obtain this solution yields the conditions 01  2  (1 - 6)di + 8.4 (02),
02 2 (1 - 6)d2 + 8.f (01) and 01 5 fi(02)· Rewriting yields

022max{(1-8)d2+8.f2(01),f2(611+8-1(01 -di))} and oES.
If  01   €   [di, 1/; ),   then the first  term is smaller  than the second term whereas  if  01   E
Cy;, sra=] then the first term is larger than the second term.
4. :E* =(fi(02),02) and#* = ((1- 8)di + 64(02),f2((1- 8)di + Ofi(02)))· Then
substitution of this fixed point into the definitions of 13 and 4 and taking into account
the inequalities that have to hold in order to obtain this solution yield the conditions

01 5 (1 - 8)di + 6.fi(02), 02 2 (1 - 8)d2 + 892* and 01 9 fi(02)· Rewriting yields

1   5  0'2  5  4 (di  + 8-1 (01  - di))        and     o ES.

If 01  = 1/;,then the lower and upper bound coincide and, hence,  01  E  [di, Vi l
5.  S* = (fi((1 - 8)d2 + 8.f2(01)), (1 - 6)d2 + 8.6(01)) and #* = (01, f2(01))· Similar
to the previous case it follows that

02 5 (1 - 6)d.2 + 8.4(01),   01 2 V;    and   o € S.
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To complete the proof, it is easy to verify that the derived conditions partition the
space  [di , s " ]  x  [d2 , S '0*]  and, lience, there exists a unique fixed point  of 0 x  4.   0

The next theorem states that the alternating offer model with outside optionsas proposed in Sutton [127] admits a unique SPE outcome, which is supported by
the strategies given in table 2.3. If o ¢ S, then x* = 7* = 0 (this follows from
lemma 2.6.1) should be interpreted as the players 'agree to disagree'. Theorem 2.6.2
is the most general formulation of the result obtained in Sutton [127] (in Sutton [127]the Pareto frontier is assumed to be linear).

Theorem 2.6.2
The Markov strategies of table 2.3 are the essentially unique SPE strategies and the
corresponding SPE outcome is (x*,11  if oES  and (0,1) otherwise.

Proof
This proof is again based upon the method proposed in Shaked and Sutton [119].  For
each player i, i = 1,2, define m;, 11*, m; and Mi  as in the proof of theorem 2.4.4.
The  following four relations  can be derived  for  m3,  m ,  M;  and  Mf

1.  m  2 max{02, (1 - 6)d2 + bm }.
Player 2 can always secure a payoff of 02 by executing his outside option and,
hence, every SPE payoff has to yield at least this value. Furthermore, given
any SPE strategy for player  1, the strategy in which player 2 always rejects  all
proposals  made by player  1 yields player 2 at least  (1 - 8)12 + Om .  Thus,  any
best  response to player  l's SPE strategy  must at least equal this payoff.

2. M; 5 max {(1 - 5)di + 8Mf, fl (mW)}.
Similar as in the proof of theorem 2.4.4.

3. Mie S max{oi,(1 - 8)di + 8MT}.
Player 1 can obtain at most a payoff of 01 by executing his outside option.
Furthermore, if 01 5 (1 - 6)di + 8MT, then player 1 will always accept any
proposal y such that yi > (1 - 6)di + 6Ml, because accepting this proposal
yields strictly more than any continuation SPE payoff after rejection. Given
°1  5  (1 - 6)di + 8Mf, then there cannot exist an SPE strategy in which player 2
makes a proposal y sitch that 1/1 > (1 - 8)di + 6MT and player 1 accepts,
because the proposal (yi - €, f2(1/i - f)) for sufficiently small f > 0, which will
also be accepted by player 1, yields a higher payoff for player 2. Finally, if
01 > (1 - 8)di + 8MT, then player 1 certainly executes his outside option after
rejecting player 2's proposal, because no SPE strategy yields this player a payoff
higher than 01.

4. m  2 max{(1-8)012 + bm&,f2(Mie)}.
Similar as in the proof of theorem 2.4.4.

There are two cases to be considered.
1.  o ES.  Proceeding as in the proof of theorem 2.4.4 yields (Mio, m )   =   S.    and
(Mt, m6)   =   9*.     This  shows  that   the  SPE  payoffs  in  every  bargaining  round   are
unique. In order to proof that the strategies of table 2.3 are SPE strategies the ar-
guments in the proof of theorem 2.4.4 immediately imply that the response and the
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proposing decision are optimal. Finally, the decision whether or not to execute the
outside options is a best response, because 01 < #i implies that player 1 is better off
continuing the bargaining instead of executing his outside option and 01 > 9; implies
the reverse result.   If 01  =  1);, then player  1 is indifferent and every action  is  a  best
response. This shows that at least one SPE exists.
2.0% S The strategies of table 2.3 are SPE strategies, because f' = 9* = o implies
'agree to disagree' and there does not exists an s E S such that 3 2 0. This establishes
the existence of at least one SPE with payoffs o for every round t E N.  But then
m3  =  02' because m.3 5 02 by definition (and 02 is SPE payoff) and step 1 implies
mgo  2 02 Furthermore,  Mi<' = 01, because M  2  01  by definition (and 01 SPE payoff)
and  feasibility  of  (Mf, m3) imply  that  the only feasible payoff  is  o.    But  then  also

(Mic,m20) = 0.                                                                              0
Theorem  2.4.4  is a special  case of theorem  2.6.2  for o  =  d.   If o  S x*,y*, where

(x*, 7*)  is the unique fixed point of lemma 2.4.2,  then  the SPE proposals **  and 9*
coincide with z* respectively y* and, lience, incorporating relatively small outside
options into the alternating offer model does not alter the strategies of table 2.2.
Furthermore, the first proposing player has a first-mover advantage. Also the Markov
property of the unique SPE strategies in the alternating offer model extends to the
model with outside options. The strategies of table 2.3 are not necessarily the unique
SPE strategies, becaiise if one of the players is indifferent between executing his
outside option and continuing the negotiations, i.e. either 01 = (1 - 8)di + 85; or
02  =  (1 - 6)d.2 + 893, then multiple SPE strategies exist because any randomization
between these two alternative actions is optimal for this player. The corresponding
SPE payoff does not change according to these strategies and, hence, uniqueness is
obtained in SPE payoffs but not in SPE strategies.

Theorem 2.6.2 implies that the role of the outside options o in the negotiations
is quite different from the role of the disagreement point d. From the arguments in
the proof of theorem 2.6.2 it follows that the outside options should be regarded as
opportunity costs to the players if they reach an agreement and no rational player

will agree to an agreement which gives him less than his opportunity costs. Hence, if
the opportunity costs for player 1 are lower tlian the SPE payoffs of continuing the
bargaining, i.e.  01  < (1 - 8)di + 85:;, then player 1  continues the bargaining. Player 1
executes his outside option if he does not expect to obtain a payoff in the current
negotiations that exceeds his opportunity costs,  i.e.   01   >  (1  -  8)di  + 62;. Similar
considerations apply for player 2.

Tlie next tlieorem derives the limit of the SPE proposals as derived in theorem 2.6.2
as  8  goes  to  1.   In  order  to  derive  this  limit  the function N (S,d, 0), called the con-
strained Nash solution, is defined as

f argmaxsES(st -di)(32 - 12), s.t. 820,  ifo€ S,
N(S,d,o) = 1

lo, ifolS.

Note that the Nash solution N(S, d), as defined in section  2.3,  is a special case of
the constrained Nash solution for o = d. The constrained Nash solution is also an
axiomatic solution (e.g. Binmore [19}). Recall from section 2.3 that the Nash solution
is the unique solution that satisfies the axioms 2.3.1-2.3.4 and that the efficiency axiom
is interchangeable with the individual rationality axiom.  If the latter axiom is modified
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such  that the solution  b,(S, d, o)  2  max{di, 0, } ,i=1,2,  then the constrained  Nash
solution satisfies axioms 2.3.2-2.3.4 and the modified axiom 2.3.6.

Theorem 2.6.3
The SPE proposals x* and •8* of theorem 2.6.2 converge to the constrained Nash
solution NtS,d,o) as 6 goes to 1.

Proof
From the proof of lemma 2.6.1 it follows that two cases have to be considered.
1.  o ES.  Then the result follows directly from the proof of theorem 2.4.5 after
replacing s;  by o" i = 1,2
2. 0% S. Trivial because f* = 9* = 0.                                                          0

In the previous section it is argued that the strategic approach can be of use if
strategic considerations have to be related to axioms. For any axiomatic solution pro-
posed for the bargaining problem (S, d, o) several alternative axioms can be thought
of. The strategic analysis above implies that outside options should be treated as op-
portunity costs. However, in some applications on labour economics the Nash solution
is applied and the alternative wage of the employed workers outside the firm, i.e.  the
workers' outside options, is treated as if it is the disagreement payoff d (e.g. Layard,
Nickell and Jackman [79], chapter  2).   Thus, the outside options  in this application
are not treated as opportunity costs, which is not in accordance with the strategic
analysis in this section.

Player-dependent outside options
In Binmore [19] the previous model is slightly modified by assuming that player i,
i  =  1,2, obtains oi,  0,  E  [di, s:na=], if this player executes his outside option and
obtains di if the other player executes his outside option. The bargaining problem
with player-dependent outside options  is also denoted  as  (S, d, o), where  S  and  d
satisfy assumptions 2.2.1 and 2.2.3. For simplicity it is assumed that s; = di, i = 1,2.
In order to derive the main results it is necessary to modify the functions p and q as
defined in section 2.4. The vector function   : SIR -+ SIR is defined as

 2 Y) = max{02, (1 - 8)/12 + 872 1   1 Y  =
fl(02(Y)),

and the vector function 4: SIR -* SIR is defined as

41(Z) =max{oi, (1 - 8)di + 6:El},  42(x) = f2(41(x))
The  assumption  oi   E   [di, s;"ax],   i   = 1,2, ensures  that  4-1 (x)   lies  in the domain  of
the  function  A  and   2 (1/)  in the domain  of fl.   The  function  p  x 4 admits a unique
fixed point  (2*, 9-*), which follows immediately from lemma 2.4.2 after substitution of
4 = oi, i = 1,2.

Theorem 2.6.4
The Markov strategies of table 2.4 are the essentially unique SPE strategies and the
corresponding  SPE  outcome  is  (x-,1).

Proof
The first part of this proof consists of showing that the strategies of table 2.4 are SPE.
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proposes 2*, always,

Player 1 accepts any y, if Vi 2 max{oi, (1 - 6)di + 62;},

exectites outside option,    if 01 2 (1 - 6)di + 62;,

proposes 9-, always,

Player 2 accepts ally I, if z2 2 max{02, (1 - 6)12 + 893},

exectites outside option,   if 02 2 (1 - 6)d2  + 693,

Table 2.4
The strategies corresponding to theorem 2.6.4, where (2*, 17*) denotes the unique jixed
point  of fi x  q.

It is sufficient to consider one-stage deviations only, because the one-stage-deviation
principle (e.g. Fudenberg and Tirole  [48], p.110) applies. First, player l's decision
whether or not to execute his outside option is an optimal response, because this
player continues if 01 < (1 - 8)di + 8x; and executes his outside option otherwise.
Similarly, player 2's behaviour is optimal. Hence, the responding player's behaviour
is an optimal response in case this player has to decide whether or not to continue.
Second, each responding player is at least indifferent between accepting and rejecting
a proposal, because 91* = max{oi,(1 -6)di + 62; } and 2; = max{02,(1 -,5)d2 + 692*}.
Hence, the responding player's behaviour is an optimal response. Third, player 1 does
not  deviate by proposing a proposal z  such that  z2  2 23, because I  f  S and x2  2  18
imply  that  xi   5  fi (z2)  S  f(23)  = 2; Furthermore, player  1  does  also not deviate
by  proposing a proposal z  such that  z.2  < 2 , because this proposal will be rejected
by  player 2 and player l's expected utility is equal  to  (1 - 6)di + 89;  <  I. Similar,
player  2  does not deviate by making a proposal  y  such  that  y  0 9*. Hence,  each
player's behaviour is an optimal response in case this player is the proposing player.
The second part of the proof is omitted, because after substitution of s;  = Oi, i = 1,2,
the arguments in the proof of theorem 2.4.4 can be applied to prove (Mt, m ) = 1*
and (Mi, m ) = 9*.                                                                                                                   O

Note that theorem 2.4.4 is a special case of theorem 2.6.4 if o = d. If the vector of
outside options o is larger than  L'  and y*, where (x*, 7-)  is the unique fixed point of
lemma 2.4.2, then the SPE proposals i* and #* coincide with z* respectively J* and,
hence, incorporating relatively small outside options does not affect the strategies of
table 2.2. The strategies in table 2.4 also have the Markov property and extending
the alternating offer model by incorporating outside options as above does not change
this result. Furthermore, for o€S the first proposer has a first-mover advantage,
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whereas for 0%S the first proposer has a first-mover disadvantage, because 2; =
fi (02 )  <  01   =  9;,  i.e.   2*  lies  to  the  left  of 9*. The reason  for this result is that  if
player 1 does not make this proposal at t, t odd, then player 2 rejects and executes his
outside option leaving player  1  with dl · Hence, player 1  has to make this proposal.
Similarly, for player 2 at t, t even, with the roles of the two players reversed. Next,
if 01 96 (1 - 8)di + SS; and 02 96 (1 - 6)d.2 + 892*, then the strategies of table 2.4 are
the unique SPE strategies. However, if one of the players is indifferent between his
outside option and continuing the negotiations, i.e. either ot  =  (1 - 6)di + 62;  or 02  -
(1 -6)d,+89; (or both), then multiple SPE strategies exist because any randomization
between these two alternatives is optimal for this player. Hence, uniqueness in SPE
payoffs is obtained but not in SPE strategies. Finally, similar as in the previous
subsection the outside options should be regarded as opportunity costs and, hence,
the role of the outside options in the negotiations is quite different from the role of
the disagreement point d.

The next theorem derives the limit of the SPE proposals 2 *  and 9*  as 8 goes to 1.
To this end the function Ni (S, d, o), where player 1 has the initiative to propose and
player 2 has the right to execute his outside option, is defined as

f argmaxses(81 -di)(82 - d.-), s.t. 320, ifoE S,
Ni (S,d, 0  =  4

l (fl(02),02), if O% S.

The function AT,(S, d, o) where player 2 has the initiative to propose and player 1 has
the right to execute his outside option is defined similarly. Each function N,(S, d.o),
i=1,2, can be derived  from  the  same four axioms  as the constrained Nash solution,
provided the individual rationality axiom is adapted in the proper way. Note that if
o ES, then Ni (S, d, o) = N2(S, d, o)

Theorem 2.6.5
The SPE proposals f*(6) and 9*(6) converge to Ni(S, d, o) respectively N2(S, d, o),
as  6  goes  to  1.

Proof
Follows from the proof of theorem 2.4.5 aft.er substitution of s; = Oi, i = 1,2.         0

If o € S, then N'(S, d, o), i = 1,2, of theorem 2.6.5 coincides with N (S, d, o)  of
theorem 2.6.3 and, hence., both models predict the same limit outcome.  If o ¢ S, then
N'(S, d, o), i = 1,2, of theorem 2.6.5 and N(S, d, o) of theorem 2.6.3 differ.

2.7  Bargaining with Endogenous Disagreement
The bargaining problem (S, d), as defined in section 2.2, supposes that the disagree-
ment point d is exogenously given and it is assumed that it cannot be influenced by the
players. The results of the previous sections show that the disagreement point plays
an important role in the bargaining outcomes of both approaches. However, in many
economic negotiation situations the players are also able to influence the disagreement
outcome. For instance, in centralized wage bargaining the employees' representatives
can threaten the employers by announcing and organizing a strike, which will be
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costly to the employers. In order to model such negotiation situations the bargaining
problem  (S, d) needs to be extended to allow for endogenous disagreement payoffs,
also called threats.

In Nash [90] the first bargaining model with endogenous disagreement payoffs is
proposed and it is referred to as the variable threat game.  The use of the word 'threat'
is related to the idea that the disagreement actions can be used to threaten the other
player to choose an action that keeps the payoff of the other player down in case of
a disagreement. The choice of disagreement actions implies that the nature of the
variable threat game is strategic and, therefore, the analysis of this game requires the
strategic approach.

In  order  to  make the analysis concrete consider the bargaining problem  (S, d),
where (S, d) satisfies assumptions 2.2.1 and 2.2.3. Furthermore, the set Ai, i = 1,2,
is defined as the finite set of alternative actions player i can undertake in case of
disagreement and these actions are called the disagreement actions. Furthermore, the
set  A is defined  as  Al  x .42  and  a =  (al:(12)  C  A  (this set A differs from  the set of
alternatives defined in section 2.2). The endogenous disagreement point d:A --* S i s
a function of the actions a f A chosen by the players. It is assumed that d(A) C S,
where d(A) = {d(a) la E A}. In Nash [90} it is assumed that the set S is eqiial to the
convex hull of d(A) and the latter assumption is also made in the policy bargaining
problem analyzed in chapter 6 and 7.

Assumption 2.7.1
The set Ai, i = 1,2, is compact and convex and the function d(a) is continuous and
quasi-concave in ai, given aj, j = 1,2 and 3 96 i.

The variable threat game consists of three stages.  Iii the first stage both players
simultaneously and independently  of each other select actions ai €A i,i=1,2.I n
the second stage the players play Nash's demand game (see section 2.4). In the third
stage the players execute their selected disagreement actions, i.e. the threats, chosen
in the first stage, provided the players did not reach an agreement in the second stage.
Thus, it is assumed that the players are committed to the actions selected in the first
stage in case of disagreement, and, hence, the players do not make a decision at the
tliird stage.

The variable threat game is a dynamic model with almost perfect information and
the consensus among game theorists is that the SPE concept should be employed
instead of the NE concept. The last subgame in the variable threat game is Nash's
demand game at the second stage and this game has infinitely many NEs and, hence,
the whole game has infinitely many SPEs. In Nash [90] it is assumed that the NE
corresponding to the unique NE of the modijied Nash's demand game is played at
the second stage by the players in order to select one of these SPEs. Recall from
the discussion in section 2.4 that this means that the trembling-hand perfectness
concept (Selten [115]) is implicitly employed and that the unique trembling-hand
perfect equilibrium outcome is that the players reach an agreement upon the Nash
solution NCS, d(a)), a E A. Having solved the second stage in this manner, the first
stage reduces to a normal form game with payoff functions N,(S, d(a)), i = 1,2.  The
next theorem summarizes the main result in Nash [901 and it is given without a proof
(e.g. Nash [90] and van Damme [35] for a formal proof).
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Theorem 2.7.2
If the variable threat game satisfies assumption  2.7.1,  then  the variable threat game
admits at least one trembling-hand perfect equilibrium and all the equilibrium actions
a;, i = 1,2, are interchangeable and result in the same agreement N(S, d(a*)).

The interchangeable strategies can be explained by the fact that the nature of the
choice of disagreement actions is strategically equivalent to a zero-sum game and
equilibrium strategies in a zero-sum game are interchangeable.

As pointed out in van Damme [35] two assumptions are crucial in order to obtain
theorem 2.7.2, namely the players simultaneously choose their disagreement actions
and each player is committed to carry out his selected disagreement actions in the
third stage if the bargaining has ended in disagreement. If the players do not simulta-
neously choose their disagreement actions and the player who chooses his disagreement
actions last perfectly observes the actions chosen by the other player, then the first
stage becomes a Stackelberg game. The outcome of this Stackelberg game is in general
different from the outcome of the game with a simultaneous choice of disagreement
actions.

If the players are not committed to their selected disagreement actions of the first
stage, then subgame perfectness (and also trembling-hand perfectness) requires that
the equilibrium disagreement actions of the third stage are NE actions of the normal
form game with payoff function d,(a), i =  1,2.  If the latter normal form game has mul-
tiple NEs, then these NEs are in general not interchangeable and the variable threat
game without commitment has multiple trembling-hand equilibria. Furthermore, the
choice of actions in the first stage should be interpreted as announcements on future
actions of the players, but the players are not committed to these announcements in
the third stage and, hence, are free to choose disagreement actions that differ from
these announcements. Therefore, rational players ignore announcements of threats
at the first stage, unless these announcements coincide with the equilibrium actions
of d(a) in the third stage that will be played according to the SPE strategies of the
overall game. If one is only interested in the set of all equilibrium agreements, then
the first stage can be disregarded. The modified variable threat game is applied in
Ehtamo et.al [38] and de Zeeuw [130] in the context of difference games in order to
compute joint policies for economic models.

As mentioned before, in the variable threat game it is assumed that the players
are committed to their announcements and this assumption neglects the fact that
commitment is a voluntary choice made by the players. In Mao [82] the variable threat
game is extended with a stage 0 in which each player voluntarily decides whether or
not to commit himself in the first stage (this is one of the three variants proposed in
Mao [821,  but all three variants yield  the same conclusion for the two-player bargaining
problem). In every SPE, neglecting a degenerate case, the players always voluntarily
commit themselves in stage 0 and, hence, the players voluntarily play the variable
threat  game, as proposed in  Nash  [90], from stage  1  onward. The intuition is simple.
If player 1 commits himself at stage 0 and player 2 does not, then the players play
a Stackelberg game in which player 1 moves first. The equilibrium payoff to the
first-mover in a Stackelberg game is always higher than (or at least equal to) the
equilibrium payoff in a normal form game. Since equilibrium agreements are Pareto
efficient and the payoff function NiS, d(a)) is independent of whether or not the
players commit themselves, player 2's payoff as follower is lower. This implies that
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there cannot exist SPEs in which both players do not commit themselves or only one
of the players commits himself.

It is relatively easy to modify the variable threat game in order to replace Nash's
demand model by the alternating offer model. If player 1 is the player who makes
the first offer,  then the payoff functions  in the first stage become z* (8, d(a)) instead

of N(S, d(a)). The equilibrium actions a*(8), a*(8)  E  A, of this modified game are
likely to differ from  the NE actions a* of theorem  2.7.2 and the correspondence a*(6)
is upper semi-continuous in 8  €  [0,11 and, hence, lim8-1 a*(6) exists (this follows
from appendix 2.A). This latter limit set can be used as a refinement to the set of NE
actions of theorem 2.7.2. Of course, a similar refinement can be made with respect to
7*(8, d(a))  instead  of x*(8, d(a)).   It  has not been investigated whether  or not these
two limit sets of equilibrium actions have a non-empty intersection (if the set of NE
actions of theorem 2.7.2 consists of a unique element, then the answer is affirmative
but then there  is  also  no  need for refinements). Since the equilibrium disagreement
actions of theorem 2.7.2 are interchangeable there is no coordination problem on a
particular NE as in non-zero sum g*mes and, hence, it is not worthwhile to investigate
this refinement in detail.

It is also easy to incorporate the alternating offer model into the variable threat
game without commitment. Namely, the players alternate in proposing and respond-
ing to each other as in the standard alternating offer model and the players decide
on their disagreement actions in case of a terminal breakdown. Denote the set of
NEs of the normal form game corresponding to d(a), a € A, as AN c A.  If an
essentially unique NE exists, i.e. d(aN)    =   d(AN)   for   all   aN, aN    € AN, then the

alternating offer model with endogenous disagreement payoffs admits an essentially
unique SPE in Markov strategies in which the players negotiate according to the
strategies of table 2.2, where  (x*, 1/*)  is the unique fixed point of lemma  2.4.2  cor-

responding to d = d(aN),   and the players  use  aN   as the disagreement actions  in
case of a terminal breakdown. This uniqueness result breaks down if multiple NEs
exist. This multiplicity is of two kinds. First, to each pair of NE actions aN E AN
there exists  an  SPE  as just described. Second, if there exist  aN ,  N  E  AN  such  that
N(S, d(aN)) 0 N(S, d(aN)), then for sufficiently large 8<1 SPEs in non-Markov
strategies exist along the lines of the proof of theorem 7.3.17 (see section 7.3). These
non-Markov SPE strategies can induce delay for sufficiently large 8<1 and, hence,
these SPEs are inefficient.

Finally, all variants of the variable tlireat game discussed in this section implic-
itly assume that the negotiations and the choice of disagreement actions is separated
in time. However, in many negotiation situations the disagreement outcome is de-
termined by actions the players undertake during the negotiations. For instance, in
centralized wage negotiations the union can organize a strike, or a slowdown in work,
or can not organize anything during the negotiations. In chapters 6 and 7 the pol-

icy bargaining model is proposed as an alternative strategic bargaining model to the

(modified) variable threat game in which the negotiations and the choice of disagree-
ment actions are determined (almost) simultaneously during the negotiations, i.e. the

negotiations and the choice of disagreement actions are not separated in time.
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2.8 Conclusion

In this chapter the bargaining problem is formally defined as an economic problem in
which two' economic agenfs, called the players,  have to agree upon the choice 1 one
specific alternative from a given set of alternatives available to them, while they often
have conflicting interests over this set of alternatives.  In the literature two approaches
to analyze the bargaining problem have been proposed, namely the axiomatic_and the
strategic-approach. These two approaches are briefly surveyed and the main research
issues- e-discussed. The choice of topics is mainly restricted to issues that will return
in proceeding chapters.

It is argued that both approaches have their limitations. The axiomatic approacli
offers many conflicting lists of intuitively reasonable axioms, each list correspond-
ing to a different axiomatic solution, but no theory to select among these axiomatic
solutions is provided. Furthermore, the axioms are often thought to describe some
kind of bargaining process but the underlying bargaining procedure is not specified
explicitly. The strategic approach has its limitatibns, because the number of bargain-
ing procedures one can think of seems unlimited. Another limitation to the strategic
approach is that the equilibria in strategic bargaining models are extremely sensi-
tive to the specification of the bargaining procedure. The discussion on relaxing the
assumptions underlying the alternating offer model illustrates this point. According
to Nash both approaches, although methodologically different, are complementary
to eacli other, because 'each approach helps to justify and clarify the other' and in
section 2.5 this is illustrated by interpreting some results obtained in one approach
by the axioms of the other approach. Furthermore, one has to cast doubt on ax-
iomatic solutions that do not agree with the outcomes of any bargaining procedure
and one has to suspect bargaining procedures that do not conform with any axiomatic
solution.

In section 2.4 several powerful techniques to analyze strategic bargaining models
are introduced, such as the elegant method proposed in Shaked and Sutton {119] to
prove uniqueness iii the alternating oger model and the alternative proof of uniqueness
of the fixed point as proposed in Houba [64]. Furthermore, some of the results derived
in sections 2.4 and 2.6 are generalizations of the· results known in the literature and
it is shown that the qualitative results do not change.

The alternating offer model analyzed in this section is criticized because it assumes
a rigid order of moves and, because of this rigid order, the first proposer has a first-
mover advantage. Since each player prefers to be the first proposer it lies outside the
Scope of the alternating offer model to answer the question how the dispute between
the players of who becomes the first proposer is settled. The strategic model with
endogenous timing of offers can answer this question, but at the costs of introducing
a technically more complicated model. In chapters 4,6 and 7 strategic models with
a rigid order of moves are used to analyze the bargaining problems of these cliapters.
Consequently, the critique upon the alternating offer model carries over to these
models. One way to respond is to say that the technical problems are still difficult
to solve and extra complication is better prevented in early steps. Secondly, the
analysis of the model with pdogenous timing of proposals has shown that the bounds
on equilibrium payoffs correspond to the SPE payoffs for odd and even bargaining
rounds. It is a topic for future research whether or not similar results can be derived
for the strategic models of chapter 4,6 and 7.
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2.A Appendix
In this appendix  it is shown  that the fixed point  (I*(8, d), y-(8, d))  of the function
p x q is an upper semi-continuous correspondence in 5 and d. The following lemma is
formulated in a more general way.

Lemma 2.A.1
Ifg : A x B -, A i s a continuous function and the sets A C R" and B  C R™ are convex
and compact, then the correspondence a-(b), which is dejined asa*(b) = 9(a*(b), b),
of lixed points is upper semi-continuous in b E  B.

Proof
The  correspondence  a* (b) is non-empty, because  the  function  1(a, b)  and the set A

satisfy the conditions of Brouwer's fixed point theorem for every b€B and, hence,
tliere exists at least one fixed point  a* (b) for every  b  E B. Consider the graph  of the
correspondence  (a*(b), b) and choose an arbitrary convergent sequence  ((ak, bk))  in
this  graph  such  that  (at: , bk) converges  to  (a, b)  as  k  goes  to  00.   By  definition  of the
graph it holds  that ak  = 9(ak: bk) and continuity of 2 implies

a = kl t ak = kl 1,2(ak, bk) = 2(k   ak, kll  bk) = 2(a, b).

Hence, the limit point (a, b) belongs to the graph of (a*(b), b).                                   0

Corollary 2.A.2
If the correspondence a*(b) jsa function of b, then a*(b) is continuous.

Proof
It is sufficient to prove that the function a* (b) is also lower-semi-continuous. Consider
(a, b) in the graph of a*(b) and a convergent sequence <bk) such that limk-00 bk = b.
Take ak = a*(bk), then the arguments in the proof of lemma 2.A.1 imply that
lim L -+00 ak  = 9(limk-00 ak, b)  and,  hence,  limk-00 ak  = a, because (limk-co ak, b)
belongs  to the graph  a* (b)  and  a* (b)  =  a.                                                                                              0
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Chapter 3

Three-Player/Three-Cake:
The Axiomatic Approach

3.1 Introduction

In the bargaining problem studied in the previous chapter one pair of players bargains
over the division of one 'cake', where cake means the set of feasible utility vectors the
players have to choose from. In this and the following chapter the standard two player
bargaining problem is extended to the class of three-player/three-cake bargaining
(3P/3C) problems. In essence 3P 13( problems can be regarded as 'odd man out'
problems, because only two of the three players can actually succeed in forming a pair
and divide a cake, while the third player (i.e. the 'odd man') is excluded from this
pair.  Formally, in 3P/3C problems there are three players and each pair of players has
the possibility of forming a coalition and divide the one cake associated to this pair.
However, only one pair can actually form and, hence, only one of the three potential
cakes can be divided.  In 3P/3C problems none of the players individually nor the
coalition of all three players has a cake to divide. Furthermore, no side payments are
possible from any pair to the third player. The analysis of 3P  3C problems aims to
obtain insight in the following questions: which pair of players is likely to form, on
what division of their cake do they agree and how does this division depend upon
each player's opportunities in the forgone alternative pair.

Although attention to the class of 3P  3C problems may seem restrictive there are
many real life situations that can be described as 3P 13C problems. For instance, after
the elections the negotiations for the formation of the government between the three
major political parties without absolute majority assembled in the parliament can be
described as a 3P/3C problem. Since governments formed of all political parties are
rarely observed in reality (except when circumstances are exceptional as in periods of
war),  there  is  not  much  loss in generality by assuming  that the coalition  of all three
political parties has no cake to divide. To provide another negotiation situation, all
bargaining problems between one seller of an indivisible good and two potential buyers
for this good belong to the class of 3P /3C problems. These bargaining problems are
called One-seller/two-buyers (1S/28) problems and this class possesses the specific
feature that the pair of players identified as the buyers has no cake to divide. While the
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class of lS/2B problems is intensively analyzed in the literature (see section 4.4 for a
brief discussion), the general class of 3P 13( problems is only analyzed in Binmore [19]
and Bennett and Houba [13].

The class of 3Pl3C problems is also the simplest class of bargaining problems in
which each player's 'outside option' is endogenous. Each player's outside option isthe opportunity to bargain in the alternative pair. It is clear that the bargaining
within a pair of players in an environment of a 3P 13C problem cannot be correctlyanalyzed if the outside options are treated exogenously, because the outside options
are determined by the negotiations in the other pairs which, in turn, also depend
upon the negotiations in the first pair. Finally, the analysis of 3P 13C problems can
be regarded as a first step in analyzing more general bargaining problems between
more than two players. The class of bargaining problems with more than two players is
very complicated and provides a huge diversity of cases that have to be distinguished.
Within this huge diversity of cases, the class of 3P/3C problems is rather simple and
still analytically tractable as is shown in this and the next chapter. This implies that
constructive theories can be derived.

The analysis of 3P/3C problem is split into two parts.  In this chapter 3P  3C
problems are analyzed from an axiomatic point of view and the analysis from the
strategic point of view is deferred to the next cliapter.  The analysis of axiomatic
solutions is restricted to only a few of the axiomatic solution concepts proposed in
the literature, because the aim of many of these solutions is to provide an answer
to the question how the gains of cooperation within the coalition of all players are
divided between these players and thereby assuming that the coalition of all players
forms. For the class of 3P  3C problems this question is not relevant, because any
pair of players does better than the coalition of three players. Therefore, axiomatic
solutions as the Compromise value (e.g. Borm et.al [27]) and the Shapley value (e.g.
Shapley [120]) are not analyzed in this chapter.

This chapter is organized as follows. In sections 3.3 and 3.4 the 'classical' con-
cepts of the COTe respectively the Bargaining Set are analyzed. Then two axiomatic
solutions are introduced that regard the 3P 13C problem as a set of interrelated two
player bargaining problems. Sections 3.5 and 3.6 are concerned with the analysis of
the concepts of the three-player/three-cake Nash solution and the Multilateral Nash
solution for general bargaining problems as proposed in Binmore [19] respectively
Bennett [9]. These four axiomatic solution concepts are applied to several numerical
examples in section 3.7. This cliapter is concluded with an attempt to answer the
question which of these axiomatic solution concepts are acceptable solution concepts.
But first, the class of 3P  3C problems is formally defined and a classification of all
3P  3C problems into three subclasses is given.

3.2 The Three-Player/Three-Cake Problem
A 3P/3C problem is a cooperative game (I, V) in characteristic function form with
non-transferable utility, where I = {1,2,3} is a set of (three) players and V(C) g Rtc I

a set of feasible utility vectors for coalition C C I with V({i}) = {0}  (i =1,2,3) and
V({1,2,3}) = {0}. The set V({i, j}) is the 'cake' associated to the pair {i,j} which
they can divide  if this pair forms,  but  only  one  pair  {i, j} can actually succeed  in
forming and, hence, only one cake can be divided. None of the players individually
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nor the coalition of all three players has a cake to divide. It is assumed that each
V({i, j}) c Ri is compact, convex and strongly comprehensive (i.e., if z E V({i, j}),
0<1/S x and y#x, then v E Int V({i,j})). Note that 0 6 V({i,j}). It is also
assumed that the 3P 13C problem is non-trivial, in  the sense that V({i, j}) 96 {0}  for
at  least  one  pair  {i, j}.   In the terminology  of the previous chapter (V({1,2}),0) is
a two-player bargaining problem (S, d) with S = V({1,2}) and d=0 that satisfies
assumptions 2.2.1 and 2.2.3, except tliat it is allowed that this bargaining problem is
not essential. Furthermore, it is assumed that (s;, s 'ex) = (0, f2(0)) and (sin°=, 33) =
(fi (0),0). The reader should keep in  mind  that  many of the notation and properties
defined in this section can be related back to the notation and properties of section 2.2.
For  convenience some additional notation is introduced. The coalition  {il 5· · · ,i k}
(i     ike land k 5 3) is denoted as [il · · ·iA·] and the cake V({il,·•·,ik}) as11···7

V[il  · · · ikl.A vector  m,j  =  (Lij, xj, ) 6122 denotes a division  of tlie  pair  [ij] 's  cake
between players i and j, where x'j denotes the component corresponding to player i
and Iji the component corresponding to player j. This latter convention is introduced
in order to avoid a profusion of super- and subscripts for the components of gij.

Since V[ij] is compact, there exists a maximum payoff M'j 2 0 to the payoffs

player i can obtain  in  the pair [ijl. Furthermore, since  V[ij] is compact and strongly
comprehensive, its Pareto frontier can be described by a strictly decreasing and con-
tinuous function f 'i  : [O, Mj'] -* [O, which specifies player i's maximum utility
in the pair  [ij]  as a function of player j's payoff.  In what follows it is convenient to
extend the domain  of  f 4   from   [0, Mj']   to  Rf by assigning  0  to  fij  if  zj'   >   Mj'.
Formally,

f max{t I
(t, zj') e V[ij]},   if xii E 10, Mj,],

fii (xj, )  =   4
l  0,                                         if xj, C (Mji, 00).

Note that f 0 is non-increasing on R. , while strictly decreasing on [O, Mjil. Following
the convention above,  fj'  : R+  -4  [O, Mj,] specifies player j's maximum utility in  [ij}
as a function of player i's payoff. Since both fij and fj, are strictly positive and
strictly decreasing on the interval [0, respectively [O, Af'j] they are each other's
inverses on these intervals. Finally, convexity of VIij] guarantees that both f,j and
fF are concave on  the  interval  [O, Mji]  respectively  [O, Mul.

The subclass of one-setter/two-buyer (lS/28) problems is regarded as an impor-
tant class of 3P 13C problems.  In these problems a seller of one indivisible good faces
two potential buyers for this good. If the good is sold, then it is said that the seller
and the buyer who bought the good have formed a pair. It is assumed that no buyer
experiences externalities in case the other buyer would buy the good.1 Therefore,
l S/2B problems are 3P/3C problems in which one pair of players does not have a

cake to divide. Formally, a 3P/3C problem is a lS/2B problem if there exists a unique
pair [ij] for which V[ij] = {Q}. Moreover, these players i and j are called the 'buyers'
and the third player is called the 'seller'. Note that the seller is the player who has to
choose which of two profitable pairs to .join, while each buyer has only one profitable
pair to consider.

1 In Cornet [34] and Jehiel and Moldovanu [69]  and  [70] the lS/28 problem with externalities is
analyzed. It should be noted that lS/28 problems with negative externalities are general 3P/3C
problems if the two buyers are able to reach binding agreements in which they both agree not to
purchase the good from the seller. Obviously, the results for standard 3P/3C problems then apply.
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The analysis in the next sections is based upon a particular partition of the class of
3P 13C problems.  In this classification the Nash solution of section 2.4 plays a centralrole.  Consider the two-player bargaining problem where S = V[ij] and d = Q, then
APJ denotes the Nash solution for this bargaining problem as stated in theorem 2.3.5.

Consider a world in which the 'standard of behaviour' is for each pair to agreeon its Nash payoffs. By this it is meant that N" is the focal point for bargaining in
each pair [ij] and, hence, is the anticipated agreement for each pair in the absence
of compelling  masons to change it. Clearly,  if  (Ne,0)  is not feasible  for  the  pair  [ik]
and  (Nji, 0)  is not feasible  for  the  pair  [jk], then formation  of the  pair  [ij]  and  the
division of the cake V[ij] according to N'j is stable because no pair could improve
upon these payoffs. In this case the pair [ij] is called a Nash dominant pair. The
following definition formalizes this notion and figure 3.1 serves as an illustration.
Definition 3.2.1
The pair lijl is Nash dominant if N'j 2 fik(0) and Nj' 2 fil,(0).
There can be at most one Nash dominant pair, because if [ijJ is a Nash dominant pair,
then  Nik  S  fik (0)  S Nij  <  f 'j (0) and, hence,  the  pair  [ik]  is  not Nash dominant.

The conditions for a Nash dominant pair are rather strong. The next definition
provides us weaker conditions for what can still be regarded as a 'stable' standard of
behaviour. The intuition is given afterwards. See figure 3.2 for an illustration.

Definition 3.2.2
The pair [ij] is Nash stable if

1.      Nij  2 Nik    and    Nii 2 Njk,    or
2a.     Nij  2 Nik     and    Nji  <Njk,     but     fk,(Nij) 2  fki (Nji),     Or

2b.  N]i 2 Nik  and  Nij <Nik,  but  f kitN ji) 2 f ki (Nij)

N23
\n\

Figure 3.1

A graphical representation of definition 3.2.1, where the pair [23] is Nash dominant.
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Nash stable pairs satisfying the first condition are said to be. of tyl)(. 1, wliile those
pairs satisfying one of the last two conditions are said to be of type 2. Clearly, Nash
dominant pairs are also type 1 Nash stable. It should be noted that it is possible that
more than one pair is Nash stable, but a brief discussion of multiplicity is deferred to
the end of this section.

The formation of the type 1 Nash stable pair [ij] with division N'J amoiig the
players i and j can be regarded as stable, because each player prefers his Nash payoff
in [ij] to his (anticipated) Nash payoff with player k.  Also the formation of the
type 2(a) Nash stable pair [ij] with division N'J can be regarded as stable, alt hough
player j prefers his Nash payoff in [jkl (i.e Nji < N'S Suppose player j tries to
'bribe' player  k  into  [jk] in order  to get  more  than Nji, which implies that player  k
would get at most fkj(Ni,3. If fki(Nii) 2 fki(Nji), then player i, as a reaction
to  player j's bribing,  is  able to bribe player  k  into [ik}, because player  i  cati  match
player j's offer and, simultaneously, keep at least N'j himself. Therefore, i,layer k only
wants to form the pair [ik] and not  [jk]., Thus, player j cannot obtain  the (:(,(,I,(:ratioii
of player k, implying stability for  [ij].

The following partitioning of 3P  3C problems into three subclasses, as pioposed iii
Bennett and Houba [13], appears to be very useful in the analysis of 3Pl3C 1,roblems.

Classification 3.2.3
For each 3P/3C problem, exactly one of the following holds:
Class I. Some pair is Nash dominant.

Class II. Some pair is Nash stable and no pair is Nash dominant.

Class III. No pair is Nash stable.

323

N » «' 4/

« -/              - U N Z

3.2 a [12} is type 1 Nash stal,le. 3.2 b [12] is type 2 Nash stable.

Figure 3.2
A graphical representatioii c,f cle.finitic,11 3.2.2, where the pair [12] is Nash stable.
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The distinction between 3P/3C problems that have a Nash dominant pair and those
that have only Nash stable pairs that are not Nash dominant seems to be clumsy at
first hand, but it will prove to be liseftil in what follows. As mentioned before, the
Nash dominant pair is type 1 Nash stable ancl it can be shown that if some pair is
Nash dominant, then no other pair can be Nash stable. Therefore, if some pair is
type 2 Nasli stable, then the corresponding 3P/3C problem necessarily falls into class
II. Furthermore, each class of classification 3.2.3 is non-empty and in the next section
some properties of the three classes are derived.

It is convenient to introduce some standard mimbering. If the pair [ij] is type 1
Nash stable, then there exists a renumbering of the players such that [12] is the
Nash stable pair and fil ( 12)  2  132(N21 ).   Furthermore,  if no pair satisfies  type  1
Nash stability, then there is a (re)numbering of the players such that N12 > N13,
N23 > N21 and N31 > N32 and this is called the standard numbering. At the Nash
payoffs player  1  prefers the pair [12], player 2 1)refers the pair [23], and player 3 prefers
the pair [13]

Finally, from the examples given at the end of tliis chapter it can be read tliat
there can be multiple Nasli stable pairs. For instance, there may be one, two or three
pairs that are type 1 Nash stable, or one Nash stable pair of type 1 and one of type 2.
Furthermore, it can be. proved that it is impossil)le that two pairs are type 2 Nash
stable. For general 3P  3C problems a necessary condition for the multiplicity of Nash
stable pairs is that some of tlie 2-signs in definition 3.2.2 are =-signs. Given tliat
these =-signs are likely to disappear if the three sets V[ijl are slightly perturbed,
this indicates that multiplicity of Nash stable pairs is non-generic in the class of
3P 13( problems. Nevertheless, all theories below also cover 3P 13( problems with a
multiplicity of pairs that are Nasli stable.

3.3  The Core
One of the important axiomatic solution concepts in economics is tlie concept of
the Core. However, tlie standard concept of the Core that is most often applied in
economics (e.g. Hildenbrand and Kirman [61]) always yields the empty set in 3P/3C
problems, because the Core never exists due to the assumptions that i) V[123] = {Q}
and ii) the 3P  3C problem is riot trivial. In order to avoid trivial exercises the
concept of the Core with coalition strtictures, as proposed in Aumann and Drhe [4],
is applied to the class of 3Pl3C problems. Necessary and sufficient conditions for
the existence of the Core in 3P /3C problems are derived. Furthermore, the notion
of a von Neumann-Morgenstern (vN-M) tiiple is introduced and the relation between
the Core concept and the notion of the vN-M tuple is investigated. This section is
concluded with a theorem that states the relation between the concept of the Core,
the notion of a vN-M tuple and Nash stability.

In order to apply the concept of the Core with coalition structures as proposed
iii Aumann and Dr6ze [4] to tlie class of 3P/3C problems the notions of coalition
structures, payoff configurations and dominance are defined first in the context of
3P j3C problems. A coalition structure K is a partition of the set of players I into
one or more coalitions, for instance {Il],[2], [3]},  {[13],[2]} or {[123]} are coalition
strtictures. Corresponding to the coalition structure K a payoff configuration (z, K)
is defined, which specifies a payoff vector zc  € V (C) for each feasible coalition C E  K.
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For instance, if K  =  { [13], [2] } and (z, K) the corresponding payoff configuration, then
z = (213,22), 113 e V[131 and &2 6 1/[2] = {0}. Obviously, for each 3P/3C problem
the only payoff configuration corresponding to the coalition structures {[1], [2], [3] }
and  {[123]}  is  (Q, K). Finally, the payoff confguration  (x, K)  dominates the payoff
configuration  (z, K') through coalition  C  E  K  if the members  of C strictly prefer

(x, K)  to  (z, K ).   This is denoted  as  (x, K) domc (2, IC'). Tlie Core is the set
of payoff configurations that are not dominated by any other payoff configuration
through any possible coalition C C I.

Axiom 3.3.1
The payoff configuration (T, IC) is in  the Core if there do not exist a coalition C and

' '

a payoff configuration (z, K ) such that (z, K ) domc (x, IC).

Obviously,  if K={[11, [21,[31}orK={[123]}, tlien tlie payoff configuration  (Q, IC)
cannot belong to the Core because it is assumed that the 3P/3C problem is non-

trivial, i.e. there exists a pair [ij} such that V lij]  t {Q}. Therefore, only coalition
structures  of  the  form  {[ijl, [k]} are relevant.    If  ((i,j, 0), {[ij], [k]}) belongs  to  the
Core, then the pair [ij} is referred to as a Core pair. The next proposition states the
necessary and sufficient condition for a non-empty Core.

Proposition 3.3.2
a)   The Core is non-empty iff (fik(0), fjk(0))  6 v[ij] for some pair [ijl.

b) The pair [ij] is the unique Core pair if'f (fikCO),fjk(0)) 6 1/[ij] and the 3P 13(
problem is not equivalent to a lS/28 problem with identical briyers.

c)  If [ij] is the unique Core pair, then the Core is equal to

{ ((Pj,0), {[ij], lk]})  1 zij % Int V[ij] and &'j 2 (fik(0),fjk(0)) } .

Proof
a) Suppose ((zij,0),{[ijl,[k]}) is in the Core.  Then zij % Int V[ij].  If not, then
there exists an xij  6 V[ij} such that x,j  > zij and  ((20.,0),{[ij], [k]}) dominates
((zij, 0),{[ij], [k]}) through [ij]. Furthermore,  zij  2  fik(0).   If not,  then (z'j,0)  E
Int V[ikl implies there exists  a  Vik   e   V[ik]   such   that  Jik    >   (zij, 0) and, hence,

((Mik, 0),{[ik], Ijl}) dominates ((z'j, 0),{[ij], [k]}) through [ik]. Similarly, it follows
that zj, 2 fjk:(0). But then Zij 2 (fik(0),fjk(0)) and rj E V[ij] imply that
(fik(0),fjk(0)) E v[ij].
On the other hand, suppose (fit(0), fjk(0)) C V[ij}, then there exists a tj E V [ijl
such that zij 2 (fik(0),fjk(0)) and z'j % Int V[ijl. It is easy to verify that there
does not exist  a  C  g  I  and  an  (I, K' )  such  that  C  €  IC'   and  (I, K' ) dominates

((zij,0),{[ij], [k]}) through C. Hence, ((zij, 0),{[ijl, [kl}) isinthe Core.
b) Suppose (I, V) is a lS/2B problem with identical buyers and player i is the seller.
Then  f,j (0)  =  fik CO)  and  V[jk]  =  {Q}.   With  a) it follows  that  the  Core is equal  to
{  ((fij(0),0,0),{[ij], [k]}),  ((fij(0),0,0),{[ik], Ij]}) }. Hence, both [ij] and [ikl are
a Core pair. Therefore, [ij] is the unique Core pair implies that (I, V) is not a lS/2B
problem with identical buyers.
On the other hand, suppose (fik(0), fjk(0)) E V[ij] and (I, V) is not a lS/28 prob-
lem with identical buyers. Then there are two cases to be considered.
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Case 1: 1/(S) 0 {0} for all S C I such that ISI=2.
Then (f,1(0), fkj(O)) 0 V[ik}, because fkJ.(0) , 0 and (f'j. (O),O) 0 Int V[ik]. Simi-
larly, (fi,(0), fk,(0)) 1 V[jk] Hence, [ik] and Dll:] are not Core pairs.
Case 2: V[jk] = {Q} and fik(0) < fi)(0).
Then  (fij(0),fkj(0))  i V[ik], because fij(0)  >  fik(0),  fkj(0)  - 0 and (fik(0),0)
Pareto efficient.     Furthermore,   V[ij]   is not trivial because  fij(0)    >   f'k (0)    2   0
;ind,  therefore,  fi'(0)  >  O.   But then  (fj,(0),fk,(0))  I V[jkl, because fi'(0)  >  0,
fk'(0) 2 0 and V[jk] = {Q}
c) Follows directly from the proof of a).                                                                 0

Corollary 3.3.3
Let [ij] be the unique Core pair.

a)  The Core consists of multiple elements ijT (fik(0), fjk(0)) € Int V[ij].
b)   The Core consists of a unique element iff (fil:(0),fjk(0)) is Pareto e#ident for [ij]
proof
Accoridng to part c) of proposition 3.3.2 ((a, f '(a), 0), {[ijl, [k]}) belongs  to  the
Core  iff a  2  fik (0) and fj'(a) 2 fjk(0). Hence, a e Ifik(0), f'j(fjk(0))].  But then
(fik(0), fik(0))  €  Int V[ij]  iff fik(0)  < fij.(fjk(0)), which proves a). Furthermore,(f'k(0),fjk(0)) is on the Pareto frontier of V[ij] iff fik(0) = fij.(fik(O)). This proves
b),  because the interval becomes degenerated.                                                                                    0

From the proof of part b) of proposition 3.3.2 it can be read that if the 3P/3C
problem is a lS/2B problem with identical buyers, then the Core consists of two
elements and each pair that contains the seller is a Core pair. Closer examination of
tlie Core reveals that the two payoff configurations must have the same payoff vector
(in  R, -)  and only differ with respect  to  the  Core  pair that forms. Because  it  is  this
iinique payoff vector that matters in the analysis below, the Core of a lS/2B problem
with identical buyers will be regarded as a Core with a unique element. Without loss
of generality one of the two Core pairs will be treated as the single Core pair and,
lience, part c) of proposition 3.3.2 and corollary 3.3.3 applies. This small abuse of
results has no effect on the results derived below and avoids the distinction of two
similar cases.

The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a non-empty Core is
very demanding and, therefore, there is a huge class of 3P/3C problems for which the
Core is empty.  If the Core is empty, then the Core concept implies that each pair lacks
stability and, hence, the concept yields indeterminacy as the final answer. How this
indeterminacy has to be interpreted is not clear. On the one hand one could argue
t.hat no pair will ever form, because the players in each pair are constantly bribed
itito the alternative pair by the third player. On the other hand, one could argue that
some pair will eventually form and then this pair could be any pair of players and
they could agree on any feasible division of their cake. Hence, the Core concept fails
t() give arguments and insights about what can reasonably be expected to happen in
such a case and the Core concept cannot be considered as a serious candidate for an
accel)table axiomatic solution for 3P 13( problems. It should be noted that the Core
can otily play a subsidiary role in the analysis.  If some alternative axiomatic solution
belongs to the Core, then this solution possesses a very strong property, namely that
of a demanding notion of stability.
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The remainder of this section is concerned with deriving properties ofSP 3C prob-
lems with an empty Core and relating the existence of the Core to classification 3.2.3
of the previous section. In order to derive these properties it is necessary to introduce
the notion of a vN-M tuple first.

A  vN-M  tuple  is  a  set of three payoff configurations  ((z'J, 0), {[ij], [k]}), one for
each  pair  [ij],  such  that  i)  for  each  pair  [ij} its associated vector  zij is feasible  and
Pareto efficient and ii) each player i is indifferent between his payoffs in the two
payoff configurations in which this player is member of the pair that forms (i.e. K =
{[ij], [k]}  and  K'  =  {[ik], [j]}). For notational convenience,  a vN-M tuple is denoted
as a set of three vectors (in R. -), one for each pair of players, with the understanding
that zij stands  for the payoff configuration  ((z,j, 0), {[ij], [k]}).   The  next  definition
formalizes this notion.

Definition 3.3.4
A set of vectors {212,213,223} isa von Neumann-Morgenstern (vN-M) tuple if z'j =
fij (zii), for each ej, and zu  = z'k, for each i E I.

In view of the last condition above, a vN-M tuple can always be represented by a
single payoff for each player, i.e., pi = zij = zik. The vector (Pl , P2 ,·1'3) is called a
von Neumann-Morgenstern (uN-M) vector. The following lemma and proposition are
based upon the arguments given in Binmore [19]. The lemma states that a vN-M
tuple is unique, provided it exists. The proposition states the necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of this vN-M tuple.

Lemma 3.3.5
If {212, 213, 223    is a  vN-M tuple,  then  this  tuple is  the unique  vN-M tuple.

Proof

If {212,213,223} is a vN-M tuple, then definition 3.3.4 im pl ies z 1 2 = z 1 3 = f 1 3 ( z 3 1 ),

z21 = Z23 = f23(Z32  = f23(Z31) and, hence, (f13(Z31),  23(Z31)) on the Pareto fron-
tier of V[12]. Suppose {22,213,23} isalsoa vN-M tuple, then (f13(Z31 , f23(1:31  
lies  also  on the Pareto frontier  of V[12].   If z31   <  z31,  then  (f 13( 31), f23(Z31 ))   
  13(%31  , f23(z31  , because  f21   and  f31 are strictly decreasing. This yields  the
contradiction (f13(Z31 ), f23(Z31))  0 V[121. Furthermore,  if x31   >  z31, then similar
reasoning shows  that  (f 13 (Z31) f 23

(T.31)) € Int V[12], also a contradiction. Hence,)1 j

T31 = Z31 and { 112,T13,823} = {212,213,&23}.                                          0

Proposition 3.3.6
The vN-M tuple exists iff (fik CO), fjk(0))  % Int V [ij]  for each pair [ij].

Proof
(=>)  Suppose (f 13(0), f23(0))  E  Int  V [12].  Then  [12] is the Core pair.  If {712,213,23}
is the vN-M tuple, then z12 = (f13(z31), f23(231)) lies on the Pareto frontier of V[12]
according to the proof of lemma 3.3.5. Feasibility of both z13 and 223 combined with
f13 and f23 strictly decreasing imply f13(231)  S f13(0) respectively f23(Z31)  5 f23(0)
and, thus, 212 = (f13(z31),f23(z31)) 5 (f13(0),f23(0)). But then  12 C Int V[ij] and
no tuple  {212, 213, 223  can satisfy the condition 212 = (f13(231), f23(Z31))  lies on  the
Pareto frontier  of V[12]. Hence,  if  the vN-M tuple  exists,   then   (fik (0), fjk (0))   i
Int  V [ij]  for  each  pair  [ij].
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(*) Suppose (fik(0),fjk(0)) 9/ Int VIij] for each pair [ij]. Without loss of general-
ity assume f32(0) S f.31(0) and define q

max =- f32(0).   For q  E  [O, qmax] define the
tuple {212(7),213(7),223(9)3  -   (f13(9), f23(9)), (fl3(9),,), (f23(7)I ) . Note that
231 (q)  E  V[31]  and  132(4)  E  V[32] are Pareto efficient for every  q  E  [0, q™"x}.   Fur-
thermore, this tuple satisfies condition 2 of definition 3.3.4.  Thus, what remains
to  be  shown  is that there exists  a  q*   such  that  z12(q*) is Pareto eflicient.     Note
that both components of &12(q) are continuous and strictly decreasing on  [0, qma=1,
212(0) 0 Int V[12] and 112(9maz

)  E V[12]  (if not, then  (f12(0),f32(0))  € Int V[13],
because (f 13(qma=), qmaz ) C V[13] and f13(qnial ) , f12(0) ). Hence, there exists a
unique q*  E [0, q"'ax] such that 212(q*) is Pareto efficient.                               O

Corollary 3.3.7
If the vN-M tuple does not exist, then the Core is non-empty and consists of multiple
elements.

Proof
The vN-M tuple  does not exist  iff  (f'k (0), fjk(0))   €   Int  V[ij]   for  some  pair   [ijl
Then part a) of corollary 3.3.3 immediately implies that the Core consists of multiple
elements.                                                                                               0

Corollary 3.3.8
If the Core is empty, then the vN-M tuple exists.

Proof
The  Core is empty iff (fik(0), fjk(0))  0 v[ij]. Hence, the conditions of proposi-
tion 3.3.6.                                                                              0

Corollary 3.3.7 states that the Core is non-empty if the vN-M tuple does not exists
and corollary 3.3.8 states the reverse relation also holds, namely, the vN-M tuple exists
if the Core is empty. The next lemma states the necessary and suilicient condition
for which each component of the vN-M tuple is strictly positive. This condition is
closely related to the condition of proposition 3.3.6.

Lemma 3.3.9
The point (fikCD), fj':(0)) 0 V[ij] for each pair [ij] iE the vN-M tuple {z12, z13 , 23}
exists and each component z,j = zik E (0, min{fij(0), fik(0)}).

Proof
(=*) Suppose (f'k(0), fjk(0)) 0 1/[ij} for each pair [ij]. Let 212(q) be defined as in the
proof of proposition 3.3.6. Then z12(0) 0 V[121 and %12(qniaT

) E Int V[12]. Hence,
9*960 and q*964mar

. Tliis proves 0 < q* < f32(0) = min{f31(0),f32(0) .  Next, 0 <
f13(q*) < f13(0) and 0 < f23(l*) < f23(0)· Furthermore, Z12(9*) is Pareto efficient
and V[12] is strongly comprehensible, implies f13(q*) < ./12(0) and f23(9*) < f21(0)
Hence, 0 < fi 3(q') < min{f12(0), f13(0)} and 0 < f23(9*) < min{f21 (0), f23(0) .
(*)  Suppose the vN-M tuple exists and 0  <  z'j  =  zik  <  min{f'j.(0), f'k(0)}  for
i e I. Then ft,(0)   ft'(z't)  =  zt'  and for each i  and  1  = j, k, because fti  is
strictly decreasing. This implies (f13(0),f23(0))  >   12,  (f12(0), f32(0))  >  213  and
(f21(0),f31(0)) > 223. Hence, (fikCO),fj':(0)) 0 V[ijl for every pair [ij].           0
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The exact relation between the Core and the vN-M tuple is very important in this
and the next chapter. The following theorem summarizes this relation.

Theorem 3.3.10
a)  The Core consists of multiple elements iii' the vN-M tuple does not exist.

b) The payoff configuration (( fik Co), fik (0), 0), {[ij], [k]}) is the unique element in
the Core iff the vN-M tuple  {%12,213, 223 } exists and for some pair [ij}  it  holds
that zij = (fik(0), fjk(o)), zik = (fik(0),0) and zij = (fjk(0),0)

c)  Tlie  Core  is  empty  iff the  vN-M  tuple  {22, 113, &231  exists  and  each  component
zij = zik E (0, min{fij(0),fit(0)}).

Note that the class of 3P 13C problems with a unique element in the Core can be
regarded as the boundary between the class of3P 13C problems with multiple elements
in the Core and the class of 3P/3C problems with no elements in the Core. On this

boundary the unique vector in the Core corresponds to the unique vN-M vector that
is associated with the vN-M tziple. So, the Core solution flows in a smooth way into
the vN-M titple.

Finally, the concepts of tlie Core and the vN-M tuple are related to classifica-
tion 3.2.3, as in Bennett and Houba [131 First, it is shown that a non-empty Core
implies that some pair is Nash stable. This means that the class of 3P 13( problems
with a non-empty Core belongs to the union of the classes I and II, namely the class
of all 3P 13( problems with some Nash stable pair.

Proposition 3.3.11
If the Core is non-empty, then some pair is Nash stable.

PTOOJ
Stippose that [12] is the Core pair. Either f31(N12) = 0 or f32(N21) = 0. If not,
tlien (312,0) €Int V[13] and (N21,0) E Int V[23} imply (f13(0), f23(0))   N12 and,
hence, (f13(0),f23(0)) 0 1/[12] contradicting [12] is the Core coalition. Therefore,
renumber such that f32(N21) = 0. Note tliat f32(N23    =  N32  2  0  =  f32 (N21 ), SO

that  1921  2  f23(0)  2  N23.  There  are two cases  that  have  to be considered.
Case  1.   N12  2  N13:  Then  it  is trivial tliat  [12]  is  type  1 Nash stable.
Case 2. N12 < N13: Then it is asserted that [13] is Nash stable.
To show this, it is first shown that f21(N13) 2 .f23(N31), by deriving three in-
equalities. Because N31 2 0 and f23 is non-increasing it follows that f23(N31) S
f23(0). Similarly, N13 21 f13(0) implies f21(N13) 2 f21(f13(0)). Finally, (Z12,0) =
(113(0), ./'21(f13(0)),0) belongs to the Core, which implies f21(f 13(0)) 2 f23(0). Com-
bining the derived inequalities yields f21(N13) 2 f23(331). Finally, either N·31 2 N.32
implies [13] is type 1 Nash stable, or N31 < N32 implies [13] is type 2 Nash stable. 0

It is worth noting that, althougli non-emptiness of the Core entails the existence
of a Nash stable pair, it does not entail that the Core pair itself is Nash stable.
Although this may seem strange, a little reflection reveals the intuition: the Nash
solution, and hence Nash stability, depends only on the payoffs at the 'middle' of the
ritility frontiers; the Core, on t,lie otlier hand, depends on how the utility frontiers
extend.
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Above the concept of the Core is related to the concept of Nash stability.  In the
next proposition two similar but reverse relations are proved. The first one states
that if some pair is Nash dominant (class I), then the Core is non-empty. The second
one states that if no pair is Nash stable (class III), then the Core is empty and the
vN-M tuple exists.

Proposition 3.3.12
a   If  some  pair  is  Nash  dominant   (class  I),  then  the  Core  is  non-empty.

b If no pair is Nash stable (class III), then the Core is empty and the vN-M tuple
exists.

proof
a) Renumber such that the pair [12] is Nash dominant. Consider the payoff configu-
ration ((N12,0), {[12], [3]}).  Then definition 3.2.1 and proposition 3.3.2 immediately
imply that this payoff configuration is in the Core.
b) This follows immediately from the previous proposition.                           0

It is convenient to partition class II of the classification further into two subclasses,
depending on whether or not the Core exists. The results of section 3.6 are related to
the modified classification stated below. In order to summarize the relation between
this modified classification and the concepts of the Core and the vN-M tuple the
relations derived above are also given as part of this classification. This scheme of
classes of 3P  3C problems should be regarded as the first fundamental result.

Classification 3.3.13
For each 3P /3C problem, exactly one of the following holds:

I.  .  Some pair is Nash dominant and the Core is non-empty.

11.   Some pair is Nash stable and no pair is Nash dominant and either
II.A: the Core is non-empty, or
II.B: the Core is empty and the vN-M vector exists.

III. No pair is Nash stable, the Core is empty and the vN-M vector exists.

3.4 The Bargaining Set
In this section the Bargaining Set with coalition structures as proposed in Aumann
and Maschler [5] is introduced and analyzed for 3P  3C problems.  The notion of payoff
configurations is used for the same reasons as in the previous section. The concept of
the Bargaining Set is based upon the notions of objections and counter objections.  A
payoff configuration is said to be in the Bargaining Set if each objection of one of the
players can be 'neutralized' by a counter objection.  In this section, the Bargaining Set
for   3P /3C problems is characterized and related to the concepts of the Core and the
vN-M tuple. It is proved that if the vN-M tuple does not exist, then the Bargaining
Set and the Core coincide. If the vN-M tuple exists, then the Bargaining Set consists
of three elements, each related to one of the vectors in the vN-M tuple. These results
are followed by a brief discussion of the concept of the Bargaining Set.
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In order to apply the concept of the Bargaining Set as proposed in Aumann and
Maschler [51 to 3P/3C problems the notion of an objection is introduced first. Suppose
the payoff configuration (x, IC) is 'on the table' and some player i regards his payoff
as insufficient and the payoff of some player j as too much.  In that case player i
could step forward and raise an objection (Il, K') directed against player j in order to
claim a larger payoff for himself at the expense of player j. An objection of i against
j  means that player  i  is  able to mobilize a coalition  C',  i  €  C', from which player
j  is  excluded, that pushes forward the payoff configuration  (V, K')  with  C'   e  K'.
Alternatively, it can be said that player i is able to buy the cooperation of the other
members of C' in order to form the coalition C'. Obviously, only pairs play a role in
3P/3C  problems and, therefore,  C'  =  [ik},7=  (pik '0)  and  K'  =  {[ik], [j]}.  The  next
axiom formalizes the notion of an objection in case of 3P /3C problems.

Axiorn 3.4.1
Let (x, K)  be a payoff configuration.  Then (lb K' ) = ((R,k, 0),{[ik], [j]}) is an objec-
tion of player i against player j if

1.  player i strictly prefers (y, K') to (x, K) and

2.   player  k  weakly  prefers  (lb K' )  to  ix, K)

Note that if (z, K) is in the Core, then none of the players has an objection against
any of the other players.  On the other hand, if (z, K) is not in the Core, then there
exists at least one player who has an objection against one of the other players.

Suppose the payoff configuration  (x, K) invoked the objection  (7, K') of player  i
against player  j.   Then   (1, K')  is  'on the table' and player j could step forward  and
also raise an objection (z, K") directed against player i.  Such an objection is called a
counter objection of player j against player i. A counter objection of j against i means
that player j is able to mobilize a coalition C",j  f C" ,i n which player i is excluded,
that  puts the payoff configuration  (z, K" )  with  C"   C  K"  on the table. There  is
one additional restriction for player j's payoff,  namely  that this player can secure
the payoff it would get in  (g, K) also in the counter objection (z, K"),   Obviously,
C" = Ijk], z = (0,2jk) and K" = {[i], Uk]}. The next definition formalizes the notion
of a counter objection.

Axiom 3.4.2
Let  (1, K')  be an objection of player i  against player j, given the payoff configuration
(x, K).  Then (Z, K") =  ((0, zjk), {[i], [jk]})  isa counter objection ofplayer j against
player i if

1.    player  j   weakly  prefers  (z, K")   to  tx-, K)  and

2.  player k  weakly prefers (z, K" )  to (ll.,K' 3.

Finally, the Bargaining Set is defined as the set of payoff configurations for which
either no objection can be raised by any player or every objection that could be raised
by one of the players can be 'answered' by a counter objection. The rationale for the
second situation means that player j can secure his payoff from (z, K) also in (z, K")
and, therefore, player j does not solely depend upon the cooperation of player i.
Alternatively, one could argue that player i does not raise an objection against player
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j, because this player knows that this objection will be successfully met by a counter
objection and, therefore, player i has no incentive to raise an objection in the first
place. On the other hand, if player i has an objection against player j that cannot be
answered by player j, then (x, IC) is not stable and player i will certainly step forward
and raise his objection against j.

Axiom 3.4.3
A payoff configuration tz, K)  is said to be in the Bargaining Set  if for any objection
((rk, 0),{[ikl, Ij]})  of player i  (i E I) against player j (j € I, j  96 i) there exists a
counter objection ((O, zjk),{[il, [jk]}) of player j against playeri.

As mentioned before, the Core can be regarded as the set of payoff configurations
in which no player has an objection against any of the other players. The concept
of the Bargaining Set is weaker than the Core concept, because it also allows that
objections of one player against another player exist, provided that such an objection
can be offset by a counter objection.  From this point of view the next tlieorem needs
no further explanation.

Theorem 3.4.4
a)  If the vN-M tuple does not exists,  then (z, IC)  is in the Bargaining Set iff (x, K)

is in the Core.

b) If the vN-M tuple {112, z13,223} exists, then (T, IC) is in the Bargaining Set iii
x = (z'j, 0) and K = {[ij], [kl}, where lij E Il12,&13,223 .

Proof
Part a). Suppose (x, K) is in the Core, then none of the players has an objection
against any of the other players. Hence, axiom 3.4.3 is automatically satisfied.
On the other hand, suppose (x, K) is in the Bargaining Set. Then, obviously, K is
not  {[123]}  or {[1], [21, [3]}. There are two cases to be considered.  Let  [ij]  be the Core
pair.
1.  (1, IC)= ((&4,0),{lij],[k]}).
Suppose  (I, K)  is  not  in  the  Core.   Then,  withoiit  loss  of generality  zij   <  f'k (0).
Note   that the non-existence  of  the  vN-M triple implies   zj'    > fjk(0). Consider
the objection  ((fil,(0),0,0),{[ikl, [j]})  of i against j. Then every counter objection
((O,ajk),{[i], [jk]}) of j against i has to satisfy 0 Ijk E Vb k], ii) zik 2 xji and iii)
Zkj 21/ki. However, (Tji,Jk,) % V[jk], because J:ji > fjk(0) and Aki = 0· Hence, ii)
and iii) imply ijk % V [jk], which is inconsistent with condition i). Hence, no corinter
objection exists and (x, IC) does not belong to the Bargaining Set.
2.(x, IC)= ((x'k, 0),{lik], [j]})
No vN-M tuple implies  (f'k(0), fjk(0))  E  Int V[ij] and, tlierefore, there exists an
14    €    v [ijl such that Kij > (f,k.(0), fjk(0)).  Then (12'j,0),{[ij], [k]}) is an objection
of i against k.  Then every counter objection ((0,-,jk),{Ii , [jk]}) of k against i has
to satisfy i) Wk C 1/[jkl, ii) zik 2 vj, and iii) zki 2 T.ki. However, (Vji, Ik' 0 1/Ijk],
because vii > fjk(0) and i·k, 2 0 Hence, it,  and iii) imply rk 0 V[jk], which is
inconsistent with condition il. Hence,  no counter objection exists and (x, IC) does
not belong to the Bargaining Set.
Part b). For notational convenience  tlie vN-M tuple is denoted   as   {T12,1 13 , 1,23   ,
Suppose (x, IC)  =  ((v'j, 0),{[ijl,[kl}). Tlien there exists  a Mit  E  V [ik}  such  that
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1/,k > Iij = Vij = V'k and, therefore, Vki = fki (11'k) < f k, (Vik ) = 1,ki. Obvi-
ously,   ((Mik, 0), {[ik],[jl})   is an objection  of i against j. Consider the counter  ob-
jection  ((0, nik), {[i], Ijk]})  of j against  i.   Then  this  is a counter objection, because
Zjk = ujk = Vj' = IJ' and 24 = Vkj = vt, > Ii,ki. Hence, for every objection of i
against j there exists a counter objection of j against i. Reversing the roles of players
i  and j shows that each objection of j  can be offset by i. Hence,  (x, K)  is in  the
Bargaining Set.
On the other hand, suppose (x, K) is in the Bargaining Set. Then, obviously, K is
not  {[123]}  or  {[1], [2],[31}. Without  loss of generality assume  x'j  <  v,j  for  z,j  and
K  =  {[ij],[kl}.   Then  xii = fj' (x'j)  >  fj, (U,j)  = vj'. Obviously, ((vik, 0), {[ik], [j]})
is  an  objection  of i against j. Then every counter objection  ((0, zjk), {Ii], [jk}})  of
j against i has to satisfy 0 2k C V[jk], ii) zj': 2 Zji and iii) zkj 2 Ukj. However,
(Iji, uki)  0 V [jk], because zj,  > Vj,  and (vji, vki) is Pareto efficient (definition 3.3.4).
Hence, ii) and iii) imply Wk 0 V[jk], which is inconsistent with condition i). Hence,
no counter objection exists and (x, K) does not belong to the Bargaining Set.         0

The previous theorem shows that the Bargaining Set always exists and, therefore,
does not have the feature of non-existence that was used to reject the Core concept
as a sound solution concept for 3P/3C problems. However, this does not mean that
the concept of the Bargaining Set should be seen as an acceptable solution concept
for 3P/3C problems. As more solution concepts, the Bargaining Set excludes certain
payoff configurations that can only be objected by payoff configurations that do not
belong to the Bargaining Set itself. For instance, consider the payoff configuration in
which the Core pair forms and agrees upon a division of the cake not in the Core, then
all objections that can successfully upset this outcome involve one of the members of
the Core pair forming a pair with the third player.

A more fundamental critique is that the Bargaining Set (and the Core) concept
can be regarded as point valued concepts. Point valued means that the concept only
requires certain properties for each single point without requiring any condition on
the relation between two or more points. Therefore, the concept of the Bargaining Set
cannot answer the important question of how the partition of payoffs within a pair
(provided it forms) depends upon the foregone alternatives for the two players. An
ad hoc argument to answer this question can be provided. For instance, an outcome
in the Core (part a) means that the payoff of such an outcome is preferred by each
member of the Core pair to any payoff this member could get in the alternative pair
and, therefore, these alternatives do not matter. Or for example, suppose the vN-M
tziple exists (part b). Then the definition of the vN-M tuple could be used to argue
that each outcome in which a pair forms and divide their cake according to this pair's
payoffs in the vN-M tuple is related to the other two payoff vectors in the vN-M tuple,
because every objection can be offset by a counter objection corresponding to another
payoff vector  in   the vN-M tuple  (this  is  how the proof is constructed). However,
this does not mean that these counter objections are uniquely determined. On the
contrary, for each objection many alternative counter objections exist. To conclude,
these ad hoc arguments make use of the intuition of concepts of the Core and the vN-
M tziple, but do not use the intuition of the Bargaining Set concept itself. Therefore,
the Bargaining Set does not provide any intuition about the relation between the
division of a certain cake and the foregone alternatives in the other cakes.
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This critique shows the need for a solution concept that is set valued rather than
point valued. Set valued means that the solution concepts yields a set of related
payoff vectors or payoff configurations as the solution. For instance, the vN-M tuple
is defined as a set valued concept, i.e.  each of the three payoff vectors in isolation
has no interpretation but the tuple as a whole has an interpretation. An acceptable
set valued solution concept for 3P 13C problems should yield tuples (possibly more
than one) rather than sets of points which are each a solution in isolation.  For
instance, the concept of the von Neumann-Morgenstern stable set yields the entire
Pareto frontier of the cake associated with the Core pair in part a) and the vN-M
tuple in part b).2 Still this set valued concept does not reveal the relation between
an outcome and the foregone alternatives, especially for those outcomes outside the
Core  in  part  a). The requirement of tuples as solutions  has  to  be  seen as demanding
that (possible) outcomes are related to the foregone payoffs in the alternative pairs
which are represented by these other payoff vectors in the tuple. In other words, the
tuple should also determine what would happen in the alternative pairs. The next two
sections introduce solution concepts that yield tuples as the solution to the 3P/3C
problem.

3.5 The Three-Player/Three-Cake Nash Solution
In this section the concept of the three-player/three-cake (SP/BC) Nash solution, as
proposed in Binmore [19], is introduced and discussed. It is shown that the 3P/3C
Nash solution consists of three axioms that are inconsistent with each other implying
that the 3P/3C Nash solution is not properly defined. A 3P/3C Nash solution consists
of a tuple of payoff vectors in Ri, one for each pair, and each payoff vector represents
a payoff configuration in which the associated pair forms, provided the payoff vector
is feasible for this pair. The payoff configuration associated to each feasible payoff
vector in the 3P/3C solution is a candidate for the final outcome, but the 3P/3C Nash
solution concept does not select one of these payoff conjectures as the final outcome.
If a pair forms and agrees to this pair's payoff vector, then the other two payoff vectors
represent the foregone alternatives.

In the negotiations between player i and j the role of the third player is indirect:
either player could abandon the negotiations in Iij] and take up negotiations with the
third player. Although either i or j may enter into a pair with player k, it is not
possible for both of them to do so.  With this problem in mind it is assumed that the
negotiations within each pair lead to a division of the pair's cake that is specified by
the limit outcome of theorem 2.6.5 of section 2.6. Recall that if the outside options
are feasible, then the limit outcome is unique and otherwise the division of the cake
depends upon who of the two players has the right to abandon the negotiations first.
In the axiomatic context this player has to be defined. Following Binmore [19] the
player in [ij] who has the right to leave the negotiations first is said to have the
initiative  in [ij] Within the context of 3P/3C problems this means that if player i

has the initiative  in  the  pair  [ij j,  then this player  can  take  up the negotiations  with
player k if the negotiations in the pair [ij] break down.  Even if player j would consider
to  abandon the negotiations within  [ij],  then  it is still player i  who  gets the attention

2The arguments are left to the reader. The stable set is unique for 3P/3C problems.
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of player  k  and not player j. The vector of outside options  for  the  pair  [ij] is denoted
as Ctj ·

Axiom 3.5.1
The patition of the cake V[ij] by the pair [ij], where player i has the initiative, is
given by

C   argmax£.jev[,jl zijzji,  s.t.  zij  2 Q,j,        ifoij  E V[ij],
Bi5''(flij) =  

1,     (04, fji (04)), if 2j % v [ijl.

Note that player i is in a better position than player j within the pair [ij]. The
function B'J'' is a continuous function. Furthermore, only nonfeasible outside options
such  that  o'j  >  f'j (0)  lead to infeasible agreements 8'11'(Q'j) - (0' ,0) 0 V[ij] and
the pair [ij] does not form, which is in accordance with the logic of the strategic
alternating offer model with player-dependent outside options of section 2.6. Finally,
it  is  easy  to  see  that  if  9'1   C   V [ij},  then  this Nash solution is bounded from below
by the vector of outside options, i.e. 11:j,i (94)    2 921. Similarly,  if  04   0  V[ijl,
then this Nash solution is bounded from above by the vector of outside options, i.e.
e j,i te j    S  Qli.

From axiom 3.5.1 it is easily seen that the outside options 04 play an important
role  within  the  pair  [ijl. The outside options within  the  pair  [ij] are related  to  the
Nash solutions within the two alternative pairs. Given that the division of the cake
in each alternative pair might depend upon which player has the initiative there are
two possible ways to relate the outside options to the divisions within this alternative
pair. In Binmore [19] it is assumed that a player who executes his right of having
the initiative looses this right to his new chosen partner. This axiom is in accordance
with the strategic proposal-making model of section 4.3. According to the bargaining
procedure of this model, if player i has the initiative to leave in the pair [ij] and this
player abandons the negotiations in [ij] by taking up the negotiations with player k,
then player k gets the initiative to leave in the pair [ikj. In Binmore [19] no axiomatic
intuition is provided to motivate this axiom. In order to provide some intuition at
this point consider the following argument. By abandoning the pair [ij] player i does
not regard the pair [ij] as profitable anymore (otherwise player i would stay). Then
player  j,  who  is  by  now the third player,  can  only  hope  for the attention of player
k and, therefore, it is as if player k has the initiative in [ik] because player i lost
'all'  interest  in  the  pair [ij] Therefore,  if a player executes his right of having  the
initiative, then the 'costs' for this player are that he looses the initiative to his new
partner.

Axionn 3.5.2
The vector Qi with outside options for the pair [ij] is given by

Qij = (Bik,&(gik), Bjk,k(gik)).

Note that the outside options within the pair [ij] are defined without reference to the
player who has the initiative in this pair. Furthermore, the outside option 0'j is a
continuous function of the outside options of the two alternative pairs. Therefore, a
tuple of outside options should be a fixed point of the system specified by axioms 3.5.1
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and 3.5.2. It is easy to prove that every 3P/3C problem has at least one such a fixed

point, because Brouwer's fixed point theorem can be applied.
The final goal is to define solutions that specify for each pair i) a member who has

the initiative within this pair and ii) how this pair's cake will be divided, provided this
pair forms. In order to accomplish  this, the tuple T  =  {71 12, X13, lt'23} assigns  to  each
pair [ij] the member 7r'j of this pair who has the initiative in the pair [ij] Consistency
with the discussion above on loosing the initiative implies that 7r is limited to the set of
permutations {(1,3,2), (2,1,3)}. Furtliermore, the tuple X = {Z12 Z13 Z23} denotes
the divisions within  each  pair  [ij},  with the understanding  that  i) if 225  E  V [ij],  then
the payoff configuration  ((&4,0), { [ij], [k] })  is  part  of a 3P/3C Nash solution  and  ii)
if x'j 0 V[ij], then the pair [ij} will not form in this 3P/3C Nash solution (because
it is not a payoff configuration due to the non-feasibility). Hence, several payoff
configurations (but at most three) can be part of a 3P/3C Nash solution and each
payoff configuration could be the final outcome. However, the 3P/3C Nash solution
concept does not select one which represents the final outcome. The next axiom
formalizes the notion of a 3P/3C Nash solution.

Axiom 3.5.3
The  couple (X,lr)  is a 3P/3C Nash  solution  if for every  pair \ijl

1.    fi   =   Of j '1"   (Qi j ).

2. 94= (I i k,   Zj k  )

The first condition requires that axiom 3.5.1 specifies the agreement within each pair
and that there is at least one player in each pair that has the initiative. The second
condition should be regarded as a consistency condition, which requires that each
outside option corresponds to the anticipated agreement in the other pairs.

The three axioms underlying the 3P/3C Nash solution are inconsistent. Above it
is already concluded that 71' has to be a permutation of the players. Axiom 3.5.2 and
the first condition of axiom 3.5.3 are inconsistent in the following way. According
to axiom 3.5.3 only one playe.r within each pair has the initiative to execute his
outside option and according to axiom 3.5.2 this player looses the initiative to his
new partner if lie executes his outside option. However, according to axiom 3.5.2
player k has the initiative in two pairs, namely the pairs  [ik]  and [jk], violating that
7r is a permutation. No attempt will be made to resolve the inconsistencies and to
explore the consequences of alternative specifications along the lines of this section.

3.6 The Multilateral Nash Solution
In this section the Multilateral Nash solittion (MNS) concept for cooperative games, as
proposed in Bennett  [9], is applied  to the class  of 3P/3C problems.  An MNS solution
for 3P/3C problems consists of a tuple of payoff vectors in Rl, one for each pair, and
each payoff vector represents a payoff conflguration in which the associated pair forms,
provided the payoff vector is feasible for this pair. The payoff configurations associated
to each feasible payoff vector in an MNS are candidates for the final outcome, but
the MNS concept does not select one of these payoff conjectzires as the final outcome.
In this section the MNS for the class of 3P /3C problems is characterized and related
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to classification 3.3.13. The section is concluded with a brief discussion of the MNS
concept. This section follows the lines of Bennett and Houba [13].

The MNS concept regards each 3P /3C problem as a set of interrelated standerd
two-player bargaining problems with endogenous outside options. An MNS solution
is a tuple X = {z12, 13,2223} of payoff vectors (in Ri), one for each pair.  Each
payoff vector zij represents the conjectured agreement of all three players about the
agreement within  the  pair  [ij],  with the understanding  that  i)  if xij   € V[ij], tlien
the payoff configuration   ((x,j,0), {[ij], [k] })   is  part  of  an MNS solution   and   ii)  if
x'j  %  V[ij],  then  the  pair  [ij]  will  not  form  in  this MNS solution (because it fails  to
be a payoff configuration due to the non-feasibility of x'j).  If a payoff vector is not
feasible, then it is said that the members of [ij] 'agree to disagree'. As is tlie case
with the 3P/3C Nash solution, several payoff configurations (but at most three) can
be part of an MNS solution and each payoff configuration could be the final outcome.
The MNS solution concept cloes not select one of these possible outcomes as the final
outcome, unless the MNS admits only one payoff configuration. As before, these
conjectured agreements also represent tlie foregone alternatives in case a pair does
not form. The main question is how to relate the conjectured agreements in X to
eacli other.

First, the MNS concept relates the tuple of conjectured agreements to a pair of
outside options, one for each pair. Either player in the pair [ij] could abandon the
negotiations  and  take up negotiations with player  k, the player outside  the  pair  [ij].
The conjectured agreement within the pair [ik] is zil' and both player i and j con-
jecture this agreement. If the agreement is feasible, then player i can get zik if he
is the one who forms a pair with player k. However, the conjectured agreement &ik

may not be feasible. In that case, the MNS concept assumes that player i can obtain
the remainder of the cake V[ik] after player k has got his payoff Lk, according to the
conjectured agreement x'k, i.e. player i gets fik(.T.ki) if x,k 0 V[ik]. The next axiom
formalizes the discussion above.

Axiom 3.6.1
If X = {z12,1213,2123  isa tuple ofconjectured agreements, then the vector ofconjec·-
tured outside options Q'j(X) is given by

0'j(X)  =  (fik(Iki), fik(Tkj))       for eadi  pair  [ij}

Although  the function 20(X)  clepencls only on player k's payoffs  iii the pairs  [ik]  and

[jkl,   it is convenient  to view Q,j (X)  as  depending  on the entire  set of agreements.
The  function  Q'j (X)  is continuous,  becarise  the ftinctions  f,j  and  fj' are continuous.
Obviolisly, 1,layer i can only obtaiii player k's cooperation if the pair [ik} can afford
player k's conjectured payoff of agreement in this pair, i.e. 1,ki S fk,(0).  If not, then
o,j (X)  =  fik (1:ki)  =  0  reflecting that player  i  conjectures  that he cannot  gain  from
abandoning the negotiations with player j and taking up negotiations with player k's.

Although either i or j may enter into a pair with player k, it is not possible for
both of them to do so. With this problem in mind it is assumed that in each pair the
members have optimistic conjectures about obtaining the cooperation with the third
player. Thus, within the pair [ij] both player i and j think and behave as if each player
lias a monopoly on forming a pair with player k. For the class of lS/2B problems this
assumption is automatically satisfied, because the two buyers have no cake to divide
and, therefore, the seller cannot be excluded by the two buyers. For general 3P/3C
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problems this assumption is harder to justify. However, if the bargaining situation
is such that the timing aspect of forming a pair as fast as possible is absent, then
optimistic conjectures make sense. A more thorough discussion follows at the end of
this section.

Second, the MNS concept assumes that all players conjecture that the negotiations
within a pair lead to an agreement according to the Nash solution. The assumption
of optimistic conjectures implies that the outside options do not represent the true
payoffs to the members of a pair in case the negotiations within this pair break down.
Therefore, these outside options may not be regarded as the disagreement payoffs in
case of a breakdown, and, hence, these outside options should not be incorporated
as the disagreement point d in the Nash solution. Since each player in [ijj regards
himself as being able to obtain the cooperation of player k, the outside option is an
opportunity cost for this player in forming the pair [ij]. Thus, if player i forms a pair
with j, then this player gives up the payoff fik (Zk,) in lik]. Rational behaviour requires
that  player i  has to get at least this payoff f'k (ski)  in [ij], which might be equal  to  0.
Thus, the conjectured agreement z'j in the pair [ij] has to be individually rational
with  respect  to the outside options  for both players  in [ij]. Therefore,  23   2   24.
To conclude this discussion, the MNS concept assumes that the negotiations within
each pair result in the constrained Nash solution of theorem 2.6.3. The next axiom
formalizes these notions.

Axiorn 3.6.2
Let 04  be the vector of conjectured outside options for the pair [ij].  The conjectured
partition of the cake V[ij] for the pair [ij] is given by the constrained Nash solution

C   argmax-'.,evlij] 65'j:L·ji,  s.t.  Tij  22,j,    ifoij  E V[ij],
nij i   :j \_   JD (Q i-1

1 04 if oij   0  VIi 11.C- ,

The function 8,3 is a continuous function. Note that if the outside option vector for
the pair [ij] is not feasible, then players i and j will 'agree to disagree' in [ij],  because
for any Pareto efficient division, at least one of them could do better by abandoning
the negotiations and take up negotiations with player k.

Furthermore, only infeasible outside options lead to infeasible agreements, or,
equivalently, Bv is feasible iff 04 is feasible. Finally, it is easy to see that the
constrained Nash solution is bounded below by the vector of outside options, i.e.
B,j  (25)   2   Qfj  .

Finally, an MNS is a tuple of conjectured agreements, one for each pair, which
is consistent with the bargaining within each pair and with the formation of outside
options. Each player makes conjectures about what the agreements in every pair will
be and it is assumed that all players make identical conjectures. Since outside op-
tions depend on conjectures about agreements and agreements depend on conjectures
about outside options, a solution represents a consistent set of conjectures about the
agreements of bargaining in each pair with the property that, if players in this pair
hold these conjectures about the agreements in other pairs, then the agreements they
negotiate will be precisely the agreements conjectured by all players for their pair.
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Axiom 3.6.3
The set X = {212,2113,2223} is a Multilateral Nash solution (MNS) if

84(0,5(X)) = 25   for each pair [ij]

The next proposition, taken from Bennett 19], states some properties of MNS. First
of all, for every 3P/3C problem at least one MNS exists. Secondly, in every MNS
each player conjectures the same demand in his two alternative pairs, i.e. frij = Z,k
for  every i. Hence, player  i  does not discriminate between  the  pair   [ij]   and   [ikl.
This  implies  that the tuple  X  ==  {22, 213,&23}  Can be summarized  by a vector P  =

(Pl , P2' P3)  of real numbers, where  pi   =  s'j   =  zik. The vector  2 is referred  to  as
the vector of demands corresponding to the MNS tuple X and it is said that X is
generated by the vector of demands 2· Finally, the last property states that no MNS
is Pareto dominated and at least one of the agreements must be feasible and non-zero.

Proposition 3.6.4
a) There exists a Multilateral Nash solution (MNS).

b) Every MNS tuple X is generated by a vector of demands.

c) For every MNS no pair of agreements is Pareto dominated and at least one pair
of agreements is feasible and non-zero.

proof

a) Define a = max{fij(0),fj'(0)1[ij] E I}. Axiom 3.6.3 implies that the tuple X has
13to  be a fixed point  of a continuous function  from  [0, a]6  on  to  [0, a]6, because  B

and o'j are continuous functions. Therefore, Brouwer's fixed point theorem can be
applied and, hence, there exists a fixed point  X.
b) Let X be an MNS and suppose that x12 > x13. Recall that 012(X) 5 T13, which
implies 012(X) < x12. But then, e12(X) 0 &12 And, hence, 912(X) and z12 are both
feasible. In that case, 013(X) = f12(1:21) = 1:12 Because z13 2 013(X) it follows that
113  2  013(X)  = I12, which contradicts  1,12  ) T13 Hence,  I'j  = Zik for every i

c) From axiom 3.6.2 it immediately follows that 11'3(Q,j)  0  Int  V [ij].    So,  no  pair

can improve upon its agreement and, hence, no pair of agreements is Pareto domi-
nated. To show that at least one pair of agreements is feasible and non-zero, recall
that by assumption there is at least one non-trivial cake and, hence, x'j = x'k > 0
for some player i. Suppose  that  z12  ,  0,  212  0  V[12]  and  x13  0  V[13].    Then  ax-
iom 3.6.2 implies that 012(X) = 2112 and 913(X)  =  23.   Birthermore,  23  0  V[13]
implies f13(3331  < 1:13. Because 1'12 . 012(X), 012(X) = f13 : 31),  13(Z31) <  13,
1313 = 013(X) and 013(X) 5 :1:12 the contradiction T12 < 1:12 immediately follows.

Hence, at least one pair of agreements is feasible.                                               0

The next theorem, taken from Bennett and Houba [13], characterizes the set of
MNS for the entire class of 3P /3C problems. For notational convenience the MNS
is represented by its vector of demands corresponding to the tuple X. Classification
3.3.13 of 3P /3C problems turns out to be very useful. In Class I and Class III there is

a unique MNS, while in Class II we find a (possibly degenerate) curve of MNS vectors
of demands.
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Theorem 3.6.5
Class I.  If [12] is Nash dominant, then the MNS is unique and its vector of demands

is (N12,N21,0).

Class II. If I121 is Arash stable ancl N12 2 313, f31(1F12) , 0 and f31(AT,2) 2
f32(N21)   (renumber  if  necessary),  then  its  set  of  vectors  of  demand  are  given
by

q(t) = (N12 + t',/21(N12 + t),f31(N12 + t))),    te [O,T].

II.A  Then T = min{f12(0),f13(0)  - N12   0 and (q(T),{112],[3]}) is
in the Core.

II.B  Then T = pi - N12 2 0 and q(T) = (111'*2'P3) is the vN-Af Vector.

Class III. The MNS is unique and its vector of demands is the vN-M vector.

Proof
The following results are used repeatedly in this proof.

* Let X = {T12,K13, K23} be an MNS and let {912,013,023} be the corresponding set
of outside options. Axiom 3.6.2 implies:  if 04  5,6 I,j, tlien both 24  and Kij  are
feasible  for [ij]. Moreover,  if zij   >  Nij,  then  zij  =  0'j  and  x,k is feasible  for
the pair [ik]. Because z,3 = ov =.fi':(xk') 5 Zik (ajiom 3.6.1) and z'j = z'k
(theorem 3.6.1.ii) imply zik = fit(:rk') and, hence, 21'k C V[ik].

(I) Recall from section 3.3 that a Nash dominant pair is unique, provided it exists.
Take 212 = N12, 2 13 = (N12,0) and x23 = (N21,0)·
First, it is shown that this X is an MNS. Applying axiom 3.6.1 yields

212(X) = (f13(0),f23(0)),    213(X) = (Nl2,0)   and   923(X) = (0, 1121),

because S.12 is feasible  and  f31(N12)  = f.32(N21)  =  0. Then applying axiom  3.6.2
yields

812(912(X)) = N12,    813(213(X)) = (N12,0)   and   823(023(X)) = (0, N21),

because 312 2 (f13(0), f23(0)), 013(X) 0 Int V[13] and 023(X) 1 Int V[23]
Second, uniqueness is shown. Suppose the tuple Z is also aii MNS. Without loss
of generality assume  212   >   312.     Then * implies  that  z13 is feasible. However,
z13  =  012  >  N12  2 f13(0) implies that  (z13,0)  is not feasible for [13]. Clearly a
contradiction. This completes the proof of (I).

(II) It is easily verified that if some pair is Nash stable then there is a renumber-
ing so that N12 2 N13 and f.31(N12) 2 f32 (NYI   Furthermore, for the pair [12] not
to be Nash dominant, necessarily fal(N12) , 0. If the vN-M vector (Pl'1'2,P3) exists
(class II.A), then pi 2 N12
First, the expressions for T are derived. Because z12 = I13 2 N12 2 N13 it follows
from * that z12 and z13 must be feasible.  Thus, N12 +t s min{f12(0),f13(0)} and,
hence, t S min{f12(0), f13(0)  -N12.  Note that this upper bound on t is strictly pos-
itive, because f31(N12) > 0 implies N12 < f 13(0) and 312 E 1/[12] implies N21 > 0
and N12 = f12(N21) < f12(0).
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Furthermore, it is required that f31(N12 + t) 2 f.32(f21(N12 + t)) (a formal proof
follows below).  If the Core is non-empty, then this inequality is satisfied for all t e R+
and, hence, the upper bound mit derived above is the only constraint. However, if
the Core is empty, then f31(N12 + t)2 f32(f21(N12 + t)) is satisfied iff N12 +t S p l,
where  (Pl, 112 , 1'3) denotes  the vN-M vector. The condition of feasibility  in  the  def-
inition of the vN-M tuple,  implies Pi  5  min{f 12(0), f13(0) .  Hence, if the Core is
empty, then t S pl - Ni2 is the constraint that matters. It is easily seen that q(T) is
the vN-M vector.
Second, it is proved that each q(t), t e  [0, T], is a vector of demands corresponding
to an MNS. Recall that x'j  =  (q,(t), qj(t)).   From the arguments above it follows
that  K12  and  K13  are both feasible  and  x23  % Int  V [23] for every  t  E  [0, T]. Applying
axiom 3.6.1 yields

212(X) = (N12 + t, f23(f31 (1\' 12 + t))), 913(X) = (N12 + t.,f32(f21(N12 + t)))

and

023  (X)    =    ( .f 2 1  (N12    +   t. ) ,   f31  (Nt 2    +   t.)) .

For the pairs [13} and [121 it follows that 013(X) 5 x13 and 912(X) 5 z12, because
f31(N12+t) 2 f32(f21(N12+t)) respectively f23(f31(N12+tj) S f21(N12+t). Forthe
pair  [32] it follows that 023(X)  0 Int  V[231, because f31(N12 + t) 2 f32(f21(N12 + t))
implies 923(X) 2 (f21(N12 + t), f 12(f21(N12 + t)) and the latter point does not lie in
the interior of V [231. Tlien applying axiom 3.6.2 yields

812 912(X)) = z12,   1113 013(X)) = I13   an(1   1123  23(X)) =  23

because the constraint x12 2  12(X) and x13 2 o13(X) are binding and 032(X) 0
Int V[23]. Hence,  q(t)  is a vector of demands corresponding  to  an  MNS.
Finally, it is shown in two steps that no other MNS exists.
Step 1. X12 = Z13 2 312.
Suppose to the contrary that x12 = x13 < N12, Since z.31 2 f31 ( 13) (because
z13 0 Int V[13]), N12 < f13(0) (because f31(N12) , 0) and f31 is strictly de-
creasing on [0, f13(0)1, it follows that z·32 = x31 2 f.31(Z12) , f31(Nl 2  Similarly,
1321 > N21 and, hence, f32(N21) 2 f32(1323) (because f32 is non-increasing on R+
and z21 = Z32). Combining f·31(N12) 2 fn(321) with the two derived inequalities
yields z.32 > f.32(Z23) and, therefore, x23 0 V[23]. However, x21 > N21 and * imply
x23 E V [231, which contradicts our last result. Hence, I12 . er13 2 Ar12.
Step 2. z12 = z13 S ql (T).
There are two cases to consider, namely the Core is non-empty and the Core is
empty. If the Core is non-empty, then it follows from the derivation of T above that
T12  =  .. 13  J  q1 (T). Therefore, assume that  the  Core is empty.   The vN-M vector
exists and is equal to q(T). Suppose 1:12 = Z13 , qi (T), then * implies that  112
and x13 are feasible, because x12 = x 13 , qi (T)  2  N12  2 N13 Because  zij  =  Zik

it  follows= that  2123  .  (Z21, x31 ). Furthermore, feasibility  and f21 strictly decreasing

on [0, f12(0)1 imply 1:21  = f21(3:12)  < f21(qi(T)) = (12(T) Similarly, 1:31  < 173(T).
However, x23 < ((12(T), t13(T)) and, therefore, x23 E Int V[23], which contradicts ax-
iom  3.6.2. This completes  not  only the proof of step  2  but  also the proof of (II).

(III) If no pair is Nash stable then, after a suitable renumbering, N12   NIJ  
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N23 > N21 and N31 > N32. Furthermore, each player's component of the vN-M
vector (Pl , P2, P,) lies strictly in between this player's Nash payoffs.
It is easy to see that the vN-M vector is also a vector of demands corresponding to an
MNS. Pareto efficiency of zij = (pi,pj) forevery pair [ij] implies Qij (X) = x'j and
Bij(20(X)) = Tij for every pair.
Uniqueness is shown in two steps, the first step establishes 13'j = Tik 5 pi and the
second step x'J  = z'k  2 p,·
Step 1. xii . zik S p, for every player i.
Suppose to the contrary that x12 = x13  < pi· Because T12  < pi  and f21 strictly de-
creasing on  [O, f12(0)1 it follows that f21(1:12)  >  f21 (Pl)  = 1'2' Similarly,  f31(z12)  ,
p3.     But  then  023(X)   =   (f21(1312), f31(Z12))   )   (1'21 P3) and, hence,  923(X)   and
x23 = 823(023(X)) are not feasible. However, 1:21 > N21 (because T21 2 f21(2312) ,
1'2  > N21)  and * imply K23 is feasible, which contradicts our previous result.
Step 2. I'j = Xik 2 pi.
SuppOse  x12  =  x13  , Pr Recall from theorem  3.3.10  that the emptiness  of the
Core implies that pi > 0 and pi < min{f,j(0), fik(0)} for all i. Thus, z12 , pi,
the  emptiness  of the  Core  and f21 strictly decreasing on  [O, f 12 (0)1 imply  f21(Z12    <
f21(pi) .. P2, even for x12 > f12(0). Similarly, f31 (z12) < P,· But then 023(X) =
(f 1(1:12), f31(1:12)) < 6'2 'P3) and, hence, 923(X) € Int V[23]. Because N23 , P2
player 2's constraint cannot be binding in 823(223(X)). Therefore,

( N23, if N32 2 f31( 12 ,

823(923(X)) = <
l  (f32(f31(1 12 )3J31(I12  ,   if N32 < f31(1,12 .

Player 2's component z23 = N23(023(X)) is always larger  than P2, because either
N23 > 1'2 or f23(f21(z12)) , P2 (this follows from f31(1:12) < Pi) However, :El3 >
Pi  >  Nia  and * imply  that  T12 is feasible and, hence,  3:23  =  Z21   =  f21 (s12   <  P2·
Clearly a contradiction.
This completes the proof of (III) and with it the proof of theorem 3.6.5.                  0

For class I of 3Pl3C problems the MNS predicts that the Core pair [12] forms.
If N12  ,  (f 13(0), f23(0)), then the Core pair is the only pair that forms, because

23 0 V[13] and x23 0 V[231. If N12 = f 13(0) or N21 = f23(0), then [13] respectively
[23] may form. Because the MNS concept yields tuples, the intuition underlying the
Core is also obtained for class I, namely the Nash payoffs of the Core pair are preferred
by both its members and they disregard the conjectured payoffs in the alternative pairs
because these are too small.  The MNS selects one of the elements in the Core (and
also the Bargaining Set) as the final outcome. For the class III of SP 13C problems
the predictions of the MNS coincide with the predictions made by the Bargaining
Set and the 3P/3C Nash solution. The absence of a pair that is Nash stable can be
regarded as a situation in which all pairs fiercely compete with each other and, hence,
the vN-M tuple seems appropriate to capture the intuition of this competition.

For the huge class II of 3P 13C problems multiple MNSs exist. This result implies
a lack of predictive power from a quantitative point of view. Furthermore, all MNSs
except one do not correspond to the Core or the vN-M tuple, depending on the case.
Therefore, almost all of these solutions yield different results than the intuition behind
the concepts of the Core and the vN-M tuple suggests. However, the MNSs yield a
precise prediction from a qualitative point of view and new intuition. Namely, in all
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the MNS (except for the end point corresponding to the vN-M tuple in class II.B
which should be regarded as a limit case of the other MNSs) player 1 (according to
standard numbering) is always included in the pair that forms. The reason for this
is that players 2 and 3 both regard player 1 as their most preferred partner and,
therefore, they are directed to come to an agreement with this player. The strong
position of player 1 is reflected in the fact that this player gets at least the maximum
of his two Nash payoffs (recall z12 = :1313 2 N12 2 313   Hence, the MNS does
confirm to the intuition that some kind of competition between the alternatives pairs
takes place and it is only the magnitude of this competition that differs.

In all MNSs of class II, except for the one that coincide with the vN-M tuple, all
players conjecture that player 1 acts like a 'seller' and players 2 and 3 act like 'buyers:
This situation resembles equivalence with the Nash equilibrium concept (and refine-
ments of it) for strategic models. Each MNS should be regarded as an equilibrium
and if one of the players acts as a 'seller' then it must be in all player's interest to
behave like this. The 'seller' cannot do better in this equilibrium, because this player
plays off the other two players and the conjectures of all players, representing the
equilibrium behaviour, lay an upper bound on the seller's payoff and, consequently,
a lower bound on the buyers' payoffs if matched. The 'buyers' cannot prevent to be
played off in equilibrium, because if one of them does not agree to the seller's demand
the equilibrium is such that the other one forms a pair with the 'seller'. Furthermore,
given the equilibrium behaviour of all players, the 'buyers' do not regard their pair
as being profitable and, hence, the threat of a single 'buyer' to execute his outside
option during the negotiations with the 'seller' is not credible.

Regarding player 1 in class II as the 'seller' should not be mistaken with completely
discarding the  cake of the  pair  [23].   On the contrary,  this cake determines the limit
of how far player 1 can go in playing off the players 2 and 3. For instance, if the
vN-M tuple exists,  then the upper bound on player l's payoff is his value in this tuple
and, therefore, player l's highest attainable payoff certainly depends  upon  the  cake
of the pair [23].  This also provides another point of view on the vN-M tuple, which is
different from the interpretation usually given to the vN-M tuple. Finally, it should
be noted that if the Core is non-empty, then the cake of the pair [23] does not matter
up to the point where the Core vanishes (into the vN-M tuple). In this case the cake
of the Core pair is so profitable for player 2 compared to the cake of the pair [23] that
this player does not want to consider this cake at all.

Two alternative conjectures about outside options
The MNS concept is a consistent solution concept, but the assumption that the play-
ers have optimistic conjectures plays a crucial role. As an alternative assumption
different conjectures can be imposed. In the remainder of this section it is assumed
that the probability to obtain the cooperation of the third player is equal to a half
for each player within a pair.  Thus, if the negotiations within a pair break down,
then both members have an equal opportunity to form a pair with the third player.
Obviously, axiom 3.6.1 changes  to Q,j  =  (Jf'k(xk,), *fjk (Ijk)). Two modifications
of the axiomatic solution are discussed below, one in which axiom 3.6.2 remains the
same and one in which this axiom changes. In order to illustrate the effects of these
modifications the discussion is restricted to 3P/30 problems with transferable utility.
Formally, the class of 3P 13C problems with transferable utility (TU) is defined as
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the class of 3P /3C problems for which there exist values v[ij] E R  u {0} for each
pair such that V[ijl = {zij E R.5-124 + zj, S v[ij]}.  Without loss of generality it
is assumed that u[12] 2 v[13] 2 v[23]. Furthermore, i) the Core is non-empty iff
v[121 2 u[131 + v[23] and ii) the vN-M tuple exists iff v[12] 5 u[131 + v[23]. The vN-M
vector is equal to (v[12] + v[131 - v[23], v[121 + v[23] - v[13], v[131 + v[231 - v[12]).

Consider the modified outside options and assume that axioms 3.6.2 and 3.6.3
remain the same. If v[121 5 2v[23], then the vN-M tuple exists (class II.B) and the
unique solution  is the tuple X, where  xij  =  N.,i  =  ( v[ij],  v[ij])  for  each  pair  [ijl.
Note that for each pair lij] the payoff configuration ((N'J, 0),{[ij],  Ik]})  is a possible
outcome and x,j 2 oij = ( v[ik],  v[jk]) (iff v[12] 5 2v[23] as assumed). Hence,
within each pair the players agree upon the Nash solution where S= V[ij] and d=Q
and the third player has no effect on this bargaining outcome, because this agreement
yields the players within [ij} at least their outside options. However, this axiomatic
solution does not conform to the intuition that some kind of competition between
the players takes place, especially if one notes that the 3P/3C problem belongs to
class II.B.

The second modification involves an adjustment of axiom 3.6.1 as above and the
following adjustment of axiom 3.6.2. Since the modified outside options represent
the expected payoffs of a breakdown these can be taken as the disagreement point
d  in   the  Nash  solution.    Therefore,  if Q,j   E   V [ijj, then 11'J  (Q'j) maximizes (z,j -

Oij)(Zj, - Oji) subject to zij € V[ijl and zij 2 2'j.  Of course, 84 (2'j) = o'j if
0,1  0 v [ij]. Assuming that axiom 3.6.3 remains the same, then again this modification
is consistent. Consider v [12]  5  3v[231 + v [13],  then the unique solution is the tuple  X
with alij = ( v[ij] +  v[ik] -  v[jkl,  v[ij] -  u[ik] +  u[jk]) for each pair [ijl (the
condition imposed follows from requiring x32 2 0).3 Note that for each pair [ij] the
payoff configuration ((Nii, 0), {[ij], [kl}) is a possible outcome.  For the point to make,
this subclass of 3P 13( problems is restricted further by imposing v[12] 2 2v[13], i.e.
imposing that the pair [12] is Nash dominant. Note that the specified subclass is non-
empty. Furthermore,  if v[23]  96  v[131,  then  z12  0 N12. Hence, this modified solution
does not correspond to the intuition that the Nasli dominant pair [12] is the only pair
that  forms  and its members agree  upon  N12 , Finally, the tuple  X also differs  from
the vN-M tuple, provided the vN-M tuple exists (class II.B).

The analysis of the two alternative conjectures above does not intend to charac-
terize the alternative solutions for all 3P 13C problems. Rather, it should be seen as a
discussion that illustrates the drawbacks of alternative axiomatic solutions specified
along the lines of the MNS. Although these modified solutions replace the optimistic
conjectures and also produce unique solutions, none of these alternatives yield intii-
itive solittions.

aSurprisingly, this solution can also be attained by adapting the market model in section 6.4 of
Osborne and Rubinstein [94]. Each pair has probability of   of being matched and each x:J can be
seen as the vector of value functions that represent the (expected) payoffs of a matched pair (after the
matching lias taken place). Player i's expected payoff of breakdown, denoted  as o'j,  in the current
period is equal to o'j = ix'j + ffx,k An agreement within [ij] is given by the Nash solution, where
S = 1/[ij] and d = 2'1.  Although the system of equations is different, it yields the same tuple as the
unique solution, provided u[121 5 31[231 + u[13]
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3.7         Examples
In this section several numerical examples are presented to illustrate the various ax-
iomatic solution concepts analyzed in this chapter. The simplest class of 3P/3C
problems is the one witli transferable litility (TU), which is defined as the class of
3P 13C problems for which there exist values v[ij] € R  U {0} for each pair such that
V[ijl  =  {mij   E  R.1'I,1  + 1.j,   S v[ijl}. These problems always  have  a Nash stable
pair, namely the pair with the highest value v[ij] is type 1 Nash stable. Examples of
3P 13C problems with a type 2 Nash stable pair or with no Nash stable pair require
3P 13C problems with nontransferable utility.

Example 3.7.1
Consider the 3P 13C problems with TU in which the values are v[12] = 40, v[13] = s
and v[231 = r, where T E [0,30] and s E [0,20]. For T = s =O the 3P j3C problem can
be regarded as a bargaining situation between one seller and one buyer. For r>0
and s=O a lS/2B problem arises, in which player 2 i s the seller and the two buyers,
players 1 and 3, have different reservation values. For T >0, 9>0 the bargaining
problem is a genuine 3P /3C problem in the sense that all three pairs have a c·ake. By
varying the values r and s it is possible to obtain the three classes I, II.A and II.B.
IIi the following each class is briefly considered.

Class I: If O S T 5 2 0 and s =0, then the pair [12] is Nash dominant.  The Core is non-
empty and consists of the payoff configurations ((t,40 - t, 0), {[12], [31}), t E  [0,40-r].
The Bargaining Set coincides with the Core. The MNS is unique and yields the tuple
{(20,20), (20,0), (20,0)}. For r < 20 the MNS predicts that ((20,20,0), {[12], [3]}) is
the unique outcome. The MNS excludes the outcomes in which the pair [13] or [23]
form.  For r  = 20 the MNS yields ((0,20,0), {[231, [l]}) as a second outcome. The
MNS does not discriminate between these two possible outcomes.

Class ILA: If 20 <r 5 3 0 and O s s s 10, the pair [12] is Nash stable but not
Nash dominant.  The Core is non-empty and consists of the payoff configurations
((t,40 -t, 0),{[121, [3}}), t E  Is,40 - r].  For r t s<4 0 the Core consists of multiple
elements (the vN-M tuple does not exist) and the Bargaining Set coincides with the
Core. For T t s= 40, the Core consists of one element and the vN-M tuple is equal

to {(10,30), (10,0), (30,0)}.  Then the Bargaining Set consists of three elements and
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements in this set and the vN-M
tuple. Hence, if r+s= 40, then the Core is a subset of the Bargaining Set.  The
MNS is not unique and consists of the tuples {(20 - t, 20 + t), (20 - t, 0), (20 + t, 0)},
t E [0, r -20]. For rts < 40, the MNS predicts that ((20 - t, 20 + t, r - t), {[12], [3]})
and  ((0,20 + t, r - t), {[231, Il]})  are the possible outcomes  and it excludes  the out-
come in which the pair [13} forms. For r t s=4 0 and t=1 0 the pair [13] might also
form, because this MNS coincides with the vN-M tuple.

Finally, note the different effects upon the various concepts of a positive value
s   E   (0,10]. The outcomes  in  the  Core  and the Bargaining Set depend   upon  the
value s, because player 1 cannot obtain less than s. The MNS does not depend upon
the value s, because the pair [13] is not sufficiently profitable to affect the negotia-
tions. Player 2 cannot obtain more than T and, therefore, player 1 cannot obtain less
tlian 40 -r 2 1 0 2 s.
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Class ILB: If r =3 0 and 10 <8 5 30, then the pair [121 is type 1 Nash stable
and this pair is not Nash dominant. The Core is empty, because the vN-M tuple,
which is equal to {(5 +  s, 35 -  s), (5 +  s, -5 +  s), (35 -  s, -5+  s)}, has positive
components. The Bargaining Set consists of three elements and there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the elements in this set and the vN-M tuple. The MNS is not
unique and consists of the tuples {(10+t, 30-t), (10+t, t), (30-t, t)}, t €  [-5+  3,10]
For t > -5 +  s the MNS yields two possible outcomes in which either [12] or [23]
forms, while the pair [13] will never form. For t = -5 +  s all three pairs might form
because the MNS coincides with the vN-M tuple.

Example 3.7.2
Consider the 3P 13C problem in which the feasible sets for the pairs are:

V[12] = { 12 e Rily12 + 2721 5 40},    V[131 = {1 13 e Ri'21/13 + 431 5 16}

and

V[23] = {*23 E R.11123 + 2 ,32 5 30}.

From the intuition developed in the previous example one might expect that [12] is
Nash  stable,  but  this  is  not  the  case.  The Nash solution  for  S  =  {zijlz'j  + 2zj,  ST}
and d=Q i s Nij = (*r, tr). Hence, S.12 = (20,10), S.13 = (4,8) and '8[23 = (15,7 ).

No pair is type 1 Nash stable, because N12 , N13,  N23  >  N21  and  N31  >  N32.
The pair [12] is not type 2 Nash stable, because f31(N12) =0<1 0= f32(N21). The
pair [23] is type 2 Nash stable, because player 3 (who would prefer N31 = 8 to N32 -
7 ) cannot obtain player l's cooperation, because j'12(N23) = 10 > f13(332) = 4 

The vN-M tuple exists and is equal to {(48„ 175,), (41,62,), (175„62,)}. Therefore,
the Core is empty and this 3P/3C problem is of Class II.B. Consequently, the Bargain-
ing Set consists of three elements and is related to the vN-M tuple. The MNS is not
unique and consists of the tuples {(10 - 2t, 15+t), (10 -2t, 7  +  t), (15+t, 7  +  t)},
t E [0,23].  For t < 2 8 the MNSs admit two possible outcomes in which either [12] or
[23] forms, while the pair [13] will never form. For t - 26, all three pairs might form,
because the MNS coincides with the vN-M tuple. This generally holds for class II.B
problems. Note that the components of the vN-M tuple do not represent a compro-
mise between a players higher and lower Nash payoffs, because 175, > N23  > N21

Example 3.7.3
Consider the 3P 13C problem in which the feasible sets for the pairs are:

V[12] = {712 E Rill,12 + 2 ,21 5 30} ,    V[131 = {713 € Ri'21/13 + 1/31 5 30}

and

V[23] =  {223  E Ri ly23 + 21 32  5 30}

The Nash solutions S.12  = N13  = N23  = (15,7 ).  No pair is type  1 Nash stable,
because N12 > N13, N23 > N21 and N31 > N32. The pair [12] is not type 2 Nash
stable, because f31(Nl 2   = 0 < 15 = f32(N21   Similarly, no other pair is Nash
stable. Hence, this 3P/3C problem is of Class III.
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Since this 3P/3C problem is of class III the Core is empty.  The vN-M tuple is
equal to {(10,10), (10,10), (10,10)}. The Bargaining Set consists of three elements
and is related to the vN-M tuple. The unique MNS coincides with the vN-M tuple.
So, two of the axiomatic solution concepts analyzed in this chapter yield the same
set of outcomes, namely each pair might form and agree upon (10,10).  Note that
each component of the vN-M tuple is a compromise between the player's higher and
lower Nash payoff,  i.e.   N12  >  10  >  N13 This result holds  for all class  III of 3P/3C
problems.

3.8 Conclusions
In this chapter the class of 3P 13( problems is introduced and analyzed. A classifi-

cation of 3P/3C problems is given that is based upon the notion of Nash stability.

A pair is said to be Nash stable if there are no compelling reasons for its members
not to agree upon the Nash solution for their two-player bargaining problem and,
thus, ignore the presence of the third player. Four axiomatic solution concepts are
applied to the class of 3P  3C problems, namely the concepts of the Core, the Bar-
gaining Set, the Three-Player/Three-Cake Nash solution and the Multilateral Nash
solution (MNS). It is shown that the Three-Player/Three-Cake Nash solution is in-
consistently defined and, therefore, can be neglected. Of the three other axiomatic
solution concepts the sets of outcomes are completely characterized and related to
the classification of 3P /3C problems.

The major question that has to be answered is: which concepts are acceptable
axiomatic solution concepts for 3P 13C problems. In order to answer this question
the following criteria are applied: i) is the solution concept consistently defined, ii)
does the concept produce a precise prediction for the outcome of the negotiation
situation and iii) does the concept provide intuition for the negotiation situation
under consideration. Predictability is closely related to the question of uniqueness.
The solution concepts give rise to two forms of multiplicity, namely multiplicity in
solutions and multiplicity in outcomes. The Multilateral Nash solution may yield a
unique solution, but this could imply that several outcomes are still possible.

None of the four axiomatic concepts passes this simple tests. The Core for 3P /3C
problems can be empty and, hence, this concept cannot yield intuition about what
will happen in such a case. Furthermore, if the Core is non-empty, then it is often a
large set and, therefore, it cannot produce a precise prediction about the outcome of
the negotiations. The concept of the Bargaining Set can be regarded as a modification
of the concept of the Core which is weaker than the Core concept. The Bargaining Set
for 3P/3C problems is never empty and it coincides with the Core whenever the Core
is non-empty and the vN-M does not exist. Therefore, the concept of the Bargaining
Set resolves one of the drawbacks of the Core concept, but still it does not produce
a unique prediction in all cases. Another drawback of the Bargaining Set is that it
needs the concepts of the Core and the von Neumann-Morgenstern (vN-M) tuple in
order to provide an intuitive interpretation of the derived outcomes and, therefore,
the concept of the Bargaining Set itself fails to provide intuition. Furthermore, the
concept of the Bargaining Set does not indicate what the foregone alternatives to the
players are if a pair forms.

The need to relate agreements to foregone alternatives is translated into the need
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for solution concepts that yield tuples of agreements, one for each pair.  For this
purpose the 3P/3C Nash solution and the MNS concept are analyzed. As already
mentioned, the 3P/3C Nash concept is inconsistent and, therefore, of no use.  The
MNS concept is consistently defined.

For class I of 3P/3C problems the MNS yields a unique solution. In this solution
(neglecting the boundary cases of this class) the Core pair forms and its members
agree upon the Nash solution corresponding to the standard two-player bargaining
problem associated with the core pair. The unique outcoem predicted by the MNS
lies in the Core. Hence, the MNS reduces the multiplicity of solutions and outcomes
found by applying the concepts of the Core and the Bargaining Set. For class II
of 3P/3C problems the MNS concept yields multiple solutions and, therefore, lacks
predictive power from a quantitative point of view. However, in section 3.6 it is
argued that all MNSs yield the same qualitative prediction, namely: One of the
players plays off the other two players, but not as much as the concepts of the Core
and the Bargaining Set predict. For class III of 3P/3C problems tlie MNS yields the
vN-M tul,le as tlie unique solution. Three outcomes correspond to tliis solution and
each of these three outcomes is equally likely.  The MNS concept is critized, because it
assumes that the players liave optimistic conjectiires abotit which player within a pair
is able to obtain the cooperation with tlie third player. However, a brief discussion
of alternative conjectures showed that alternative conjectitres would produce counter
intuitive results.

None of the four axiomatic solutions concepts analyzed in this chapter passes the
test of being an acceptable solution concept. In the literature many other axiomatic
solution concepts exist and this chapter does not intend to provide a complete review
of the literature. Instead, the discussion aims to provide insight in the many pitfalls
present in the subject matter. There seems to be little hope for an acceptable ax-
iomatic solution concept, because it is very likely that each axiomatic concept will
have its own drawback. A (pessimistic) conclusion that can be drawn from the anal-
ysis of this chapter is that it is hard to justify any axiomatic concept from within an
axiomatic framework. An alternative way to jiistify an axiomatic solution concept is
to reqiiire that an acceptal,le axiomatic solution concept is firmly rooted in at least
one strategic bargaining model.  This alternative point of view is postponed to the
next chapter, where several strategic bargaining models are analyzed.

There is one final remark that has to be made about general n-player games. The
analysis of this chapter can be regarded as a first and modest step in analyzing tliese
general b,irgaining problems. The concepts of the Core, the Bargaining Set and the
MNS are also well defined for these general bargaining problems. For these solution
concepts and also for otlier alternative axiomatic concepts proposed in the literature
the class of 3P  3C problem,  can be considered as an important test case.  If an
axiomatix solution concept for n-player games is not an acceptable solution concept
for 3P/3C problems, why wmild it be accpetable for more general games.
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Chapter 4

Three-Player/Three-Cake:
The Strategic Approach

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter the class of 3P /3C problems, as formally defined in section 3.2,
is analyzed from the axiomatic point of view. One of the conclusions of that chapter
is that it is hard to justify which axiomatic solution concept for 3P  3C problems
is 'acceptable' and which is not. In this chapter the class of 3P/3C problems is
analyzed from the strategic point of view. This means that a bargaining procedure is
explicitly modelled and that equilibrium outcomes are derived. As argued in chapter 2
the axiomatic and the strategic approach are complementary to each other, because
'each approach helps to justify and clarify the other'. In this chapter two strategic
bargaining models for 3P /3C problems are discussed and one of them is analyzed in
detail. Furthermore, several other strategic bargaining models proposed for lS/2B
problems are briefly discussed. Furthermore, the SPE outcomes of all these models
are compared to the axiomatic solution concepts of the previous chapter.

The first strategic bargaining model for 3P 13C problems analyzed is the proposal
making  model  (e.g.    Binmore [19], Bennett  [10]  and [11], Bennett and Houba  [131,
Chatterjee  et.al [32], Osborne and Rubinstein [941 (section  9.4.1) and Selten  [116]).
The proposal making model is the simplest model that generalizes the alternating
offer model with exogenous player-dependent outside options of section 2.6.  In the
generalized model each player's outside option depends upon the SPE strategies of
the other two players and, hence, it can be said that the outside options for each pair
of players are endogenous. The set of SPE payoffs is characterized and it is shown
that the uniqueness result obtained in section 2.6 only generalizes for the class of
3P  3C problems with an A-stable pair, where A-stable generalizes the notion of Nilsh
stable to allow for risk of breakdown and tliis notion is formally defined in section 4.2.
The other class of 3P/3C problems admits multiple SPEs and the players' lower and
upper bounds upon the SPE payoffs are derived. Furthermore, the proposal making
model always admits one MPE, i.e.  an SPE in Markov strategies, in which the players
negotiate as if each of them has a reservation value for joining a pair. The tliree MPE
reservation values form a vector which converges to one particular vector of MNS
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demands as the risk of breakdown vanishes.
The second strategic bargaining model proposed in the literature to analyze 3P/3C

problems is a bargaining model with publicly announced demands (e.g. Binmore [19]
and Osborne and Rubinstein [941). The results obtained in this model are stated and
briefly discussed. The set of SPE outcomes is investigated under two assumptions,
namely for no risk of breakdown and for a positive risk of breakdown.  If no risk of
breakdown is assumed, then every outcome in the Bargaining Set can be supported
as an equilibrium outcome of the market demand model and this result generalizes
a similar result obtained for the standard alternating offer model without risk of
breakdown.  If a positive risk of breakdown is assumed, then the limit set of SPE
outcomes, as the risk vanishes, corresponds to one particular MNS.

The results of these two strategic models for 3P  3C problems are also compared
to each other and to the MNS. If the Multilateral Nash solution is unique, i.e. class
I and III of 3P 13C problems, then the MPEs of both models coincide. Furthermore,
if the Multilateral solution is not unique, i.e. class II of 3P/3C problems, then the
equilibria of both models do not coincide and each of them corresponds to one of the
endpoints of the curve of vectors of MNS demands.

In the literature several strategic bargaining models have been proposed for lS/2B
problems  (e.g  Byg [29], Hendon and Tranes [59], Hendon, Sloth and Tran s   [581,
Osborne and Rubinstein [94] (chapter 9), Shaked and Sutton [119] and Shaked [118]).
In section 4.4 these strategic bargaining models are briefly discussed and related to
the axiomatic solution concepts of chapter 3, provided that this is possible.

This chapter, as the previous chapter, is based upon Bennett and Houba [13]
and is organized as follows. In section 4.2 the proposal making model is introduced,
analyzed and the unique MPE is related to a particular MNS. This analysis is com-
pletely based upon Bennett and Houba [13], because earlier contributions assumed
either transferable utility (e.g. Binmore [191, Chatterjee  et.al [32], Osborne  and  Ru-
binstein [94]) or no risk of breakdown (e.g. Selten [116]). In section 4.3 the market
demand model is introduced and analyzed. It is shown that the essentially unique
SPE corresponds to one particular MNS. In section 4.4 several strategic bargaining
models for lS/2B problems are brielly discussed and related to the various axiomatic
solution concepts of the previous chapter.  In the concluding section the question
which of the axiomatic solutions for 3P  3C problems are acceptable and which are
not is once more addressed, but this time the results for the strategic approach also
play an role.

4.2 The Proposal Making Model
In this section a negotiation model with endogenous choice of partner, called the pro-
posal making model, is introduced and analyzed for 3P /3C problems. It is shown that
this model admits an essentially unique MPE. In this MPE all three players behave
as if each of them has a reservation value. Furthermore, a notion of stability is in-
troduced, called A -stability, which is closely related to the notion of Nash stability as
defined in section 3.2. In the first theorem it is shown that A-stability implies that
the bargaining model admits an essentially unique SPE, while it does not otherwise.
The set of SPE payoffs is characterized. The second theorem states that the unique
vector of MPE reservation values corresponds to one particular vector of MNS de-
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mands, namely the end point corresponding to the MNS vector of demands 1(0) in
theorem 3.6.5.

The proposal making model was first proposed in Selten [116] to analyze general
n-player cooperative games in characteristic function form, while no exogenous risk of
breakdown is assumed. In Binmore [19] an exogenous risk of breakdown is introduced
in this model and it is applied to the symmetric 3P  3C problem with transferable
titility and, furthermore, the players have different perceptions of the risk of break-
down. In Chatterjee et.al [32] it is also assumed that there is an exogenous risk of
breakdown and the bargaining procedure is applied to n-player bargaining problems
with transferable utility. In Osborne and Rubinstein [941 (section 9.4.1) this strate-
gic model is applied to lS/2B problems with transferable utility. The first complete
analysis of this strategic bargaining model for 3P 13( problems and positive risk of
breakdown appeared in Bennett and Houba[13].

The proposal making model can be regarded as the simplest strategic model that
extends the alternating offer model with player-dependent outside options, as pro-
posed in Binmore  [19],  to 3P/3C problems. In eacli round of the extended model  one
of the players has the initiative to propose and this player decides whicli player lie
proposes to, i.e. his partner, and which offer he proposes. This 'proposed' partner
then either accepts or rejects the offer made and, if rejected, becomes the player with
the initiative in the next round. If this latter player makes a counterproposal, which
means proposes to the player who in the previous round has proposed to him, then it
is said that the proposing player does not change partner and, thus, does not execute
his outside option, i.e. proposes to the third player.

Formally, a proposal ([ij],x'j)  made by player  i  specifies  a  pair  [ij]   to  which  i
belongs  and a vector  zij  c v[ij], representing a feasible partition  of the  cake  V [ij].
If  player i makes the proposal  ([ij],z'j),   then  it  is  said that player i proposes  to
player j. Alternatively, the proposal  ([ij}, Lij)  can be regarded  as the payoff configu-
ration ((xis, 0),{[ijl, [k]}).

The negotiations start in the first bargaining round,  this is round  1,  when  one of
the players (selected at random) is given the initiative. A player with the initiative has
tlie right to make a proposal to either one of his potential partners, but not to both.
His designated partner may then accept or reject the proposal. If lie accepts, then the
negotiations end, the players divide the cake as agreed and the third player obtains
nothing. Otherwise, he rejects and obtains the initiative to propose in the next bar-
gaining round and the bargaining proceeds as above. Thus, in each bargaining round

t € N , there are two actions: first a proposal will be made and, second, this proposal
is either accepted or rejected. Obviously, one of the players remains inactive in each
round, namely the player who does not have the initiative to propose and who is not
proposed  to.  If the proposal  (Iij}, IE'j) is agreed  upon in round  t  c  N ,  then  the  out-
come of the bargaining model is denoted as  ((xij, 0), {[ij}, Ik]}, t), with the convention
that the outcome of perpetual disagreement is denoted  as  (Q, {[1], [2], [31},00).

As in the alternating offer model of section 2.3 it is assumed that there is an
exogenously given risk of terminal breakdown between bargaining rounds.  This risk
is assumed to be equal to 1 - 8, where 8 €  [0,1) is the probability that the bar-
gaining proceeds into the next bargaining round after any rejection of the current
proposal in the current bargaining round. Since payoffs in V[ijl already represent
expected utilities, player i's expected utility evaluated at round 0 for the outcome
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((x,j, 0), {[ij], [k]}, t), t C N+, is equal to 8,-ix,j. In Bennett   [10] and Ill] it is
shown that in the proposal making model witli no risk of breakdown anything can
happen: every individually rational outcome can be supported by an SPE.

The following assumption is standard in the literature on the proposal making
model (e.g. Binmore 119], Bennett and Houba [13], Chatterjee et.al [321, Osborne and
Rubinstein [94] (section 9.4.1) and Selten [116]).

Assumption 4.2.1
Each player has perfect recall and perfectly observes the past proposals made and the
past responses to these proposals.

This assumption is suflicient to guarantee that the infinite extensive form correspond-
ing to the proposal making model has perfect information and, therefore, the SPE
concept is the appropriate equilibrium concept. The assumption of perfect observabil-
ity is hard to defend, because it implicitly assumes that at each bargaining round the
inactive player also observes the negotiations between the two active players. A brief
discussion of the model with imperfect information is given at the end of appendix 4.A.
To summarize this discussion it is only mentioned that the Markov perfect Bayesian
equilibrium concept (Maskin and Tirole [83]), which should be applied in case of
imperfect information, coincides with the MPE derived in this section, because this
MPE is does not depend upon the history of the bargaining. Furthermore, the range
of SPE payoffs is unaffected by making the assumption of imperfect information.

In order to derive the main results of this section it is necessary to define the
function fi' : 10, M] x [0, M] -, [0, M], where M = max{fij(0), fj,(0) I i, j € I}, as

f'*(6qj, 6qk) = max{ fij(Oqj),  fik(8qk)}.

This function is continuous and non-increasing, but this ftinction need not be concave.
Brouwer's fixed point theorem can be applied to show that for every 6 e [0,1) the
continuous function  fi*  x f2*  x f3*  :  [O, M]3  -4  [O, M]3 admits at least one fixed
point q*, i.e. there exists a 4*  stich  that

Cq; qi'qi) = (fi*(8qi,aqi), /2.(8qr,aqi),fa.(8qi, 6qi)) (4.1)

For convenience this fixed point is denoted f instead of t* (8) whenever 8 6 [0,1) is
fixed.

Before it is shown that equation (4.1) admits a unique fixed point it is convenient
to introduce a notion of stability that is similar to the notion of Nash stability (see
definition 3.2.2). Define Aij (8)   and   Aj,(8)   as the unique solution   to  the   pair  of
equations

Tii . fij(61;ji)  and  Iii = fi,(bI'J).

Thus, AU(8) and Aj,(6) correspond to player i 's respectively payer j's SPE payoff
at the beginning of the subgame in wliich this player has the initiative to propose in
the standard alternating offer model (as 9 erived in theorem 2.4.4) for the bargaining
problem   (S, d)   =   (V[ij],Q)   and  the  risk of breakdown  6   €   10,1). In order  to  be
precise,  if i=l  and  j=2,  then  A12(6)  and A21(8) correspond  to x; respectively  v;
of the fixed point  (x*, 7*) of lemma 2.4.2  for the bargaining problem  (V[121,0).  For
notational convenience  A'j (6)  and  Aji (8) are denoted  as  A,j  and  Aj'.
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Definition 4.2.2
The pair [ij] is A-stable if one of the following conditions holds

1.     A'j  2 A'k     and    Aj,  2 Ajk,

Ra. A'j 2 A'k   and  Aj, < Aik,   but  8.fk'(8Aij) 2 fkj(Aji),
2b. Aj, 2 Alk   and  A'J < A'k,  but  8fkj(6Aj,) 2 fk,(A,j).

Note that this definition generalizes definition 3.2.2 (Nash stable), because substitu-
tion of 6=1 yields A'j = N'J and Aj, = Nj' and, hence, definition 3.2.2 is obtained.
Following the terminology of section 3.2 it is said that pairs satisfying the first con-
dition  are  of type 1, while tliose pairs satisfying  one of tlie  last two conditions  are of
type 2. If [ij] is type 2(a) stable, then j would prefer to be matched with player k, but
cannot obtain k's cooperation, because k would prefer to wait one round and form a
partnership with player i. If one or more of the 2-signs are =-signs, then it is possible
that multiple A-stable pairs exist. If a pair [ij] is A-stable, then the players can be
renumbered such that A12 2 A13 and (ff·31(8A12) 2 ./'32(A21).  Furthermore, if no pair

is  A-stable,  then the players can be renumbered  such  that  A12  >  A13,  A23  >  A21  and
A31   > A32 The numbering in these two cases is regarded as standard numbering.
Definition 4.2.2 makes it possible to show that the fixed point qi of equation (4.1) is
unique  and this definition also enables  us to characterize 4*.

Lenlma 4.2.3

The function f 1* x f'* x f 3* admits a unique fixed point 9*, which is given by
(assuming standard numbering)

* = <  (f12(8€), f21(8q;), f31(6qI)),   ifnopairis A-stable.
(Al 2, A21, f31(8A12)), if /121 is A-stable,

Proof

See appendix 4.A.                                                                              0

The analysis proceeds with the derivation of the essentially unique MPE. Similar
as in the strategic models of chapter 2 tlie Markov strategies in the proposal making
model require that player i, ie I, behaves as if lie has a reservation value qi E
R.+   and the vector   of all reservation values is denoted   as   t   =    (qi,q2, 43)    E   Ri·
The Markov strategies for player  i,  i  = 1,2,3, given a vector q, are presented  in
table 4.1. Informally, according to a Markov strategy each player proposes a partition
which yields him his component of q and his partner the present value of the latter
player's component of q (obtained one round later). Furthermore, each player accepts
proposals which yield him at least the present value of his component of q (obtained
one round later) and rejects all others. Note that following the Markov strategies of
table 4.1 corresponding to 9 yields outcomes that belong to the set

( ((20.,0),{[ij], [k]},0)  1 z,j = (qi,bqj) € 1/[ij] or I'j = (aqi, qi) E V[ill   

The next proposition states the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence
of an SPE in Markov strategies, which states that the vector q of table 4.1 has to be
the unique fixed point of lemma 4.2.3.
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Proposition 4.2.4
The Markov strategies of table 4.1 are SPE iff q- is a fixed point of the function
fl* x fi* x f3*.
Proof
(=>) Suppose the strategy profile of table 4.1 is MPE, given 2· Every round t has
three states, each state depending upon which player l, l E {1,2,3},has the initiative
to propose. The value function  1/,t is defined as player i's value function at time t
whenever player  1,  i  €   {1,2,3},  has the initiative to propose. If player  i,iCI,is
the responding player, then rationality requires that player i accepts every proposal
([ill,21) made by player t, le Ij{i}, such that Lit 2 81/i'.  Furthermore, if player i
has the initiative to propose, then this player has four 'rational' alternatives, namely
make the proposal ([il], (fil(81·Il), 6V.t)), l= j, k, (which will be accepted if feasible)
or make an 'unacceptable' proposal to player t, l - 1,2 (which passes the initiative
to l). Rationality requires that i chooses the alternative that yields the highest payoff
to him and, therefore,

..,

i = max { f'J.(61'7), f'k(8'Ft), 61'7, 61/ik }.
If player i chooses to make an 'unacceptable' proposal to player t, then three pos-
sible cases can be considered: First, player t reaches an agreement with the third
player which leaves i a payoff of 0. Second, player i obtains the initiative in some
future round which leaves a payoff of Vii = 8T Vi, for some 7- 2 1. Third, player i
accepts a proposal made by one of the other players, let us say t, and according to the
acceptance decision this proposal gives player i the payoff 81/i' with delay. Clearly,
an unacceptable proposal can only be optimal for i iff li ' = 0. Since the first two
terms are always non-negative it follows that V; 2 0 and, therefore, there is no loss
in generality to disregard the last two terms. Hence, 1/,i = max{fij(81//), fik(81/kk)}
or, equivalently, the vector (19, 1,22,113) solves equation (4.1).
(*=) In order to show thaf the strategies of table 4.1 are SPE it is sufficient to consider
one-stage deviations only, because the one-stage-deviation principle (e.g. Fudenberg
and  Tirole  [48], p.110) applies. First, each responding player  does  not  gain  from  re-
jecting the specified proposal, because every responding player is indifferent between
accepting the specified proposal or rejecting this proposal and continuing the bar-
gaining. Hence, the acceptance decision is a best reply. Second, player i proposes his
most profitable pair, given the reservation values of the other two players. Therefore,
player i cannot gain by proposing the less profitable pair and offering the present
value of the reservation value to his partner in this pair. Player i does also not gaiti
by offering player j  less  than 8qj, because this proposal will be rejected. This either
means delay of an agreement in which player i participates or player i is left out of the
pair that finally forms. Obviously, player i does not offer more than 893 to player j.
Hence, the strategies of table 4.1 are SPE.                                                         0

Corollary 4.2.5
There exists an essentially unique MPE.

Proof

Since fli x f2* x f)* admits a unique fixed point there exists an essentially unique
MPE.                                                                                                                               0
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Player i accepts

any ([ill, 2't), if xii  2  15qi

Player i proposes

([ijl, (qi, 8qk)), if qi > 0, (qi,8qj) f V[ij] and (qi, 6qk) 0 V[ik],

([ij], (qi, 8qj)) or ([ikl, (qi, 8(lk)),     if qi > 0, (qi, 8qj) 6 V[ij] and (qi, 6qk) E V[ik],

no proposal is specified, if (qi, 8qj) 0 V[ij] and (qi, 8qk) 0 V[ik].

no proposal is specified, if qi = 0,

Table  4.1
The Markov strategies for  player i,ie  I,  corresponding to proposition  4.2.4, where
the vector q E Rl represents the players' reservation values. No proposal is specified
if every proposal available to player i is irrelevant for this player's payoff.

The unique fixed point 2* of lemma 4.2.3 always corresponds to at least one
MPE strategy profile. For some 3P /3C problems multiple MPE strategies are asso-
ciated  to  f. This multiplicity may occur in either of three ways: First,  if <  >  0,
(qi*,8qi) E V[ij] and (qi*,8qZ) C V[ik], then playeri isindifferent between proposing
to his two partners, and the requirements of the strategies allow him to choose either
of the two.  In this case not only MPE strategies exists in which player i random-
izes between his two potential partners with the same probability in every round,
but also non-Markov strategies for player i exist (given the Markov strategies of the
other two players) in which player i randomizes between his two potential partners
with different probabilities at different rounds. Note that all these equilibrium strate-
gies yield player  i  the same payoff  (from the moment this player  has the initiative),
namely qi* Second, if q; = 0 and (0, bq;) E V[ij], then player i's MPE proposals are
also not restricted because player i is indifferent between making an acceptable and
making an unacceptable proposal yielding player i only an MPE payoff of 0. Third, if
(0,6qi) 0 V[ij] and (0,89;) i V[ikl, then necessarily q  = 0 and every proposal made
by player i will be unacceptable to both other players and, therefore, multiple MPE
proposals exists with respect to the choice of partner and a specified partition.  In this
case also non-Markov SPE strategies for player i exist, given the Markov strategies
of the other players, in which player i's SPE payoff is 0. To conclude, if player i
is indifferent as mentioned above, then player i's equilibrium actions only determine
how equilibrium play proceeds but these actions do not affect player i's equilibrium
payoff. It should be noted that this multiplicity of SPE strategies corresponding to
one and the same q* are non-generic, because the =-signs are likely to disappear if
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the 3P/3C problem is slightly perturbed.
As mentioned before, the strategic bargaining model of this section extends the al-

ternating offer model with exogenous player-dependent outside options of section 2.6.2
and the results of lemma 4.2.3 and proposition 4.2.4 can be interpreted in terms of
the results obtained for this two-player model. Iii order to do this, choose the bar-
gaining problem  (S, d, o) equal  to  (V[ij],Q, (lifik(bql), bfjk(1 q )))  for  each  pair  [ij].
First consider the case in which the pair [ij] is A-stable. Then tliere are three cases
that have to be distinguished.

1. The pair [ijl = [12]. Both members of [12] do not execute their outside options
within this pair, i.e. propose to player 3, because player l's continuation MPE
payoff just after any rejection  is 6qi, which  is at least player l's outside option
bf13(8q;) and, similarly for player 2, q;  2 f23(8113*). This implies that player  1
and  player 2 always propose  ([12], x-) respectively  ([12], p-*), where  (&2*,1(*)  is
the fixed point of lemma 2.4.2 applied to the bargaining problem  (V[12], Q).

2.   The pair  [ij]  =  [13]. Tlien player l's outside option 6q; within  [13], i.e. propose
to player 2, is at least his continuation payoff Of13(8qi) within  [13] and, hence,
player 1 executes his outside option just after a rejection of player 3's proposal.
Because the vector of outside options O*S= V[13]  it follows that player 3

has  to  give  in to player l's outside option in order to reach an agreement  with
player  1.

3.  The pair  [ij]  = [23]. Consider (bq;, 8q;)  g  V[23],  i.e.   8./31(8qi')  >  f·32(6113).
Then each player within [231 executes his outside option w.henever possible.
Due to the nature of the proposal making model none of these two players ever
proposes the pair [23] in this case and, lience, this pair will never form. Note
that  the  pair [23] might  form  in the non-generic case  f 31 (8qi) = f32(6qi).

If no pair is A-stable, then for each pair [ij] the interpretation of proposition 4.2.3
in terms of the player-dependent outside option model is similar to case 2 above.
Namely, in the absence of an A-stable pair, there is one player within each pair of
players who always executes his outside option as soon as possible, i.e. proposes to the
third player outside this pair. The other player in this pair would never execute his
outside option, because this latter player just left the third player in order to propose
this pair. Thus, every player threatens to switch his partner after being proposed to
and a player who proposes has to give in to his proposed partner in order to reach an
agreement. The consequence of this is that player i proposes the pair [il] for which
1  - argmaxj,k {A'j, A'k}.    Airthermore, each player's reservation value q; ,i€I,i s
some kind of 'average' of player i's A-values A'J  and A'k

The next theorem characterizes the whole set of SPEs. Again the notion of A-
stability proves to be very useful.  If one of the pair's is A-stable, then in every
subgame all SPE strategies yield the same payoff to the proposing player. Thus, the
SPE strategies are also essentially unique. If no pair is A-stable, then a multiplicity
of SPE payoffs arises and the uniqueness result for the alternating offer model with
exogenous player-dependent outside options does not generalize to endogenous outside
options. Before the next theorem is stated, define the set Ti, i € I, as the set of SPE
payoffs for player i at the beginning of each subgame in which this player has the
initiative to propose.
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Theorem 4.2.6
1. If /121 is A-stable, then El = {A12 , £2 = {A21} and E, = f31(6,412).

2.  If no pair is A-stable, then El . [A13'.4121, E2 = [A21, A23] and £3 . [A32, .431].

Proof

See appendix 4.A. 0

The SPE strategies constructed in tlie appendix to support each set of SPE pay-
offs Z,, i €I, imply immediate agreement. However, for completeness it is noted that
it is also possible to construct SPEs in which equilibrium behaviour leads to delay.

In  the next theorem the limit vector of reservation values  t.(8),  6  goes  to  1,  is
derived. It turns out that the limit vector is always a vector of MNS demands, as
derived in section 3.6. For eacli class of classification 3.2.3 the limit vector is derived
and related to theorem 3.6.5.                                                          -

Theorem 4.2.7
Class I. If ilw is Nash dominant, then 1*(8) converges to (Nli,N21,0), i.e.  the

unique  vector of MNS  demands,  as 6  goes  to  1.

Class  II.  If ll21 is Nash  stable (and standard numbering),  then  fl* (6) converges  to

(N12, N21, f31(N12)), i.e. the vector of MNS demands corresponding to t=O
in theorem 3.6.5, as 6 goes to 1.

Class  III.   Then  f (6)   converges  to  the  vN-M vector  Pl,P·2'P:j, i.e. the unique
vector  of  MNS  demands,  as  6  goes  to  1.

Proof

Corollary 2.A.2 in appendix 2.A implies that q*(8) is a continuous function of 8 on
[0,1)  and an upper semi-continuous correspondence  on [0,11. Hence, limb-1 1*(8)
exists. Furthermore, theorem 2.4.5 implies  that  A,j (5)  and  Aj' (8) converge  to  Nij
respectively Nj'  as 6 goes to  1. The following claim, valid for class III, is proved first.
Claim  1:  If no  pair  is Nash stable, then there exists  a 6*  <  1  such  that  for all  6  >  6*
no pair is A-stable.
Consider the pair [ij]  =  [12] and choose E12     0 such that E12  <   min{N12 _
N13, N23 - N21} and f31(N12 _ 612) < f32(N21   *312). Such an 612 exists, because
the conditions of definition 3.2.2 do not hold for the pair [12] and the functions f31
and  f·32  are continuous. Then there exists a 612  <  1 such that for all 8 > 612 it holds
that

A12(6) > .413(8),   .421(6) < 423(8)  atid  6./31(8.412(li)) < f32(.421(6)),

because each A,j (8)  converges to NO  and each f'j is continuous and non-increasing.

Hence, the pair [121 is not A-stable for sufficiently large 6 < 1. Similar results hold for
the  pairs  [13]  and [23] Therefore, there does not exist an A-stable pair for sufliciently
large 6 < 1. This completes the proof of the claim.
As a corollary of claim 1 it follows that 4* (6) =  (f 12 (q; (8)), f23(q; (8) ), f31 (q; (6)))  for
6 > 6* and, hence, 1*(6) converges toll= (f12(1'2),f23(1'3), f.31(Pl)), i.e. the vN-M
vector. This proves the result for class III. The proof proceeds by proving two claims.
Claim 2: If there exists a 5* < 1 such that for all 8 > 8* the pair [12] is A-stable,
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then the pair [12] is Nash stable.
A-stability of [12] implies that (standard numbering) A12(6) 2 A13(6) and either
A21(8) 2 A23(8) or of31(8A12(6)) 2 f32(A21(6)) (or both). These three inequalities
converge to N12 2 N13, N21  2 N23  and f31 (N12) 2 f32(321  Hence, the pair [12]
is Nash stable. This completes the prove of claim 2.
Claim 3: If class I or II holds and there exists a 6* < 1 such that for all 6 > 8* no
pair is A-stable, then the vN-M vector exists.
No pair is A-stable implies that the following six inequalities hold

A12(8) > A13(15), A23(8) > A21(8), A31(8) > A32(8),

of31 (8,412  < f32(A21 ,  of12(OA23  < f13(A32),  of23(8 431) < f21 (,413),

where Aij denotes  A'j (8).   As  8  goes  to  1 these inequalities converge  to

N12  2 N13 1 N23  2 N21, N31 2 N32,

f31(N12) S f32(N21 ,  f12(N23) S f13(N32), f23(N31) S f21(N13).

Given class I or II it is impossible that all weak inequalities are strict (if so, no pair
would be Nash stable, a contradiction). Obviously, type 2 Nash stability implies
equality in at least one of the last three weak inequalities and, hence, (standard num-
bering) the vN-M vector exists and is equal to (N12, N21, f31(312   Without loss of
generality assume that [12] is type 1 Nash stable. Given the weak inequalities above
this implies N12  2  N13  and N21  = N23.  Then f31 (N12)  5  f32(N21) can be rewritten
as N12 2 f13(N32), because f13 is the non-increasing inverse of f31 and f32(N21  -
f32(N23  = N32. Furthermore, 1\T12 S jf13(N32), because f12(1\r23) S f 13(N32) and
fl2(N23  = f12(N21  = N12 . This implies N12 = f12(N23  = f13(N32 . Hence,
the vN-M vector exists and is equal to (fl2(N23),N23, N32) =  (N12, N21, f31 (N12)).
This completes the proof of claim 3.
As a corollary to claim 3 it follows that if no pair is A-stable for sufficiently large
6  <  1,  then  f (6) converges  to  the vN-M vector, which equals (Nl 2,N21, f31 (N21    
(standard numbering), and, hence, [12] is Nash stable and t=O i n class II of the-
orem 3.6.5 holds. This result implies that for all other cases in classes I and II the
conditions of claim 2 hold.  As a corollary of claim 2 it follows that if [12] is A-stable
for 5 > 8*, then q*(8)  =  (A12(5), A21(8), f31(8Al2(8))) and, hence, q*(8) converges

to  (N12, N21 , f31(N12)). For class  I this limit vector  is the unique MNS vector  and
for class II it is the MNS corresponding to t=O i n theorem 3.6.5.                      0

Note that for all 3P/3C problems the set of MNS vectors of demands is a curve
and that this curve is degenerated if the 3P /3C problem belongs to either class I
or III. Theorem 4.2.7 implies that the MPE of the proposal making model always
converges to one of the endpoints of the possibly degenerated curve of MNSs.

As mentioned above the set of MPE outcomes is equal to the set

  ((z'j, 0),{[ij], [k]},0)  I z,j = (qi, 6qi) c V[ij] or x,j = (8qi,qi) € 1/[ij]  .

and, hence, two different outcomes in this set may predict that the same pair forms
but these outcomes differ with respect to the payoffs these players agree on. However,
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as 8 goes to 1, the different payoff vectors for each pair converge and, hence, in the
limit there is at most one agreement corresponding to the formation of each pair.

In section 2.5, following Nash [90], it is argued that the axiomatic and strategic
approach are complementary and that each helps to justify and clarify the other.  For
class I of 3P  3C problems the intuition of both types of models coincides, namely the
partition within the Nash dominant pair is preferred by each of its members to any al-
ternative partition that can be reached with the third player. Furthermore, for class II
of 3P /3C problems the MNS predicts multiple outcomes and the unique SPE (which
is also MPE) of the proposal making model predicts exactly one of these solutions,
namely the one that corresponds to the Nash solution N12 (standard numbering) for
the Nash stable  pair  [12]. The intuition underlying definition  3.2.2 is supported  by
the proposal making model, because in the latter model all three players voluntar-
ily choose which player to propose to and by doing so they voluntarily give up the
payoffs in the other pair. Finally, for class III of 3P 13C problems the MPE of the
proposal making model supports the intuition that each player wants to propose his
most preferred pair, which is the pair with the most favourable Nash solution for the
two-player bargaining problem  (V[ijl, Q) in isolation.   But  also  the MNS concept  (as
each axiomatic solution of chapter 3) selects the essentially unique MPE as the most
acceptable SPE of the proposal making model.

According to the proposal making model only one player has the initiative and
this player is the only player who can secure cooperation with either of the two other
players. Modelled in this way the bargaining procedure is consistent with optimistic
conjectures held by the player with the initiative. Hence, this bargaining procedure
agrees with axiom 3.6.1, which follows from optimistic conjectures, and axiom 3.6.2.
Hence, the proposal making model supports the view, just as in section 2.6, that
outside options have to be interpreted as opportunity costs.

In section 3.6 it was argued that for class II of 3P  3C problems and standard
numbering player 1 could play off players 2 and 3 and the MNS provided a lower
and an upper bound reflecting how far player 1 can go in doing so. In the proposal
making model none of the players can play off the other two players and the unique
SPE reRects this by the fact that it corresponds to the lower bound derived for the
MNS and this MNS should be interpreted as the outcome if player 1 cannot play off
the other two players at all.

The discussion can be concluded by saying that the proposal making model agrees
with the intuition underlying the MNS concept and that both approaches combined
help to justify each other.

4.3  A Model with Publicly Announced Demands
In this section a bargaining model with publicly announced demands, as proposed
in Binmore [19], is introduced and analyzed (see also Osborne and Rubinstein [94]).1
The main results obtained for this model are stated and briefly discussed. The set of
SPE outcomes is investigated under two assumptions, namely Tor no risk and positive

l In  Binmore  [19] this model is called the market bargaining model. In order to distinguish
this model from the strategic bargaining models in section 4.4, which are explicitly proposed for
market situations, i.e. lS/2B problems, the model is given the name as proposed in Osborne and
Rubinstein [94].
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risk of breakdown.
The bargaining procedure is as follows.  At each round t, t E N , one of the players

has the initiative to demand his minimal payoff for which this player is willing to join
any  pair  with  one  of the other two players.   This  demand is denoted  as  qi  €  R+,
i € I, and it is publicly announced to the other two players. The negotiations start
in round 1 where one of the players (selected at random) is given the initiative. For
explanatory reasons assume that nature selected player 1 at the first round and this
player publicly demands qi. Then play proceeds and player 2 has to considers whetlier
or  not to grant player l's demand  qi. If player 2 grants the demand  qi,  then  the  pair
[12] forms, this pair agrees upon 212 - Cqi, f21((11))  E V[12] and the bargaining ends.
It is assumed that none of the players can grant an infeasible demand. If player 2 does
not grant tlie demand qi, then the play proceeds into the next round in which player 2
obtains the initiative to state his demand q2· This demand is publicly announced and
play proceeds with player 3 who first considers whether or not to grant the demand
92 before. considering whether or not to grant the demand qi as made in the previous
bargaining round. If demand (72 is granted by player 3, then the pair [23] forms, this
pair agrees upon  m23  = (92, f32( 12)) and the bargaining ends. Similarly, the pair [13]
forms and agrees upon T13 . (qi, f31(qi)) if player 3 grants the demand qi· If player 3
does not grant any of the two demands, play proceeds into the next round where this
player states his demand  q3· Then player  1 first considers whether  or  not to grant
the demand (13 before considering whether or not to grant the demand q2 macie in the
previous round. As long as no demand is granted the bargaining process proceeds in
this manner, i.e.  at each round one of the players states a demand and the next player
considers first the demand of the current round before considering the demand made
in the previous round (except for round 1 where no previous demand

(73 exists).  For
completeness it is mentioned that each demand q, stands open for only two bargaining
rounds, namely the bargaining round in which it is stated and the succeeding round
implying that a new demand stated by a player always replaces old demands stated by
this player. Finally, an outcome of the model with public demands is defined similar
as  in the previous section, namely  ((20,0), {[ij], [k]},t). This outcome means  that
the  pair [ijl forms in round  t  EN and agrees  upon  g,J  E  vIij].

No risk of breakdown
Iii Binmore [19] the following result is derived for the strategic model with no risk of
breakdown and here it is given without proof.

Theorem 4.3.1
a. If the Core is empty, then the set of SPE outcomes consists of three elements,

Iiamely

{((212,0),{ [12],  13] },1),((z13,0),{[131,  [21},1),((223,0),{[23],Ill},1)  }  ,

where {K12,213,K23  is the vN-M tuple.

b. If [12] is the Core pair and the Core consist of multiple elements, then the set of
SPE outcomes consists of the elements

1.  ((T12,0), 1[12], [31},t*), wliere ((;E12,0),  [12], [3]}) beloiigs to the Coreand
a member of the Core pair makes the acceptance decision in round t*,
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2.  ((0, f23(0),0), (Il],[231},1) and

3. ((f13(0),0,0),<1131,[2]},1).

c.  If the Core consists of one element, then the set of SPE outcomes is the union of
the sets of SPE outcomes as stated in part a and b.

If the vN-M tziple exists and the Core is empty (case a), then the set of SPE out-
comes consists of three outcomes corresponding to the vN-M tuple, each of these
outcomes implies immediate agreement, and the outcome depends upon nature who
selects the first player with the initiative. For instance, if player 1 obtains the initia-
tive at the first round, then the unique SPE outcome associated with this subgame is
((212, 0),{[121, [31}, 1) Since the SPE outcome depends upon nature the model pre-
dicts a unique SPE outcome to each choice of nature. This uniqueness result is quite
remarkable, because the otlier strategic models discussed thus far admitted multiple
SPE outcomes if no risk of breakdown is assumed.

If the vN-M tuple does not exist then two types of SPE outcomes exist, namely
infinitely many SPE outcomes in which the Core pair forms and two SPE outcomes
in which the Core pair does not form. The SPE outcome corresponding to b.2 of
theorem 4.3.1 requires that nature selects player 2 at the first round, players 2 and 3
immediately agree and player 2's SPE continuation payoff is f23(0) if no immediate
agreement is reached at the first round. The only reason that this outcome can be
an SPE outcome is that player 1 cannot move before player 2 and 3 and, therefore,
player 1 cannot prevent that the pair [23} forms. Similar arguments apply to the
SPE outcome corresponding to b.3 of theorem 4.3.1. Obviously, these SPE outcomes
heavily depend upon the rigid order of moves.2 Intuition suggests that these two SPE
outcomes are less likely then other SPE outcomes.3  If the two SPE outcomes in which
the Core pair does not form are discarded, then the previous theorem implies that
every SPE outcome is related to an element in the Bargaining Set and, vice versa, that
each element of the Bargaining Set corresponds to at least one SPE outcome. Hence,
this strategic bargaining model extends a similar result obtained for the alternating
offer model with no risk of breakdown.  This is easily seen if it is assumed that player 3
is  a dummy player,  i.e.   f 13(0)  =  0  and  f23(0)  = 0, because  then the corresponding
3P /3C problem is strategically equivalent to the alternating offer model with no risk
of breakdown and the SPE outcomes for this latter model can be related to the
axiomatic Core and the Bargaining Set.

2 It would be interesting to extend the model with public demands to the situation in which time
is continuous and players decide when to make a demand, i.e. include a timing decision. Intuitively
one would conjecture that in stich a model outcomes in which the Core pair does not form cannot
be SPE outcomes. The analysis in Perry and Reny [96] does not apply, because it is based upon the
assumptions that the game in characteristic function form is superadditive and utility is transferable.
No formal analysis is known for the setling for 3P13( problems.

3In the literature on game theory the coalition-proof equilibrium concept, as proposed in Bern-
heim, Peleg and Whinston [16], rilles out the two SPEs in which the Core pair does not form, becatise
the members of the Core pair could profitably deviate together instead of only unilaterally by both
playing another SPE strategy. However, this equilibrium concept implicitly imposes that the players
who deviate together have agreed somehow upon this joint deviation prior to the start of the game
while these 'prior' negotiations are not explicitly modelled, which violates the spirit of the strategic
approach.
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Positive risk of breakdown
As in the strategic bargaining models of chapter 2 the introduction of a positive risk
of breakdown is used to select one of the infinitely many SPE outcomes as derived
in part b) of theorem 4.3.1. The positive risk of breakdown is defined similar as
before, namely 1 - 6„ 6,  E  [O, 1) denotes the probability that the negotiations end
with a terminal breakdown just after player i, i € I, has rejected both demands.
For the following reason it is assumed that 81 = 82 = 8 and 83 = 1. Consider the
3P  3C problem with player 3 as the dummy player. If contrary to the assumption
above it is assumed that 8, = 8, i € I, then this latter assumption implies that the
model becomes strategically equivalent to the alternating offer model with 61 = 8 and
6'2 = 82 for two reasons: First, if either player 1 or player 2 refuses the demand of the
other player, then each of these players has to wait one round before one of them can
state his demand. Second, the presence of player 3 implies that player 2's demand
is  considered by player  1  with a delay  of one extra round while player l's demand  is
immediately considered by player 2 in the same round as it is stated. In order to have
convergence to the axiomatic Nash solution as 8 goes to 1 the asymmetry between
the two members of the Core pair is assumed away.

In  Binmore  [19] the following limit result,  as  8  goes  to  1,  for the strategic model
with a positive risk of breakdown is derived. Since the model is closely related to
alternating offer model with outside options the proof is omitted.

Proposition 4.3.2
If  f 121  is  the  Core  pair,  then  the  limit  set  of SPE  outcomes,  as  6  goes  to  1,  derived
under positive risk of breakdown converges to the set

1.  {((N12,0),  [121, [31},t*) I t* = 1,2}, if N12 , (f13(0), 123(0)) and a member of
the Core pair makes the acceptance decision in round t*,

2.  {((0, f23(0),0),{[11,[23]},1), ((f12(f23(0)), f23(0),0), <[121, [3]},1)},  if N21  5
f23(0).

3.{((/13(0),0,0),<[13],[2]}, 1) ,((f13(0), f21(f13(0)),0),([121,[3]},1)}, if N12 5
f13(0).

The results of this proposition can be regarded as a generalization of the alternating
offer model with outside options. Because the outside options for the Core pair are
always feasible both variants analyzed in section 2.6 coincide.  If the Core pair is
Nash  dominant with strict inequality signs  as  in  part   1,   then the outside options
of the two Core-members are not binding for sufficiently large 6<1 and, hence,
the Core members negotiate as if they are in a standard alternating offer model by
disregarding their outside options. In the other two cases, one of the Core members
credibly threatens to execute his outside option, i.e. to form a pair with player 3,
and the other Core member has to give in to avoid being excluded form the pair that
forms. Note that the SPE outcomes under case 2 and 3 are sensible even if the Core
pair does not form, because if either player 2 or 3 obtains the initiative in first round
then the Core member executes his outside option.

The following theorem relates the results obtained in this section to the axiomatic
MNS of section 3.6.
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Theorem 4.3.3
Class I. If (121 is Nash dominant, then the limit set of SPE outcomes of proposi-

tion 4.3.2 is one-to-one related to the set of MNS outcomes corresponding to
the unique MNS in theorem 3.6.5.

Class II. If /121 is Nash stable (and standard numbering), then the limit set of
SPE outcomes in proposition 4.3.2 (class II.A) and the set of SPE outcomes in
theorem 4.3.1 (class II.B) are one-to-one related to the set of MNS outcomes
associated to the MNS for t=Tin theorem 3.6.5.

Class III. If no pair is Nash stable, then the limit set of SPE outcomes in theo-
rem 4.3.1 are one-to-one related to the set of MNS outcomes associated to the
unique MNS in theorem 3.6.5.

If these results are compared with the results of theorem 4.2.7, then the limit results
coincide for the classes I and III. With respect to class II both models predict different
results, namely the proposal making model predicts the MNS corresponding to t=0
while the model of this section predicts the MNS corresponding to t = T. In other
words, each strategic model corresponds to one of the two extreme MNSs and these
extreme MNSs coincide if the set of MNSs is degenerated.

This model differs from proposal making models in a subtle but fundamental
way. In the model with public demands each player in turn states a demand for
his participation and this demand 'stays on the table' even if the next player rejects
the demand and states his own demand. In setting his demand each player must
therefore take into account the other demands 'on the table' and this introduces a
note of competition into the demand-setting process. In the proposal making model
the proposal disappears when it is rejected and, therefore, alternative proposals only
compete indirectly. As a result, the model with public demands is 'more competitive'.
This strategic analysis implies that the MNS corresponding to t=T i s the solution
corresponding to competition while the MNS corresponding to t=0 corresponds to
a situation without competition.

4.4 Related Literature
Many strategic bargaining models are proposed in the literature for 3P  3C problems
and many of these models are designed exclusively for the class of lS/28 problems
with transferable utility   (TU).   In this section these alternative models are briefly
summarized, while the verification is left to the interested reader. It should be noted
tliat all 3P  3C problems with TU have at least one Nash stable pair, which is of the
first type according to definition 3.2.2. Therefore, all models discussed below belong
Iieither to class II.B nor to class III of classification 3.2.3, i.e. lS/28 problems always
liave an non-empty Core.

In Bennett and van Damme [12] a model of n-player bargaining for the class of
(l.pcl; games with transferable utility is presented. When restricted to three players,
tliis type of bargaining problem becomes the symmetric 3P  3C problem with TU.
The outcomes of the unique SPE coincide with those of the unique Multilateral Nash
solution.

In Shaked and Sutton [119] a wage bargaining model between one firm and two
(or more) identical workers is introduced. The rules of the bargaining process require
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the firm to stay with the 'current' worker for at least K rounds (K odd) before it can
replace this worker by a 'new' worker and each 'current' worker has the right to make
a counter offer to the firm before the firm switches to a'new' worker. The unique limit
payoff,  as  the  risk of breakdown vanishes and profits are normalized  to  1,  is  tt  +  *
for the firm, & - :SK for the employed worker, and 0 for the unemployed worker. The

/K+1 K-1 K-1)associated vector of reservation values  (2K-, -TR, -'2K,  is the demand vector  of an
MNS for each value of K. For K>1 this vector lies strictly 'in between' the extreme
endpoints  of the range  of MNSs  1(0)  =  ( ,  3,   ) and q(T) = (1,0,0) of theorem 3.6.5.
These SPE outcomes do not correspond to any of the other axiomatic solutions of
chapter 3. For K=1 this vector is exactly the extreme endpoint 2(T) = (1,0,0) of
theorem 3.6.5 and, hence, it does not only correspond to one particular MNS but also
to the unique Core element or, equivalently, the unique element of the Bargaining

:et.i<Nootes tt :tin t;ector (1*1, I*1' 1*1) converges to the vector 1(0) = ( 1,  , *)
The results in Shaked and Sutton [119] underpins the interpretation of 1(t) in

terms of the degree of competition, because the number K represents a measure
for this degree. If K is equal or close to 1, then the negotiation situation is very
competitive and an outcome relatively close to 1(T), i.e. the Core, results. In the
opposite case, K relatively large, the negotiation situation is not competitive and an
outcome relatively close to 4(0) results.

In  Osborne and Rubinstein [941, especially chapter  9, four strategic bargaining
models are analyzed.  Two of them, namely those in sections 9.3 and 9.4.1, are similar
to the proposal making model and the model with public demands and, therefore,
these two models are already discussed in detail. The remaining two models are
discussed next.

The first remaining model (see section 9.4.2 in Osborne and Rubinstein [94]) is a
model based on Shaked [118] in which the seller is matched with a buyer and the seller
is allowed to make take-it-or-leave-it offers to the buyer. Moreover, the buyer cannot
make a counter offer after rejecting the seller's offer before the seller can switch to
the other buyer. Two cases are considered. In the case of a Nash dominant pair (and,
hence, PH > UL in Osborne and Rubinstein's notation) there is a unique SPE and
its limit outcome, as the risk of breakdown vanishes, is that of the unique MNS. In
the case that no pair is Nash dominant (and, hence, for sufficiently patient players,

P H   <  T D there are many SPEs and many MNSs. The set of limit outcomes, as the
risk of breakdown vanishes, consists of all MNS outcomes and (the rest of) the Core.
This is the only lS/2B problem known in the literature where limit SPE outcomes
lie outside the set of MNS outcomes.

The second remaining model (see section 9.2 in Osborne and Rubinstein [94])
represents a model based on Rubinstein and Wolinsky [112] and extended in Hendon
and Tranes  [591.  In this model,  at the beginning of each round, the seller is matched
at random with one of two buyers and within the pair the initiative to propose is
given at random to either the seller or the 'current' buyer. For this model Rubinstein
and Wolinsky [112] find that if there is a Nash dominant pair or else if the buyers
are identical, then there is a unique SPE (with the Markov property) and, moreover,
in either of these two cases the limit outcomes as the risk of breakdown vanishes
coincide with those of the unique MNS. The remaining case is investigated in Hendon
and  Tran@es [591, where a particular non-Markov  SPE is derived whose outcomes
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correspond to the one endpoint of the set of MNSs corresponding to the one endpoint
selected by the Core (and the Bargaining Set).

In Rubinstein and Wolinsky [1121 also a variant of the previous model is analyzed
in which the seller chooses the buyer he wants to negotiate with, assuming identical
buyers. In this model, at the beginning of each round, the seller is matched with one
of the two buyers and within this pair the initiative to propose is given at random
to either the seller or the 'current' buyer.  If the proposal made in this round is
rejected, then the seller may choose to stay with the current buyer or leave the current
buyer and take up the negotiations with the other buyer. This model admits two
different MPEs and these MPEs correspond to the upper and lower bounds upon SPE
payoffs (e.g. Rubinstein and Wolinsky [112]). Moreover, every payoff in between these
upper and lower bounds can be sustained as an SPE payoff (in a similar manner as
proposition 4.2.6) and the associated SPE strategies do not have the Markov property.
These results can be generalized to allow for either relatively small costs of switching or
relatively small costs of preannouncements for the seller (e.g Hendon, et.al [58]).  Each
player's range of SPE payoffs corresponds to the entire range of payoffs corresponding
to the MNS. Moreover, each of the two different MPEs corresponds to one of the two
endpoints of the curves of MNSs.

In Byg [29] it is assumed that the seller can propose to both buyers in each
bargaining round but each proposal is made in privacy, i.e.  if the seller proposes
to one buyer the other buyer is unaware of this proposal. Furthermore, in each
round the seller decides in which order he proposes to the buyers and each buyer is
unaware if this buyer is chosen as the first or the second in line. The informational
assumptions underlying this bargaining procedure imply that the bargaining model
has imperfect information in such a way that the seller knows the exact history of the
game, whereas each buyer only knows the sequence of proposals made to him that he
rejected. Hence, the seller has an informational advantage in this model. In Byg [29]
a unique sequential equilibrium is found whose outcomes correspond to one endpoint
of the Core, namely the same endpoint selected by the MNS.

This section is ended by summarizing the results above. For games with a Nash
dominant pair all strategic bargaining models agree on the same limit outcome,
namely the one corresponding to the unique MNS. For games with no Nash dom-
inant pair different strategic bargaining models yield different limit outcomes. Most
models yield limit outcomes that correspond to the outcomes corresponding to one of
the extreme MNS, i.e. either t=O o r t=T i n theorem 3.6.5. The exceptions are Ru-
binstein and Wolinsky [112] and Shaked and Sutton [119] whose limit outcomes also
lie in between the extreme MNS outcomes. Furthermore, the exceptions are Osborne
and Rubinstein's version of Shaked's model whose limit outcomes extend beyond the
set of MNS outcomes to include the Core as well.

From this brief survey it can be concluded that there is a striking similarity be-
tween the MPE outcomes of strategic models and the axiomatic MNS. Furthermore,
there are only two strategic models with limit SPE outcomes that lie outside the set of
MNS  outcomes  (i.e. in Shaked  [118]  and for class III  in the proposal making model).
However, each of these two models still has a unique limit MPE which corresponds
to the set of MNS outcomes; only non-Markov SPE outcomes lie outside the set of
MNS outcomes.
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4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter two strategic bargaining models for 3P  3C problems are introduced
and analyzed, namely the proposal making model (e.g. Binmore [19], Bennett  [10]
and [11], Bennett and Houba [13], Chatterjee et.al [32], Osborne and Rubinstein [94]
(section 9.4.1) and Selten [116]) and a negotiation model with publicly announced
demands (e.g. Binmore [19] and Osborne and Rubinstein [94]). For the proposal
making model the concept of A-stability is proposed and proved to be very useful in
the analysis. First, the essentially unique MPE always has one of two possible forms
and which form prevails corresponds to whether or not one of the pairs is A-stable.
Furthermore, for every 3P 13C problem with an A-stable pair the essentially unique
MPE is also the essentially unique SPE. Otherwise, multiple SPEs exist and the upper
and lower bound upon each player's SPE payoffs are derived. In the essentially unique
MPE of the proposal making model every player behaves as if he has a reservation
value and the associated vector of these values corresponds to one particular vector
of MNS demands. Moreover, the limit set of MPE outcomes corresponds to the set of
MNS outcomes associated to this MNS. The model with publicly announced demands
with positive risk of breakdown admits a unique SPE that also corresponds to one
particular MNS. For class II of 3P /3C problems these two MNSs correspond to the
two endpoints of the set of all MNSs as derived in section 3.6.  For the other two classes
of 3P/3C problems these two endpoints coincide and, hence, the essentially unique
MPE of the proposal making model coincides with the unique SPE of the model with
publicly announced demands. Finally, if no risk of breakdown is assumed in the model
with publicly announced demands, then the set of SPE outcomes corresponds to the
axiomatic Bargaining Set derived in the section 3.4.

In the previous chapter four different axiomatic solutions are derived and none of
these four solutions was regarded as an acceptable solution to the 3P /3C problem,
because either the axioms or some properties of the resulting set of solutions could
be criticized. In chapter 3 the discussion of which axiomatic solution is acceptable
ended by concluding that an answer might come from the complementarity between
the axiomatic and the strategic approach. Unfortunately, the results obtained in this
chapter are not sufficient to derive a final conclusion.

On the one hand, if one requires that each acceptable axiomatic solution concept
should correspond to at least one strategic bargaining model, then the Bargaining Set
is the only acceptable axiomatic solution because it corresponds to the set of SPE
outcomes of the model with public demands and no risk of breakdown. This strate-
gic model provides insight for the kind of competition underlying the axioms of the
Bargaining Set. The MNS solution does not correspond to the SPE outcomes of one
particular bargaining model, although the set of SPE outcomes of one of the strategic
models in Rubinstein and Wolinsky [112] (the model with an endogenous choice of
partner and random proposers as discussed in the previous section) corresponds to
the set of MNS for the special case of a lS/2B problem with identical buyers.  At
this point in time it is not known whether this result extends to more general lS/2B
problems or even the class of 3P/3C problems and future research has to provide an
answer.

On the other hand, if the sets of SPE outcomes of the strategic bargaining models
mentioned in this chapter are investigated, then many of these sets correspond to some
subset of MNSs and the number of strategic bargaining models is quite impressive.
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Of all these strategic bargaining models it can be said that each helps to justify and
clarify  some  of the axiomatic  MNSs  (but  not  all  at  the  same  time). For instance,  the
proposal making model assumes less competition between the players than the model
with publicly announced demands and the MNSs corresponding to the outcomes of
each strategic model can be interpreted in this way, as already done in section 3.6.
Also the result in Shaked and Sutton [119] provide this interpretation. The number of
strategic models that yield sets of SPE outcomes corresponding to the Bargaining Set
is much smaller than the number of strategic models that yield sets of SPE outcomes
corresponding to the MNS. In many cases the sets of SPE outcomes coincide with the
unique axiomatic solution corresponding to the intersection of the Bargaining Set and
the MNS. Hence, the MNS concept better captures the strategic bargaining models.

There seem to be several reasons why the MNS corresponds to so many strategic
bargaining models: First, the concept of MNS is based upon the constrained Nash
solution of section 2.6 and this axiomatic solution for the two-player bargaining model
with outside options is able to capture the assumption of a positive risk of breakdown
in the strategic bargaining model, whereas the axiomatic Core or the Bargaining Set
are not. This latter point is nicely illustrated in the standard bargaining problem,
where the Nash solution selects one of the elements in the Core while the latter
solution coincides with the Bargaining Set. Second, many of the strategic models
are proposed for the class of lS/2B problems and, therefore, axiom 2.6.4 underlying
the MNS concept, which assumes optimistic conjectures, is automatically satisfied for
this specific class of 3P /3C problems.  However, the two models of section 4.2 and 4.3
for general 3P/3C problems also support the optimistic conjectures beyond the class
of 3P/3C problems, which indicates that the correspondence between the strategic
models and the MNS is more than an artifact.

To summarize this discussion, the axiomatic Bargaining Set corresponds to the set
of equilibrium outcomes of one particular bargaining model, whereas the axiomatic
MNS does not but, in return, the equilibrium outcomes of many strategic bargaining
models are a subset of the set of MNSs. The popular point of view in the literature is
that an acceptable axiomatic solution should correspond to the equilibrium outcomes
of at least one strategic bargaining model, which implies that only the axiomatic
Bargaining Set is acceptable. However, if one requires some kind of robustness in
the relation between the axiomatic solution and equilibrium outcomes with respect
to changes in the bargaining procedure, then the Multilateral Nash solution is the
acceptable axiomatic solution. Game theory does not provide guidelines how to judge
in these circumstances. It should be noted that the popular view neglects the fact
that equilibrium outcomes are sensitive to small changes in the bargaining procedures.
On this point the debate in the literature is still open.

The results obtained in this and the previous chapter should be seen as a first
and modest step toward the general n-player bargaining problem. Nevertheless, the
definitions Nash dominance and type 1 Nash and A-stability immediately generalize
to the n-player bargaining problem and it is conjectured that these concepts can
also play an important role in understanding these more complicated problems. For
instance, the limit MPE outcomes in Chatterjee et.al [321 correspond to an MNS for
general n-players TU bargaining problems. The analysis in this and the previous
chapter also implies that a restriction to the class of TU 3P/3C problems or the class
of lS/2B problems excludes two interesting subclasses of bargaining problems, namely
3P/3C problems with a type 2 Nash or A-stable pair and problems with no Nash or
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A-stable pair.
In section 4.4 it is concluded that the MPE outcomes for all strategic bargaining

models correspond to an axiomatic MNS and that thus far the only SPE outcomes
that do not correspond to an MNS are SPEs in non-Markov strategies. This result
can also be expected in general n-player bargaining problems. For instance, for the
n-players unanimity game many strategic models predict an MPE that corresponds
to the n-player Nash solution, which coincides with the unique MNS for this class of
bargaining problems, while every individually rational partition of the cake can be
sustained as an SPE in non-Markov strategies (e.g Chatterjee et.al [32j, Haller [52],
Osborne and Rubinstein [94] and Sloth [121]).

4.A Appendix
Tliis appendix contains the proofs of proposition 4.2.3 and theorem 4.2.6. It is con-
venient to break the proof into a series of lemma's and propositions. The first part
consists of three general lemma's, whicli play a crucial role in most of the proofs to
follow.  The second part of the appendix is concerned with 3P  3C problems for which
an A-stable pair exists, i.e. witli proving the first 1)arts of proposition 4.2.3 and the-
orem 4.2.6. The third part of the appendix is concerned with 3P/3C problems for
which no A-stable pair exists, i.e. with proving the second parts of proposition 4.2.3
and theorem 4.2.6.

Three important lemma's
The first lemma states a property of the alternating offer model and part of the proof
follows the lines of the uniqueness proof for tlie alternating offer model as given in
van Damme [36] (section 7.6).

Lemma 4.A.1
Let  (6:r,j, Ij,)  be on  the boundary of V[ij].  If I'j  <  A,j,  then  (754, 6Tji)  is in  the
interior of V[ij]; if zij  = A'j,  then (zij, 8xj') is on the boundary of V [ij] ; if x,j  >  Aij,
then (z'j, 8:cj,) is outside V [ij}

PTOOf
Define f (z) = fj'(Zij)-8fj,(81:'j). First it is shown that f is strictly decreasing on the

interval 0 5 Z,j  S  fo (0).  To see this, consider first  the case in which  fj, (and hence
f) is continuously differentiable. Since fj' is decreasing and colicave, its derivative
(fji)' is negative and decreasing.  Thus,  f' (x,j) = (fj')' (Tij) - 82 (fli)' (6:rij) < O
as desired. If fj' is not continuously differentiable, neither is f. However, fj, is
decreasing and concave, so its sub-differentiable consists entirely of negative num-
bers and every element of the sub-differentiable at zij is smaller than every element
of the sub-differentiable at 63:ij. Arguing as above leads  to the conclusion  that  the
sub-differentiable of f is negative and, hence, f is strictly decreasing.  Note that
f (A,j)  =  0.    If xii   < A'j, then f(zij) > f(Aij) = 0 and fjiti:ij)    >    6  fj'(6:Eij).

Since (8zij,xii) is on the boundary of V[ij], it follows that i·ji = f ji(61:ij) Hence,
fj' (Z'j)  >  8zji,  So  (Z'j, 8:rji)  is  in the interior of V [ijl. Similarly,  zij  > Aij implies
(z'j, 6zj' )  0  V [ij]. Finally,  if zij  =  A'j,  then  zji  =  fj' (8Aij)  =  Aj'  and  (8:E'j, xji)  is
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on the boundary of V [ij].                                                                                0

Tlie second lemma generalizes the method proposed in Shaked and Sutton [119}
to the class of 3P /3C problems. For all i e I player i's infimum SPE payoff mi is

defined as the infimum of the set Ii, whereas player i's supremum SPE payoff At, is
defined as the supremum of the set E,· The infimum and supremum are well defined,
because corollary 4.2.5 implies that the set I, is non-empty.

Lemma 4.A.2
For all i = 1,2,3 it holds that

mi 2 f'*(8Mj, 811fk) and Mi S f'*(6.5,87,1.k)·

Proof.
Renumber such that i=l ancl fi*(bA'I·2'bAI,1) = f 12(6Af. ). Stippose mi < f12(6AI. ),
which implies that there exists an SPE strategy such that player 1 re.ceives Vi <
fl2(6AI2). Then there exists an € >0 such that 1/1 +f< fi2(6At) and, hence,
f21(1/1 + f) > 6AI  Consider the following out of equilibrium behaviour of player 1.
Player 1 proposes ([12],(Ji + f, f21(Yl + €)))·  Player 2, confronted with this proposal,
will accept because this player receives strictly more than any SPE continuation pay-
off. Therefore, player 1 is strictly better off by deviating in this way, which contradicts
Vi  is an  SPE payoff for player 1. Hence,  mi 2 fi*(liA42,61'f)).
The second inequality follows from the fact tliat players 2 and 3 will reject every
proposal in which they receive strictly less than Sn12 respectively dms·  Thus,  in  any
SPE player 1 has to offer player 2 at least bin.2 ancl player 3 at least bm3 in order
to  reach an agreement. Tliis means that player  1 can receive  at  most  f 12(8mi)  by
forming [12] and at most f 13 (6„1.3 ) by forming [13]. Thus, fi*(8™2, Om3)  is an  upper
bound on player l's maxiinum payoff Afl ·                                                                                              '

The tliird lemma states an upper  bound on player  i's  supremum  Af,. Note tliat
tliis lemma does not imply that this upper bound is also the smallest upper bound,
but below it is shown that it is indeed.

Lemma 4.A.3
For all i = 1,2,3 it holds that AI, 5 max{A'j, Aik .

PToof
Renumber the players such that i = 1. There are two cases to consider.
Case 1: f'2(6m2) 2 fl'(8m3)· Tlien f 1 * ( 8 m 2,8 m si ) = f 1 2 ( 8 m 2 ) · B y d e fi n i t i o n

'11·2 2 f2*(6114=1,1 Al)) 2 f21(6AIl)· Substitution yields Ali 5 f 12(bf21(6Ati)) and,
hence,  (MI , bf21(8114))  €  V[121.    From the proof of lemma  4.A.1 it follows  that
Afi > .412 implies (Mi,(ff21(8Mt)) ft V[12]. Hence, Mi S .412.
Case 2: f12(8"12) < f 13(8m3)· Renumbering 2 into 3 in case 1 yields Afl S Al.3.
Combining both cases yields Mi S max{.412,Al:i .                                      0

SP/3C Problems with an A-stable pair
If the pair [ij] is A-stable, then the players can be rentimbered such that the pair
[12] is A-stable, A12 2 Al) and 8f31(6.412) 2 f32(.421). This standard numbering is
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assumed in the two propositions below that apply to 3P/3C problems in which one of
the pairs is A-stable. The first proposition proves the first part of proposition 4.2.3.

Proposition 4.A.4
The pair l121 is A-stable iE (A12, A21, f3*(6412,8,421)) solves equation  (4.1).

PToof

Suppose that (,412, A21, f3*(8.412, 8.421     solves (4.1) and that [12] is not A-stable.
Renumbering if necessary, it must be that A12 < A13 and of32(8,421  < f31(A12 .There are two cases to consider.
Case 1: f3*(8A12, OA21  = f31(8,412). Then (OAl 2

, f31(8,412))  is on the Pareto  fron-
tier of V[13]. Since A12 < A13, lemma 4.A.1 implies that (8A12, f31(8A12)) is in theinterior of V[13], contradicting the fact that (A12, A21, f)*(.)) solves equation (4.1).
Case 2: f)*(6,412,8/121)  = f32(8,421). Then 8./32(OA21) < f31(.412) above implies
··412 < f13(of32(OA21)). Hence,  (A12, f13(8f32(8A21)))  is in the interior of V[13],
contradicting the fact that (A12, A21, f)*(.)) solves equation (4.1).
Conversely,  [12] is A-stable,  A12  2  '423  and  bf31(8,412) 2 f32(A21). The definition
of the alternating offer payoffs implies that A12 - f12(OA21) and A21 = f21(6.412).
Hence, (A12,6A21) and (8Al; A21) belong   to the Pareto frontier  of  V [12].     In   or-
der for (A12, A21, f)*(,5,412,8,421)) to solve equation  (4.1)  it  has to be proved  that
f,2(8.,421)  2  f'3(of3*(.))  for i = 1,2 or, equivalently,  (A12,8fs*(.)) 0 IntV[13]  and
(A21, of)*(.)) 0 IntV[23].  Only the arguments for (A21,813*(.)) 0 IntV[23] are given,
because the arguments for (A12, b./3*(.)) 0 IntV[13] involve only reversing the roles
of 1 and 2 in case 1 below. There are two cases to consider.
Case 1: A21 2 A23. First consider (OA21, f32(8./121)). If (8.421, f32(OA21)) C V[23],
then A21 2 A23 and lemma 4.A.1 immediately imply (A,1, 8f32(OA21))  0 V[23].  If
(OA21, f32(OA21 )) 0 V[23], then f32(OA21)  = 0 and, hence,  also  (A21 , Of 32(8A21 ))  %

V[23].  Because, f3* (.)  2  f.32 (8A21) it immediately follows that (A21,8./3*(.))  % V [23].
Case  2:   +421   < '423 Because A21 < A23 it follows from the proof of lemma 4.A.1
that f32(A21) > 8f32(OA21) and, hence, (A21,8. 32(6A21)) 0 V[23]. Since f3*(.) 2
f32(8,421) it immediately follows that  (A21, af3*(.))  0 1/[23].
This completes the proof.                                                                 0

The second proposition proves the first part of theorem 4.2.6. The implication ofthis proposition is that all SPEs yield the same SPE payoff to the player who has the
initiative to propose. In other words, not only the MPE is essentially unique, but also
the essentially unique SPE.

Proposition 4.A.5
If Il21 is A-stable, then El = {A12M E2 = {A21} and E3 = (/3*(8,412,8A21) .
Proof
Renumber such that A12 2 A13 and 6f31(6A12) 2 .f32(A21). Proposition 4.A.4
implies that r = (A12, A21 , f3*(OA12, OA21 ) solves equation  (4.1). By definition
mi sq; S Mi. Lemma 4.A.3, A12 2 .413 and Mi 2 /112 immediately imply
Afl   = A12. Because m2 2 f2* COMI, OM))   2   f21 (8Ml) it easily follows   that  m·2   2
f21(8MI ) = f21(8A12) = A21. Hence,  m2  =  A21 , because by definition  of m2  and
proposition  4.A.4  also m2  5  '421.
If A21 2 A23 (type  1 A-stable) similar arguments show M, =  A21  and  mi  =  A12.  It
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then immediately follows that m:i = 114 = f:'*(b.412,li,421).
Therefore, witlic,tit loss of generality .412 < .423 (tyl)(. 2 A-stable). First it is s how 11

tliat f2*(bmt,blit.:1) = f21(b,ill) 2 j'23(67,1.:,). If 11()t, tliat is f21(67,1.1) < j.23(157,1:,),
then mI 5 Ati implies .421 = f21(bA12) S f21(87n, ). Ftirtherinore, prol,osition 4.A.4
iinl,lies f23(Af:'*(6.412, 6.421)) 5 f-4(6.412) = .42' alicl, 11etic·e, f23(hin:,) 5 .412,
because f23(b.7,1.3)  S  f2:1(/if '*(8.412, hA21)\.   Cotiil,itiitig tlies(, restilts yields .421  S

fit (ifin.,)  < f23((47,1.3)  5 '421, clearly a cotitraclictic)11.
Because f2*(lim.1, bm.3) = f21 (bm,) c·ase 1 of tlic 1)roof of litiiina 4.A.3 applies if tlie
roles of 1  and 2 are reversed :zii(1, tlierefore, Af,  S .421.  Hetice,  114  = :121,1,e(.alise 1,y
definitic,n of AI, tilicl 1,roposition 4.A.4 AI  2 .421.  As abovc, it f()11ows umt m,  = .412
iui(1  in:,  =  Af:j  = f:i- (b.412 , (4/121).                                                                                                                 0

3P/30 problems with no A-stable pair
If tic) 1)air is A-stal,le, tli(11 th<: 1)layers (:aii l,e i·(,itittiibered sticli th,it .i   > .411,
/123 > .421  .111(1 .4 N  > /132. Tliis stanclar(1 1111111bering is 11,(71 iii the proofs iii tlic
r(,itiaiticler of this al)1)('11(lix. The r('stilts st.: t((1 iii tlic first 1(:tititia are (:riicial to 1,1'c)ve
f liC reSillts 1,(,low.

Lenima 4.A.6
If 110 1':lii· is A-st:i ble, th<,11 .,113 > f 12 (6.423 ), ..121 > 1 -4 (6.411 ) .111(/ ..t i2 > f:11 (h.,112 ) .

Plwof
Becatise A12 > An :111(1 [12] is not A-stable it intist be that .421 < .423 ancl f,,2(.421) >
6f31(6.412).  Flirthermore, f23 strictly decreasing 011 [O, /23(0)1 itticl .421  > .423 iinply
liA32 = f32(A23  > f32(421). Ptitting these together /132 > f:11 (6 A 12) follows. Silni-
lar argitments prove the reinaining two inecilialities.                                   0

Th(: first propositioll 1,roves tlic secon(11):irt of tlieorcin 4.2.3.

Proposition 4.A.7
If no p.iii· is ..1-st.ible und A 12  >  ..11:1  (st.111(laici Ii,imberjug),  then q;  = f 12(Ar/J),
(14  - f23(844)  :ind q:;  = f "(aq;)  is  the Iiniqile soli, tion  to (1(111:itioii  (,1.1).  A,Ioi·(,01· 'r,
q; C (Al),A12). cl2* E (.412, .423) Kind qi E (.432,431 ).

Pmof
Since no pair is A-stable all vectc,rs that have thc: form of the vector iii 1,rol,osi-
tion 4.A.4 caii 11Ot solve (4.1). Th(:refore, only vectors (q; , q; , (14)  as stated abow: ati(l
vectors (Pl, 1,2,1,:,) of the form pi = fl:1(61'.1), 1,3 = f:'2(19,2) aticl 7'2 - f21(bpi) are.

(·atidiclate soltitiotis of (4.1). The proof is organize(1 as follows. First it is l,rove.cl tliat
olily olle rector (qI, qi,qi) solves (4.1).  Sec:ond it is shown tliat (Pt, 1'2, P:J   (10('S Ilot

solr,c   (4.1) .
The  vector (qI, qi,q:I) is :1 sohitioti to (4.1) ifi' q; = f 1 2 (af23(bf)'(aq; ))). Tlic ftitic-
ti(,n f 12(bf23 (af:,1 (liqi))) is 11()Il-illc:reaSillg ,ulci, t]kerefore, (:ait liave at most Olle fixecl
1,oint.   Before  proving  tliat  tlic  fixecl  poitit  solves  (4.1)  it  is  cotivenient  to  prov(,  that
·413 < q; < A 12. Reversiiig tlic roles of tlie play(,rs iii tlic 1,roof 1,elow also yic:lcls
·421   <  qi  <  .42:,  and  A32  <  qi  <  .431.
Consicler  q;  2  /112.  Then  f ' 1 (bq;)  <  A:i'2,  bcc:arise, fr"  non-iitcreasing on R  implies
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·f31(8qI) S .1 31(6+,112) and f31(8A12) < A32 according to lemma 4.A.6. Further-
more,  f23(of31(6q;))  > A23, because bA·32  <  f32(0)  and  f23 is strictly decreasing
on  [0, f32(0)1. Finally, f12(of23(of31 (SqI)))  < .413, because f12 non-increasing  on

R  implies f12(bf23(Jf31(bq;))) S ./12(6,423) and f12(8,423) < A13 (lemma 4.A.6).
Hence, fl 2 (of23 C 6f31(8qi'))) < qi' and (qi*,(12*,q;) does not solve (4.1) if q; 2 A12.
Consider q; 5 A13.  Then f31(8qI) 2 A31, because 6A13 < f 13(0) and f31 is
strictly  decreasing on  [0, f13(0)1.   Furthermore,  f23(8,fal (8(1;))  <  /121,  because  f23
non-increasing  on R  implies f23(bf31 (Oq;)) S f23(8A31)  and  f23(6,431)   <   A21
(lemma 4.A.6). Finally, f 12(8. 23(8.1 31 (6qi))) > .'112, because 6./121 < f21(0) and f12
is strictly decreasing on  [0, f21(0)1 Hence, f12(bf23(bf31(84;)))  > q;  and (q;,q;,qi)
does not solve (4.1) if q; 5 Al 3.
Vector (q;,q;,qi) solves (4.1) iff (6qi*, q;)  0 V[12], (oq;,q;)  0 V[23] and (qi,Oqi) 0
V[13]. By definition of  (q;, q;, q;)  and  the  fact  that  q;  >  0 it follows  that the vector
(Oq;, q') € V[13]. But then (q;,8q;) fl V[131, because q; > A13 and lemma 4.A.1
(notei=landj=3in applying the lemma). Reversing the roles of the players also
proves (8qi*,q;) I V [12] and (oq;, q;) % V [23]. Hence, (qi,q;,q;) solves (4.1).
In  order to prove uniqueness  it is necessary to prove  that the vector  (Pl , P2,1'3)   de-
fined above does not solve (4.1). Applying similar arguments as above it is easy to
show  that  pi   <  A12. For completeness,  if pi   2  A12,  then  f21(8Pi)   5  A21   <   A23,
f32(8f21(8pl)) > A23 > .431 > f31 (OA12) and f13(8f32(of21(Opi))) < A12. Finally
by definition of (Pl , Pi , 1'3) it follows that (81)1,1'2) f V[121. But then (Pl,513'2) E
IntV[12], because pi < A12 and lemma 4.A.1. Therefore, f12(6;'2  ) /1 = f13(81'3  -
max{f12(81'2), f13(61'3)L clearly a contradiction. Hence, (Pl,I'2, 1)3) does not solve
(4.1) and (qi*, 72*, q)*) is the unique vector that solves (4.1).                                             0

Corollary 4.A.8
System (4.1) admits a unique solution.

Proof If no pair is A-stable, then (qi,qi,qi) is tlie unique solution to (4.1). If at least

one pair is A-stable, then proposition 4.A.4 states one solution for equation (4.1). If
there exist another solution to (4.1), then proposition 4.A.1 would imply that one of
the players has two different SPE payoffs, whenever this player has the initiative to
propose. However, this would contradict proposition 4.A.5.                           0

The second lemma states a lower bound on player i's infimum SPE payoff. This
lemma together with lemma 4.A.3 put limits on the set of SPE payoffs t,

Lemma 4.A.9
If no pair is A-stable, then mi 2 min{A,j,A,k}, i = 1,2,3.

Proof
From lemma 4.A.3 and the standard numbering it immediately follows that Mi s A12,

M2 5 A21 and 114 S A31. But then mi 2 A13, because fi*(8M2,6M)) 2 fl'3(SM)),
M,    S   A.31   and f13 strictly decreasing  on   [O, f31(0)1. Similarly,   m2    2   A21   and

m3 2 A32. 0

The next proposition states that the lower and upper bounds of lemma's 4.A.3
and 4.A.9 can be supported by SPE strategies. For instance, in order to sustain
Ml = A12 and mt = A12 all three players start off bargaining as if the pair [12] is
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A-stable (which is definitely not the case) and all three players follow the Markov
strategies of table 4.1 corresponding to the vector 4* of proposition 4.A.4. Because
no pair is A-stable this vector does not solve equation (4.1) and it is the player who
is kept at his minimum payoff who has an incentive to deviate.  In the pair [12] this is
player 2 and this player is the only player who has an incentive to deviate. In order to
prevent player 2 from proposing the pair [23] instead of making the right proposal to
player 1 the play would switch immediately to the mood of play in which the players
behave as if [13] is A-stable. This threat is sufficient to deter player 2 from deviation
and, therefore, all three players confirm to the the mood of play in which the players
behave as if the pair [12] is A-stable.

Proposition 4.A.10
If no pair is A-stable, then mi = min{A'j, A'k} and Mi = max{A'j, Aik}.

Proof
The strategies to support the extreme SPEs are given in table 4.2. In principle each
of the three states of table 4.2 can be chosen as the initial state. If the initial state is
'[12] stable', then Afl = A12 and m2 = A21 are supported as SPE payoffs, whenever
player 1 respectively player 2 has the initiative to proposes. Similarly, if the initial
state is '[13] stable', then mi = A13 and M3 = .431 are supported. If the initial state
is '[23] stable', then M,2 = A23 and ™3 = A32 are supported. In order to show that
these strategies are SPE it is sufficient to consider only one-stage deviations (e.g. see
section 4.2 in Fudenberg and Tirole [48]).  In the proof below only one-stage deviations
in state '[12} stable' are considered, because the one-stage deviations in the other  two
states only require a renumbering of the players.

Before proving the proposition it is convenient to show that (8-A12, f32(6.421   0
V[131 and (A12, of32(OA21)) 41 V[13]. Lemma 4.A.6 implies f31(6A12) < A23.  Fur-
thermore, .412 > A13, A32 = f32(OA23) and f32 strictly decreasing  on  [0, f32(0)1
implies A32 < f32 (8A21  . Combining these results yields f.31(8A12)  < f32(8A21)  and,
hence, (6.412, f32(8,421)) 0 1/[13]. If (8,412, f31(8.412)) € V[13], then .412 > A13 and
lemma 4.A.1 imply that (A12,8f31(8Al,)) I 1/1131. Also if (8A12, f31(8A12)) ft V[131,
then f31 (6A12) = 0 implies that (A12,0) i V[131. But then (A12 , af32(8A21)) 1 V[131,
because f32(OA21  < f31(OA12 .

Every responding player is indifferent between accepting the proposal made to him
or rejecting the proposal and continuing the bargaining. Hence, a responding player
does not gain form rejecting a proposal made and the described acceptance decision
is a best reply.
Player 1 does not gain by offering player 2 less than 6A21, because this proposal will be
rejected and player 1 will accept 8A12 in the next round, which is less than A12 in this
round. Obviously, player 1 does not offer more than 6A21 to player 2. If player 1 would
make a proposal  ([13], &13),this would not affect  the  mood  of play (it remains  ' [12]
stable') and player 3 will accept only if z31 2 8f32(8,421). If player  1 offers player  3
at least bf32(8.421  , then player l's own payoff is at most f13(8f32(8A21)) < A12,
because (A12,8 /32(8A21 ))  g  V[13]. If player  1 offers player  3  less than 8.f32(OA21    

then  player 3 rejects player l's proposal  and  the  pair [231 forms  in  the next round
leaving player 1 nothing at all. Hence, player 1 does not deviate.
Reversing the roles of players 1 and 2 above shows that player 2 does not gain from
offering either more or less than 6A12 to player 1. If player 2 would make a proposal
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'[12] stal,le' '[13] st,11,1(,' '[23] stal,lii'

(112],(.412'b.421)) ([131,  ( .4'i,  6 :131)) ([13], C f 13(h.432), 6.432))
1

if:1·1 '   2 h A 1 2 if.rt, > li/113 ifi·' i 2 b.f' 3 (bA32)

(112],(b.412,-421)) (112], (bA", f 21(b.41 3)))        ([23],(A23, hA32))
2

if 1'21 2 b-421 if:7:2,2 Af21 (6-413) if T2, 2 6A23

(123], (8421, f32(1 421)))  ([131, (bA'3'.431)) ([23],(6.42:1'.432))
3

if:1·3, 2 Af32(6.421) if:t:i i   >   b.4;' 1 if.r,4 > b.4:,2

gc) to '[13] stiil,le', if 8(, tc, '[23] stiti,1(i', if go tc, '[12] st;il,lc,', if
2 1>rol)(,ses ([23],;E23). 1 1,roposes ([121, 12) 3 proposes ([13},213).

Table   4.2
The strategies Correspolidilig to pi'oposition  4.A.10.   Tlic, Iitiinb(:19 in  the fiI·st  (c,11111111
1(,pr(,sent tlic, 1)1:iyers.  R,r evie·111)hiyer:  Tlic: first liiic: prc,scribc:s a 1,rol)os;11 for this
1}Ja,1711' :tiid thc, secoiid liiie pi'escill (3 11'11('11 this 1)1:1.1'CI :1(:Cl)tS :1 pi'01,09.11 111:icki to
hhn.

([23], 23),  tlien  tlie inood of 1)lay imme.(liately switclies to  '[13]  stal,le' ancl 1,layer 3
will (,lily ac:cept if :1:32  2 6.431.  If 1,layer 2 offers player 3 at least bA ", tlicii player
2's owii payoff is at most f241(6.431 ) < .421  (1(,111111,1 4.A.6).  If 1,1:iyer 2 offers player 3
Iciss tliati bA:,1, then pltiyer 3 rejects 1,layer 2's 1,101,(,sal :incl thc. pair [131 forms iii tlic
tiext rotincl leaving pla.yer 2 with tiothing.  Henc:(., player 2 (locs not (le.Viate.
Player  3  docs  tiot  gaiti  1,y (,ffering  play('r  2  less  thizii  li.,121,  1)(ic:;tils(,  1)layer 3's  pro-
1,osal will 1,(, rejected :incl tlic: pair [12] will form iii tlic: „ext round leaving 1,layer
:1 with iiothing.  01,vi011sly. 1,1:iyer 3 cloes iiot offer Jiior(, tli;iii b.42' to 1,1,LI· ,r 2. If
1,1:n·( r 3 wotilcl make a 1,101)(,sal ([13], 2-11), this wotllcl not afrect thcl lili,c,(l of l,lay (it
i'(,intii,is ' 121 stal,le.') .incl 1,layci 1 will ric·c:cl>t. 0111.r if .7:n 2 6,412. If 1,lay(,r 3 c,f[(,rs
1)1;13'(11 1 ;it. le;ist b.412, th(,11 1,1,iyer 3's owii 1 ayoff is : t inost f:,1(b.412) < f)2(6.421),
1)(,(:alisc, (b.412, f '2(6,421))  0 1.[13].  If l,layer 3 offc:rs player 1  less than b.412, then
1,1.iy(,1  1  10 j((:ts 1,1.iyer 3's 1)ic)1)osal Micl th(, 1)air  [12]  fc,rins iii tlic  iiext. 101111(1  le.Lviiig
1,layer 3 nothing at all. Hi:itc·(t, player 3 (locs not cleriate. This c·c,iii!,lc:tes thi, 1)roof. 0

Tlic! last prol)(,sition l,rcni's tlic, scconcl l,art of tlicorem 4.2.6.
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Proposition 4.A.11
The set E. = [miii{A'j, A'k},lilax{.4'j, A'k }1, i = 1,2,3.

Ploof
The restilt is only proved for E, , becatise tlic results for E2 and E., follow 1,y reversing
tlic roles of the l,layers. Coiisicler the stanclarcl iirimbering.
Define. z21 as the efficient vector (z12, f21 (z 12)) 6 17[12], where z 12 E I.413, A'21. Tlic,11
it follows tliat f21 ( z 12 ) C pi.4 1 2, f21 (A 13 )] all(l f21 ( .413 ) < liA23 ( le.mma 4.A .6) . Recall
that El is clefinecl conclitional iiI,on tlie siil,game iii wliic:11 player 1 lins tlic initiative
to propose.  Tlic strategics 1,clow sitpl)ort ([121,212) as th(, e.quilil,ritini otit(:(,itie :iticl,
t.11(,refore, 1,1:iyer 3's 1,(,litivioiir 011 tlic, c(lizilil,ritizii Imtli is irrel<,r,titit 1,(·(·aiis , 1,1,13·(,i· 3
remaitis inactive on tliis path. Consider tlic following strategies wlii(:11 ;ilso make tise
of tlic strategies of tal,li, 4.2.

Player 1 1,roposes ([12],212).
Player 2  accepts if.72,  2  221.

Go t(, state '[13] stable', if player 1 1,roposes ([13],z'3).
Go to state '[23] stable', if player 1 proposes ([121, 12) siich that .·1:21 < z21.
Go to state '[12] stable', if player 2 rejoc:ts ([12],z12).

Thi argiiments to prove tliat no one-stage cleviation is 1,rofittil,le arc very similar to
tliose of l,rol,osition 4.A.12 aricl, tlic,refore, these arc. omitt(icl.                            0

Imperfect Information
In tlic analysis of section 4.2 it is assitinccl th:it if 1,layer i propose s to player j, tlien the
t.hircl  player also 01,serves tlic proposal  ([ij], I'j)  inacle  1,y  player i,  i.c.   it  is  assiimecl
thcit the I,argainiiig model is ;t dyiiamic game witli pcrfect iiifc,rmatic,n. If itistead it
is  assiime(1  that  1)ltiyer k  catinot  01,serve  any  proposal  ([ij], 2-1 ,),  th(,11  the  game:  11:ls
iinperfect inforination. Tliis iinplies that 1111 sul,gamcs start iii thi: first imin(1 and,
lictice, the SPE concept is toc, weak. Insteacl citlier tlic, pcrfect Bayesian cclitilibrium
concept or tlic scclitential eclliilibriuin concept slioitlil bc, (:mployed (c.g. Fitclenbc,rg
ancl Tirole 148]).   However, iii order to inake tlic point tli:it the model witli imperfe(:t
inforinatioii admits mor(, c:(lizilibria th;iii oiily one MPE the argitments below are Iiot
inacle formal. Iii other worcls, the more realistic: imstimption of iinperft:et information
clocs not rechice tlic set of eclitililiria of leinnia 4.A.11 to only tlic, MPE.

First the MPE of 1,rol,ositioils 4.2.4 ancl 4.2.3 is linaffec:teel 1,y the imperfect infor-
niation as introdliced al,ove, 1,0(:ause imperfect information (10(:s not have ally effect
on tlic players' payoffs.  Sec:onclly, tlic strategies of tal,le 4.2 survive imperfect infor-
111:itioii, 1,ecause in eacli of tlie three 'piinishment states' all thic<. 1,1,iyers (:.111 cledii('t
ciloiigh izif(,rination froni th(:ir own histories in order to (letertiiine the ctirrent plili-
ishment state.  Withoiit loss of generality coiisider tlic initial state is '[13] A-stal,le'
Then 1,layer 1 cannot profitial,ly cleriate 1,1, offerilig player 3 less th: 11 6.413,1,ecatise
plizy(ir 3 will rci,jec:t stic:h ;11)1()1)09.11 ;111(1 tliis deviation by i,layer 1 clocs not alter thi,
statc, '[131 A-stable'.  Plin·('r 2 (lediicts, by ilot 1,eiiig prol)ose(1 tc, 1,y i,layer 1 in tlic'
first rolind, that this state r(,inairis tlic' Sallie in tlie next ro1111(1. If l,layer 1 deviates
1,y inilking a !,rol,osal ( 12]. 212) iii tlic first round, tlicit player 2 kitows tlint 1)1:11'(,r
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1 deviated (because this player should have been inactive) and the state changes to
'[23] A-stable'. Also player 3 deducts that player 1 deviated (player 1 did not propose
to player 3) and knows that the state changes to '[23] A-stable'. Given the strategies
of table 4.2 it is common knowledge that all players correctly know the current state.
Hence, player 1 cannot gain by any deviation and the strategies of table 4.2 survive
imperfect information. The reason is that the strategies of table 4.2 can be regarded
as having the Markov property with respect to the three artificial states of table 4.2
and that the state transitions are well defined and observable by all three players.

The strategies in the proof of proposition 4.A.11 require more information, but
part of this information is not observable to one of the players. Consider the strategies
and suppose that player 1 proposed to player 2 and no agreement is reached in the first
round. Player 3 cannot deduct whether player 1 or player 2 deviated. If player 3 would
believe that no agreement in the first round is due to a deviation of player 1, then
player 2 has an incentive to delay the agreement and continue the game pretending
the 'correct' state is '[23] stable'. Similarly, if player 3 would belief that no agreement
in the first round is due to a deviation of player 2, then player 1 has an incentive
to delay the agreement and continue the game pretending the 'correct' state is '[12]
stable'. These arguments suggest that the requirements on beliefs that arc necessary
to sustain these strategies as equilibrium strategies are likely to be inconsistent, which
would imply the conjecture that no beliefs exist to support these strategies.

If the set  of histories up  to round t  is denoted  as Ht,  then  the set  E,(ht), ht E Ht,
can be defined as the set of SPE payoffs to player i after the history ht and player i has
the initiative. Furthermore, Mi (t) is defined as supuht€Ht E,(h,) and mi(t) is defined
as inf u t,(ht). The recursive structure of the bargaining procedure implies thath, €H,
Mi(t) = M, and m,(t) = mi for all t E N.  Then all the results of this appendix,
except proposition 4.A.11, remain valid if the assumption of perfect information is
dropped. This implies that if some pair is Nash stable, then the MPE is unique and
otherwise non-uniqueness results. Hence, introducing imperfect information in order
to obtain a unique equilibrium for all 3P/3C problems fails.
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Chapter 5

Difference Games

5.1 Introduction

In the next two chapters policy bargaining problems between two players are analyzed
and the players' economic environment in these bargaining problems is modelled as a
difference game. In this chapter the literature on difference games is briefly surveyed.
A difference game is a dynamic game in discrete time in which the intertemporal
objective functions depend on the values of the state variables and on the chosen
actions, and in which these state variables change over time under influence of the
actions of the players. For instance, investments change the capital stock, output
decisions change the market price, depletion changes the resource stock, emissions
change the stock of pollution and budget deficits change the government's debt po-
sition. Although it is seldom recognized the class of repeated games is a subclass of
the class of difference games in which the state does not matter in the intertemporal
objective functions and in this chapter the class of repeated games is defined as such.

In difference games  the past matters  in two different  ways (e.g. J0rgensen  [71]):
First, the used actions of the past, called the history of the game, affect the current
and future state variables and, by doing so, the current and future payoffs depend
upon the history of the game. Second, the players can condition their current and
future actions upon the history of the game. Obviously, the history of the game is
much broader than the state variables, because the state variables are only a derivative
of the history. This means that even if different histories result in the same level of
the state variables then still differences within these histories may matter, provided
the players choose it to matter.

Within the game theoretic literature two fields of traditions can be distinguished.
The field of difference or differential games (e.g. see Baaar and 01sder [8] and van der
Ploeg and de Zeeuw [97] for surveys) regards the state variables as representing the
relevant history and, thereby, neglects strategies based upon the broader concept of
the  history. The field of repeated games  (e.g.   see van Damme [35], Fudenberg  and
Tirole [481, Kreps [76] and Myerson [87] for surveys) pays full attention to strategies
conditioned upon the history of the game, but the nature of a repeated game implies
that all problems in which the current and future payoffs depend upon used actions
of the past through the state variables are a priori neglected. Put in this perspective
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it can be said that each fielcl only partially ;inalyzes the intijor (litestiolis tliat c ,m be
I)osed iii (lifference gaines, wltile a crossover of tedillicitics seeins to 1,(. frititftil.  Tc)
complicate matters, both fielcls liave clevelol,ecl clifrerent terminology. Iii this chal,tar
and the following ones the terminology of repeated g:unes, which c:an be regarded
as mainstream game tlieory, is aclopted. For a I,rief discussion of the termillology of
clifference games t he reader is referred to the encl of sectioii 5.5.

In general it is harcl to obtain analytical restilts iii differetice gaines #11(1 tlier(,fc)r(,
attention is restricted to two stibclasses of (lifference ganies, Iiamely repeated  gaknes
.Liid linear-quadratic grimes.1 Iii tliis cliaptar tliese two sitliclasses arc botli (lefiited
witliin tlie general framework of clifference gatites.  This 911(,111(1  be sc:( 11  as aii  attetti I)t
to unify both fields mentioned above and to infer wliicli restilts might be expected if
crossovers are considered.

The frainework of repeated games (e.g. F,1(1(1111,(:rg :111(1 Tirole [48] for the 111(,St
complete sitrvey on this large ii11(1 rapi(lly ('ximticliiig fiel(1) lias 1)rove(1 to be very
tiseftil for the analysis of a variety of cconoinic probleitis, stich as the possibility of
stable coc)1)cration between economic agents iii the abselice of bilicling Eigreements (e.g.
Benoit  ancl  Krishna  [14]  ancl  Fitclenberg  ariel  Maskin  [471)  inclucling  stable  collizsion
or cartelization in oligol)oly inarkets (c.g. Grecit :111(1 Porter [50]), rel,titation effects
ill Stil)pressing itiflation by goveritinetits (c.g. Btic:kiis ;111(1 Driffill [6] and Barro and
Gordon   [71)   aild   reputation  effects  in  entry   cleterrence  in   inoilopoly  imirkets   ((:.g.
Krel,s £111(1 Wilson [75] and Milgrom and Rc,1,arts [84]).

One of tlic important questiotis in repeatecl gaines, whicli is I,kirtially relate(l t.o
the policy bargaining model iii chapters 6 and 7, is whether or not stal,le cooperation
between self-interested players can exist in th(: absence of I,incling t,greements. The
ctiiswer to this question is affirmative atid has 1(:acl to the folk-theorelri ((1.g.  Belloit iul(1
Krislitia  [14}  ancl  Fliclenberg  aticl  Miuskill  [471).   The  folk-theorem  states  tliat  almost
(:very joint policy in the rel)(:atect game caii be supported liy a stable: noii-biticling
agrecinentg in which the players have agreecl to follow tliis joilit 1,(,licy aticl liave
inchicled for c:ach player sufficiently severe ancl stable I),inishmetits (c'.g. Al,ren [1] for
a simple stritcture in the forin of joint 1)olicies) in orcler to 1)revent ca(.11 player from
clefecting from the agreed 111)oil joilit 1)olicy. Litter resear(:11 has clealt with weakeiting
tlic informational reqitircmetits 1111(lerlying tlic folk-theoretri (e.g. Ftidetiberg, L(:vitic:
citicl Maskiii [461) ancl iiivestigatitig tlic (:011,((111(,liCCS of allowing reiicgotiatioti of tlic,sc,
tion-bi11(litig itgreemetits Ezt citiy (late iiow 01 iii the frittire anc! also after atiy 1)ossible
cleviation  (c.g.  Asheiin  [3],  Bertilic:im :zlicl  R:ry  [171,  Benoit  ancl  Krishna  [141,  F:irrc:11
and  Maskiti   [411,   R.iii,instein   [106}).     Reticgotiation  in   repeatecl  gainc:s  is   tyl,ically
1110(lellecl according to the axiom:itic al)l,rcmch, althotigh the qtic:stion of stability is
;1(1(Iresse(1 within the strategic ai}proacli.

The framework of clifference or clifferential games 11:19 1,roverl to 1,(: very 11,sciftil
for tlic analysis of a vkiriety of ecotiomic 1)rol,lp.ms,  Wlieii ecotioinic: agents liave
ititertemporal objective futictions whicli clel)(311(1 on tlic tise of their itistritinetits ;111(l

1.rite,·c exist other silk.lasses ol' clifferclice gallies for whic|i :irialytical Ml'16 ii!·e kilowil, its for
itistaiice the class of difference gaines in Which the Ittility futictiolis ar·c logarillit,iic ni2cl the state
tr·ansition is tile power of n liticar i·clation I,ctwceii slates aitcl actiotis (e.g.  I,eviw·i nitd Mirtiwi [80]).

I'lie iliterpretation of' tlie fc,lk-1.heor·elii as  tlic set of st ;ible  lion-|)iticling agree'itwrits is  1-Clatecl  to
t.lie (litestioii of stable agreements iii  ilic literallire c)11  iticorn plete (·otit.rails,  much,zilism (iesigli  ariel
c·orrelatecl eclililibria (c.g. 12,1clcitl,crg ait<1 7'irole [.18] for a silt·vey). '1'|te major prol,letits within these
fiel<ls boil clown to tlic re(11!irerricift of inceittir·e coini),itilile agrecitictits.
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the state of the economy, and when the dynamics of the state of the economy can be
described by a dynamic system in state-space form which is driven by the use of these
instruments, this framework is appropriate. For example, the state of the economy
can be the capital stock which accumulates by investments in fiscal policy games (e.g.
Fischer [45]), in capacity investment games (e.g. Reynolds [101]), or in the Lancaster
game of capitalism (e.g. Lancaster [78]). Other examples are the sluggish price level
which changes due to excess demand or supply in dynamic duopolistic competition
(e.g.   Fershtman and Kamien  [43]), the stock of resources which is depleted in resource
extraction games (e.g. Reinganum and Stokey [100] and Levhari and Mirman [801),
and the concentration level of pollutants which increases due to emissions in the game
of transboundary pollution control (e.g.  van der Ploeg and de Zeeuw  198]).

In most analyses of differential or difference games first each player's optimization
problem is solved and then equilibria are derived in the resulting strategies. Depend-
ing on whether the decisions are taken simultaneously or sequentially, the Nash or
Stackelberg equilibrium concept is employed. Because of the correspondence with
control techniques such as Pontryagin's maximum principle and Bellman's dynamic
programming, the focus is mostly on equilibria in open-loop and differentiable Markov
(or feedback) strategies. If equilibria in open-loop strategies are derived, then it is
implicitly assumed that the players have 'initial state information' and are committed
to the initially chosen strategies. If equilibria in feedback strategies are derived, then
it is implicitly assumed that the players have 'current state information' and are free
to choose their actions at the time of play.

All these equilibria are generally not Pareto efficient. To put it differently, there
exist joint policies in which all players generally would improve on the equilibrium
outcome, provided this joint policy is followed by all players. However, the question
whether or not stable non-binding agreements exist (as in the case for the class of
repeated games),   that can support these improvements, is often neglected.     A   few
exceptions  can be found in Gaitsgory and Nitzan [49], Haurie and Pohjola  [57]  and
Kaitala and Pohjola [72], where techniques proposed for repeated games are applied  to
general difference games. Another exception can be found in Tsutsui and Mino [128],
where in the context of a duopoly with a sluggish price level 'near collusion' prices
are sustained as equilibria in non-linear Markov (or feedback) strategies.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 is concerned with the formaliza-
tion of the general classes of finite and infinite horizon difference games. In section 5.2
and 5.3 the subclasses of jinitety repeated games (FRG) respectively injinitely repeated

games (IRG) are defined and analyzed. Similarly, in section 5.4 and 5.5 the subclasses
of convex jinite linear-quadratic diference games (FLQG) respectively convex injinite
linear-quadratic diference games (ILQG) are treated. Finally, section 5.6 concludes
this chapter.

5.2 The Framework of Difference Games
As already mentioned in the introduction difference games are dynamic games in
discrete time in which the players' objective functions depend on the values of the
state variables and the chosen actions, and in which these state variables change over
time under infuence of the actions of the players. In the remainder of this chapter it
is assumed that the number of players is equal to two. Furthermore, the past matters
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in two different ways: First, the used actions of the past affect the current and future
payoffs through the state variables. Second, the players can condition their current
and future actions upon the history of the game.

In the literature a distinction is made between difference games with a jinite and
an infinite time horizon. The assumption of a finite horizon is often regarded as
an implicit assumption of a time horizon that is deterministic and, therefore, there
is no doubt on when the economic system terminates. Although in many economic
situations the economic agents have a finite economic life, most agents are uncertain
when their economic life ends. By imposing the proper assumptions the infinite
difference game can be regarded as a model witli a stochastic horizon and a finite
expected horizon. Despite the finite expected liorizon the difference game with a
stochastic horizon is referred to as the infinite difference game, which is in accordance
with the common usage in the literature.

Finite Difference Games
The definition of a difference game witli two players and a jinite time horizon is taken
from  Ba4ar and Olsder  [81.  The finite  time  horizon is denoted  as  tf  €  N. The action
vector of player i,i= 1,2, at time t,t e T: = {0,1,..., tf}, is denoted by a,(t),

7,1.which is an element of the set of feasible actions A,(t)  g  R   ' . The state vector  at
time  t€T U  {tf  +1}i s  denoted  by z(t), which  is  an  element  of  the  set of feasible
state vectors X(t) C R", atid the state transition is given by

%(t + 1) = f(z(t),a(t)),   t ET, .1:(0)    =   .To,

where a(t) := (al (t), a2(t)) E A(t) ancl f : X(t) x A(t) x T -4 X (t+1). The preferences

of player i, i = 1,2, are represented by a von Nezimann-Morgenstern utility function,
which is a real-valued function on the cartesian product of tlie sets of feasible state
vectors and action vectors. Finally, the history  ht,t  ET,  rip  to  time t is defined  as

h, = (.1,(0), a(0),..., z(t - 1),a(t - 1), T.(t)), where .T(T + 1) = f(.7,(T),a(T), T) for all
r =0, . . . ,1-1.  The set H,  denotes the set of all possible histories zip to time t.  On
first sight the inclusion of the state into tlie definition of a history seems superfluous,
because in a deterministic system for every t,teT,the StateS.1'(T), 7- =0, . . . ,t-1,
arc determined by tlie initial state I(0), the actions a(T) and the state transition.
However, if the systeni is stochastic, then the evolittion of states also reveals the
c:hoice macie by nature in each period.

Infinite Difference Games
As mentioned above, assiinzing a finite liorizon imi,lies that the liorizon is determinis-
tic. However, in many economic situations the horizon is stochastic but with a finite
expected horizon.  In  this chapter the stochastic finite horizon is modelled  in a similar
fashion as in the alternating offer model of sectioii 2.4. The CIOgenolls probability that
the difference game proceeds from the current periocl into the next one is denoted as
b E [0,1). To put it differently, at time t, t E N, the risk of a terminal breakdown in
the difference game is ecillill to 1 - 8. li E [0,1). Note that the expected time horizon
Eno tb' is finite. Despite this finite expected horizon the difference game is referred
to as the infinite difference game, which is in accordance with the common tisage in
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the literature. In the literature it is also common usage to call 6 € [0,1) the common
discount factor.

The standard framework for infinite difference games with two players is a straight-
forward extension of the framework for finite difference game with two players to an
infinite horizon. The actiOIi vector of player i,i= 1,2, at time t,  t EN,is denoted
by ai(t), which is an element of the set of feasible action vectors A, (t)  C  R™'.   The
state vector at time t€N i s denoted by x(t), which is an element of the set of feasible
state vectors X(t) C R", and the state transition is given by

I(t + 1) = f (x(t),a(t)),   t EN,     i'(0) = zo,
where a(t) := (al(t),a2(t)) and f : X(t) x A(t) --* X(t + 1). The preferences of
player i,  i  =  1,2,  are represented by a von Netimann-Morgenstern utility ftinction,
which is a real-valued fiinction on the cartesian product of the sets of feasible state
vectors and action vectors.

The subclasses of IRGs and ILQGs below possess tlie additional property of payoff
functions that are separable in time. For these payoff functions three different cri-
terions to evaluate infinite streams of payoffs are proposed in the literature, namely
the limiting ave,'age criterion, the overtaking criterion and discounting (c:.g.  van
Damme [35], chapter  8,  for an application  of all three criterions  to IRGs). However,
in the literature on IRGs the limiting average criterion is not regarded as a good
criterion, because every finite sequence of payoffs does not matter according to this
criterion. The overtaking criterion does not have this drawback, but tliis concept
is difficult to apply. The assumption of a positive risk of breakdown made above is
mathematically equivalent to the criterion of discounting.

5.3 Finitely Repeated Games
Finitely repeated games (FRG) can be defined in the general framework of finite
difference games in the following way. An FRG is a finite difference game witli action
spaces that do not depend upon time and utility functions that are separable in time
and solely depend upon the players' actions but not on the state. Therefore, the
state transition has become superfluous and the state variables can be assumed to be
constant. The history in a FRG only matters if the players want it to matter, i.e. if
the players follow strategies that are conditioned upon past actions.

Define the game P as the two-player game ({1,2}, {Ai},=1,2,{Ri i=l,2> ill normal
form,   where   {1,2}   is  the  set of players,  A,   is  the  player  i's  set of possibly mixed
actions and Ri : A. x Ae -+ R is player i's von Neumann-Morgenstern utility or
revenue function  as function  of the  pair of actions a E  A  :=  Al  x  A2 · The following
assumption is made in order to guarailtee the existence of NE's for the game F.

Assumption 5.3.1
The set Ai, i = 1,2, is compact and convex. Flirthermore, the function R,(a), i = 1,2,
is  continuous and  quasi-concave in ai·

Note that the class of bi-matrix games satisfies this assumption. The set AN C A of
NE actions in r is defined as

A N= {a N €A l Va, CA, :  12,(aN\ai) S R,(aN),i=l,2}
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The FRG r(tf) consists of the (tf + 1)-fold repetition of the game I'. Formally,
the FRG I'(tf) is defined as a difference game in which player i,  i  =  1,2,  has the
von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function

7-  E R,(a(t)),   a(t) E A
·f     teT

and the state transition satisfies f(z(t), a(t))  = z(t). Hence,  the FRG has payoff
functions with the property that the remaining payoffs at time t do not depend upon
a(0),..., a(t - 1). In other words, the past is sunk with respect to both direct and
indirect payoffs of used actions in the past. Therefore, the history in FRGs can only
matter if the players use strategies that are conditioned upon used actions.

It is convenient to introduce some notation.  The set of attainable payoffs R(A) in
r is defined by

R(A)={s€ R.213ae A  s.t.   s =R(a)},
where R(a)  :=  (Rl (a), R (a)). Since  A is compact  and  Ri,  i  =  1,2, is continuous  it
follows that R(A) is compact. The convex hull of R(A) is denoted by S. Since 12(A)
is compact it follows that S is also compact. Furthermore, the minmax value m, for
player i, i = 1,2, and the corresponding pair of (mixed) actions a' C A, are given by

mi = min  max R,(a)   and  a' = arg min  max R,(a),
aj€Aj ai€Ai ajEAj ai€A,

i =  1,2, j 0 i. Without loss of generality it is assumed that a, is unique.  The set
SIR of individually rational payoffs in S is defined as

SIR  =  {s €S l s,2 mi,  i -1,2}.
An assumption commonly made in the literature on finitely repeated games is

that each player has perfect recall of his previous knowledge and his own decisions
and, furthermore, each player perfectly observes the used mixed actions a(t - 1) C A,
t-l E T,a t the start of period t. The assumption of perfect observability is hard to
defend, although this assumption is sometimes made in order to simplify the analysis
(e.g. van Damme [35]). A sufficient condition for perfect observability of used actions
in FRGs is that the set A consists of pure actions and that each player can reconstruct
the other player's used actions from observing his own payoff and knowing his own
used action. The assumption of perfect recall and perfect observability implies that
the FRG has almost perfect information (e.g. Fudenberg and Tirole [48]). Almost
perfect information in an FRG means that each player knows the exact history of the
game up to the current period but in the current period, due to the fact that the
players simultaneously decide on their actions in each period, each player does not
know the action chosen by the other player when deciding which of his own actions
to use.

Assumption 5.3.2
Each player has perfect recall and perfectly observes used actions.

By making this assumption the SPE concept is the appropriate equilibrium concept.
The following theorem, called the folk-theorem for two-player FRGs, summarizes

the main results as derived in Benoit and Krishna [14] and it is given without proof.
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Theorem 5.3.3
1. If R(aN ) = R(dN ) for all aN, AN E AN, then the MPE with strategies

9(ht) = aN, for all t€T and h, E H:,

where aN E AN, is the essentially unique SPE of 17(tf).

2.  If max„NEAN R,(aN) > minaw€AN R,(aN), i = 1,2, then i) SPEs without the
Markov  property  exist  for  sufficiently  large t f  and ii)  the  closure  of the  set  of average
SPE  payoffs  of r(tf)  converges  to  tlie  set  SI R  as t J  goes  to  infinity.

If the game P admits an essentially unique NE, then an essentially unique MPE of

r(tf) exists in which the strategies prescribe the (tf + 1)-fold repetition of one of
the essentially unique NE of P independent of the past. Moreover, such an MPE is
the essentially unique  SPE  of such  an  FRG.  If  IAN 1  =  1,  then  the word essentially
can be suspended in the previous two sentences. If the game P admits multiple NE's
with at least two different NE payoffs to each player, then each s € SIR can be

approximated arbitrarily close as the average SPE payoff of some SPE for sufficiently
large tf Moreover, these SPEs typically  do  not  have the Markov property, although
for each NE of P exactly one MPE as in the first part of the theorem exists.  For
the analysis of the FRG in case max„NEAN R, (aN)> min.NE/IN R,(aN) for only one
player i, i = 1,2, the reader is referred  to van Damme  ([351)

In theorem 5.3.3 it is implicitly assumed that players cannot renegotiate the non-
binding agreement at any future date and after any history of the game.  In the
literature renegotiation iIi the strategic repeated game is not modelled by extending
tlie game tree and specifying the renegotiation phase in a strategic manner, but
by modifying the SPE concept. The SPE concept is regarded too weak, because it
implicitly assumes that no renegotiation takes place. Therefore, attention is restricted
to SPEs that are not vulnerable to renegotiation and these modified SPEs are called
renegotiation-proof equitibria.  In the literature several concepts of rencgotiation-proof
equilibria have been proposed (e.g. see section 5.4.2 in Fudenberg and Tirole [48] for
a brief survey), but below attention is restricted to one of these concepts only.

In Benoit and Krishna [15] the renegotiation-proof equilibrium concept is defined
for FRGs in a recursive way by starting in the last period and moving to the first
period.  In the last period renegotiation-proof equilibria are those SPEs which are
not dominated by some other SPE and, hence, this set of equilibria coincides with
the set of NE's of P that are not dominated by some other NE of P. The recursive
relation is as follows. In period t, first the set of SPEs of theorem 5.3.3 is restricted
by requiring that the SPE strategies induce a renegotiation-proof equilibrium from
period t+1 onwards after any 11istory up to time t+1 and, second, this set is
restricted further by requiring that renegotiation-proof equilibria from t onwards are
tliose SPEs in this set that are not dominated by some other SPE in this set. In Benoit
and Krishna [15] it is shown that the limit set of average payoffs corresponding to
renegotiation-proof equilibria, as tf goes to infinity, is either a connected subset of the
Pareto frontier or a singleton in the interior of the set of feasible payoffs. Hence, in
case the second part of theorem 5.3.3 holds, then the limit set (as tf goes to infinity)
of average renegotiation-proof equilibrium payoffs is a strictly smaller subset of the
set of average SPE payoffs. Obviously, the essentially unique SPE of the first part of
theorem 5.3.3 is also the essentially unique renegotiation-proof eqitilibriTim. However,
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it remains an open problem whether or not the limit set of average renegotiation-proof
equilibrium payoffs exists in general, although no example of non-existence is known
either.

By adjusting the SPE concept in order to allow for renegotiation some elements
from the axiomatic approach, namely players agree upon equilibria that are not dom-
inated by other equilibria, are implicitly incorporated into the strategic analysis. If
renegotiation is modelled in a strategic manner, for instance by using the strategic
policy bargaining model of chapter 6 where the assumption of binding agreements is
dropped, then the finitely repeated game with renegotiation becomes a model with
cheap-talk (e.g. Farrell  [40]). In Farrell  [40]  it is shown  that  in the presence of cheap-
talk SPEs exist in which players agree upon a stable non-binding agreement but do
not carry out this non-binding agreement, because botli players belief that the other
player will follow some other stable non-binding agreement. Strange as this result
may seem on first glance it is not so on second thoughts. For instance, in many
real-life war-situations parties agree upon a cease-fire, but often they break this non-
binding agreement by continuing the fight. The cheap-talk result seriously questions
the axiomatic foundations of renegotiation-proof equilibria, namely it questions the
assumption that players will carry out any renegotiated non-binding agreement. A
thorough discussion is postponed to section 6.6.3.

5.4 Infinitely Repeated Games
The infinitely repeated game (IRG) is defined in a similar way as the FRG. First, the
game P is defined as a two-player game <{l, 2}, {Ail,=1,2, {Ri ,-1,2> in normal form,
where {1,2}  the set of players, A, the player i's set of possibly mixed actions and
Ri : Al x A2 -0 R player i's von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function as function
of the pair of actions a€A: =A l x A 2·T h e payoff mi, i=1,2, denotes the minmax
value for player i, and the actions a' € A are the corresponding minmax actions.
Assumption 5.3.1 is made in order to guarantee the non-emptiness of the set AN of
NE actions. Finally, the set R(A) denotes the set of attainable payoffs in r and the
convex hull of R(A) is denoted by S.  The set SIR denotes the set of individually
rational payoffs in S.

Second, the IRG associated to P is defined as a difference game in which player i,
i= 1,2, has the von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function

(1 - 8) E  R,(a(t)),   a(t) E A
t€N

and the state transition satisfies f (x(t),a(t),t) = z(t). The expected payoffs are said
to be normalized, because the sum of the expected payoffs is premultiplied by (1 - 6).
The advantage is that the normalized payoffs converge to average payoffs as 8 goes to
1, which form a bounded set.

In Sorin [122] it is shown that for the IRG corresponding to F it holds that every
s ES is the normalized expected payoff of some infinite stream of at most two distinct
payoffs 3,3  € R(A), provided 8  2   .  Note that no restrictions on 6 are needed if R(A)
is convex, because convexity of R(A) implies s E S iff there exists an a E A such that
s   =   R(a).     In the literature often the limit   set  of SPE payoffs  for  8  goes  to   1  is
investigated and, therefore, there is no loss in generality by assuming that S is the
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set of feasible normalized payoffs in the IRG, even if R(A) 0 S as for instance in the
famous battle-of-the-sexes  (see also example 7.4.1). In Farrell and Maskin  [41]  and  in
Fudenberg and Maskin [47] similar convexity results are derived.

As in section 5.3 assumption 5.3.2 is made, i.e. each player has perfect recall of
his previous knowledge and liis own decisions and, furthermore, each player perfectly
observes the used mixed actions a(t -1) C A,t-l E T,a t the start of period t.
Although the assumption of perfect observability is hard to defend it can be suspended
in the results for IRG below (e.g. Fudenberg and Maskin [47] and, for a survey,
Ftidenberg and Tirole [48]). The assumption of perfect recall and perfect observability
ensure that the IRG has atmost perfect information (e.g. Fudenberg and Tirole [48])
and the SPE concept is the appropriate equilibrium concept.

As mentioned in section 5.3 the remaining payoffs at time t, t E N, do not depend
upon a(0),...,a(t-1) and the payoff functions from time t onwards are independent of
the history up to time t. This implies that the history in repeated games only matters
if the players want it to matter, i.e. use strategies that are conditioned upon past
actions. The following theorem, which is better known as the perfect folk-theorem
for two-player IRGs with discounting, is based upon this latter observation. It also
summarizes  one  of the main results as derived in Fudenberg and Maskin  [47].   This
theorem is given without proof.

Theorem 5.4.1
If there exists an s e S such that s> (mi,m2), then the closure of the set of

normalized SPE   payoffs  converges  to  the  set   SIR   as  6   goes   to   1.    Furthermore,   the
SPE  strategies  typically  fail  to  have  the  Markov  property  for  sufficiently  large 6  <  1.

The reader is referred to van Damme [35] for games P that do not satisfy the condition
in the theorem. Theorem 5.4.1 states that multiple SPE payoffs exist and, hence,
that multiple SPEs exist that support these equilibrium payoffs. Comparing this
result with theorem 5.3.3 for FRGs, then two observations can be made.  If the
game r admits multiple NE's with different NE payoffs, i.e. the second condition
of theorem 5.3.3 holds, then the closure of the limit set of SPE payoffs is the same
in both models, namely the set SIR. However, if the game I' admits an essentially
unique NE, i.e. the first condition of theorem 5.3.3 holds, then the two theorems
state quite opposite limit results, namely an essentially unique SPE in the FRG
versus multiplicity of SPEs in the IRG. Finally, theorem 5.4.1 can be proved by using
the idea of simple strategy  profiles, as proposed in Abreu   [1],  and in general these
strategies do not possess the Markov property.

As mentioned in section 5.3 an SPE in a repeated game can be interpreted as a non-
binding agreement between the players reached by pre-play negotiations. By applying
the SPE concept as the stability concept it is implicitly assumed that no renegotiation
is allowed of such a non-binding agreement at any future date and after any history
of the game. In contrast with FRGs the concept of renegotiation-proof equilibria is
not trivial to define and many different concepts have been proposed (e.g. Asheim  [3],
Bernheim, Peleg and Whinston  16], Bernheim  and  Ray [17], Farrell and Maskin  [41],
Evans and Maskin  [391,  Ray  [99]  and  Rubinstein [106]). Renegotiation is modelled
similar as in the case of FRGs by modifying the SPE concept and incorporating some
elements from the axiomatic approach.

In Rubinstein [106} the strong perfect equilibrium concept is introduced. A strong
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perfect equilibrium is defined as an SPE of the IRG that is Pareto efficient after any
11istory of the game, i.e. also tlie punishments are required to be Pareto efficient. In
Rubinstein [1061 non-existence of strong perfect equilibria is shown for large classes
of repeated bi-matrix games. Less stringent requirements are proposed in Asheim  13],
Bernheim  and  Ray [17], Farrell and Maskin  [41] and Evans and Maskin  [39].   In  van
Damme [35] it is shown by means of several examples that the weakly renegotiation-
Proof (WRP) equilibrium concept in Farrell and Maskin [41], which coincides with the

internal-consistency concept in Bernheim  and  Ray  [17},  is  too  weak  as a concept  of
renegotiation-proofness. The strong Tenegotiation-proof (SRP) concept, as proposed
in  Farrell and Maskin  [41] and Evans and Maskin [391, exists for generic bi-matrix
games and the set of strong perfect equilibria belongs to the set of SRP, provided
the set of strong perfect equilibria is non-empty.  In van Damme [351 and Ray [99]
the set of renegotiation-proof equilibria is the fixed 'point' of a recursive relation
and this recursive relation is modelled similar to the one proposed in Benoit and
Krishna [15] for FRGs (see the discussion in section 5.3). In Ray [99] it is sliown
tliat this limit  set  has  the same properties as derived in Benoit and Krislina  [15].
Finally, in Bernlieim, Peleg and Whinston [16] the coalition-proof equilibrium concept
is proposed and this concept extends the basic ideas for the two-player situations to
general n-player games, whereas attention is restricted to normal form games ratlier
than IRGs. However, in Schultz [114] it is shown that the SRP equilibrium concept
and, hence, also the strong perfect equilibrium concept, does not exist outside the
class of bi-matrix games, i.e. existence of SPEs that meet the requirement of the
SRP concept requires a piecewise linear Pareto frontier. It is not yet clear how this
result extends to the other renegotiation-proof concepts, but this result is not very
promising. Finally, in section 6.6.3 the idea of renegotiation-proof equilibria in FRGs
is criticized and this critiqiie carries over to IRGs.

5.5 Finite Linear-Quadratic Difference Games
Finite convex linear-quadratic games are defined as finite difference games with convex
quadratic utility functions and a linear state transition. Since FLQGs are analyti-
cally tractable and can be considered as approximations to general difference games,
applications often resort to FLQGs and ILQGs (e.g. Fershtman and Kamien  [43], van
cler  Ploeg  and de Zeeuw  [971  and  Tstitsui  and  Mino  [128]).

Formally, the quadratic von Neumann-Morgenstern litility flinction of player i,
i - 1,2, iii the FLQG is defined as

_ Z'(0)Qil:(0) -Z  4-  (li(t)Ria,(t) + z'(t + l)Qix(t + l)  ,
t€T

wliere the matrix Ri is positive definite, the matrix Qi is semi-positive definite, ai (t)  E
R"", and the state transition is defined as

z(t + 1) = AX(t) + Blal(t) + 82a2(t), t  ET,        x(0)  = 1:0·

All matrices can be time-dependent but for simplicity detailed notation will bc omit-
ted. Fitrthermore, the term a'(t) Rijaj (t) can be included into the objective fimction
(e.g. Fershtman and Kamien [43]), and similar results as below can be derived pro-
vi(led all elements of R. .  are relatively small in absolute  vahic with respect  to  Ri·

1J
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Note that FLQGs have payoff functions with the property that the remaining
payoffs at  time t d o not depend directly upon a(0),..., a(t - 1),  but the remaining
payoffs may depend indirectly on these actions through the state variable =(t). In
other words, the past is sunk with respect to direct payoffs of used actions, but not
indirectly because the past actions determine the current state. Furthermore, the
payoff functions from period t onwards will be the same for different histories which
result in the same state vector x(t).

Similar as in the previous two sections it is first assumed that each player has
perfect recall of his previous knowledge and his own decisions and, furthermore, each
player perfectly observes the current state z(t) and the used mixed actions a(t - 1) €
R"" , t-1  € T, at the start of period t. The assumption of perfect observability of
used actions is hard to defend and it will be suspended at the end of this section.
A sufficient condition for perfect observability of used actions in FLQGs is the full
column  rank  of the matrices  Bl   and 82, because perfect recall  of the states  and  his
own used actions before time t implies that each player can reconstruct the exact
history up to time t.3 The assumption of perfect recall and perfect observability is
sufficient to ensure that the FLQG has almost perfect information (e.g. Fudenberg
and Tirole [48]) and the SPE concept is the appropriate equilibrium concept. For
FLQGs assumption 5.3.2 is adjusted to the following assumption.

Assumption 5.5.1
Each player has perfect recall and perfectly observes the current state and used ac-
tions.

Application of the SPE concept in FLQGs implies that the game is solved by
backward induction. The set of SPE strategies is derived in two steps: First an MPE
is derived and then it is shown that no other SPE exists. In order to derive this MPE
quadratic value functions are introduced. These vallie function represent the players'
future MPE payoffs of following the MPE strategies. For FLQGs these value functions
are quadratic. The quadratic value function 1/,(t, x), i = 1,2, given the state x at

t,  t  E  T,  is  defined  as  1/;(t,z)  =  - *z'K,(t)x, where  K,(t)  is a semi-positive definite
matrix. Applying backward induction means that first given the state z at t and the
matrices K,(t + 1), i = 1,2, the equilibrium actions a(t, x) and =(t + 1) as a function
of x,  Ki (t + 1)  and K2(t + 1) are derived. Then these results are used to derive the
matrices K,(t), i -  1,2, asa function of Ki(ttl) and K2(ttl). This recursive relation
between the matrices K,(t), i = 1,2 and t € T, has to be solved before the equilibrium
actions and the evolution of the state can be computed in the following proposition.
This proposition shows that an MPE in quadratic value functions V,(t,x), i = 1,2,
exists, provided the matrices E(t), t E T, which are defined in the proposition, are
regular. The question of sufficient conditions for regular matrices E(t), t E T, is
addressed in remark 5.5.3 following proposition 5.5.2.

Proposition 5.5.2
,

The unique MPEstrategy in quadratic value functions K(t, z) = - 6-z K,(t)z, i = 1,2,

3For FLQGs with more than two players full column rank is not sufficient. For instance, in three-
players FLQGs player 1 can only reconstruct the combined effect of player 2's and 3's used actions
upon the current state and, hence, player 1 cannot tell apart the separate effects generated by each
player.
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given the state x at t, t ET, prescribe MPE actions

ai(t, x) = -Ri-lB;K,(t + 1)E(t)-1Ax,    i = 1,2,
and evolution of the state

z(t + 1) = E(t)-1Ax(t),
where

E(t) =I t BiRI-lB;I<1(ttl)+ 82R2-1BjI<2(t + l),    IC,(tf +1) =Q,
and

Ifi (t) = Qi + A'E(t)-1 [Ki (t + 1) B,RT 18; IC,(t + 1) + I (t + 1)]E(t)-l A 2 0.
Remark 5.5.3
The matrices E(t) are regular if the (2, R, A and B matrices are diagonal matri-
ces with positive elements. Therefore, E(t) must also be regular if these matrices
have positive diagonal elements and off-diagonal elements that are relatively small in
absolute values. It seems not possible to formulate general necessary and sufficient
conditions for which the matrices E(t) are regular.

Proof
The optimization problem maxai€R'... It (t, z) for player i, i = 1,2, is given by

l f'

B. .1 5 la,Riai + x'Q,z + (Az + Bial + 82(:2)'Ki(t + 1)(Ax + Biai + 82a2) 
and the first order condition is

Ria, + B Ifi(t + 1)(Air + Bial + 82a2) = 0· (5.1)

To obtain the following equation, first premultiply both sides by BIR;-1, then  sum  up
over i = 1,2 and add Ax to both sides, and finally rewrite the equation. This yields

AT + Bial + 82a2 = E(t)-1Ax,
where

E(t) := I + Bl Ri 18; I<1 (t + 1) + 82R2-1·I<K (t + 1)
The term on the left hand side is equal to x(t + 1) and, therefore, =(t + 1) =
E(t)-lAx(t). Substitution of these results into 5.1 and premultiplying by Ri-1 yields
the expressions for a,(t, x). Finally, substitution of a,(t, x) and x(t + 1) into the value
function V,(t, z) yields the expression for K,(t). Given Ki(t + 1)  2 0, it is easy to
show that K(t) 20.                                                                  El
Corollary 5.5.4
If the vector of state variables I has dimension 1, then E(t), t E T, is regular.

Proof
If n = 1, then the matrix product of the semi-positive definite 1 x l matrices B,R-18  ,
i =  1,2 and K,(t + 1) is a semi-positive definite matrix and,  thus, E(t) is positive
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definite.                                                                                                                           0

The previous proposition is derived under the assumption of the existence of an
MPE in quadratic value functions. The next theorem states that no other SPE than
this MPE exists and, hence, that the simplifying restriction above can be suspended.

Theorem 5.5.5

If assumption 5.5.1 holds and the matrices E(f) of proposition 5.5.2 are regular, then
the FLQG admits a unique SPE which is the MPE in quadratic value functions of
proposition 5.5.2.

Proof
First, consider time tf and the history ht   E Htf. The history ht induces the state z
at  time tf. Given   ht the dynamic  game  can be simply reduced   to a normal  form
game with the utility'function of player i, i - 1,2, equal to

-  [aiR,ai + 13'Qiz + (Ax + Bial + 82a2)'Q,(AL + Biai + 82a2)  i

with a, E Rm: Following the proof of proposition 5.5.2 yields the unique NE actions
of this normal form game and the NE payoffs are quadratic in the state x. This means
that this NE depends upon h,t only through the state z at tf Hence, the unique SPE

at time tf is equivalent to the unique MPE of proposition 5.5.2 and the corresponding
value functions at tf are quadratic.
Second, the proof proceeds by induction. Consider time t,t ET, the history ht up to
time t and the state x induced by ht· Suppose the induction hypothesis is true, i.e.
the MPE of proposition 5.5.2 is the unique SPE from period t+1 onwards. Given
the history ht the dynamic game can be simply reduced to a normal form game with
the utility function of player i, i = 1,2, equal to

-  [aiRia, tx'Qix + (Ax + Bial + 82a2)'IC,(t + 1)(Ax + Bial + 82a2)  ·
Again, following the proof of proposition 5.5.2 yields the unique NE actions of this
normal form game and the NE payoffs are quadratic in the state z. Once more, this
NE depends upon ht only through the state x at t. Hence, the unique SPE at time
t is equivalent to the unique MPE of proposition 5.5.2 and the corresponding value
functions at t are quadratic in z.                                                            0

Theorem 5.5.5 can be compared with theorem 5.3.3 for FRGs. Then it can be
concluded that the class of FLQGs is strategically equivalent to the class of FRGs
with a unique NE of r. Namely, both models admit a unique SPE and this SPE is
an MPE.

The assumption of perfect observability of the other player's used actions can be
suspended. As already mentioned this assumption is superfluous in case Bl and 82
have full column rank. If either one of these matrices (or both) does not have full
column rank, then the difference game does not have almost perfect information.
Since the players can no longer tell apart every history of the difference game and the
total number of decision nodes remains fixed, the number of information sets becomes
smaller while the number of decision nodes within each set increases. The general
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consensus among game theorists for games with imperfect information (except for
the case of almost perfect information) is that the SPE concept is likely to be too
weak as an equilibrium concept and that either the sequential equilibrium concept or
the perfect Bayesian equilibrium concept should be employed (e.g. Fudenberg and
Tirole [48], Kreps [76] and Myerson [87]). Since the increase in imperfect informa-
tion under consideration is not payoff relevant it follows that the Markov Perfect
Bayesian Equilibrium (MPBE) strategies (Maskin and Tirole [83]) corresponding  to
an MPBE in quadratic value functions, which should be applied in this case, coincide
with the MPE strategies of proposition 5.5.2. Furthermore, for every information set
corresponding to the state z at time t ET, the continuation from each node in this
information set is the same, so that sequential rationality can be applied without wor-
ries about beliefs (e.g. Kreps [761). Therefore, sequential rationality is very close to
subgame perfectness and, hence, the results of theorem 5.5.5 do not change if actions
cannot be perfectly observed.

As mentioned in the introduction the terminology in the field of difference games
borrows much concepts from control theory and this terminology differs from the
terminology of mainstream game theory as adopted in the field of repeated games
(e.g. van Damme [35}, Fudenberg and Tirole [481, Kreps  [761 and Myerson   [87]).
Moreover, the usage of similar concepts within each field is very vulnerable to (and
indeed often leads to) confusion in the other field as is illustrated below.

Control theory can be regarded as a dynamic one-player optimization problem in
which one player, called the decision maker, wants to control a dynamic system. For
simplicity it is assumed that the system is deterministic. An important concept in
control theory is the state of the system and the state of the system at time t, t e T, is
defined as all the information needed to determine the future evolution of the system
given the past at t. Hence, the state of the system at t, t € T, isa subset of the set
of all histories H*, because the latter represents all information up to time t. At this
point it is important to stress the following implication of the definition of the state
which becomes crucial below: If the decision maker needs to condition future actions
upon used actions of the past, then the actions of the past should be included into
the state because otherwise the future evolution of the system cannot be determined.

Another important concept in control theory is the information structure of the
system which determines the information to the decision maker at t,t ET, and for-
mally the information at t is defined as a function of the state at t. In control theory
distinction is made between the open-loop, feedback and closed-loop-memory infor-
mation structure (e.g Ba4ar and Olsder [8]). Given the system and the information
structure of this system the primary goal of the decision maker is to use his actions
a(t),t ET, over time in such a way that his objective function is optimized, i.e.
to use an optimal strategy in the terminology of game theory.  For many standard
control problems, including linear-quadratic control problems, assuming feedback in-
formation implies that any optimal strategy can be rewritten such that the current
actions are a function of the current state, i.e. the optimal actions at t are a function
a- : X (t) -4 A(t). Moreover, this optimal strategy can be derived by applying the
technique of Bellman's dynamic programming and, hence, it is implicitly assumed
that the functions of optimal actions are differentiable. Because there exists an opti-
mal strategy with the Markov property the assumption of the feedback information
structure in control theory is automatically linked to assuming Markov or feedback
strategies and, hence, the current state variable is identified as the state of the system.
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Similarly, assuming open-loop information implies that the optimal actions at t are a
function a* :T x X(0) --4 A(t), which can be found by applying Pontryagin's maxi-
mum principle. For completeness, assuming closed-loop-memory information implies
that the optimal actions at t are a differentiable function a*  : X(0) x. . .x X(t) -, A(t).

The starting point of the literature on difference games can be found in Starr and
Ho [123] and [124] and a difference game is defined as an extended control problem
with more than one decision maker. The influence of control theory has lead to the
following developments: First, the fundamental problem of defining the concept of a
strategy for difference games is neglected and instead strategies used and defined in
standard control theory are directly applied to difference games.  Thus, the strategy ai,
i=1,2,a t time t,t€Tfor player i i s defined as a function a, : TxX(0) x...xX(t) -+
A(t) of state variables. As a consequence, the domain of the strategies, which is the
one-player equivalent of H  in the terminology of FLQGs, also reduces to the domain
T x X(0) x. . .x X(t) and, therefore, the space of strategies that is considered is
also reduced. Second, applying standard control techniques means that the strategies
are assumed to be differentiable and, hence, the space of strategies considered reduces
even further, because non-differentiable strategies are not considered. Third, the state
of the system at time t, t€T,i s identified as some subset of the space X(0) x. . .x X(t)
of state variables. Indeed, if strategies are defined upon the same domain, then the
state of the system is correctly identified in terms of control theory. However, if
the players consider a strategy in which future actions are conditioned upon used
actions of the past, then the actions of the past should be included into the state
because otherwise the future evolution of the system cannot be determined. Hence,
in difference games the state of the system should be re-identified as a partitioning of
the  set  of all histories  If*.

From the view point of mainstream game theory the use of either the feedback
or the closed-loop-memory information structure and the corresponding feedback and
closed-loop-memory strategies is confusing, because the corresponding game tree does
not have the property of perfect recall, i.e. all players forget their own used actions
of the past which is not in accordance with the assumption of rational players.

5.6 Infinite Linear-Quadratic Difference Games
Infinite convex linear-quadratic difference games (ILQG) are defined similarly as
FLQGs, namely as difference games with convex quadratic utility functions and a
linear state transition. Formally, the quadratic von Neumann-Morgenstern utility
function of player i, i = 1,2, in the ILQG is defined as

(1 - 8)  E -St  la;(t)Ria,(t) tx'(t)Qix(t)  ,
tEN

where the matrix Ri is positive definite, the matrix Qi is semi-positive definite, a,(t) E
Rm',t€ IN, and the state transition is defined as

I(t +1)=Az(t)+Bial(i) + 82a2(t), t€T, z(0)=zo
Similar remarks as made for FLQGs also apply here.

As in the previous section assumption 5.5.1 is also made, i.e. each player has

perfect recall of his previous knowledge and his own decisions and, furthermore, each
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player perfectly observes the current state x(t) and the used actions a(t - 1) 6 Rm''
t-1€T,a t the start of period t. This assumption holds if the matrices Bl and B 
have full column rank. Furthermore, this assumption guarantees that the ILQG has
almost perfect information (e.g. Fudenberg and Tirole [48]) and the SPE concept is
the appropriate equilibrium concept.

The remainder of this section discusses the general results obtained for the ILQG
problem. These results are rather cumbersome. First, there does not exist an MPE
in quadratic value functions, whereas the continuous time version of the ILQG al-
ways  admits  such  an  MPE (e.g. Fershtman and Kamien  [43},  van der Ploeg  and  de
Zeeuw [97] and Tsutsui and Mino [128]). Second, folk-theorem results for ILQGs has
not yet been derived, although some preliminary results exist.

Deriving an MPE in quadratic value functions
In principle the derivation of an MPE in quadratic value functions for the ILQG
is similar as in proposition 5.5.2 and only minor adjustments in (the proof of) this
proposition are required. The quadratic value functions  K(z),  i  =  1,2, are postu-
lated  as  Vi(x)   =   -  z'Kix, where  K,  is a positive definite matrix.    Note  that  the
value functions do not depend upon time but only upon the state x at t, t € N,
because for every t the game from time t onwards is isomorphic to the game from
t + T,TEN, onwards. Backwards induction implies that given state I at t and the
quadratic value functions 11(f (z, a,t)) one period later, the MPE actions a(x) E R""
and the evolution of the state can be derived. Then these expressions are used to
derive a fixed point argument for the matrices Ki, i = 1,2. Unfortunately, it is not
possible to derive explicit analytical expressions for Ki and IC, from this fixed point
argument (the discussion follows after the next proposition). Therefore, this fixed
point expression only imposes a necessary condition  on the matrices  K i,i=1,2.
Finally, the requirement of stability induces a sufficient condition on the matrices K

.'

iii 1,2.  Similar to the matrices E(t), t E T, in the proposition 5.5.2 the results in

the next proposition depend upon the inverse of the matrix E, which is defined in
this proposition. The question of sufficient conditions for the matrix E to be regular
is addressed in remark 5.6.2 following proposition 5.6.1.

Proposition 5.6.1
An MPE strategy in quadratic value functions V (t, z) = - z'Kix, i = 1,2, given the
state  z  at  t,t  ET,  prescribes  MPE  actions

a,(x) = -6(1 - 8)-1Ri-lB,KEE-1Ax,    i = 1,2,
and evolution of the state

x(t + 1)= E-1 Ax(t),
where

E=I t 8(1 - 8)-1BlRI-18; Kl + 8(1 - 5)-18212;1B;K2.
The semi-positive dejinite matrices Ki, i = 1,2, have to solve the system

I,<21=1(1- 6)92 + A'E-1[82(1 - 8)-lI<28212-1BjK2 + 8K2]E-l A ]
Ki      (1  8)Qi+A'E-1[62(1-6)-1,r 1BlRI-1B; Ii "1+6KI]E-iA 1

and the MPE js stable iff all eigenvalues of E-lA lie strictly between -1  and 1.
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Remark 5.6.2
The matrix E is regular if the Q, R, A and B matrices are diagonal matrices with
positive elements, because then Ki and K:: are also diagonal. Therefore, E must also
be regular if these matrices have positive diagonal elements and off-diagonal elements
that are relatively small in absolute values. It seems not possible to formulate general

necessary and sufficient conditions for which the matrix E is regular.

Proof
Substitution of (1 - 6)R, for R„ (1 - 8)Q, for Qi and 8.K, for ICi(t + 1) into the
optimization problem for player i, i =  1,2, and proceeding as in the proof of propo-
sition 5.5.2 yields the stated results. The expression for Ki, i = 1,2, as a fixed point
follows from the expression for K,(t) in proposition 5.5.2 after the substitutions above

and substitution of K,(t) = Ki.                                                                        O

Corollary 5.6.3
If  the  vector  of  state  variables  x  has  dimension  1,  then  E  is  regular.

There are two open problems with respect to the results of proposition 5.6.1,
namely a general existence result for a pair of semi-positive matrices Kl an<1 K.2 and
the  lack of analytical expressions  for  Kl   and K.2. Obviously, the latter problem  is
related to the former one, because if an analytical solution can be derived then the
existence of at least one solution is shown by construction.

There is yet no existence proof in the literature that applies to the ILQG of this
section. For instance, the existence result of an MPE in infinite games in Maskin and
Tirole [83] (proposition 3) does not apply, because the action spaces A,(t), i = 1,2,
t EN, are not finite. To prove existence is complicated. The fixed point argument
in proposition 5.6.1 implies that a pair of semi-positive matrices Kl and K  has to
be a solution of a polynomial in Ki and K2 of third degree, because the matrix E on
the  right  hand  side is linear  in  both  I<1   and  K.2. If additionally  it is assumed  that
all matrices Ri, Qi, A and B, are one-by-one matrices for i = 1,2, existence can be
proved easily. This can be seen as follows. Rewriting the fixed point argument yields

I

E2Kl 1 _ [ 62(1 - 6)-1 Ri-lA28 I  + 8A2Kl + (1 - 8)(21 1
E2.A.2   -[ 82(1 - 8)-112&-1./12822K22 + 8.42K,2 + (1- 6)(22 ] '

If Kl = I<2 = 0 is substituted into these equations, then the vector on the left hand
side is equal  to (0,0) while the vector  on the right  hand  side is strictly positive,
provided the innocuous assumption Qi  >  O,  i  =  1,2, is made. Without going into
details, on the left  hand side E2Kl  contains a term cl K ,  for some cl  > 0, and El K·2
contains a term £2 Ie, for some c.2 > 0· Furthermore, if IC:: 2 0 is fixed and Ki 2 0
increases, then E2Kl must eventually overtake the expression on the right hand side
because E2Kl contains the term  cl Ki  while the right hands side only contains terms

Kl of at most power two. Similar considerations hold for E2.Kl and also for any
linear expansion of Kl and I  through the origin.

The second problem is the derivation of analytical results. Consider the one-
dimensional case above and assume that the ILQG is symmetric. Then it can be
shown that for certain ranges of the parameters no asymmetric solutions for Kl and
K2 exist, because stability of these solutions require the condition 18,41 > 1. This
latter condition cannot hold in economic applications in which depreciation takes
place, i.e. 1Al < 1, implying that no asymmetric solutions exist for the discrete time
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version of the models in Fershtman and Kamien  [43],  van der Ploeg and de Zeeuw  [98]
and  Tsutsui  and  Mino [128]. Solving  for the symmetric solution  Ki   = K.2 involves
solving the polynomial of third degree

0         4628 K  - 6(1 - 6)Bt (6A2Rl + 46BtQI - 4Rl  Kt

-(1 - 8)2Rl (OA2Rl + 48812QI - Rl) Ki - (1 - 8)301.n&.

Applying Cardan's formulas for third degree polynomials yields a rather cumbersome
expression for Kl and, therefore, the analytical solution is omitted. This latter result
is unexpected for two reasons. First, solving for Ki in a one decision maker's infinite
LQ control problem yields a polynomial of at most second degree (e.g. Bertsekas  [18],
chapter 3). Second, in many economic applications of ILQG with continuous time
(e.g. Fershtman and Kamien [43], van der Ploeg and de Zeeuw [98] and Tsutsui and
Mino  [128]) the coefficients  Kl  and  K2  of the quadratic value functions are found  by
solving a polynomial of at most second degree. Hence, continuous time considerably
facilitates the derivation of analytical results for an MPE in quadratic value functions
for ILQGs.

These results impose the following problem with respect to the question of assum-
ing discrete or continuous time in applications. The assumption of continuous time
has been criticized because it involves several methodological problems with respect
to  the game theoretic concepts  (e.g.  for a discussion and references see Myerson  [87],
section 7.10), which do not arise in case of discrete time. Therefore, FLQG in discrete
time are preferable from a pure methodological point of view. However, the impossi-
bility to derive analytical solutions in proposition 5.6.1 for the matrices Ki and K,2imply that continuous time is preferable from the computational point of view.

Folk-Theorems for LQ difference Games
In the literature on repeated games the emphasis is on deriving SPE strategies that
condition on the whole history of the game.  One of the implications of theorem 5.4.1,
i.e. the folk-theorem for IRGs, is that a priori restriction to Markov strategies rules
out the majority of SPEs. Since IRGs and ILQGs are both subclasses of difference
games one seriously has to investigate whether or not SPE strategies without the
Markov property exist for ILQGs. The literature on ILQGs has not yet provided a
full  answer  to this problem  but the results obtained (e.g. Gaitsgory and Nitzan  [49],
Haurie and Pohjola [57] and Kaitala and Pohjola [721) favour the point of view that
a folk-theorem for ILQGs is likely to hold. The remainder of this section briefly
discusses the literature.

In Haurie and Pohjola [57] and Kaitala and Pohjola [72] SPEs in trigger strategies
are derived for ILQGs with continuous time. Trigger strategies are defined as strate-
gies in which the players follow some joint policy and if one of the players unilaterally
deviates from this joint policy, then the strategies prescribe a joint policy that pun-
ishes all players simultaneously. For IRGs subgame perfectness requires that, first,
the risk of breakdown is sufficiently small, and second, the punishment prescribed
by a trigger strategy consists of playing NE actions of P forever and, last, the joint
policy that is followed from the start is individually rational with respect to the pun-
ishments. In Haurie and Pohjola [57] and Kaitala and Pohjola [72] similar sufficient
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conditions for subgame perfectness of trigger strategies are clerivecl for ILQGs. How-
ever, as is known for IRGs, SPEs in trigger strategies are not srifficient to conclude
tliat the folk-tlieorem of tlieorem 5.4.1 generalizes to ILQGs aticl a similar result Call
be conjectured for ILQGs. Tlitis, the results in Hatiric and Polijola [57] aild Kaitala
and Polijola [72] may not be mistaken as being a folk-tlieorem for ILQGs.

Iii Gaitsgory and Nitzan [49] the folk-theorem is derived for a fairly general class
of difference games, includitig tlic sizl)class of ILQGs, iii which tlw, limiting average
criterion is part of the player's payoff functions.  By making this asstimption the folk-
theorem for IRGs witli tlie limiting average criterion, as clerived in Rubinstein [105],
is extended. Thils, this resillt (loes not yet generillize tlicorcm 5.4.1, wltich is clerive(1
tinder the assumption of a positive risk of breakclown or, equivalently, (liscounting.
Furthermore, the limiting average criterion is criticize(1,1,(.(:alise every fillite secilience
of payoffs (1OCS not matter according to this criterion (e.g.  van Damme  [35], cliapter 8).
Nevertheless, this folk-theorein is importatit bcc:atise it iinI,lies that the set of SPE
payoffs, derived under a positive risk of breakdown, exists iii tlic liniit ils b goes to 1.

Iii sec:tioii 5.3 atid 5.4 the coticept of renegoti,itioii-proof (1(111ilibii.1 for rel,cat(1(1
games is discussed. These equilibria can be interpreteel as non-1,incliiig agreements
that are not vulnerable to renegotiation, whereas tlie folk-theorem shotilcl be regarclecl
as only being valid in the absence of renegotiations. The prol,lem of renegotiation
has also not been investigated in the context of general clifference games. At tliis
point it can only be noted tliat the results iii Sclmltz [114] imply tliat it is impossible
to derive strong perfect equilibria  (e.g.   Rubinstein  [106])  or  strongly  rene:gotiation-
proof equilibria (c.g. Farrell and Maskin [41]) iii general difference games, because
the Pareto frontier of difference games is generally not piccewise linear.

5.7 Conclusion
In this chapter the class of clifference games is defined and witliiti this class two
subclasses are derived, namely tlic class of repeated games and the class of linear-
quadratic (LQ) games. Furthermore, witliin each (sub)class two cases can be clistin-
guished, namely a finite ancl an infinite liorizon. These four mibclasses arc cliscrissed
in this chapter.

Flirthermore, the literature on repeated games and linear-quadratic games is
1,riefly cliscussed in this chapter. One of the important restilts iii repeated games
is tlie folk-theorem as statecl iii theorem 5.3.3 and 5.4.1. The folk-theorem implies

tliat stable cooperation between players is possible in the absence of binding agree-

ments. For FLQG theorem 5.5.5 implies tliat this class of clifference games possesses
th(: same properties as tlic class of repeate(1 games witli a lili iqlle Nasli eqizilibrium in
r. For the ILQG the folk-theorem has not yet been clerived, although the results in
the literature on this subject can be regarded as partial resitlts siipporting the con-
jectitre that the folk-theorem holds. Anotlier problem in ILQG is tlic comptitational
problems in deriving an MPE in quadratic value functions.

In many applications of difference or differential ILQGs it is assumed tliat time
is  continuous   (e.g.    Fershtman and Kamien [43], Hauric  and  Polijola [57], Kaitala
ancl  Polijola  [721,  Lancaster  [78],  van (ler Ploeg  and  de  Zemiw  [981,  Reinganitm  and
Stokey [100], Reynolds [101} ancl Tsntstli ancl Mino [1281) and the analysis is confined
to deriving the MPEs in quadratic valtic ftinctions for linear-qiiadratic games (except
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Tsutsui and Mino [128]). However, the assumption of continuous time has been crit-
icized because it involves several methodological problems (e.g. for a discussion and
references see Myerson [87], section 7.10), which  do not arise in  case of discrete  time.
Therefore, FLQG in discrete time are preferable from a methodological point of view.
However, the impossibility to derive an analytical solution in proposition 5.6.1 for the
matrices Kl and K2 imply that continuous time is preferable from the computational
point of view.

Finally, in this chapter the observation is made that the field of repeated games and
the field of difference games liave developed their own tradition and each field poses
different questions. Nevertheless, crossovers can be very fruitful. For instance, in
Maskin and Tirole [83]  the idea of equilibria in Markov strategies is extended to games
without well defined state variables. A crossover in the opposite direction would be the
generalization of the folk-theorem for repeated games towards more general difference
games. The possibility of stable cooperation between players is an important issue,
especially, in the context of international coordination problems between governments.
Tliese economic problems are often modelled as a difference game and cooperation
between countries are typically non-binding agreements. Hence, the stability question
is an important question.
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Chapter 6

The Policy Bargaining
Problem with a Finite
Horizon

6.1 Introduction

In this and the next chapter the analysis is concerned with modelling economic ne-
gotiation situations where two (or more) economic agents interact strategically with
each other over time and simultaneously have the opportunity to negotiate over some
joint policy which will be implemented if agreed upon. For example, most EC coun-
tries compete in fishing in the territorial EC waters and, in the past, these countries
negotiated a joint policy in the form of quota's for each EC member. The EC coun-
tries also compete with each other on the internal market for agricultural products
and, simultaneously, negotiate for a joint agricultural EC policy. During the seven-
ties the OPEC countries competed on the oil market and, meanwhile, negotiated for
a joint OPEC policy in order to raise the oil price. Similarly, all countries of the
world compete on the world market and, at the same time, negotiate in the Uruguay
round of the GATT in order to reach a joint policy on the reduction of import tar-
iffs, import barriers and export subsidies. Finally, since the seventies joint policies
concerning environmental issues became the subject of negotiations between countries
and, meanwhile, these countries continue to impose the external effects of the wastage
on each other.

These negotiation situations are called policy bargaining problems and these bar-
gaining problems liare  t lic' following stylized features: Each player's decisions  con-
cerning the econcititic. r.iriables do not only determine his own payoffs in case of dis-
agreement brit also iitil)(,sc· c:xternalities on the other players; The subject of the
negotiations is ;z joint, policy for the players in order to internalize the externalities;
The economy ;111(1 tlle. lieg(,tiations proceed simultaneously; The players are not able
to commit ill ticl\'illic'(· „11 1 lic· circ:isions concerning the economy in case of disagree-

ment. The 1,1.,\7·is cY·„tic,ittic· c·iivironment in these bargaining problems is modelled
either as a 1(·1)(·.1 1,·11 6:,lilli· 1 11· ils a linear-quadratic difference game. Both games are
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discussed in the previous chapter. The policy bargaining problem is embedded into
the framework of the standard bargaining problem, as defined in section 2.2, by set-
ting the set of feasible alternatives equal to the set of joint policies available to the
players in either the repeated or the difference game.

None of the existing models known in the literature, such as the variable threat
game and the modified version of it (see section  2.7 for a discussion),  captures  all the
stylized features. In Nash [90} the variable threat game is proposed as a bargaining
model in which the players negotiate over a joint policy in a strategic game while the
actions iii case of disagreement are enclogenous. However, the. variable tlireat game
is not stiited, because it implicitly assll Ines that the choice of disagreement actions
and also the time of implementation of these actions are separated in time from the
negotiations and, furthermore, it assumes that the players commit themselves 11pon
these disagreement actions.

The modified variable threat model in which the assumption of commitment is
dropped has the separation in time of negotiations and the dioice of actions in case
of clisagreement.  In van Damme [35] several properties of tliis modified model are
discussed. In de Zeeuw [130] this modified variable threat game is chosen to evaluate
the incentives for an agreement on a joint policy iii a linked macro-econometric model
for two Common Market countries. In de Zeeuw [130] not only the axiomatic Nash
solution is applied to model the negotiation pliase, bitt also tlic axiomatic Kalai-
Smorodinsky solution (e.g. Kalai and Smorodinsky [73]). Furthermore, the impact
of assuming different information structures (in the terminology of control theory) in
the econometric model on tlic bargaining outcome is studied.

Also iii Elitamo et.al [38] the modified variable threat game is applied to the
context of difference games, but the joint policy is required to be dynamically consis-
tent. Dynamic consistency can be interpreted as if the negotiations and the decisions
concerning the economy proceed simultaneously and, therefore, this model captrires
all the features mentioned above. Also the early attempts to incorporate strategic
1,argaining in the context of difference game (e.g Stefanski and Cichocki [125] and
Houba and de Zeeuw [66]) assume tliat the negotiations and tlie decisions concerning
the economy proceed simultaneously. However, tlie results below sliow that if the
negotiations and the economy proceed simultaneously, tlien tlie actions used in case
of disagreement should be endogenously determined in the tinravelling of the optimal
joint policies. In all three papers just mentiotied it is assiimed tliat tlie disagreement
actions are prescribed by the MPE of the ordinary difference game witliout bargaining
and below it is shown that tliis not correct.

The analysis in this chapter is mainly concerned with the strategic approacli,
because the assumption of endogenous disagreement actions already introduces a
strategic feature to the policy bargaining problem and, according to Nash [90], any
axiomatic bargaining theory should be firmly rooted in a strategic model. The strate-
gic bargaining model analyzed in this chapter is callecl the finite policy bargaining
model, because the players negotiate for a joint policy and face a finite time horizon,
i.e. t€T= {0, . . . ,t f} This model extends the alternating offer model by integrat-
ing it with the framework of finite difference games as follows.  At time t, t € T, one
of the players has the right to propose a joint policy on how to use the actions iii the
difference game from time t. onwards. The other player either accepts or rejects the
proposed joint policy. If the proposed joint policy is accepted, then both players zise
the current actions and all future actions according to the agreed illon joint policy,
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because agreements are assumed to be binding.  If the proposed joint policy is re-
jected each player unilaterally chooses his current action at t and then play proceeds
to t+l where the responding player at t becomes the player to propose a joint policy
from t+1 onwards.  Time is valuable in this model, because the possible gains of
cooperation shrink as time passes by.

In section 5.2 the finite policy bargaining model is formally deftned and the un-
derlying assumptions are discussed. The policy bargaining problem with an infinite
horizon is postponed to the next chapter. In section 5.3 it is assumed that the un-
derlying difference game is an FRG, whereas in section 5.4 the underlying difference
game is an FLQG game. These two subclasses of the policy bargaining model are
called the FRG respectively the FLQG policy bargaining model. In both section 5.3
and 5.4 the SPE concept is employed. Three important examples which illustrate
the main results of the preceding sections are presented in section 5.5.  As in any
game theoretic model the results obtained depend upon the assumptions made and
in section 5.6 the consequences of making the key assumptions underlying the policy
bargaining model are investigated. The following three assumptions are investigated:
First, how does renegotiation of existing agreements affect the results? Second, if the
length of the binding agreements also becomes part of the negotiations would this
affect the results? Third, what are the results in the absence of binding agreements?
Finally, section 5.7 concludes this chapter.

6.2 The Finite Policy Bargaining Model
The finite policy bargaining model results where the finite horizon version of the
alternating offer model   (e.g.    Hoel   [621) is integrated  into the framework of finite
difference games. The finite difference game, as defined in section 5.2, represents the
economic system in which the players can follow a joint policy. Since the economic
system and the negotiations proceed simultaneously in time an important modelling
question is how the clock in the economy and the clock governing the negotiations
should be integrated in the policy bargaining model. It is assumed that in each period
of time first one round of bargaining takes place before the players choose their actions
in the difference game. Therefore, the number of bargaining rounds is equal to the
number of time periods, i.e.  tftl, in which the players can try to control the economic
system.

At time t€T the actions used until time t are history and cannot be changed.
This simply means that players cannot undo the past. Therefore, a proposed joint
policy at at time t,t ET, belongs to the set

At  :=  A(t) x A(t +1)x. . .x A(tf)·
In what follows u,(x, at), i = 1,2, denotes player i's continuation payoffs from period t
onwards associated with the proposed joint policy at  E At, given the state z  at  time  t.

The finite policy bargaining model is represented in table 6.1. As long as no
agreement has been reached, each round t, t € T, of the finite policy bargaining
model consists of two phases.  In the first phase a round of bargaining takes place,
called the bargaining phase, in which one of the players proposes a joint policy to the
other player on how to use their actions from time t onwards and the other player
either accepts or rejects this proposed joint policy.  It is sometimes convenient to
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denote the proposing player by P and the responding player by R. It is assumed that
the players alternate in proposing and responding. In the second phase at t, t €T,
the players have to use the actions of the difference game.  If the proposed joint policy
is accepted at or before t, then the second phase at t is called the agreement phase.
Furthermore, if the proposed joint policy is rejected and no joint policy is accepted
before time t, then the second phase at t is called the disagreement phase.

At the disagreement phase each player zinilaterally chooses his actions at t and
then time goes on to t+1 (provided the game is not over). The actions of player
i,  i  =  1,2,  used  at the disagreement phase of t,t  ET, are called  the disagreement
actions and are denoted by a;'(t) E A, (t).  In earlier attempts to incorporate strategic
bargaining into difference games (e.g. Cichocki and Stefanski [1251 and Houba and
de Zeeuw [66]) the disagreement actions were exogenously given. However, in this
chapter the disagreement actions are endogenous and form an integral part of the
SPE strategies.

At the agreement phase each player uses his actions according to the agreed upon
joint policy. It is assumed that the agreement is binding. Furthermore it is assumed
that the length of an agreement reached at t i s t f-t+1, i.e. a proposed joint
policy at t,t ET, specifies the current and future use of actions from t onwards
until  tf' A discussion  of the consequences of making the alternative assumption  of
either non-binding agreements or an endogenous length of agreements is postponed
to section 6.6.

Assunnption 6.2.1
An  agreement reached at t, t e T, is binding and specifies a joint policy starting at t
until  tf
As in the previous chapter it is assumed that each player has perfect recall of his
previous knowledge and his own decisions and, furthermore, each player perfectly
observes the current state z(t)  and the used actions a(t -1)  E R™., t-1  6  T, at
time t.

Assumption 6.2.2
Each player has perfect recall and perfectly observes the current state and used ac-
tions.

This assumption holds if the matrices Bl and 82 have full column rank. Furthermore,
this assumption guarantees that an FLQG policy bargaining model has almost perfect
information (e.g. Fudenberg and Tirole [48]) and the SPE concept is the appropriate
equilibrium concept.

The bargaining model is rich enough to analyze renegotiation of agreements.  Rene-
gotiation means that after an agreement has been reached the players are allowed to
continue the bargaining process in order to reach a new agreement. Renegotiation
has  to be considered, because  it is unlikely  that players.will refrain from bargaining
after they have agreed upon a joint policy that is not Pareto efficient. However, for
explanatory reasons it is first assumed that no renegotiation takes place and in sub-
section 6.6.1 it is shown that making this assumption is superfluous in the subclasses
analyzed in the next two sections.

Assumption 6.2.3
No renegotiation of existing agreements takes place.
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Bargaining phase Player P proposes at E At and player R accepts/rejects at.

Disagreement phase Player i, i = 1,2, chooses af(t) € A,(t) unilaterally.

Agreement phase Player i, i = 1,2, uses a,(t) E A,(t) as agreed upon.

Table   6.1
The order of moves in each phase of the finite policy bargaining model, where player P
is the proposing player and player R. is the responding player.

Finally, in the alternating offer model both players have an incentive to reach an early
agreement, because delay has its costs in the form of a risk of breakdown.  In the finite
policy bargaining model a risk of breakdown can also be incorporated, but there is
also another driving force for an incentive to reach an early agreement. As time goes
by, the set of available action vectors shrinks, because for all t€T the following
inclusions hold

At D{ at  I a(T) = ad(T), 7- =t} D. . .D   at I a(7-) =a1(T),T=t,...,tf  

The intuition behind this result is that the sooner the players start with the joint use
of available instruments the more they can control the economic system to their joint
benefit.

6.3  The FRG Policy Bargaining Model
In this section the difference game underlying the finite policy bargaining model is as-
sumed to be an FRG. As in section 5.3 the analysis below distinguishes between games
r with and without an essentially unique NE. The FRG policy bargaining model with
an essentially unique NE is used to illustrate how an MPE is derived. It is worthwhile
to do this for the relatively simple case of the FRG policy bargaining model, because
the technical algebraic problems encountered in the next section might obscure the
simple nature of this procedure. The analysis is split up into two subsections. In
the first one games r which admit an essentially unique NE are analyzed and in the
second one the remaining games P are discussed. This latter class does not provide a
formal analysis but only argues the kind of results that can be expected.

In order to be able to compare results obtained in this section with the results
for the standard alternating offer model the set of feasible payoffs in the FRG policy
bargaining model is assumed to be convex and the Pareto frontier does not contain
horizontal or vertical parts. The assumption of convexity is not necessarily satisfied
for the following reasons. Recall from section 5.2 that the set R(A) denotes the set of

feasible payoffs in the game F and it depends upon r whether or not R(A) is convex.1

'The set R(A) in example 7.4.1 is not convex. Denote a, = (pi, 1 - pi), pi E [0,11, i = 1,2.  The
expected payoff (2,2) g R(A),  because in order to obtain these expected payoffs pl  and p2 should
solve the inconsistent system Pipi =  , (1 - pi)(1 -P2) -  , Pl(1 -P2) = 0 and (1 - pi)P2 - 0.
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The set of feasible average payoffs in the FRG policy bargaining model consists of the
average payoffs of the FRG and, hence, the set of feasible payoffs need not be convex.
If the set R(A) is not convex, then the Pareto frontier of the FRG policy bargaining
model consists of a finite number of points and this number of points increases as t.f
goes to infinity, because in Benoit and Krishna [14] it is shown that the set of average
payoffs is convex in the limit as tf goes to infinity. Based upon the discussion on
non-convex bargaining problems in chapter 2 it can be conjectured that the results
for games I' with R(A) not convex differs from the results for games P with R(A)
convex. Nevertheless, it is assumed that the game I' is such that R(A) is convex. The
following proposition formalizes the assumption.

Assumption 6.3.1
The game P is such that the set R(A) is convex and the Pareto frontier of SIR does
not contain horizontal or vertical line pieces.

Having made assumption 6.3.1 all definitions, terminology and results of section 2.2
apply and are used below.

Games P with an essentially unique NE
In this subsection first an MPE of the FRG policy bargaining model is derived and
then it is shown that this MPE is the essentially unique SPE. In order to derive an
MPE value functions are postulated for each of the two phases at time t, t E T, which
represent the continuation payoffs of the MPE. It is shown that these value functions
indeed exist. The value function  19(t), i = 1,2, denotes player i's value function at
the bargaining phase of t,t ET. Similarly, 1/,d(t), i = 1,2, denotes player i's value
function at the disagreement phase of t, t  € T. Without loss of generality it is assumed
that these value functions represent the average payoffs over the periods to come, i.e.

11(t) = 2--3-FT rli R,(a(T)), where a(T), T =t, . . . ,t f' denotes the actions induced
by the MPE. Note that the requirement of Markov strategies implies that the value
functions at time t are independent of the history ht and only depend upon time t.
Similarly, the MPE disagreement actions ad(t) E A(t) and MPE joint policies at e At
only depend upon time and are independent of the history. Obviously, since the state
variable does not matter in repeated games these value functions are independent of
the state variable.

Backward induction implies that the analysis in each period t can be split into
two steps. Firstly, given the value functions Vib(t + 1) one period later, the MPE
disagreement actions ad(t) E A(t) and the corresponding value functions Vid(t)  are
derived. Secondly, given the value functions Vid(t), the MPE proposal at time t and
the corresponding value functions V,b(t) are derived. The first step is essentially the
same as in the derivation of the MPE (or feedback Nash equilibrium) in ordinary
difference games without bargaining as given in proposition 5.5.2.

Proposition 6.3.2
The MPE disagreement actions at time t, t ET, are given by af(t) = a .  Further-

more, Vid(tf + 1) = 0, i = 1,2, and Vid(t) = 273:FIR,(aN) + 7151-ivib(t + 1).
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Proof
The maximization problem max Vid(t) for player i, i = 1,2 is given bya,€A,

 i  ff-liti R,(al. a,) + t* Vib(t + 1)  .
Since 1/,6(t +1) only depends upon t+1 and not upon a(t) this implies that the
second term is constant and, therefore, can be deleted from the optimization problem
in  order to obtain the disagreement actions a;'(t) Hence,  the  pair  ad(t)  has  to  form
a NE  of P,  i.e.  ad(t)  = aN. The expression  for Vid(t) immediately follows.                     0

The previous proposition implies that the path of disagreement actions in the
policy bargaining model coincides with the MPE of the ordinary difference game
without bargaining in theorem 5.3.3. The explanation is that, given Markov strategies,
the disagreement actions only affect the payoffs of the current period and not the
future payoffs. Since the current period payoffs are determined by P it immediately
follows that equilibrium play requires that the unique NE of r is played.

The second step in deriving the MPE consists of solving the bargaining phase at t,
t e T. Subgame perfectness requires that the responding player at time t accepts every
proposed joint policy that yields strictly higher payoffs than the MPE disagreement
outcome after a rejection. The responding player rejects if the proposed joint policy
yields strictly less payoffs than the MPE disagreement outcome after a rejection. If
the responding player is indifferent, then accepting and rejecting are both optimal.
For explanatory reasons first Markov strategies are considered that prescribe to accept
for the responding player in case of indifference. Thus, the responding player accepts
the proposed joint policy at E At at time t, if uR(at ) 2 V.4(t) and rejects otherwise.

UR(at) 2 V.4(t) 1£R(at) k 1/W(t) 
0, (VAct), vt(t))

. (Vid(t), VRd(t)) (13(t),VA(t))  (1''d(t),Vd(t))   7

1

6.2 a The constraint is binding. 6.2 b The constraint is non-binding.

Figure 6.2
Graphical representation of optimization problem (6.1), where player P=1 and
R = 2. The constraint is represented by the area above the horizontal line.  Two
cases are distingiushed, namely a binding and non-binding constraint.
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The proposing player can always secure this player's disagreement payoffs Vid(t)
by proposing an unacceptable joint policy or a joint policy that prescribes the actions
that  will  lead to those payoffs. Given Markov strategies, the proposing player's best
joint policy that will be accepted by the responding player maximizes the proposing
player's payoffs for the remainder of the game given the constraint that the responding
player's payoff is at least this last player's disagreement payoff. Hence, this best joint
policy is found from the optimization problem

arg max up(at),  s.t.  uR(al) 2 V#(t). (6.1)a'€Al

It follows that the subset of At that satisfies the constraint is non-empty (the argu-
ments follow below) and compact (this follows from the continuous payoff function
of the responding player and Al is compact).  But then a solution 81 to optimiza-
tion problem (6.1) exists, because problem (6.1) involves the maximization of the
continuous function r--ii+i Itt Rp(a(T)) over a non-empty and compact set.

Figure 6.2 illustrates the optimization problem (6.1) in the space of the players'
utilities, where all payoffs represent average payoffs from time t onwards. Two cases
have to be distinguished, namely 1/4 2 31, and 11-d < s;:, i.e.  the constraint is not
binding. In both cases figure 6.2 shows that 8t is Pareto efficient and that it yields
uniqueness with respect to payoffs, although multiple best joint policies at may exist.
The uniqueness in payoffs is due to assumption 6.3.1, which cannot be suspended for
similar reasons as in the alternating offer model (e.g. see section 2.4).

Let at,d E Al denote the path of actions from time t onwards that will result if
both players follow the MPE strategies in case of disagreement at t. By definition
11,(at,d) = 11 (t), i =P, R, and, therefore, at,d belongs to the set of joint strategies
that will be accepted by the responding player. Therefore, the proposing player's
best joint policy at yields payoffs that are at least 1*(t) and proposing the best
joint policy at is always optimal. Hence, Markov strategies in which the proposing
player proposes a best joint policy at are MPE. If the unique NE of P is not Pareto
eiTicient, then (Vid(t), 1/2d(t)) is not Pareto efficient (and vice versa) and invoking a
delay in the current period by the proposing player is worse than proposing a best
joint policy. Hence, invoking a delay is not an equilibrium action. However, if the
unique NE of P is Pareto efflcient, then (Vid(t), 1,7(t)) is Pareto efficient (and vice
versa) and the proposing player is indifferent between proposing the best joint policy
di and invoking a delay in the current period. Although both are consistent with
the requirement of MPE all MPEs yield the same payoffs, namely the Pareto efficient
payoffs  (Vid(t),1/21(t)). To conclude this discussion, there always exists  an  MPE  in
which the proposing player proposes lit and all MPEs are essentially unique, because
all MPEs yield the same payoffs in case multiple MPEs exist. These results are
summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 6.3.3
If At solves problem (6.1),  then  the following Markov strategies for the bargaining
phase  at  time t,  t € T,  are MPE  strategies  for  this  bargaining phase.
At   the  bargaining  phase  of  t,t  ET,  the  proposing  player  proposes  2   €   At   and   the
responding player accepts every proposal 2  e  A*  that yields at least Vi it) and rejects
otherwise.

The MPE strategies of this proposition imply that at the bargaining phase of t, t ET,
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the players agree upon the Pareto efficient joint policy  at
Above it is assumed that the responding player at t, t E T, accepts any at E At

that yields the same (average) payoff as the payoff from disagreement. If strategies
are considered in which the responding player rejects in case of indifference, then two
cases have to be considered. In the first case the constraint of problem (6.1) is bind-
ing (for simplicity Pareto efficient disagreement payoffs (Vid(t),1' (t)) are neglected)
and, consequently, the best policy at is rejected. Thus, the proposing player should
optimize given the modified constraint  uR(at) > VA(t). However, as can be easily
seen in figure 6.2, the optimization problem under the modified constraint does not
have a solution. This implies that the proposing player can improve upon any Markov
strategy that prescribes an arbitrary at € At as a proposal and, hence, such a strat-
egy cannot be an equilibrium strategy. Similar arguments apply if the responding
player would randomize in case of indifference and, hence, no MPE exists in which
the responding player rejects with positive probability. In the second case the con-
straint of problem (6.1) is not binding and the proposing player's best joint policy at
is strictly better for the responding player than the payoffs in case of disagreement.
This best joint policy at remains a best joint policy if the constraint is modified to
UR(at) > VA(t) and, hence, these Markov strategies are also MPE. Similar arguments
apply if the responding player would randomize in case of indifference. Although
multiple MPE strategies exist all the equilibrium payoffs are the same and, hence,
all these MPEs are essentially unique. The restriction to strategies in which the
responding player always accepts in case of indifference is innocuous.

The next theorem states the main theorem for this subsection, namely the FRG
policy bargaining model admits an essentially unique SPE and this SPE is the MPE
corresponding to proposition 6.3.2 and 6.3.3.

Theorem 6.3.4
The following Markov strategies support the essential unique SPE of the FRG policy
bargaining model.
At  time t,teT,  the proposing player proposes e  EA , where W  solves problem  (6.1),
and the responding player accepts every proposal a  e At that yields at least V;Rt)
and rejects otherwise.  If both players fail to reach an agreement the disagreement
actions af (t) = aiN, i = 1,2, aN E AN, will be used.

p'roof
First, from the analysis above it follows that the Markov strategies are MPE and,
thus, also SPE. Second, the proof that this MPE is the essentially unique SPE follows
by induction. The arguments of the proof of proposition 5.5.5 apply to the bargain-
ing phase at time t, t € T, and are therefore omitted. Similar arguments show that
the Markov strategies of proposition 6.3.3 are the essentially unique SPE strategies.  0

These results can be easily compared with the results for the alternating offer
model (e.g. Rubinstein  [107}  and  Hoel  [62]).   The FRG policy bargaining model  and
the alternating offer model have several properties in common: First, the unique SPE
is an MPE. Second, the players reach an immediate agreement. Third, the agreement
is Pareto ellicient. Since the disagreement actions are always the essentially unique
NE actions of r, the unique SPE outcome of the policy bargaining model is the same
as  in the alternating offer model  with  a finite horizon  and  (S, d) = (R(A),R(aN)).
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The problems encountered with multiple but essentially unique SPEs would also arise
in the alternating offer model if the disagreement payoffs d are Pareto efficient (see
section 2.4 for a discussion in the infinite horizon case).

One interesting point of investigation remains, namely the limit of the average
SPE payoff as tf goes to infinity. In example 6.5.1 (see section 6.5) the limit average
SPE payoffs correspond to the Nash bargaining solution of the bargaining problem
(S, d) = (R(A),R(aN)). One would expect that this limit result extends to all P with
an essentially unique NE.

Games P with multiple NE
This subsection contains a brief discussion of the results that can reasonably be ex-
pected if the game P admits multiple NEs but it does not contain a full analysis.
The discussion combines the results of the previous subsection with the results from
ordinary finitely repeated games without bargaining.

The first observation is that the uniqueness result breaks down. This is easy to
see. For every NE of F an MPE can be constructed according to propositions 6.3.2
and 6.3.3. This implies that for any aN €A N and all t€T there is an the agreement
&: Hence, there exist multiple MPEs with diferent MPE payoffs, which shows that
theorem 6.3.4 does not hold.

The second observation is that the proposing player, denoted by P, can always
secure a payoff of at least si, where s; and s; are defined as in section 2.2.  This can
be accomplished by proposing the joint policy at € Al corresponding to the average
payoff vector which gives the responding player, denoted by R, the payoff swa= and
the payoff s; to the proposing player. The responding player will accept this proposal,
because it yields this player's highest payoff in SIR while continuing the negotiations
yields less. Similarly, the responding player at time t, t E T {tf}, can secure an
average payoff of at least i,-illi ™R + TZ-i41'12 simply by refusing every proposal at
t, continuing with playing his minmax actions in the disagreement phase and then,
at t+1 secure the average payoff siz as described above. In the limit. as t f goes to
infinity, this latter payoff converges to s;1. These simple arguments imply that the
limit  set of average SPE payoffs,  as tf  goes to infinity,  is some subset  of the set  S+,
where S+ C SIR is defined as

S+  := {8 E R(A) I s t (4,33) }.
The  set  S+ is non-empty and compact, because  SIR is compact  and  (s;, s;)  E  SIR.
Obviously, if S+ 96  IR  then it is impossible to support every average payoff in SIR,
which can be done in ordinary finitely repeated games without bargaining (e.g. the
second part of theorem 5.3.3). Two important remarks are in place here. First, this
limit result also applies if P admits a unique NE, because the essentially unique SPE
is Pareto efficient according to theorem 6.3.4 implying that it belongs to the Pareto
frontier  of S+. Second, the limit  set of average  SPE  payoffs,  as  tf  goes  to  infinity,
is not necessarily equal to the set S+ as is illustrated by the prisoners' dilemma (see
example 6.5.1). In other words, the convergence result above does not state that every
s € S+ can be supported as an average SPE payoff in the policy bargaining model.

An open problem that remains is the characterization of the limit set of average
SPE payoffs as t, goes to infinity. Any formal analysis would start with deriving
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the extremal SPEs, where extremal means that at least one of the players receives
either his infimum or supremum SPE payoff. Applying the arguments in Binmore [23]
to the bargaining phase yields that Pareto efficient extremal SPEs can be chosen at
the start of each period. Pareto efficient extremal SPEs in two-player games imply
that one player's worst SPE, i.e. his infimum SPE payoff, necessarily corresponds to
the other player's best SPE payoff, i.e. this player's supremum SPE payoff, and vice
versa. For ordinary finitely repeated games without bargaining it is hard to derive
extremal SPEs and the same can be expected for the policy bargaining model.

One way to overcome this technical problem is to extend the idea of three-phase

punishments, as proposed in Benoit and Krishna [14], to the policy bargaining model
in such a way that these punishments approximate the extremal SPEs. Three-phase

punishments consist of first a punishment phase in which the deviator is punished,
followed by a reward phase to compensate for the losses suffered by the executioners of
the first phase, and are concluded by a Nash phase in which only NE actions of P are
played. If differences in payoffs in the distant future are relatively unimportant, then
it is likely that the punishments proposed below yield the same limit values as the
extremal SPEs. Although this latter statement is highly speculative, it is related to
the limit behaviour of the MPE payoffs as tf goes to infinity, which is not investigated
formally. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to conjecture how three-phase punishments
extend to policy bargaining models.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the multiplicity of SPE payoffs and the ar-
guments in Binmore [23] imply that SPEs exist in which the players delay agreement
or fail to be Pareto efficient (or both). Since the arguments are similar to those in
section 7.3 these arguments are postponed.

6.4  The FLQG Policy Bargaining Model
In this section the difference game underlying the finite policy bargaining model is
assumed to be an FLQG. The main result derived in this section is the characterization
of the essentially unique SPE. In order to derive this result an MPE in quadratic
value functions is derived first and then it is shown that this MPE is the essentially
unique SPE of this model. The derivation of an MPE in quadratic value functions
occupies the major part of this section and it is divided into two steps: First, the MPE
disagreement actions are derived. Second, the MPE agreement is derived. These two

steps are similar as in subsection 6.3.1, which is stressed here because the essence of
these steps might be obscured by the use of mathematical techniques.

In order to derive an MPE in quadratic value functions these quadratic value
functions are postulated for each phase at time t,t ET, and these value functions
represent the continuation payoffs of the MPE. The quadratic value functions Vib(t, Z)
and Ild(t, x) are defined as

1/,b(t, x)=-*x'Kib(t):r    and    Vid(t, z) =- z'Kid(t)z,    i =1,2.

where KG(t) and Kid(t) are semi-positive definite matrices to be derived below.
Backward induction implies that the analysis can be split into two steps. Firstly,

given state z at t and  the value functions  lit (ttl, f(Z, u, t)) one period later, the MPE
disagreement actions ad(t, I) E A(t)  and the corresponding value functions Vid(t, I)
are derived. Secondly, given state I at time t and the value functions ltd(t, I), tlie
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MPE proposal at(z)  €  At  at  time t  and the corresponding value functions V,6 (t, z)
are derived. The first step is essentially the same as in the derivation of the MPE (or
feedback Nash equilibrium) in ordinary difference games without bargaining as derived
in proposition 5.5.2 and, therefore, a formal proof is omitted. As already mentioned in
the analysis of ordinary difference games it is assumed that the matrices E(t), t€T,
which are defined in the proposition, are regular.

Proposition 6.4.1
The  MPE disagreement  actions at  time t,teT,  for  state z  are  given  by

af(t, z) = -Ri-113;K2(t + 1)E(t)-1Az,   i = 1,2,
and the evolution of the state js given by

1:(t + 1) = E(t)-1 Ax(t)
where

E(t) =I t BlRI-lB;I<ib(t +1) + 82122113;Ii (t +1)
and

Kid(t) = Qi + A' E(t)-1 [I4 (t + 1) B,Ri-1 B; IC,b (t + 1) + IC,b (t + 1)]E(t)-lA,

where Kid(t) 2 0.

Corollary 6.4.2
If the vector of state variables z has dimension 1, then Eit) is regular.

The second step in deriving the MPE consists of solving the bargaining phase.
Subgame perfectness requires that the responding player in period t, t € T, accepts
every proposed joint policy that yields a strictly higher payoff than the MPE payoff in
case of disagreement and rejects if the proposed joint policy yields strictly less payoffs.
When the responding player is indifferent accepting and rejecting are both optimal.
As in the previous section the policy bargaining model is solved for an MPE in which
the responding player accepts in case of indifference. Thus, the responding player R
accepts the proposed joint policy  at   € At, given state  x  at  time  t,  if   RCS, at)   2
V#(t, 1,) and rejects otherwise. Similar arguments as in the previous section can be
used to prove that such an MPE is essentially unique.2

The proposing player P can always secure his disagreement payoff 1*(t, z)  by
proposing an unacceptable joint policy or a joint policy that prescribes the actions
that will lead to this payoff. The proposing player's best joint policy that will be
accepted by the responding player maximizes the proposing player's payoff for the
remainder of the game given the constraint that the responding player's payoff is at
least this last player's disagreement payoff. Hence, the best joint policy is found by
solving the optimization problem

arg  9N lip(Z, at),     S.t.     11/1(x, at)  2  V#(t, z) (6.2)

2As in the previous section, if the responding player rejects in case of indifference and
(17(t,x), V (t,z) is not Pareto efficient, then no best policy for the proposing player exists in prob-
lem 6.2 below under the modified constraint uR(z, at) > 1/#(t, =). Otherwise, if (Vld(t,ir), V (t, X))
is Pareto efficient, then the responding player's decision does not affect the MPE payoffs.
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Let at,d(s) € At denote the path of actions, given state z at time t, that will result
if both players follow the MPE strategies in case of disagreement. By definition
U,(z, at,d(Z))  = 17(t, x),  i  = P,R, and, therefore, at,d(Z) belongs to the set of joint
strategies that will be accepted by the responding player. Therefore, the proposing
player's best joint policy  al (x) yields a payoff that  is at least 1' (t,1:). Hence, there
always exists an MPE in which the proposing player offers at(Z) Similar arguments
as in the previous section can be applied to show that this MPE is essentially unique.

The next lemma gives a necessary and sufficient condition that must be satisfied
in order to have a binding constraint in the optimization problem for the proposing
player for every vector x 96 0

Lemma 6.4.3
Suppose that the system is one-step zero-controllable with the actions of the respond-
ing player.  Then the constraint uR(z, at) 2 114(t, Z) is binding for every z 9= 0 if and
only if y' S(t)v >Ofor every v € 92(E(t)-1 A)j{0}, where S(t) is equal to

[I + N(t + 1)]M+[I + N(t + 1)] + 2[I + N(t + 1)}Kl(t + 1) - I4(t + 1),
with  N(t + 1)  = BpRplB I  (t + 1),  M = BRR;il Bl  and M+  the Moore-Penrose
inverse of M.

Proof
Suppose the constraint is not binding.  Then at (Z) := <a*(t, z),...,a*(tf' z)  satisfies

a;(t, x)= 0,   BRa (t, x)= -Ax  and  a;(s,x)=0,
1'for i=P,R,s= ttl,...,tf. The corresponding payoffs are 1*(t, I) = - :2z Qpx and

1/1(t, x) =-   z'QRT + ai (t, x)RRa;1(t, x) . The action a*R(t, x) may not be unique

and in order to derive the contradiction that all these actions yield lower payoffs than
the disagreement outcome it is suflicient to consider the responding player's most
preferred action that satisfies this relation. Solving

max  V (t, z) - A' [BRa;1(t, z) + Az]
ah(t,=)

yields

al(t, z) = -RR1BliA,  MA =AT  and  1/4(t, x) = - [Z'QRT + A'MA].
It easily follows that  VA(t, Z) = -  I' IQRT + C M+ Alr, because M = MM+M and
MA -As.
This  leads  to the contradiction  ul,(I, at) > V.Id(t, Z), because substitution of the
expression for K (t) derived in proposition 6.4.1 yields the following equivalence

-  I  IQR   A'M+A]z < -tls'K (t)z   *>   z'A'E(t)-l S(t)E(t)-1Ax > 0.
The  condition  y' Sy  >  0 for every  y  €  32(E(t)-1 A)\{0} is equivalent  to the latter
condition. Hence, the constraint is binding.                                             0

Corollary 6.4.4
If the FLQG policy bargaining model has a vector of state variables x of dimension
n equal to 1, then the constraint ,tn(I, at) 2 1.'W(t,I) is binding for every LE 94 0.
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Proof
If n = l, then N(t + 1), M and K (t + 1) are positive numbers. Therefore, S is
positive definite and y' Sy > 0 for every 1/ c  R\{0}.                                                                O

Rennark 6.4.5
Besides the case mentioned in the previous corollary the necessary and sufficient
condition of the previous lemma surely holds if the 0, R, A and B matrices are
diagonal matrices with positive elements. Therefore, this condition also holds if these
matrices have positive diagonal elements and off-diagonal elements that are relatively
small in absolute values. It seems not possible to formulate the necessary and sufficient
condition of the previous lemma in terms of the parameters of the FLQG policy

bargaining model

In what follows only the class of FLQG policy bargaining models is considered
for which the constraint is binding. The next proposition formulates the proposing
player's best joint policy at(x) in period t, given state x at time t and the value
functions 1'7'(t, x), i = P, R.

Proposition 6.4.6
If the constraint in problem (6.2) is binding, then the proposing player's best joint

policy at time t, t € T, for state z is given by W(x) =  8(t, x),..., a(tf' x) , where
&(s, x), s=t,...,ti'is given by

8,(s, z) = -G,(s)11 - [A - BG(·r)]z,    i = P, R,
with

[ Gp(s) ]
B = [Bp, BR}     and   G(s) = l GR(s)  ]

The matrices G,(s), i=P,R,s=t, . . . , tf, are found by solving backward iteratively
the system of equations

G(s) = [RX + B'(Kp(s + 1) + XI(R(s + 1))81-1B'(Kp(s + 1) + AKR(s + 1))A,

K,(s) = Qi + G (s)RiG,(s) + [A - BG(s)]'K,(s + 1)[A - BG(s)],   i =P, R,

K,(tf + 1) = Qi,    i = P, R,

for a parameter A > O, with RA = 1 I and requiring that A is such that
[Rp   0  1
l 0  ARR 1

L' [KR(t) - K (t)] z = 0.  The resulting total payo/Ts are - z'Ki(t)z, i = P, R,
which will be denoted as -  z'K (t)X.
Proof
The previous lemma implies that at(x) has to maximize the Lagrange function

L(x, at, A) = up(z, at) - A [UR(Z, at) - VRd(t, 1:)] ,

with A > 0. Dynamic programming requires the optimization
1  f  ,max   -2 la (s)Ra(s) tx*'(s, z)(Qp + AQR)1:*(S,x)+

a(s)€A(s)
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(Ax*(s, x) + Ba(s))'(Kp(s + 1) + AKR(s + 1))(Ax*(s, z) + Ba(s))  ,

where Kp(s + 1) + AKR(s + 1) is the parameter of the quadratic value function of
' ''

this problem and the vector a is the stacked vector [ap, aR} . This yields

&(s)=-G(s)z*(s), i =P, R,
with state transition z*(s + 1) = [A - BGCS)]I* (s). Substitution of these results into
the dynamic programming equation yields the backward recursive equations in K,, i =
P, R. The resulting total payoffs are  -  z'K,(t)z,  i  -P, R Finally, the value  of the
Lagrange parameter A can be found because the constraint GR(z, at tz)) - 1/,4(t, x)  = 0
has to be satisfied implying that z' [KR(t) - K (t)]x = 0 has to hold.                        O

As in subsection 6.3.1 the MPE strategies imply that at the bargaining phase of t,
t  ET, the players agree  upon the Pareto efficient joint policy  at.

Corollary 6.4.7
If the constraint in problem (6.2) is binding, then the proposing player's best joint
policy at(x) is unique and Pareto ellicient.  Furthermore, the responding player is
indifferent between this best joint policy and the MPE disagreement outcome.

Proof

Since Ri, i = 1,2, are positive definite, ICi(s + 1) is semi-positive definite and A > 0,
it follows that R + B(Kp(s + 1) + AKR(s + 1))B' is positive definite, so that dt (x)
is unique. Furthermore, suppose at (z) is not Pareto efficient, then there exists a
bt(x)  E At such that tti(z, bt(z))  2 71,(Z, 8t(x)) 2 111(t, x), i = P, R, and either i)
the first inequality for the proposing player is strict, or ii) the first inequality for the
responding player is strict. Case V contradicts the fact that &t(a,) solves the prob-
lem (6.2) and case ii) contradicts the fact that iit (x) is the unique joint policy that
solves the maximization problem.                                                        0

·UR(z, at) 2 1' (t, I)

 (V (t, I), V#(t, Z)) (VA(t,I),VA(t, T))

Figure 6.3
Graphical representation of optimization problem (6.2), where player P=1 and
R = 2. The constraint is represented by the area above the horizontal line.
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The optimization problem to find the proposing player's best joint strategy can be
explained graphically in the two-dimensional payoff space at time t, given state x at t.
The Pareto frontier can be derived by solving the following optimization problem with
parameter A

max up(z, at) + AuR(z, at),    A E [0,00)
at€At

The area above the horizontal line in  figure 6.3 satisfies the constraint uR(z, al)  2
1'&(t, z)  and the proposing player's best joint policy  has to  lie  in  this  area.   It  fol-
lows immediately that  the best joint policy is found .at the intersection of the line
UR(z, at) = VA(t, Z) with the Pareto frontier.

The constraint in the optimization problem is binding and, thus, the responding
player is indifferent between accepting and rejecting the proposed joint policy  At (I).
The MPE derived above is supported by MPE strategies in which the responding
player accepts when this player is indifferent.

If for each state x at time t the same Lagrange multiplier A results, then the value
functions Vib (t, z) are quadratic. However,  if the Lagrange multiplier A depends on
state z at time t, then K,(t) depends on state x at time t and the value functions
19 (t, x)  are not quadratic.   In  the next lemma a property  of the matrices  K,(.)  and
Gi(.) as functions of the Lagrange multiplier A will be proved.

Lemma 6.4.8

Each element of the matrices IC,(s),  Ki(tf +1)  and G,(s),  i  = P, R,  s = t,...,tf'
can be written as a fraction of two polynomials in the Lagrange multiplier A with for
each matrix the same denominator.

Proof
The proof will use backward induction.
Each element of IC,(tf ) - Qi, i = P, R, is a fraction of two polynomials in A, which
are both of degree 0, and each element has the same denominator, namely 1. Suppose
that for i = P, R each element of K,(s + 1) is the fraction of two polynomials in A
and that all elements of K,(s + 1) have the same denominator. By definition,

G(s) = IR + B'(Kp(s + 1) + AICR(s + 1))B]-1B'(Kp(s + 1) + AICR(s + 1))A.

Each element of R + B' (Kp(s + 1) + AKR(s + 1))B and B' (Kp(s t 1) + AKR(s t 1))A
is a fraction of two polynomials in A and the polynomial in the denominator is the
same for all elements of both matrices.  Therefore, the denominator in B' (KpCs +1)+
AKR(stl))A cancels out against the denominator in R+B'(Kp(stl)+AKR(stl))B
when the inverse of the latter matrix is taken. Only the numerators of the elements
of R + B'(Kp(s + 1) + AICR(s + 1))B and B'(Kp(s + 1) + AICK(s + 1))A remain.
Each element of the inverse of R + B' (Kp(s + 1) + AKR(s + 1))B is the fraction of the
corresponding cofactor divided  by the determinant  of this matrix (c.g Strang  [126],
paragraph 4.3) and, thus, all elements of the inverse have the same denominator.
The determinant and each cofactor are polynomials in A. Post-multiplication of this
inverse with B' (Kp(s + 1) + AKR(s + 1))A yields that each element is also a fraction
of a polynomial in A divided by the determinant of R + B' (Kp(s +1)+AKR(st 1))B.
Thus, each elemeut of G(s) is a fraction of two polynomials in A and all elements
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of G(s) have the same denominator. This immediately implies that the elements of
G,(s) and K,(s) have the same property.                                                  0

The previous lemma implies that the elements of the matrix [I<R(t) - I (t)] can
be written as a fraction of two polynomials in the Lagrange multiplier A and that
all elements have the same denominator, namely the denominator of each element of
KR (t). Thus, rewriting of z' [ICR(t) - Ki(t)] z yields the symmetric matrix

ail(A)  ...  aln(A)

I           : · .         ·          I,

ani(A)  ··· an 71 (A)

where each ai,(A) is a polynomial in the Lagrange multiplier A. The Lagrange mul-
tiplier A>O has to solve the equation x' [KR(t) - K (t)] x=O.I n order to explain
why the Lagrange multiplier A>0 depends on state z a t t consider the states z=e k
and z= el, k, t=1, . . . ,n and k# t.  Then, A>O has to solve akk (A) =O i n case
x=e k and A>Ohas to solve a„(A) =O i n case z = e,. In general att(A) il akk(A) and,
thus, the solution  for  A  > 0 depends on whether  z  =  et  or  x  =  ek·   The next propo-
sition states necessary and sufficient conditions for the Lagrange multiplier A>O t o
be independent of state x at time t.

Proposition 6.4.9
The Lagrange multiplier A >O i s independent of state x a t time t ijT there exists a

A* >0 such that ak,(A*) =Ofor all k, 1=1, . . . ,n.

Proof
According to corollary 6.4.7 the solution at (Z) is unique.
(=*) Suppose that there does not exist a A*  > 0 such that ak,(A*) = 0 for all k. l =
1,...,n. Define A* > 0 such that all(A*) = 0, then there exist k and t such that
aki(A*) 960. There  are two cases  that  have to be considered.
Case  1:   k  =  t  >  1.

Then z = €i and all(A) = 0 implies that A = A'. Furthermore, x = ek and akk(A) = 0
implies that A 96 A*. This contradicts that A > 0 is independent of z.
Case 2: k 96 l.
Renumber  such  that  k=2  and l=1. Assume  a22(A*)=0  (if  not,  then  case  1
applies).   Then,  for  both  z  =  el  and  x  =  e2 it holds  that  A  = A* solves all (A)  =  0
and  a22(A)  = 0. Consider the state  2  with    1,S 2  0  0  and  fj   =  0  for  j  =  3. . . . ,n.
Then A has to solve

all(A)21 + 2a21(A):El£2 + a22(A)Z2 = 0

and  A  # A*, because 2a21 (A*):Els:2 960. Hence, A depends on I, which  is a contradic-
tion.
(*) Substitution of A* yields x [0]z = 0 for all x. Hence, A = A* > O is independent
of I.                                                                                                                       0

Corollary 6.4.10

If the FLQG policy bargaining model has a vector of state variables s of dimension
n equal to 1, then the Lagrange multiplier A>O i s independent of state x at time t.
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Proof

If n=1,  then A>0 has to solve all (A)  =0 and it is obvious that A>O i s indepen-
dent of the state x at time t.                                                                      0

If the vector of state variables has a dimension n larger  than  1,  then the sufficient
and necessary condition of the previous proposition will be violated in general and,
therefore, the Lagrange multiplier is a function of the state z at t. Example 6.5.2,
which is a relatively simple FLQG policy bargaining model with all matrices diagonal
with positive diagonal elements, illustrates this statement. The conclusion is that no
MPE for quadratic value functions exists.

TheoreIn 6.4.11
If the vector of state variables has a dimension n larger  than  1  and  the su#icient and
necessary condition of lemma 6.4.3 holds, then in general no MPE for quadratic value
functions exists.

The next proposition states that the sequence of disagreement actions for the
FLQG policy bargaining model found by applying proposition 6.4.1 in general differs
from the sequence of MPE (or feedback Nash) actions of the ordinary difference game
(without the bargaining procedure). The reason is that in the bargaining model both
players anticipate the proposing player's best joint policy that will be agreed upon in
the next period, while in the ordinary difference game such a best joint policy is not
anticipated. Hence, assuming that the disagreement actions are the MPE actions of
the ordinary difference game (Houba  and de Zeeuw  [66]) in general implies  that  the
disagreement actions are not subgame perfect in the policy bargaining model and,
hence, proposition 6.3.2 does not hold in case the current period actions affect future
payoffs through the state.

Proposition 6.4.12
The MPE disagreement actions in period t, given state x at t, differ from the MPE
actions for the underlying FLQG without bargaining, except for period tf and in case
the latter MPE is Pareto efficient.

Proof
The quadratic value functions corresponding to the MPE of the ordinary difference
game without bargaining are denoted by vN(t,z) = - z'KEN(t)x, i = 1,2. Simi-
larly, the MPE actions are a (t, z).   Furthermore,  KiN(t)  and  aN(t, x) follow  from
iteratively applying proposition 6.3.2.
For period tf it follows that K<(tr ) = KiN(tf) = Qi and, hence, a;'(tf' z) = aiv(t.f ' x)·

If the disagreement outcome is Pareto efficient in period t, then Kib(t) = Kid(t),
i= 1,2, because both players can secure their disagreement payoffs. It follows that if

the MPE of the ordinary difference game without bargaining is Pareto efficient, then it
can be shown by induction that Kid(ttl) = KEN(ttl) and, thus, I (ttl) = KiN(ttl)
for all t ET. Consequently, a;'(t,x) = a (t,z) for all t ET.
In case the MPE of the ordinary difference game without bargaining is not Pareto
efficient it is no longer true that Kib(t + 1)  = Kid(t + 1) for each i = 1,2 and, therefore,
K<(t + l)  4 Kf (t + l), t e T\{tf  , for at least one player. Hence, a;'(t, z)  96 alv (t, x),
t E T\{tf}·                                                                                 0
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Finally, this section will be concluded by stating the second main result of this
section, namely the characterization result for the class of FLQG bargaining problems
that  have a vector of state variables of dimension n equal  to  1. The following theorem
summarizes the results stated in the corollaries 6.4.2, 6.4.4 and 6.4.10. These three
corollaries imply that an essentially unique MPE in quadratic value functions exists,
which is also the essentially unique SPE.

Theorem 6.4.13
If the dimension of the vector of state variables I is one,  then  the following Markov
strategies support the essentially unique SPE of the FLQG policy bargaining model.
At  time t,teT,  given  the  state s  at  time  t,  the  proposing player proposes  his  best
joint  policy  6.t (z),  as  stated  in  proposition  6.4.6,  and  the  responding  player  accepts
every proposal at e At that yields at  least 1/ (t, z)  and rejects otherwise.   If both
players fail to reach an agreement the disagreement actions a (t,I), i = 1,2, as
stated in proposition 6.4.1, will be used.

Proof
Similar to the proof of theorem 6.3.4.                                                                     0

An open problem that remains is the limit of the (average) SPE payoffs as tf goes
to infinity. It is reasonable to conjecture that this problem is unsolvable, because the
computation of the MPE of the best joint policies in each period of the two-period
policy bargaining model in example 6.5.3 (see section 6.5) involves the computation
of the unique positive solution of a polynomial P(A) = 0 of degree higher than 3 in
every period, where A represents the Lagrange multiplier in problem (6.2), and the
degree of this polynomial increases with the gap tf - t.

6.5 Numerical Examples
In this section three examples are treated in order to illustrate the results derived
in the previous sections. Example 6.5.1 illustrates theorem 6.3.4 for the finitely re-
peated prisoners' dilemma and horizon tf. Furthermore, as t., goes to infinity, this
bargaining outcome converges to the Nash solution corresponding to the bargaining
problem  (S, d) = (R(A),R(aN)). Example 6.5.2 illustrates that even for relatively
simple matrices R„ Qi, A and B, the quadratic structure breaks down. This exam-
ple belongs to the class of policy bargaining models in which the matrices E(t) of
proposition 6.4.1 are regular and the conditions of lemma 6.4.3 hold. Example 6.5.3
illustrates theorem 6.4.13 and compares the equilibrium payoffs of the FLQG policy
bargaining model in which player 1 starts the negotiations and the FLQG policy bar-
gaining model in which player 2 has the initiative. Furthermore, this example is used
to compare the MPE of the ordinary difference game without bargaining with the two
FLQG policy bargaining models.  In this example player 2 is better off in the ordinary
difference game than in the FLQG policy bargaining model in which player 1 starts
the negotiations.
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Example 6.5.1

L2 122
Ll (4,4) (0,5)
Rl (5,0) (1,1)

This  example  is also treated in Sorin   [122]   and van Damme   [36]. The expected
payoffs, given the mixed actions (al,112)  =  ((P, 1 - p), (q, 1 - q)), p, q E  [0,11, are
(1 -p+ 4q, 1-q+ 4p) and R(A) is convex. The minmax value m i,i=1,2,o f player
i is equal to 1 and

SIR = S+ = {s E R<181,3·2 2 1 and s.2 5 5-  31 and 31 5 5-  82}·
Therefore, the prisoners' dilemma satisfies assumption 6.3.1. Furthermore, this game
admits a unique NE in pure strategies, namely aN = (e2, (2), where €2 = (0,1), and
NE payoffs R(aN) = (1,1)

For convenience time is counted backward and n denotes the number of rounds,
including the current period, before the game ends. This means that if the current
period is t,t€T= {0,1,..., tf}, then n=t f-t.  Without loss of generality it is
assumed that player 1 proposes if n is odd and, consequently, player 2 proposes if n
is even. For completeness, tlie value functions for player i, i =  1,2, are denoted by
Vib(n) and 1/id(n) and represent average payoffs. Furthermore, the mixed actions are
denoted by al(n) = (pn, 1 - p„), pn E [0,1], and a2(n) = (qn, 1 - qn), 9„ € [0,1]

First consider n is odd, i.e. player 1 is the proposing player. Applying theo-
rem  6.3.4  in the current round implies  that  a;'(n)   =a N,i=1,2,  and,  hence,  the
average MPE continuation payoff Vid(n) = 1[1 + (n - 1)Vib(n - 1)]. Player l's best
joint policy An is found by solving problem (6.1), i.e. by solving

m  t Z[4117 -pr + 11,    s.t.    I[4pr - qr + l] 2 I[l t (n - 1)1/i(n - 1)].
P.,  7

T=1 T=1

It immediately follows that

EPT =f[1 + (n-1)1 (n-1)] and 4T = 1, 1-=0,1,...,n,
T=1

which implies that a unique solution exists for n=1 and multiple solutions exist for
n > l. Substitution of these results into the objective functions yields

Vib(n) =5- A.[1 + (n- 1)1/2 (n - 1)]   and   1/: (n) = 1/21(n).
Since the game is symmetric similar value functions can be derived for n - 1, given

n is odd, namely

1/16(n -1) = Vid(n -1)   and    1/26(n -1) =5- 4(22-1-)[1 + (n- 2)Vib(n - 2)].
Substitution and rewriting yields the recursive relation for V (n), n is odd,

Vi'(1) =4     and   Vi'(n) = .* + i e t *21V/(n- 2),   n 2 3.
Since  e < 1, provided n 23, it follows that this recursive relation is a contraction
and, hence, a unique limit value exists. Routine calculations show that this limit value
lim 711 00 Vib (n)  = 4. Hence, the unique SPE outcome  of the policy bargaining model
converges to the Nash solution of the bargaining problem (S, d), where S = R(A) and
d = R(aN) = (1,1).
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Example 6.5.2
Consider the concave linear-quadratic difference  game  with  T  =  {0,1}  and  with
dimension n equal to 2:

1. r., ( [1 01 \
Ul(a)

-2 L Cal(t)  0  1   (11(t) tx'(t + 1)Ix(t +1)  -  x (0)Ix(0),t=0,1 C

/, Fl 01 \
112(a) -  E la,(t) 1 8  1 ]a'2(t) + LE'(t +1)I=(t + 1)  -  37 (0)I=(0),t=0,1

with state transition

x(t + 1) = Ix(t) + Ial(t) + Ia.2(t),    t €T,   1:(0) = 11,1]
and no restrictions on the set of actions:

ai(t)€R,2, i= 1,2, t€ T.
Furthermore, it is assumed that player 2 is the proposing player in period 0, so that
player 1 is the proposing player in period 1.  It will be shown tliat the value functions
V,b(1, z), i = 1,2, are not quadratic in x, because A depends on state z in period 1.

The first step consists of computing the matrix Ig(1) in period 1. Each player i,
i= 1,2, solves tlie maximization problem

I,m {.2 -  a,(1)' Ria,(1) -    I:E(1) + al (1) + a2(1)]' [T(1) + al (1) + ag (1)].

Proceeding as in the proof of proposition 6.4.1 yields

I4(1) = I+E-1(1)E-1(1) + E-1(1)R2-lE-1(1),
where E(1)  =I t RI-1  + R2 : It follows that,

464   0  1

E(1) = 1 5  0 1   and  'G,(1) = 430 1  0   450 1 I
In  order to derive player  l's best joint policy the following optimization problem

has to be solved:

max - ta;(1)Rial(1) -  [3:(1) tal(1) ta2(1)1'[z(1) +al(1) +a2(1)],al€Al I

s.t.    - 1;'(1)/C2d(1)I(1)   5   -LE'(1).73(1) -a (1)R. a2(1) -

[1:(1) tal(1) ta2(1)]'[1:(1) tal(1) ta2(1)].
Tedious calculations lead to

[ 3+(A2+5.X+3)2+(2+3A)2
(A,+SA+3)1

K2(1) = L lt('2.X2+4Xtl)2+4(1+2X)2 1
(2 X2+4 X+1)2

The constraint  12(x, al) 2 1/ '(1, x) has to be binding, because A=0 implies that

, f 16 0 1

112(I, al) =-2,  8   6   1 3< -I'I< (1)I.
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Therefore,  A  has to be solved from the equation I' [I<2(1) - I (1)]s, which can  be
rewritten as

(2A2 + 4X + 1)2 (400[3 + (2 + 3A)21 - 64(A2 + 5X + 3)2) I +

(A2 + 5X + 3)2(400[1 + 4(1 + 2A)2]- 50(2A2 + 4X + 1)2) I2    =   0.
It is not possible to derive A>O a s a n explicit function of I, because the polynomial
in A is of degree eight (and in general this degree rises as t goes backward from tf to
0). And even if an explicit function A(x) could be stated, then substitution of A(z)
into ICi(1), i = 1,2, would not yield a nice value function 1/ (1, s) that could be used
in the analytical derivation of Vid(0, x,).  For z = el the equation in A becomes

4A,1 + 40A3 - 101. 2 - 180X - 139 - 0,

which has one positive solution, namely A = 3.2204. Similarly, for x = e2 the equation
in A becomes

4. 4 + 4A3 - 123Ae - 126X - 39 = 0,

which has one positive solution, namely A = 5.5794. Hence, A depends on z and the
quadratic structure of the problem breaks down.

Example 6.5.3
Consider the concave linear-quadratic difference game with T  =  {0,1}  and with
dimension n equal  to  1:

 l(a) -& 6) [a2(t)+1:2(t + 1)1 - 6z2(0)'
t=0,1

u2(a)   =   -d Z [ai(t) + 21:2(t + 1)] - 1:2(0)'
t=0,1

with state transition

1:(t +1)=3:(t) + al (t) + a2(t),t€T,  x(0)=1
and no restrictions on the set of actions:

ai(t) C R,    i = 1,2,  t€ T.

A superscript * denotes the equilibrium actions of the FLQG policy bargaining model
in which player  1  proposes at period  0 and player 2 proposes at period 1. Similarly,  a
superscript ** denotes the equilibrium actions of the FLQG policy bargaining model
in which player 2 proposes at period  0 and player  1  proposes at period   1.

Consider the FLQG policy bargaining model in which player 1 proposes at period
0.

The equilibrium disagreement actions at period 1, given state  I,  are

a*d(1,z) = (-0.251:,-0.5z)
with value functions

V&41(1,z) = -0.5625=2,   1'7'1(1,z) = -1.1875z2
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and z(2) = 0.25x. Therefore, player 1 rejects every joint policy al E Al if the corre-
sponding payoffs ul (Z, al)  <  -0.5625: 2 and accepts otherwise. Player 2's equilibrium
proposal at period 1, given state z, is

a•1(x) = (-0.3221z, -0.5322z)

with 'value functions

1' b(1, z) = -0.5625=2,    1'46(1, z) = -1.1628=2

and z(2) = 0.1457:r. Player 1 accepts this equilibrium proposal.
The equilibrium disagreement actions at period 0, given state x(0) = 1, are

a*d(o, 1) = (-0.2528, -0.5225)

with value functions

Vl*d(0,1) = -0.5603,    V;d(0,1) = -1.1952

and 2(1) = 0.2247 and x(2) = 0.0327. Therefore, player 2 rejects every joint policy
ao   E   Ao   if the corresponding payoffs  112 (1, ao) < -1.1952 and accepts otherwise.
Player l's equilibrium proposal at period 0, given state z(0) = 1, is

a*0(0,1) = ( (-0.2800, -0.5937), (-0.0347, -0.0736) ),

with total SPE payoffs

71(1, a*0(0,1)) = (-0.5479,-1.1952)

and z(1) = 0.1262 and z(2) = 0.0179. Hence, the unique SPE in which player 1
proposes at period 0 implies immediate agreement on a*'(0,1) at this period.

Next, consider the FLQG policy bargaining model in which player 2 proposes at

period 0.
The equilibrium disagreement actions at period 1, given state z, are again

a**,1(1,x) = (-0.25z,-0.5z)
with value functions

VZ*d.(1,x) = -0.56253:2,   1/4.'1(1,x) = -1.1875z2

and 1(2) = 0.25x. Therefore, player 2 rejects every joint policy al E Al if the corre-
sponding payoffs u2(z, al)  <  -1.1875:r2 and accepts otherwise. Player l's equilibrium
proposal at period 1, given state z, is

a*•1(x) = (-0.2794z, -0.5784:c)

with value functions

1/i*6(1,x) = -0.5491=2,   1/7*6(1,x) = -1.1875=2

and z(2) = 0.1421z. Player 2 accepts this equilibrium proposal.
The equilibrium disagreement actions at period 0, given state z(0) = 1, are

a**d(0,1) = (-0.2455, -0.5309)
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with value functions

Vl**d(0,1) = -0.5576,    1'7*1(0,1) = -1.2003

and z(1) = 0.2236 and x(2) = 0.0318. Therefore, player 1 rejects every joint policy
ao   E  Ao  if the corresponding payoffs  ul (1, ao) < -0.5576 and accepts otherwise.
Player 2's equilibrium proposal at period 0, given state x(0) = 1, is

a**0(0,1) = ( (-0.3110, -0.5603), (-0.0393, -0.0708) ),

with total SPE payoffs

11(1, a**0(0,1)) = (-0.5576, -1.1764)

and x(1) = 0.1287 and x(2) = 0.0186. Hence, the unique equilibrium in which player 2
proposes at period 0 implies immediate agreement on a**0(0,1) at this period.

The MPE can be found by applying proposition 6.4.1 twice. This yields the
feedback equilibrium actions aN(1, T) = a*d(1, I) = a**1(1, T)  and

aN(0,1) = (-0.2632, -0.5263),
with value functions

VIN(0,1) = -0.5596, 1/2N(0,1) = -1.1911

and 3(1) = 0.2105 and z(2) = 0.0526.  If the MPE actions aN(0,1) are compared with
the MPE disagreement actions a*(1(0,1) and a**d(0,1) (these latter are never used in
the MPE), then it follows that the aN (0,1) differs from a*01(0,1) and a-*1(0,1) which
is in accordance with proposition 6.4.12. The state variable x(1) has a higher value in
the FLQG policy bargaining model (independent of who proposes first) than in the
difference game.

The example shows that for one of the two players the bargaining outcome may
be worse than the MPE of the ordinary difference game. The equilibrium outcome
for player 2 of the bargaining model in which player 1 proposes in period 0 yields
lower payoffs for player 2 than the MPE outcome of the ordinary difference game,
namely U2(1,a*0(1)) = -1.1952 < -1.1911 = 11·2(1, aN(1)). Although the bargaining
outcome in any subgame is individually rational with respect to the disagreement
outcome, this result is due to the fact that the disagreement actions differ from the
MPE actions of the ordinary difference game. Player 2 cannot secure the MPE payoffs
of the ordinary difference game by announcing, for instance, the strategy 'reject any
proposed joint policy in period 0, propose a joint strategy in period 1 that will be
rejected by player 1 and use the disagreement actions in both periods according to the
MPE of the ordinary difference game'. This announcement is not credible, because for
every state z at period 1 it is advantageous for player 2 to reconsider the announced
strategy and propose this player's best joint policy  a.1 (z) in period 1. Therefore,
rational expectations imply that both players will not use the disagreement actions
according to the feedback Nash equilibrium of the ordinary difference game, but
instead both players will use the disagreement actions a;d(0, T), i = 1,2.  Hence, the
fact that player 2 lacks a credible commitment to refrain from bargaining in period 1
makes this player worse off than in the game without bargaining. Only if player 2
is able to disconnect forever all communication channels before the bargaining model
starts, then this player could secure the MPE payoffs of the ordinary difference game.
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This example shows that the introduction of binding agreements and communication
in the form of the bargaining process described in this chapter may not be beneficial
for both players.

6.6 Alternative Assumptions for Agreements
In section 6.2 several assumptions are made with respect to agreements, such as no
renegotiation of agreements, agreements are everlasting once agreed upon and agree-
ments are binding. In this section it is investigated whether or not these assumptions
are crucial for the results obtained.

In the first subsection renegotiation of agreements is considered. It is shown that
allowing for renegotiation does not alter the results derived in sections 6.3 and 6.4.
The second subsection investigates the length of agreements. It is shown that if the
players decide not only on the joint policy but also on the length of this joint policy,
then there exists an essentially unique SPE in the modified policy bargaining model
in which each proposing player proposes an everlasting agreement and, moreover, the
proposed joint policy is one of theorems 6.3.4 and 6.4.13. Second, by means of a
two-period example it is shown that the presence of short-term agreements only (i.e.
the absence of long-term agreements) yields inefficiency.  Thus, the efficiency result
of theorems 6.3.4 and 6.4.13 depends crucially upon the assumption of everlasting
agreements. The last subsection briefly discusses the policy bargaining problem if
agreements are either incomplete or not binding.

Renegotiation of Binding-Agreements
Renegotiation of agreements has to be considered, because it is unlikely that players
will refrain from bargaining after they have agreed upon a joint policy that is not
Pareto efficient.  Such a renegotiation of agreements can be easily incorporated into
the bargaining model.  In case the two players have agreed upon a joint policy the
bargaining continues as before, but as long as tliey do not agree upon a new joint
policy both players implement the actions specified by the existing agreement. The
results below are only derived for the FRG policy bargaining model assuming that the
game I' admits a unique NE. The arguments for the FLQG policy bargaining model
with dimension of the vector of state variables equal to 1 is similar (e.g. Houba and
de Zeeuw [67]).

Consider the FRG policy bargaining model and assume that the game I' admits a
unique NE, i.e.    AN 1  = 1. Similar as in the analysis of section 6.3.1 the value functions
1»(s, at) and Vid(s, at), i - 1,2, s= ttl,...,tf' are defined for the subgame in which
the two players renegotiate an existing agreement  at  €  At,  t  € T. Renegotiation  of
the  agreement  at  E A t,t e T,i s  as  i f the two players are bargaining in a model  with
the exogenously given disagreement actions at from period t onwards. Therefore,

ltd(s, at) = rutTi [R,(a(s)) + (tf - S)Vib(s t 1,at)],

f o r i=1,2,s=t t l, . . . ,t f
Subgame perfectness requires that proposition 6.3.3 is applied iteratively in each

period in order to determine V,&(s, at), i = 1,2, s = ttl,-..,tf, starting with the
bargaining phase of period tf and working backward to the bargaining phase of period
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t+1. Hence, every Pareto ineflicient agreement  at E A t reached at period t, t ET,
will be replaced in period t+l b y a new agreement.  The new agreement is essentially
unique, Pareto efficient and is individually rational with respect to the existing agree-
ment at from period t+1 onwards. Player i's total payoffs of an agreement at E At,
taking into account renegotiation, are equal to

U,(at) = if-12+1-  IR,(a(t)) + (tf - t).11b(t + 1, at)],    i = 1,2.

The proof that renegotiation of agreements does not change the result of theo-
rem 6.3.4 also uses backward induction. Similar as in the analysis of the bargaining
model without renegotiation, the value functions Vib(t) and ltd(t), i = 1,2, are de-
fined for the bargaining game in which agreements can be renegotiated. It is trivial
that *b(tf)=0= Vib(tf),i=1,2. Suppose the induction hypothesis Vib(s) = 1/,5(s),

1=1,2, holds for s=t+1, . . . ,t f' then proposition 6.3.2 implies that fid(t) = Vid(t),
i
-

1,2. Subgame perfectness requires that the responding player accepts every pro-
posed joint policy at E At iff uR(at) 2 1/W(t) and the proposing player proposes the
joint policy at E At that maximizes up(at) subject to this constraint. Let at E At
denote this optimal joint policy,  then 11£(at)  2  11,(at) 2 Vd(t), i = 1,2, where at E At
denotes the best joint policy of proposition 6.3.3. Because at is Pareto efficient it
follows that u,(at)  = u,(at), i = 1,2, and therefore at is also a best joint policy in
the bargaining model with renegotiation. It should be noted that  t is essentially
unique. Consequently, V,6(t) = e(t), i = 1,2 Hence, introducing renegotiation does
not change the results of the FRG policy bargaining model.

Endogenous Length of Agreements
In the policy bargaining model it is assumed that the agreements are binding and
everlasting once the players have agreed.  In this subsection the assumption of binding
agreements is maintained, but the restriction to everlasting agreements is removed.
Instead it is assumed that the players also negotiate on the length of an agreement
and, thus, the length of agreements becomes endogenous. Two important results are
derived in this subsection. First, there always exists an MPE in which the players
voluntarily agree upon the everlasting MPE agreements derived in sections 5.4 and 5.5.
Therefore, the policy bargaining model provides a class of bargaining models in which
long-term agreements prevail. Second, by means of an example it is shown that
long-term agreements are crucial for efficiency and that the absence of long-term
agreements, i.e. a restriction to the use of short-term agreements, yields inefficiency.

The  notation is adjusted by adding a superscript  l  to  at  and Al, where 1 stands
for the length of the agreement. Formally, the proposing player at time t can propose
a joint policy at,t of length 1, l E {1,2, . . . ,t f-t+1} from the set

AL,  :=  A(t) x A(t +1)x. . .x A(t +I- 1),
where A(s) := Al(s) x A2(s)

The analysis proceeds by deriving an MPE first. The derivation of the disagree-
ment actions in the disagreement phase remains the same and, therefore, proposi-
tions 6.3.2 and 6.4.1 are also valid here in the appropriate context. The MPE strate-
gies for the bargaining phase are derived below. As in the previous subsection, the
results below are only derived for the FRG policy bargaining model assuming that the
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game I' admits a unique NE. The arguments for the FLQG policy bargaining model
with dimension of the vector of state variables equal to 1 is similar.

Consider the FRG policy bargaining model analyzed in section 6.3.1, i.e.  the game
P admits an essentially unique NE. First suppose that the length of any agreement is
fixed at l, 1 EN. Consider an MPE of the game. If the agreement at'' is accepted at

time t  and t+t  S  tf'  then the players follow the agreement during the periods t until
t+l-1 and continue playing the MPE from time t+1 onwards. Given the agreement
at,1 the payoff of player i, i = 1,2, is equal to

t+l-1
4-1+1-1 Hyt + l).P»  E R,(0(T)) + 4-ttl

T=t

In an MPE at time t the responding player R accepts any agreement at,1 that yields at
least V#(t) and rejects otherwise (see section 5.4.1 for the details). For the proposing
player P the best joint policy that is still accepted by the responding player is found
by solving the optimization problem

maxa'·BEA,·I   Tr-liTT  Ettft 1 Rp(a(T)) + 11;lt.:71 1*(t + t),
(6.3)

S.t. ff-11 1 Ett t-11 1 (a(T)) + ti-lt- 11 1/A(t + t) 2 'i  d t .

Note that problem (6.1) is a special case of problem (6.3) for 1 - tf -t t l. Further-

more, there always exists a best joint policy at,1 that solves problem (6.4).
Having derived the best joint policy at.' for any given length t the proposing player

only has to choose the optimal length, which is found by solving the optimization
problem

max ,  up(at,t)  1 At,1 solves (6.3), t€{1,...,tf -t+1}   ,         (6.4)W{L..,4-ttl}

where up( t,t) denotes the maximum payoff found in optimization problem (6.3).
There always exists an l* that solves problem (6.4), because the set in the optimization
problem is finite. The following proposition states that 1* = tf - t always solves

problem (6.4). The proof simply exploits the fact that the proposing player can
always propose a joint policy with length 1 = tf - t that mimics the MPE path of
actions that would result if the players first agree on a joint policy At,t and continue
with the MPE from time t+1 onward.

Proposition 6.6.1
The length 1* = tf - t solves problem (6.4)

P'roof
For all t, 1 C {1,...,tf - 1 + 1}, define at,t,-t+1(1) e At,ti-t+1 as the trajectory of
actions prescribed by 841 from time t onward until time t t l-1 and the MPE actions
that will result  from  time t+l onward. Then every  at.tf-i+1 (t) E At,tr-ttl satisfies
the constraint in problem (6.3), including t=t f-t t l. Since &1,t,-ttl E At,t/-ttl
maximizes the proposing player's  payoff it immediately follows that up(At,t,-1+1)  2
up(al,t,-t(t)) for all 1, 1 6 {1,..., tf -t+ 1} Hence, 1* = tf -ttl isasolution of
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problem (6.4).                                                                 0

The following theorem states the essentially unique SPE for the modified FRG
policy bargaining model with endogenous length of agreements.

Theorenn 6.6.2
The following Markov strategies support the essentially unique SPE of the FLQG
policy bargaining model with endogenous length of agreements.
At   time  t,t€T,   the  proposing  player  proposes  his  best  joint  policy   8t,ti -1+1    E
A*,t,-1+1 as stated in proposition 6.6.1 and the responding player accepts every pro-
posal at,1 € At,1 that yields at least Ill(t) and rejects otherwise. ff both players fail
to reach an agreement the disagreement actions a;'(t), i = 1,2, as stated in proposi-
tion 6.3.2, will be used.

Proof
First the stated Markov strategies  are MPE, because 11,(al,t,-t+1) 2 Vid(t), i = 1,2,
and proposition 6.3.2 applies. Furthermore, it has to be shown that this MPE
is essentially unique. If there exists an 1* < tf -t t l that solves (6.4), then
necessarily up(at,t,-.+1(1*)) = up(Ot,tt-ttl) Furthermore, both uR(at,1,-ttl(li))
and uR( t,tf-t+1) are at least 1/,11(t)   and   At,t,-1+1 is Pareto efficient imply   also
UR(at,1,-t+1(l*)) = uR(at,t,-1+1). Hence, the MPE is essentially unique. Finally,
in order to prove that this MPE is the essentially unique SPE the arguments of the
proof of theorem 5.5.5 apply.                                                                                  0

This theorem is important because it shows that the SPE of theorem 6.3.4 can be
regarded as the SPE of the extended FRG policy bargaining model with endogenous
length of agreement. This subsection is concluded with a simple example that shows
that the essentially unique SPE is inefficient if the length of agreements is fixed and
equal  to  1.

Example 6.6.1

L2    R2
Ll (4,4) (0,5)
Rl (5,0) (1,1)

This prisoners' dilemma is also treated in example 6.5.1. Without loss of generality
a two-period policy bargaining model is assumed, i.e.  T = {0,1} or n E {1,2} if time
is counted backward. Recall that if n is odd, then player 1 is the proposing player.
First, it is assumed that only agreements with a length of one period are allowed, i.e.
each agreement only specifies mixed actions for the current period. These agreements
can be regarded as short-term agreements. In contrast agreements with a length of
two periods can be regarded as long-term agreements. Second, both short-term and
long-term agreements are allowed and the length of agreements is endogenous.

If it is assumed that only short-term agreements are allowed, then the results for
n = l duplicate the results of example 6.5.1, namely the players immediately agree
upon the best joint strategy

((14,1_01), (0,1- 0)) =((M ), (1'On,
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and the value functions are V (1) = 4  and 1/ {1) = 1. Next, the analysis proceeds
to n = 2. Subgame perfectness requires that the MPE strategies are still found by
applying proposition 6.3.2, which yields ad(2) = aN and value functions Vld(2) = 9
and 1/f'(2) = 1. Player 2's best short-term joint policy ((02, 1 - 112), ( 2,1 - 02)) is
found by solving a modified problem (6.1), i.e. by solving

max  [41}2 -q 2+1+ V4(1)1,    s.t.   [492 -1'2 +1+Vi (1)] 2  [ltv/(1)]
P2,92

It immediately follows that

02 = 1,   42 = i   and  Vi (2) = 1/ (2) = 9 < 4.
This MPE is the unique SPE of the policy bargaining model with short-term agree-
ments. Hence, the unique SPE is not Pareto efficient, which shows that the as-
sumption of everlasting (long-term) agreements is crucial for the efficiency result in
theorem 6.3.4. Note that this inefficiency result is also due to the fact that the Pareto
frontier of SIR does not consist of one line piece.  If the Pareto frontier would be
linear, then the MPE would be efficient.

For n 2 3 and n odd it can be shown that V (n) = t[41 + (n- 1)783] <4 and
 (n) = *[lt(n-1)2811 <4. Furthermore, for n 2 4 and n even it can be shown that
e(n) = 1<25(n) = 283 < 4. These results imply that the inefficiency does not vanish
when n goes to infinity. Obviously, due to the inefficiency the unique SPE payoffs do
not converge to the Nash solution of the bargaining problem (S, d), where S = R(A)
and d = R(aN) = (1,1).

If both short-term and long-term agreements are allowed in the two-period policy
bargaining model and the length is endogenous, then it is obvious that the MPE above
cannot be an MPE of this modified model, due to the inefficiency. The inefficiency
implies that long-term agreements exist that are better for both players and, hence,
upset the MPE above in which the players agree twice on short-term agreements.
Hence, the policy bargaining model provides an explanation for observing long-term
agreements instead of short-term agreements. The unique SPE of the modified policy
bargaining model yields the same equilibrium agreement as in theorem 6.3.4.

Non-Binding and Incomplete Agreements
In several real life negotiation situations agreements are either incomplete or not
binding. An agreement is incomplete if the players involved cannot condition the
agreement on all payoff relevant actions, for instance the salary contract of salesmen
cannot be conditioned on effort (because effort is not observable) but only on the
quantity of products sold. A non-binding agreement is an agreement that cannot be
enforced by some authority that does not take part in the negotiations, as for instance
a court. Non-binding agreements can be regarded as the ultimate case of incomplete
agreements in which the agreement cannot be conditioned on any of the actions of
the players.

If incomplete agreements are present in the policy bargaining model, then each
player will choose his non-observable actions in such a way that these actions maximize
his own payoff after the players have agreed. Hence, rational players should take into
account that all non-observable actions are governed by self-interest. The standard
way to solve this problem is to require that the agreement should induce each player
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to choose his non-observable actions optimal, i.e. that no player has an incentive to
deviate. Imposing this additional condition on the space of incomplete agreements
means that the Pareto frontier of the policy bargaining problem shifts and the policy
bargaining model should be analyzed given this shifted Pareto frontier.

In the remainder of this section a simple policy bargaining model with non-binding
agreements is discussed in order to point out the difficulties arising in such a model.
This simple model is a modified version of the cheap-talk model proposed in Farrell [40]
having the same qualitative results.

Consider the one-period FRG policy bargaining model in which the following cdm-
mon interest game represents I'.

Li ( 22) (04,0)
Rl (0,0) (1,1)

It is assumed that player 1 is the proposing player. Furthermore, without loss of
generality the set of actions is restricted to the set of pure actions, i.e.  Ai  =  {Li, Ri},
i = 1,2.  The set of joint policies is equal to {(Li,L2),(Ll,R2),(Rl,L2), (Rl,R,))
Since agreements are not binding each player is free to deviate from any agreement
reached. Requiring that agreements have to be incentive compatible, as with in-
complete agreements, yields the set of incentive compatible (non-binding) agreements
Ai  := <(Ll, L.2), (Rl, R2)}·  The set of replies to a proposal is {y, n}, where y means
accept and n means reject. Finally, the history of the bargaining phase is denoted
as h,h€H: =A i x {y, n}. Note that IHI =4.

The payoffs in the common interest game do not depend upon the history of the
bargaining phase. Given any history in the set H, subgame perfectness implies that
the equilibrium conditions are independent of the history and that in any SPE either
a,(h) = Li, i = 1,2 or a,(h) = R„ i = 1,2, i.e. playing any NE of P is SPE. If the
history h implies that no agreement is reached, then the disagreement actions have to
be a NE of P. However, if the history h implies that the agreement (Li, L2) is reached,
then not only implementing this agreement is a possible equilibrium continuation but
also using the actions of the dominated NE is an equilibrium continuation.  The
strategies in table 6.4 support the latter SPE outcome.

This latter result means that SPEs in the policy bargaining model can be con-
structed in which player 1 proposes (Ll , L2), player 2 accepts and both players deviate
from the agreement by choosing Ri, i = 1,2, instead of L,.  On one hand, this result
is counter intuitive, because one would expect that negotiations in a common interest
bargaining problem  not only result  in an agreement on  (Li, L.2)  but  also that  this
agreement is carried out.  On the other hand, each player will choose an optimal
action in P given the beliefs (or expectations) about the opponent's behaviour and if
both players believe that the opponent ignores any outcome of the bargaining phase
and that (Rl, R.2) is going to be played, then their behaviour is sensible. For instance,
in many real-life war-situations parties agree upon a cease-fire (which is a non-binding
agreement), but often each of them does not trust (read: believe) the opponent to act
according to this agreement. However, if i is additionally assumed that each player
believes that every incentive compatible joint policy that is agreed upon will be car-
ried out by the other player3, then the policy bargaining model admits a unique SPE

3 In Farrell [40] this additional assumption is motivated by arguing that this assumption is met if
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proposes (Li , L.2),
player 1

al (h)  = Rl, if h CH.

accepts al, ifal=(Ll,L2),
player 2 rejects al, otherwise,

a2(h) = R2, if h €H.

Table 6.4
The strategjes that support  the SPE jn which players agree  upon  (Ll, L2)  and each
player i, i = 1,2, uses ai = R, resulting in (Rl, R2)·

in  which both players agree upon the Pareto efficient joint policy  (Ll, L2)  and  both
players carry out this non-binding agreement.

In section 5.3 and 5.4 it was mentioned that the concepts of renegotiation-proof
equilibria for FRGs are typically defined by adjusting the SPE concept such that el-
ements from the axiomatic approach are included. Negotiations between the players
result in an agreement upon an renegotiation-proof equilibrium and this agreement is
believed to be followed. If renegotiation is modelled in a strategic manner as above
(and  agreements  are not binding),   then the finitely repeated   game with renegotia-
tion becomes a cheap-talk model and this model still admits dominated equilibria.
Hence, this result violates the axiomatic foundation of renegotiation-proof equilib-
ria. The strategic model also revealed the crucial implicit assumption underlying the
renegotiation-proof concept, namely it has to be assumed that players believe that
new incentive compatible agreements will be followed. An open problem for future
investigation is the relation between renegotiation-proof equilibria and the SPEs of
the FRG policy bargaining model with non-binding agreements under the assumption
that players believe that incentive compatible agreements will be followed. Without
this latter assumption it is conjectured that theorem 5.3.3 results.

Finally, the cheap-talk model imposes an important methodological question,
namely what is an equilibrium in this model. Since multiple equilibria exist, there is
no natural way for players to play the game. Instead the players need to coordinate
on one of these equilibria and this implies that each equilibrium should be inter-
preted as some incentive compatible agreement between the players reached during
some unspecified pre-play negotiations. Modelling negotiations explicitly and deriving
multiple equilibria in this model does not yield a satisfactory result, because again the
players have to coordinate on one and the same equilibrium during some unspecified

the players use a common language. However, the assumption of rational players means that both
players fully understand the game tree, i.e. speak each others language. Therefore, the nature of
the problem is the beliefs of the players as they choose their action in F and not whether or not the
players have a common language.
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pre-play negotiations on the larger game. In Farrell [40] the concept of rationalizabil-
ity is applied.  If no additional assumptions are made, then this concept does not yield
different results. If the additional assumption is made that players believe incentive
compatible agreements are followed once agreed upon (here incentive compatible with
respect  to the concept of rationalizability),  then the players always agree  upon  an  in-
centive compatible agreement. Moreover, only for a limited subclass of games P this
latter agreement is an NE (e.g. Farrell [401)

6.7 Conclusion
In this chapter a first step of integrating strategic bargaining into the framework of
difference games is made. The policy bargaining model introduced in this chapter
integrates the alternating offer model (see section 2.4) into a difference game with
a finite horizon. Each period consists of two phases, namely a bargaining phase, in
which one player proposes a joint policy and the other player responds to it, and an
action phase, in which the players either start to implement the agreement (in case
of an agreement) or unilaterally decide upon their own actions in this period (in case
of disagreement). This bargaining model takes into account  that  in many (economic)
situations the agents have to make decisions even if they are still in the process of
negotiations. Two types of difference games underlying the finite policy bargaining
model have been investigated, namely the class of FRGs and the class of FLQGs.
The SPE strategies of the bargaining model are, in principle, found by backward
induction.  For the two classes of policy bargaining models the essentially unique SPE
is derived, first by deriving an MPE and then showing that no other SPE (payoffs)
exists (see theorems  6.3.4  and 6.4.13). According  to this essentially unique  SPE  the
players immediately agree and the agreement is Pareto efficient. For FLQG policy
bargaining models with a state vector of dimension one the equilibrium is analytically
tractable, but it is also shown that the quadratic structure breaks down in case the
state vector is of higher dimension. Therefore, the equilibrium is not analytically
tractable in the latter case which means that one has to resort to numerical methods
to solve the FLQG policy bargaining model.

The breakdown of the quadratic structure in the FLQG policy bargaining model
in case the state vector has dimension larger than one is due to the constraint in
the optimization problem for the proposing player's best joint policy. This constraint
does not disappear if it is assumed that more than one bargaining round takes place
within each bargaining phase, because in the last bargaining round this constraint
is binding.  The only way to overcome the breakdown of the quadratic structure
is to approximate the best joint policy agreed upon by using the axiomatic Nash
solution. Standard bargaining theory implies that this approximation is only valid
if it is assumed that each bargaining phase consists of a large number of bargaining
rounds and an arbitrarily small positive risk of breakdown in between bargaining
rounds is assumed. Hence, this approximation requires that the clock governing the
negotiations ticks considerably faster than the clock governing the economic system.
In this chapter it was assumed that both clocks tick isochronously and, therefore,
the results obtained in this chapter cannot be approximated by applying the Nash
solution.

An open question is the limit behaviour of the average MPE payoffs of both the
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FRG and the FLQG as the finite time horizon goes to infinity. In example 6.5.1
it is shown that the unique average SPE payoffs correspond to the payoffs of the
Nash solution of section 2.3, provided the bargaining problem and the disagreement
payoffs are properly chosen. Since this transformation can also be done for any
FRG the problem of the limit MPE payoffs in the FRG policy bargaining model
boils down to deriving the limit SPE payoffs in a finite alternating offer model where
players negotiate over finite streams of payoffs and players use the average criterion
to evaluate payoffs. Since, firstly, the unique SPE of any finite alternating offer model
with a positive risk of breakdown always converges to the unique SPE of the (infinite)
alternating offer model and, secondly, the latter SPE payoffs always converge to the
Nash bargaining solution, as this risk vanishes, this suggests that the limit SPE payoffs
in case of the average criterion also converge to the axiomatic Nash solution. If tliis
latter conjecture holds, then the strategic and axiomatic approach reinforce each other
for the class of games P with an essentially unique NE. The derivation of limit MPE
payoffs for FLQGs with dimension of the vector of state variables equal to 1 is more
complicated, because the transformation above cannot be done due to the changes in
SPE disagreement actions over time.

The form of the agreements depends on the negotiation situation.  If the length
of agreements is endogenous, then the policy bargaining model predicts that a long-
term agreement results and the associated joint policy coincides with the joint policy
derived for the policy bargaining model with an exogenous length corresponding to
long-term agreements. Hence, the policy bargaining model also provides a theory
that explains the use of long-term agreements. In Hart and Tirole [55] also a theory
of long-term agreements is derived and the underlying intuition is the same in both
models, namely a long-term agreement can always mimic a sequence of short-term
agreements.  In case of negotiations under incomplete and non-binding agreements
the FRG policy bargaining model yields results that violate the implicit assumptions
underlying renegotiation-proof equilibria.

To conclude this section a comparison is made between the results for the fi-
nite policy bargaining model and the results for the (modified) variable threat game.
The variable threat game always predicts a unique agreement and equilibrium dis-
agreement actions that are interchangeable, due to the zero-sum game nature of this
game. The finite policy bargaining problem admits a unique SPE agreement and
SPE disagreement actions if the underlying difference game is either an FRG with
an essentially unique NE of P or an FLQG with dimension of the state vector equal
to 1. Obviously, the unique SPE disagreement actions are by definition interchange-
able. Non-uniqueness of SPE agreements and SPE disagreement actions results if the
underlying difference game is an FRG with more than one NE. These multiple SPE
disagreement actions are not interchangeable. Moreover, in case of multiple SPEs
delay can also be supported. These results can be explained as follows. In the vari-
able threat game the players can commit themselves prior to the negotiations and,
thereby, fixing the players' expectations about the future disagreement actions (which
will  not be executed).   In the finite policy bargaining model the players  lack  any  kind
of commitment and, therefore, the players' expectations about the future disagree-
ment actions are determined by equilibrium play. Since the disagreement strategies
are no longer interchangeable different expectations lead to different equilibria.

The results derived in this chapter are more in accordance with the modified vari-
able threat game where the assumption of commitment is dropped. However, in the
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modified variable threat game the set of equilibrium disagreement payoffs is equal to
the set of SPE payoffs of the difference game and this is not the case in the finite policy
bargaining model, because the presence of negotiations implies different expectations
for the future, and the presence of state variables implies that the future payoffs can
be influenced by the use of the current actions through the state. Therefore, the SPE
disagreement actions in the finite policy bargaining model differ from the SPE actions
of the ordinary difference game without bargaining, unless the difference game is an
FRG. These results can be fully explained by the difference in assumption whether
or not the negotiations and the choice of disagreement payoffs are separated in time.
Furthermore, the modified variable threat game always yields an efficient agreement
as the outcome of the game due to the assumption that agreements correspond to the
axiomatic Nash solution with one of these SPE payoffs as the disagreement payoffs.
If the game P in FRGs admits multiple NE, then the FRG policy bargaining model
admits not only efficient SPE outcomes with immediate agreement but also inefficient
SPE outcomes with delay. Efficient SPE outcomes are only guaranteed if the finite
policy bargaining model admits a unique SPE and, therefore, the assumption of im-
mediate agreement underlying the axiomatic Nash solution is only met in case the
policy bargaining model admits multiple SPEs.
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Chapter 7

The Policy Bargaining Model
with an Infinite Horizon

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter the analysis is concerned with extending the analysis of the policy
bargaining model with a deterministic finite horizon (see the previous chapter) to the
case of a stochastic horizon. This stochastic horizon is modelled by assuming that
the players face a positive exogenous risk of a terminal breakdown. This modelling
assumption is similar to the one made in the alternating offer model and the infinite
difference game. The analysis in this chapter is restricted to policy bargaining models
of which the underlying infinite difference game can be described by an injinitely
repeated game. The corresponding policy bargaining model will be called the IRG

policy bargaining model. The analysis  in this chapter is based upon Houba  [651.
The IRG policy bargaining model is proposed first in Okada  [911  and  [921.   In

Okada [91] the analysis is restricted to SPEs in Markov strategies. It is shown that
the IRG policy bargaining model always admits at least one MPE. Corresponding to
each pair of NE actions aN E AN of P (the stage game of the underlying IRG) there
exists an MPE in the IRG policy bargaining model with the following properties: The
players immediately reach an agreement; The payoffs of this agreement are the unique
SPE payoffs of the standard alternating offer model for the bargaining problem with
set S equal to the set of feasible payoffs in the IRG and disagreement point R(aN);
In the bargaining phase the players' MPE strategies prescribe behaviour similar to
the unique SPE strategies of the corresponding alternating offer model and in the
disagreement phase these strategies prescribe  the  use  of the NE actions aN. These
results immediately imply a correspondence to the axiomatic Nash solution of the
standard bargaining problem with set S equal to the set of feasible payoffs in the IRG
and disagreement point R(aN) (e.g Okada  [91]).

In Okada [92] the restriction to Markov strategies is removed and the assumption of
a positive risk of breakdown (or discounting) is replaced by the assumption that both
players use the limiting average criterion to evaluate infinite streams of payoffs.  In this
model the set of SPE payoffs coincides with the set of individually rational payoffs.
However, by assuming the limiting average criterion the policy bargaining model does
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not have the shrinking cake property. This property is known to be crucial in the
uniqueness result obtained for the alternating offer model (e.g. Rubinstein [1071).
Assuming a positive risk of breakdown is sufficient to ensure that the shrinking cake
property holds and example 7.4.4 shows that the limit set of SPE payoffs can be
smaller than the set of individually rational payoffs and that even a unique SPE is
possible.

If the set of feasible payoffs in the IRG policy bargaining model is assumed to
have a linear Pareto frontier, then the IRG policy bargaining model is a special case
of the wage bargaining as studied in Bolt [25], Busch and Wen [28], Fernandez and
Glazer [42], Haller  [53] and Haller and Holden  [54].   In most articles  on this model
two players, a firm and a union, negotiate over the division of the firm's stream of
profits and as long as no agreement has been reached the union can decide whether or
not to go on strike. In Busch and Wen [28] the model is extended by assuming that
the firm also makes a decision, for instance whether or not to use lock-outs. These
actions determine the disagreement payoffs and are modelled similarly as in the IRG
policy bargaining model.  The only difference between the two models is one additional
assumption in the IRG policy bargaining model, namely the set of feasible payoffs in
the bargaining problem is equal  to  the  set of feasible payoffs  in the underlying  IRG.

For the wage bargaining model with a linear Pareto frontier the most general
characterization result of the set of SPE payoffs is derived in Busch and Wen [28].
In this study it will be shown that the basic ideas underlying this result extend to
the IRG policy bargaining model with a non-linear Pareto frontier. Furthermore, the
latter characterization result does not depend upon the additional assumption made
in the IRG policy bargaining model and, therefore, the latter result also extends to
the wage bargaining problem with a non-linear Pareto frontier.

Below it is shown that the players' SPE payoffs of the SPE that is worst for
player 1 satisfy a system of equations that can be rewritten by using the function
p x q as defined for the standard alternating offer model. The point identified as the
'disagreement point' associated to this function is the vector of payoffs corresponding
to the responding players' disagreement payoffs. Since the endogenous disagreement
actions need not be constant over time and only the responding player's disagree-
ment payoffs matter these disagreement payoffs can be chosen in such a way that
the 'disagreement point' is non-feasible. Under a non-feasible vector and a non-linear
Pareto frontier different results are derived than for the standard alternating offer
model. The results for the IRG policy bargaining model can be related to non-convex
bargaining problems as analyzed in Herrero [60}, because the mirror image  of  the
graphical representation of the fixed point problem with a non-feasible 'disagreement
point' is a non-convex bargaining problem. The different results obtained are the
following: The point identified as the 'disagreement point' need not be feasible; The
uniqueness of the fixed point of the function p x q i s n o longer guaranteed; In each
fixed point the players have a 'first-mover disadvantage'.

The necessary and sufficient conditions for a unique SPE in the IRG policy bargain-
ing model derived in this chapter are rather restrictive implying that non-uniqueness
can be expected in general. Nevertheless, example 7.4.4 shows that there exists a
generic class of IRG policy bargaining models for which uniqueness is obtained.

In this chapter also the set of SPE disagreement actions for the IRG policy bar-
gaining model is characterized, although the analysis is restricted to a certain type of
strategies and to infinite sequences of disagreement actions with alternating disagree-
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ment actions. Two examples show that the set of SPE disagreement actions can be
quite large. Making use of the function p x q alternating sequences of disagreement
actions can be chosen such that the vector of responding players' payoffs is non-
feasible. Furthermore, it is possible to construct SPEs in which the players bargain
as if the latter vector is a utopia point and the players have to reach a compromise
in order to reach an agreement. In such an SPE the proposing player has to make
a concession at the current bargaining round in order to reach agreement upon this
compromise and, therefore, each player prefers to be the responding player in order
to avoid making a concession himself. This behaviour reflects the economic intuition
underlying the 'first-mover disadvantage' result mentioned above. For completeness
it is mentioned that these SPEs only exist if the IRG policy bargaining model admits
multiple SPEs. The equivalence to non-convex bargaining problems can be used to
show that these agreements satisfy the axioms as stated in Herrero [60], although  the
economic interpretation of some of these axioms should be adapted.

The analysis of the policy bargaining model with an underlying infinite linear-
quadratic difference game (ILQG) would naturally start with the derivation of an
MPE in quadratic value functions. Since the derivation of this MPE is similar as in the
FLQG policy bargaining problem this implies that an optimization problem similar to
problem (6.2) has to be solved.  As in chapter 6 a breakdown of the quadratic structure
will result  if the dimension of the vector of state variables is larger than  1.   Only if the
dimension of the vector of state variables is equal to  1,  then an MPE in quadratic value
functions exists. However, for similar reasons as in the standard ILQG (see chapter 5)
an analytical solution would be cumbersome, because a polynomial of the third degree
has to be solved. Furthermore, in the analysis of the IRG policy bargaining problem
the properties of the correspondence A.(8) (defined below) can only be derived for
the case of a piecewise linear Pareto frontier. The technical problems that arise in the
IRG policy bargaining model without this assumption can be expected in the ILQG
policy bargaining model as well. To conclude this discussion: The technical problems
in the ILQG policy bargaining model can be expected to be a cumulation of all the
technical problems encountered in the standard ILQG, the FLQG policy bargaining
model and the IRG policy bargaining model. Therefore, attention is restricted to the
IRG policy bargaining model only. The analysis of the policy bargaining model with
an underlying ILQG remains a topic for further research.

This chapter has the following structure. In section 7.2 the general infinite policy
bargaining model is introduced and the assumptions made are discussed. Section 7.3
and appendix 7.A contain the analysis of the IRG policy bargaining model. Several
important examples of IRG policy bargaining models which nicely illustrate the results
derived in section 7.3 are presented in section 7.4. Finally, section 7.5 concludes this
chapter.

7.2 The Infinite Policy Bargaining Model
The extension of the finite policy bargaining model to the infinite policy bargaining
model is straightforward  and  it is represented in table  7.1. Each round  t,  t  €  N ,
consists of two phases.  In the first phase a round of bargaining takes place, called
the bargaining phase, in which one of the players proposes a joint policy to the other
player on how to use their actions from time t onwards and the other player either
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accepts or rejects this proposed joint policy. It is assumed that player 1 proposes in
every odd period and player 2 proposes in every even period. In the second phase
at  t,  t  6  13+, the players  have  to  use the actions  of the difference  game.    If  the
proposed joint policy is accepted at or before t, then the second phase at t is called
the agreement phase. Otherwise, it is called the disagreement phase.

At the disagreement phase each player unilaterally chooses his actions at t, called
the disagreement actions, and then time goes on to t+1.  As in the previous chapter the
disagreement actions are endogenous and form an integral part of the SPE strategies.
At the agreement phase each player uses his actions according to the agreed upon
joint policy. It is assumed that the agreement is binding and that the agreement lasts
forever, i.e. the agreement has an infinite length of time. A proposed joint policy at
t,  t  € Nt, specifies the current and future  use of actions  from t onwards.   Thus,  the
following assumption is made.

Assumption 7.2.1
An  agreement  reached  at  t,  t€N ,is  binding  and  specifies  a joint  policy  of infinite
length starting at t.

The set of feasible payoffs consists of the set of feasible payoffs in the infinite difference
game and this set is denoted by S. Therefore, a payoff in s E S can be regarded as
the payoffs corresponding to a joint policy of infinite length in the infinite difference
game. For convenience only the payoffs are used to represent this joint policy.

In the infinite policy bargaining model there is also an incentive to reach an early
agreement for the same reason as in the alternating offer model (e.g. Rubinstein [107]),
because delay has its costs in the form of a risk of terminal breakdown.  In this respect
the infinite policy bargaining model differs from the finite version in the previous
chapter, because in the finite version the sooner the players start with the joint use
of available instruments the more they can control the economic system to their
joint benefit. A risk of breakdown could also be incorporated into the finite policy
bargaining model, but the qualitative results would not change.

As in the previous chapter it is assumed that the players have perfect recall and
perfectly observe the system and the used actions of the past in order to obtain
almost perfect information. Making this assumption implies that the information
structure of the ordinary difference game corresponds to the information structure
of the policy bargaining model and that any difference in results obtained cannot be
due to differences in information structures. Since it is assumed that the players have
to decide simultaneously in the disagreement phase it is impossible to have perfect
information in the policy bargaining model and, hence, almost perfect information is
the information structure that comes closest to perfect information in the model.

Assumption 7.2.2
Each player has perfect recall and perfectly observes the current state and used ac-
tions.

As in the finite policy bargaining problem, the assumption of perfect observability
of the other player's used actions of the past is superfluous in case each player can
reconstruct the other player's used actions.

Finally, the bargaining model is rich enough to analyze renegotiation of agree-
ments. Renegotiation means that the players are allowed to continue the bargaining
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t odd

Bargaining phase Player 1 proposes z E S and player 2 accepts or rejects z.

Disagreement phase Player i, i = 1,2, chooses a,(t) E A,(t) unilaterally.

Agreement phase Player i, i = 1,2, uses a,(t) E A,(t) as agreed upon.

t even

Bargaining phase Player 2 proposes y€S and player 1 accepts or rejects y.

Disagreement phase Player i, i = 1,2, chooses a, (t) E Ai (t) unilaterally.

Agreement phase Player i, i - 1,2, uses a,(t) E A,(t) as agreed upon.

Table 7.1
The order of moves in the infinite policy  bargaining model,  where player  1  and player 2
is the proposing player at t odd respectively t even.

process in order to reach a new agreement that will replace the existing agreement.
Renegotiation has to be considered, because it is unlikely that players will refrain
from bargaining after they have agreed upon a joint policy that is not Pareto effi-
cient. However, for simplicity it is assumed that no renegotiation takes place.

Assumption 7.2.3
No renegotiation of existing agreements takes place.

In the next section it is shown that this assumption is superfluous.

7.3  The IRG Policy Bargaining Model
The analysis of the IRG policy bargaining model in this section is rather long. There-
fore, this section is split into three parts. In the first part some additional notation
and several assumptions are introduced. Furthermore, the first part contains several
preliminary results. The second part contains the characterization result of the limit
set of SPE payoffs. This result generalizes the ideas introduced in Busch and Wen [28]
to the IRG policy bargaining model with a piecewise linear Pareto frontier. The last
part consists of the characterization of the set of SPE disagreement actions.

Notation and preliminary results
The definition of the IRG underlying the IRG policy bargaining model is the same as
in section 5.4, but in order to refresh memory the most important notation is briefly
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repeated here. First, the game P is defined as the two-player normal form game
({1,2},{Ai i=l,2,{Ri i=12 , where {1,2} is the set of players, A, is player i's set of
possibly mixed actions and R, : At x A2 --+ R is player i's von Neumann-Morgenstern
utility function  on  the set of actions a  C  A  :-  Al  x A2·  The set R(A) denotes the set
of attainable payoffs in P and the convex hull of R(A) is denoted by S. Both R(A)
and S are compact. In order to obtain the analytical results below the following
assumption is made. This assumption is more restrictive than assumption 5.3.1, but
a part of the results depends crucially upon it.

Assumption 7.3.1
The normal form game F is a bj-matrix game.

This assumption guarantees that the set AN of NE actions in r is non-empty.  The
normalized expected payoffs of player i, i = 1, 2, in the IRG are

(1 - 5)  S  Ot-112,(a(t)),   a(t) € A,
t€N+

and the state transition  f (x(t),a(t), t) is superfluous. As already mentioned in  dis-
cussing ordinary IRGs the set of feasible payoffs in any IRG is convex and coincides
with  S (e.g. Sorin [122]), provided  6  2    .   The  pair of actions  a,  E A denotes  the
actions that minmax player i, i = 1,2, and this player's minmax value is denoted by
m,.  Finally, the set SIR denotes the set of individually rational payoffs in S.

In order to derive the main results of this section some additional notation is
introduced. First, define the function 9,  :  A- + R ,  i = 1,2, as

9,(a)  =  max Ri(a\8,) - Ri(a),8,€A,

where a 8, means that player i unilaterally deviates from the pair of actions a€A
by playing 8*. The function g,(a), i = 1,2, expresses the net gain player i can obtain
by  playing a best response against his opponent's mixed action aj €A j,j=1,2  andj 96 i, instead of playing ai. Obviously, 9,(a) 2 0, i = 1,2, and R,(a) + 9,(a) 2 mi
for all a E A. Furthermore, 9,(a) = 0, i = 1,2, iff a, € A, is a best response to
aj    E   A j,   j   =   1,2,  j   0 i. Hence,  aN  €  AN  iff 91 (aN)  = 92(aN)  = 0. Furthermore,
the function g,(a), i = 1,2, is continuous, because maxa,€A  R,(a\8i) and R,(a) are
continuous (e.g. Farrell and Ma.skin [41]). Finally, for convenience (and by definition)
R,(a) + g,(a) denotes max8,€Ai Ri(a\ai)·

Second, since P is a bi-matrix game the Pareto frontier of the set SIR is piecewise
linear and, hence, the functions fl and f2' as defined in section 2.2, are also piecewise
linear. Therefore, there exists an n e N such that these functions are described by
exactly n line pieces, denoted by lk, k=1, . . . ,n, and n+l points, denoted by (ah, Bi,),
h=0 , . . . ,n,t h a t are endpoints corresponding to' these line pieces. The following two

conventions are imposed. First, l k,k=l n - 1, lies to the left of 1 Second,1..., k+l

C k-1, Bk-1) is the left endpoint of lk,k=l 1..., n, and (ak, Bk) is the right endpoint

of this line piece. Therefore, the line pieces lk and l k  =  1, .  .  . ,n-1,  intersect  eachktll
other inthe point (ak,Bk)· Furthermore, (aO,BO) = (s;,s 'ax), (an'Bn) - (STIT, 33)
and for every k = 1,...,n it holds that ak-1 <ak and Bk-1 > Bk· The decreasing
line piece l k,k=1, . . . ,n, satisfies the equation  x2  =b k- akzi , where

13k-1 - /  akA-1 - ak  1/3'.
ak - L > 0  and  bk = -     > 0.

ak - ak-1 ak - ak-1
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Since the function f„ i=1,2,i s concave this implies that ak < ak+i,k=1,...,n-1.
Note that for all k=1, . . . ,n i t holds that A-1 =b k- akak-1 and A =b k- akak

In order to facilitate a comparison between the results obtained in this section with
the results of chapter 2 and also to make use of some of the techniques introduced in
chapter 2 it is required that the set of feasible payoffs, also denoted as S, in the IRG
policy bargaining model satisfies the same assumptions as the set of feasible payoffs
in chapter 2. The standard assumption of convexity in chapter 2 is automatically sat-
isfied in the IRG policy bargaining problem, provided 8 2 4. This result implies that
any payoff vector in S can be used to represent an infinite joint policy and, for con-
venience, this will be done below, although multiple joint policies may correspond to
one and the same payoff vector. Furthermore, the analysis in this section is restricted
to the limit set of SPE payoffs of the policy bargaining model as 8 goes to 1 and,
therefore, the condition 6 2   i s superfluous in the limit. The following assumption,
which is made in chapter 2, is also made in this section.

Assumption 7.3.2
The Pareto  frontier of SI R  does  not  contain horizontal or  vertical  line  pieces.

In chapter 2 it is mentioned that this assumption is met for a generic class of bar-
gaining problems. The same is true for the IRG policy bargaining model.

The first preliminary result states a simple upper bound, denoted  as  the  set  S+,
upon the set of SPE payoffs of the IRG policy bargaining problem. The reader is
warned that this result does not say that the limit set of SPE payoffs coincides with
the set  S+, as example 5.4 illustrates. Formally,  the set  S+  C SIR is defined  as

S+ := {SESIR 182(S;,S;)}.
The  set  S+ is non-empty and compact, because  SIR is compact  and  (s;, s;)  6  SIR.

Proposition 7.3.3
The limit set of SPE payoffs a.t t e N , is a subset of S+  as 8 goes to 1.

PT°of
If S+ = SIR the statement is trivial. Therefore, assume S+ C SIR  First consider
the bargaining phase at t odd. Player 1 can sectire s; at the bargaining phase of t
by  proposing  z  =   (s;, sra,), because rationality requires that player  2 will accept
< 9 * Sl"ax ). Obviously, in both the disagreement phase and the bargaining phase atc. 1,  2
t - 1 player 1 can secure (1 - 6)mi + 83; by rejecting all proposals VCS and using
disagreement actions al.   As 6  goes to  1  player l's security level at  time t-1 converges
to sT. Similar arguments show that player 2 can secure sl  at the bargaining phase at
t even and secure (1 - 6)m2 + 631 at t odd. Hence, if 3€S belongs to the limit set
of SPE payoffs as 8 goes  to  1, then individual rationality with respect  to the security
levels implies 3 2 (4,84).                                                                                      0

Corollary 7.3.4
If the IRG policy bargaining has common interests, i.e.  (si, s;) = (si°x, 32"T,),  then
the limit set of SPE payogs as 6 goes to 1 is equal to S+ = {(s;na=, 52max)}.

Proof

Proposition 7.3.3 implies that no other limit SPE payoff than (s;,si) exists as 6 goes
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to 1. Furthermore, proposition 7.3.8 below is needed to prove the existence of a Pareto
efficient MPE with MPE payoffs (s;,s;).                                                               O

If the static game P is a game of common interest, then the corresponding IRG
policy bargaining problem is also a bargaining problem with common interest. The
previous corollary states that the MPE payoff of proposition 7.3.8 below is the unique
limit SPE payoff as 8 goes to 1.  Furthermore, this MPE is the essentially unique SPE.
This  follows from the facts  that the actions a€A corresponding  to  (sinG=, simaz)  are
NE actions, this NE is Pareto efficient and the results of chapter 2 for Pareto efficient
disagreement points immediately apply.

Proposition 7.3.3 implies that attention can be restricted to the set S+ and for
convenience it is assumed that S+ = SIR. This simply means that case 1 in the proof
of lemma 2.4.2 always applies and some minor adjustments are needed in the other
three cases.

Assumption 7.3.5
The set S+ js equal to the set SIR.

Note that this assumption implies that s; = mi, i = 1,2, and s"'a= = 4 (m,), j = 1,2
and  j  0  i.

In the remainder of this section the fixed points of the function p x q play an
important role, provided the point d is specified in the proper way. The examples of
section 7.4 show that it is necessary to consider for d 0 Sin the analysis. This implies
that the fixed points of the function p x q not necessarily satisfy all the properties
derived in chapter 2, because these properties were derived under the assumption
d  ES. For convenience, assume  d  E   [mi , s;na=]  x  [m2 ' 32max} and denote every fixed
point of p x q a s (I* (6, d), 7* (6, d)) in order to show the dependence upon d. Existence
of at least one fixed point (x-(8, d),7*(6, d)) of p x q can be easily proved, because
Brouwer's fixed point theorem applies. Since case 1 in the proof of lemma 2.4.2
applies, it immediately follows  that for every fixed point  (x-(8, d),7*(8, d))  o f p x q
the Nash products (31 - di)(3'2 - d2) corresponding to the vectors x* (6, d)  and 1/* (5, d)
are the same. The following lemma states the limit set of fixed points as 6 goes to 1
and this limit result is similar   to the results obtained in Herrero   [60]. In order  to
characterize the limit set of fixed points, define the correspondence F(6, d) as

F(8, d) = {x™(6, d),  7*(8, d) 1 (x™(6, d), V*(8, d)) is afixed point of pxq}.

Furthermore, the set T(d) C SIR is defined as the set of points 3 on the Pareto frontier
of SIR such that the Nash product curve (sl - dl)(82 - d2) through 3 is tangent to
the Pareto frontier in s.

Lemma 7.3.6
The limit set lim6- 1 F(6, d) is equal to T(d).

Proof
First, if d < sIR

, then  applying  the  transformation  - (si  - di),  i  =  1,2, to (SIR,d)

yields a non-convex bargaining problem (S', 0). The statement holds for (S', 0)  (e.g.
Herrero [60]) and application of the inverse transformation preserves this property. If
d e SIR  then no transformation is needed and the standard limit result derived in
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chapter 2 applies.                                                                          0

Finally, if d % SIR, then  each fixed point of p x q possesses a property that  is the

opposite of the first-mover advantage in the standard alternating offer model.  The
next lemma is useful in the computation of fixed points in case the Pareto frontier is
piecewise linear  and  x*(8, d)  and  y*(6, d)  do  not  lie  on  the same line piece.

Lemma 7.3.7
Let (x*(8, d),y*(8, d))  be a jixed point of the function p x q. Player 1 strictly prefers
1/*(8, d) to x*(8, d) iff d lies above the Pareto frontier.

Proof
(=>) From corollary 2.4.3 it follows that d e S implies that player 1 prefers x* to 7*
(first-mover advantage). Since the latter does not  hold the former cannot hold either.
(«)  Since fi is concave and  di  >  fi (d2) it follows that

:r; fi((1-8)*2 + 8*;)2(1 -8)11(d2) + by;
(1 - 8)[fi(d2) + 8dl] + 82:r;  >(1 - 82)fi(12) + 62:c;.

Hence, Il > fi(d2) and v; = qi(T') > fl(dg)· Pareto efficiency of V- and A decreas-

ing  imply  72*  < de·  But  then  z;  = P2(7*)  >  73 or, equivalently,  LI  <  J;.                           0

Finally, by means of a simple example it is easy to show that the uniqueness re-
sult derived in lemma 2.4.2 breaks down for d ¢ SIR (unless the Pareto frontier is
linear). Alternatively, it also follows from the analysis in appendix 7.A.

The limit set of SPE payoffs
In this part the main characterization result of the limit set of SPE payoffs as 8 goes
to 1 is derived. This results is derived in a number of steps. First the existence of at
least one SPE in Markov strategies is established, which implies that the infimum and
supremum SPE payoffs to the players are well defined.  Then the structure of the SPE
strategies that yield each player's worst SPE payoff is introduced and it is argued that
the corresponding SPE proposals are the fixed points of a system of equations that
can be related to the system derived in section 2.4. Despite this latter result several
new technical problems arise and these problems are discussed in detail. The analysis
continues with deriving the necessary and sufficient conditions for uniqueness in SPE
payoffs. Having derived all these results it can be shown that the informally described
strategies are indeed SPE strategies and, moreover, that these strategies correspond
to each player's worst SPE payoff. It is then shown that the results do not change if
renegotiation of agreements is introduced in the model. Furthermore, the complete
set of SPE payoffs is characterized. The analysis concludes by showing the relation
between the set of strong perfect equilibrium payoffs in the standard repeated game
model (e.g. Rubinstein  [106])  and  the  set  of SPE payoffs derived  in this section.

The first proposition states the existence of an SPE in Markov strategies. It is
first derived in Okada [91}
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Proposition 7.3.8
If aN € AN and (z*(6, aN),V*(8, aN)) is the unique jixed point of lemma 2.4.2 cor-
responding  to  the  standard   bargaining  problem   (S, R(aN)),   then   the  strategies  of
table 7.2 are MPE strategies.

Proof
See Okada [91] for a detailed proof. Alternatively, a proof also follows from the
proof of proposition 7.3.15 below, simply by replacing a*,  a**,  al  and  a2  by  aN  and,
consequently, replacing R(a*), R(a**), (mi,R2(al)) and  (Rl(a2),m2) by R(aN).    0

Corollary 7.3.9
Both z-(8, aN) and y*(8, aN) converge to the Nash solution corresponding to the
bargaining problem (S, R(aN)) as 8 goes to 1.

Proof
This follows immediately from theorem 2.4.5 after  substitution  of d =  R(aN).            0

Before a formal derivation of the characterization result is given it is worthwhile to
explain the structure of the SPE that is worst for player 1 and similar for the SPE that
is worst for payer 2. This structure is first proposed in Busch and Wen [28] for a linear
Pareto frontier and it is based upon the idea of optimal penal codes (e.g. Abreu [1]
for the standard infinitely repeated game). There are two modes of play, namely one
in which player 1 is punished and one in which player 2 is punished, and for some
histories of play the strategies prescribe a switch from one mode of play to the other.
Consider the mode of play in which player 1 is punished. Then three payoffs in SIR
need  to be specified (e.g. Busch  and  Wen  [28]): One representing the proposal made
by  player 1, denoted  as  Im,  and two representing two different proposals for player  2,
denoted  as  y"'  and y*. These three proposals are efficient  and are specified below.
The superscript m stands for minimum, because the SPE payoff worst to player 1 is
equal to xin and y;" at time t is odd respectively t is even. Obviously, if v* is also an
equilibrium proposal  that is accepted by player  1, then necessarily  V;  2 VT'·

Suppose that t is odd and consider the mode of play in which player 1 is punished.
The SPE strategies in this mode are as follows. In the bargaining phase at time t
player 1 is the proposing player and this player proposes z"' E SIR. Player 2 accepts
every proposal z  ES  iff z2  2  1:2.   The  mode  of play  does not change if one  of the  two
players deviates in the bargaining phase at time t. If player 2 rejects, then the players
play P according to the actions a* € A. Since player 1 is likely to have an incentive
to deviate from playing a; at time t it is necessary that the SPE proposal made by
player 2 i n the bargaining phase at time t+l i s contingent upon the history of the
game, especially upon the mode of play and the players' used actions a(t) at time t. If
a(t) = a* at time t, then both players did not deviate at time t and player 2 proposes
y* E SIR at time t + l. Next, if al(t) 96 a; and a2(t) = a; at time t, then player 1
did deviate while player 2 did not and player 2 continues by proposing y"' 6 SIR at
time t t l.  Thus, 1/™ is the worst punishment for player 1 following any deviation
from a; and v* is a reward for player 1 that should be sufficiently high to persuade
player 1  to  use  a;. In order to ensure that player 2 rewards player  1  after any history
with a(t) = a* the strategies prescribe an immediate switch in the mode of play just
after any deviation by player 2 such that this player proposes an v E SIR such that
Vi   <  VI.   For  completeness  it is mentioned  that the strategies prescribe no switch  in
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proposes x*(8, aN), always,

Player 1 accepts V, iff vi 2 Y;(8, aN),

uses af, at every disagreement phase.

proposes 1/* (6, aN), always,

Player 2 accepts x, iff T2 2 zi (8, aN),

Nuses a at every disagreement phase.2,

Table 7.2
The Markov strategies corresponding to proposition 7.3.8, where (s* (6, aN),11* (6, aN ))
denotes the unique the fxed pojnt of lemma 2.4.2 for d = R(aN), aN E AN.

the  mode  of play if player 2 deviated by proposing  an  v  E  SIR  such  that  Vi   2  7;,
because player  2  has no incentive  to do  so. For completeness,  if a2 (t)  4 a   at  time  t,
then player 2 deviated and the mode of play immediately switches to the mode of
play in which player 2 is punished.

Finally, consider the disagreement phase at time t+1 and the mode of play in
which player  1 is punished. If player  1 would reject player 2's proposal  ym  or  y*,
then the strategies corresponding to the mode of play worst for player 1 prescribe
the  actions  al   €  A that minmax player  1   in the disagreement phase of round  t  +  1.
Obviously, player 1 does not have an incentive to deviate from his minmax action

1a   Furthermore, the strategies prescribe a switch in the mode of play in order1·

to deter player 2 from not using a  C A2· Therefore, in player l's continuation
payoff after rejecting player 2's proposal in the bargaining phase of time t+l i s
(1- 8)mi  + 81:in. The latter payoff equals VT and rationality requires that player  1
accepts every proposal  y   €   S  iff  1/1   2  Vin. For reasons of symmetry,  the  mode  in
which player 2 is punished has the roles of the two players reversed.

These informally described strategies support the mode of play in whicli player 1 is
punished for sufficiently large 8<1 iff 0 player 1 and player 2 a s a responding player
are indifferent between acceptance and rejection of the SPE proposals xm respectively
V™, u) the proposals Im, V"' and v* are Pareto efficient and iii) player 1 is indifferent
between the payoff (1 - 6)Ri(a*) + by; and the payoff (1 - 8)[Rl (a*) + 91 (a*)] + 61/;"
after deviation  from a;. Condition iii) implies  y;  =  lin  +  (1  - 8)8-191(a*).    Note
that  condition  0  does  not  have  to  hold  for  the SPE proposal V*, because the threat
of being punished forces player 2 to make the proposal y*. Since assumptions 7.3.1,
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7.3.2 and 7.3.5 hold the conditions i)-iii) specify the following system

Ir  =  (1  - 8)R2(a*)  + 6y;, x1'   =  fi (Z2' ),

y; = (1 - 8)[mi + 8-191(a*)] + 81:r,   72* = ./2(yi*),
(7.1)

vT  =  (1  - 8)mi  + Ozin, Yr = f2(YIn ).

Closer examination of system (7.1) reveals that both v* and z„* are the fixed point of
a smaller system consisting of the first two equations and v™ does not appear in this
smaller system. The point v"' is determined by xm after x„, and y* are simultaneously
determined. This smaller system is identical to the system of equations derived for
the alternating offer model in section 2.4, provided that the disagreement point d is
identified  as the point  (mi + 6-191(a*), R,2(a*)).  In other words,  T™  and v*  are  the
fixed points of the function p x q: SIR x SIR -+ SIR x SIR, i.e.

I;' -P2(V*) -(1 - 8) 12 + 81/ ,       1:7 = pl(y*) = fl(Tr),
(7.2)

yi  = qi(x"*)  =  (1  - 8)di  + oxin, 71 =  2(1:m) = f2(VI),

where d = (ml + 6-191(a*), 122(a*)) Examples 7.4.3 and 7.4.4 show that the point
(mi + 8-191 (a*), R (a*)) may lie above the Pareto frontier of the set SIR and, hence,
the function p x q may admit muttipte fixed points. Note that lemma 7.3.7 applies
to the point  (mi  + 6-lgi (a*), R,(a*))  in the latter case and, hence, player  1  prefers

1/*(8, a*) tox™(8, a-).
In the variable threat game (e.g.  Nash [90]) the notion of a threat point has

two interpretations, namely as the disagreement point and as each player's threat
to use disagreement actions that either hurt the other player or strengthen his own
position in case of disagreement. The point (m1   gl(a*), R2(a*)) cannot represent
the payoffs in case of perpetual disagreement, but they can be regarded in terms of
a threat. Player 2 threatens  to hurt player  1  by  the  use of the minmax actions  al,
while player 2 is able to undo the threats of player 1 successfully by the use of the
actions  a*. The payoff 91 (a* ) can be interpreted either  as a measure of player   l's
success of imposing his threats upon player 2 or as an externality caused by player 2's
attempt to undo the threats of player 1.

The actions a* are defined as follows. Since x™(6, a*) is supposed to represent the
SPE payoff that is worst for player 1 it follows that a* should minimize zin (6, a), a  E  A.
Hence, a* also depends upon 8. First, define the correspondence Ff : [0,1) x A -+ SIR
of all xin(6, a) associated to the fixed points of the function p x q with 'disagreement
point' d(a) = (ml + 8-191(a),R2(a)), as

17 (6, a) = {x;'(8, a) 1  (x"'(8, a), 9*(8, a)) is afixed point of pxq with d(a)}.

Finally, the correspondence A* : 10,1) -+ A is defined as

A*(6) = argmin{min F:(8, a)} (7.3)
a€A

and the actions a*  €  A can be any of the elements of the limit set  A*,  i.e.

a* € A* := lim A*(6).
6-01
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Note that allowing 91 (a)  2  0 instead of requiring 91 (a)  = 0 increases the complexity of
the SPE strategies supporting the worst SPE payoff for player 1. This increase is jus-
tified since it avoids the additional restriction 91 (a) = 0 in optimization problem (7.3).
Example 7.4.3 illustrates that the extra complexity in strategies is necessary in order
to obtain the full characterization result.

Two technical problems arise that have to be solved. The first of these two prob-
lems concerns the existence of a non-empty set A*.  If the function p x q would admit
a unique fixed point for every  6  E  [0,1)  and  a  E  A,  then the correspondence Ff (6, a)
is a continuous function in both 6 and a (corollary 2.A.2 of appendix 2.A applies)
and, hence, A*(8) = mina€A Ff (8, a) is a non-empty and upper semi-continuous cor-
respondence in  8  and  lim8-1 A. (6) exists. However, the multiplicity of fixed points
implies that Ff (8, a) is not necessarily a function and, therefore, this simple argument
for upper semi-continuity of A.(8) breaks down because {min 17(8, a)}   may  not  be
upper semi-continuous. Note that even if {min Fi=(8, a)} is a function it may fail to
be continuous.

The next lemma states the non-emptiness of the set A* (6)  for sufficiently large
8 < 1 and, moreover, this set remains constant near the limit. This result implies
that  assumption  7.3.1  is a sufficient condition  for the non-emptiness  of  A*.    This
result is proved by providing a simple algorithm to calculate A*(6)  and this algorithm
always finds one element of A* (8) within n steps, where n is the number of line pieces
describing the Pareto frontier. This algorithm is very useful in applications, because
it yields the expressions for x",(6, a*) and y*(6, a*) corresponding to {min Ft16, a*)}
as a byproduct. The algorithm underlying the proof of the next lemma is deferred to
appendix 7.A.

Lemma 7.3.10
There exists a non-empty set A* c A and a 8* < 1 such that for all 6 > 8*  the set
A* (6)  = A*.

For general normal form games r the correspondence A* (6) will not be constant.  For
simplicity assume that all functions are twice continuously differentiable and the fixed
point of p x q unique. Then applying the implicit function theorem to system  (7.1) in
order to obtain an expression for the derivative of zi,(6, a) yields that the first order
condition

DIT(6, a) - 0   0   BR2(a) + fl(yin(8'a))29 (a) = O.Ba              Ba

Hence, A* (8)  is a correspondence which depends  upon 8. Since by choosing  a  fine
grid every normal form game P can be approximated by a bi-matrix game the set
A*(6)  can be approximated  as  well.

A second technical problem is that lemma 7.3.6 only partially extends, because
this lemma is derived under the assumption that the point d is fixed while in this
section d also depends upon 6. Denote the set F(8, a) as the set F(8, d), as defined in
the first part of this section, corresponding to d = (mi + 8-lgi (a), 122(a)). Similarly,
T(a) denotes the set T(d) corresponding to d = (mi t 91 (a), R2(a)). In appendix 7.A
conditions on the point d are derived such that the =-sign does not hold in the
following lemma. However, these conditions require that the point d lies on one of at
most a finite number of lines, which implies that these conditions rarely hold.
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Lemma 7.3.11
For every a CA the limit set lima-,1 F(6, a) c T(a).
proof
The set F(8, a) is non-empty and upper-semi continuous in  8 and, hence, the limit
set exists. Furthermore, for each convergent sequence of (L*(6, a), J*(6, a)) the points
r*(6, a) and V*(6, a) are distinct,  have the same Nash product and have a common
limit point. Necessarily, the property of the same Nash product also holds in this
common limit point implying limb-i x*(6, a) E T(a).                                                       0

One  remark  is in place.    The SPE proposals  2,™(6, a*),   v™(6, a*)   and  1/*(6, a*)
are found by solving system (7.1) and above this system is analyzed by applying the
function pxq leading to the identification of (mi +91 (a*), 122(a*)) as the "disagreement
point". Alternatively, system  (7.1)  can be rewritten as

Er = (1 - 8)R2(a*) + 8.6(J;' t (1 - 6)8-191(a*)),   :Er -fl(1:2),
(7.4)

vT  =(1  - Mmi  + 8:ET, )2 = f2(yr)
If f·2  is not linear, then there is no trivial way to rewrite this system in x"'(5, a*)
and  y"'(8, a*)  such  that  it  fits  the  definition  of the function  p  x  q.     Only  for  the
special case of a linear Pareto frontier with al = a the expression for Ir can be
rewritten  as  zr  =   (1  - 6)[122 (a*)  - agi (a*)1  + 69  implying system   (7.4)  fits  the
definition  of the function  p  x q, provided  d  =   (mi,R2(a')  -  agi (a*))   6   SIR.    In
Busch and Wen [28] the Pareto frontier is assumed to be linear, system (7.1) is solved
for x"'(8, a*) and y"'(8, a-)  as just mentioned and (mi' 122(a*) - agi (a*))  E SIR is
identified as the 'disagreement point'. Obviously, this point does not represent the
true  payoffs  from  disagreement  in  the SPE worst for player  1  (unless  a*  =  at ),  but
lemma 7.3.7 immediately implies that player  1  prefers z™(8, a*)  to y™(8, a*).   The
interpretation  of the point   (mi, 122(a*)  -  agi (a*))   as a threat point is similar  as
above, namely player 2 threatens  to  use the minmax actions al, while player  2  is
able to undo the threats of player 1 successfully by the use of the actions a* and
a91 (a*) can be regarded as player 2's costs associated with the use of the actions a*.
This  interpretation also illustrates the trade off between an increase in  R2 (a*)  and an
increase in  91 (a*) underlying the procedure in appendix  7.A to calculate an element
of A*.

The mode of play in which player 2 is punished has the roles of player 1 and 2
reversed. The three SPE proposals corresponding to this mode of play are denoted
as I M(8, a-), z-(6, a-) and VM(8, a-). These proposals satisfy the system

T;* = (1 - 6)[m2 + 6-192(a**)1 + Oy#1,   z;* = fl(Z;*),

vikf  =  (1  - 8)Rl (a..)  + bIT*, 1/2  - J 2(11 3,

(7.5)

M_ r< Af)

T   =  (1  - 8)m2  + 67·M, Ir = fiUAl'

Making use of the functions p and q the first two equations of system (7.5) can be
rewritten as in system (7.2), provided the 'disagreement point' d is identified as the
point  (Rl(a**), m2 + 8-192(a'*)). The limit  set  A** is defined similar as the set  .4*,
except that Vf(8, a) is minimized. Obviously,  A- has similar properties  as  A*.
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From the definitions for z™(6, a*)  and xM (6, a") the necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for uniqueness in limit SPE payoffs, i.e. lim6-1 xm(8, a*) = lim8=1 ZM(8, a**),
can be derived. First, the next lemma states that the Nash solution of the bargaining
problem (S, (mi, mi)), which is denoted s™, always lies in between the limit values
of x"*(8, a*) and IM(8, a-).

Lemma 7.3.12
The point s™ lies in between or coincides with lim8-1 z™(6, a*) and lim6-1 xM (6, a**).

Proof
Lemma 7.3.6 implies that x"'(8, aN)  and  IM(8, aN) converge to the Nash solution
of the bargaining problem (S, (mi, R.2(aN))) respectively (S, (Rl (aN), m2)), because
both  (mi, R2(aN))  and  (121(aN), m2) belong  to SIR. Since  the Nash solution  is
regular (e.g. Jansen and Tijs [68]) it follows that s"' lies in between (or coincides
with)  these  two Nash solutions. Finally, lim6-1 IT(8, a*)  5  lim6-1 x (6, aN)  and
lim6=1 xi (8, aN) 5 lima-1 xi (8, a.*) implies the stated result.                                0

Lemma 7.3.12 immediately implies that in case of uniqueness in limit SPE payoffs
the point s"' represents this unique limit SPE payoffs. Two cases are distinguished:
First, the Nash solution s"' lies strictly in between the endpoints of the line piece lk.
for some k* =1, . . . ,n Second, the Nash solution sm is equal to (ak•, A. ) for some
k*  =1, . . . ,n-1.   For both cases the number  k*  can be easily derived graphically,
because this number  is the unique number for which  the ray through  (mi,m2)  with
slope ak• intersects the Pareto frontier either strictly in between the endpoints of the
line piece lk•  or in the point (ak., A. )· Obviously, this intersection point is the Nash
solution  s"'. Furthermore, since  each  ak  e  R.  the points  (ao,Bo)  and  (a„,8,1)  are
ruled out as intersection points. The first lemma states the necessary and sufficient
conditions corresponding to the first case and it includes the special case of a linear
Pareto frontier.

Lemma 7.3.13
Let  the Nash solution s"' lie strictly in between the endpoints of the line piece tk.

a Ident co  itxk b 8 a*)*a nd  *Al(b,
a**) converge to s"' iER(aN) = (mi,m2), aN E AN,

Proof
(=>)  First, if R(aN)  96  (mi, m2)  for some aN  6  AN,  then the arguments used to prove
lemma 7.3.12 would yield the contradiction

h xi(8, a.) 5 jimi Zin(,5, aN) < j88 z:'(5, aN) S jimi ziM(8, a**).

Second, if AN g A*, then lima-1 x7(8, a*) < limb-1 ZIn(8, aN) for a*  E A* contra-
dicts uniqueness. Hence,  AN  C A: Similarly,  AN  c  A*:
(*)  Substitution  of a*  =  aN, 91 (aN) = 0 and R,(aN) = m2 yields the 'disagreement
point' (ml + 91(a*),R2(a*)) = (mi,"12) C SIR and combined with lemma 7.3.6 it
follows that lim6-1 Z"'(6, a.) = sm. Similarly, lim6-I XM(8, a**)=sm.                    0

Lemma 7.3.13 reveals a continuity property in the sense that the strategies discussed
above coincide with Markov strategies of table 7.2 in case of a unique limit SPE payoff.
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Furthermore, the conditions for uniqueness are very restrictive, because these require
that the minmax actions ai, i =  1,2, are NE actions in the bi-matrix game P and
this condition is not even sufficient because the second condition has to hold as well.
This result implies that the class of IRG policy bargaining problems with non-unique
SPE payoffs is very large and can be expected in many applications. Nevertheless,
example 7.4.4 shows that uniqueness in SPE payoffs also holds for a generic class of
games.

The second lemma states the necessary and sufficient conditions for a unique limit
SPE payoff sm = (ak•, A. ). The difference between lemma 7.3.13 and lemma 7.3.14
is caused by a difference in restrictiveness of the conditions induced by these lemmas.
Lemma 7.3.13 requires that every relevant 'disagreement point' lies on the same line
piece, namely  the line piece with endpoints  (mi, m2)   and  s"'. The conditions  of
lemma 7.3.14 are less restrictive because these conditions only require that every
relevant 'disagreement point' lies in the region below the line through (ak•, Bk•) with
slope  ak• and above  the line through  (ak•, Bk.) with slope  ak. +1 · Specified  in  this
alternative way it is easy to see that the lemma 7.3.13 is a special case of lemma 7.3.14
for  the  case  of a differentiable Pareto frontier in  the Nash solution s"'. However,  by
treating the special case separately more insight is obtained in the precise conditions.

Lemma 7.3.14
Let the Nash solution s™ coincide with (ak ., Bk.).   Both  :r"'(8, a*)  and LM(8, a**)

converge to s"' iff the following conditions hold

1.  forallaN E AN thepoints (mi, R,(aN)) and (Rl(aN),m2) satisfy the conditions
of lemma 7.A.6 for k*,

2. for alla* CA* the point (mitgl(a*),122(a*)) belongsto SIR andsatisfes the
conditions oflemma 7.A.6 for k*,

3. for all a** E A** the point (Rl (a**),m2 t 92(a**)) belongs to SIR and satisjies
the conditions of lemma 7.A.6 for k*.

Proof
(=*)  The arguments in the proof of lemma 7.3.13 apply to the points (mi, R,(aN))
and (Rl (aN),m2) if these do not satisfy the conditions induced by lemma 7.A.6.  Sim-
ilar considerations apply with respect to the second and third condition. The point
(mi  91(a*), 122(a*))  has to belong to SIR, because otherwise three fixed points exist
of which the one converging to s"' is the 'middle' one and this latter result contradicts
uniqueness.
(*) Similar as in the proof of lemma 7.3.13.                                                          0

Thus far the limit set of SPE payoffs in case of uniqueness is characterized. The
following proposition states that the strategies given in table 7.3 above are SPE
strategies for sufficiently large 6 < 1, provided the conditions for uniqueness do not
hold.

Proposition 7.3.15
If the conditions of lemma  7.3.13 and lemma  7.3.14 do  not hold, then there exists  a
8* < 1 such that for every 6 > 6* the strategies of table 7.3 are SPE.
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'Player 1 is punished' 'Player 2 is punished'

proposes Im, always, proposes z",    if a·2(t - 1) = al*,
proposes IM,      if a2(t -  1)  4 a;*,

Pl. 1 accepts y, if Yl   2 VI", accepts y, if 111  2 Ytf,

uses a* if t is odd, uses ai, if t is odd,
1,uses al, if t is even. uses a;*, if  t  is  even.

proposes 1*,    if al(t - 1) = a;, proposes VM, always,
proposes y"z,   if al(t - 1) taI,

Pl. 2 accepts x, if x2  2 :Er, accepts z, if z2  2 Z ,

Uses (L;, if t is odd, uses a , if t is odd,

uses a , if t is even. uses ai*, if t is even.

Go to 'Player 2 is punished', if Go to 'Player 1 is punished', if
(12 (t)  96 a;,  t  odd, or al (t) 96 ai, t odd, or
a·2(t) 96 aj, t even, or                    at(t) 96 ai*, t even, or
Vi < 1/; and al(t - 1)   a;, t even.   61,2 < x5* and a2(t - 1) = a;*,todd.

Table 7.3
The SPE strategies corresponding to proposition 7.3.15, where the flrst and second
column prescribes the behaviour in the mode of play in which player 1 respectively
player 2 are punished.  The proposals z"z, 11„1 and 11*  correspond to system (7.1) and
the proposals xM, 1IM  and x-* correspond to system (7.5).

Proof
In order to show that the strategies of table 7.3 are SPE it is sufficient to consider
one-stage deviations, because the one-stage-deviation principle (see Fudenberg and
Tirole  [48], p.110) applies. Furthermore, since  the two modes  of play in table  7.3  are
symmetric it is suilicient to restrict attention to only one mode of play, which will be
the mode 'Player 1 is punished'. Throughout the proof it is assumed that t is odd.
For convenience z™  and IM denotes  I"' (8, a*) respectively IM (8, a" ). Furthermore,
V *,  1/m,  I"  and  L Af is similar short hand notation. Assuming  that the conditions  of
lemma 7.3.13 and 7.3.14 do not hold implies limb-t xm 91 lim8-1 IM.
First, consider the bargaining phase at t. If player 2 rejects a proposal x E S the
strategies prescribe disagreement actions a* at t and agreement upon V* at t+ 1.  Thus,
player 2's  continuation payoff after a rejection  is equal to (1  - 6)R·2(a*) + 6y; = IT
and, hence, player 2's behaviour to accept any 15 iff 12 2 1:2 is optimal. If player 1
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proposes  I  €  S  such  that  LE'   <  I  ,  then the strategies prescribe rejection  of x,  the
use of disagreement actions  a*  at  t and agreement upon  1/*  at t + l. Thus, player  l's
payoff is  (1  - 6)Rl (a*) + 87;  S x;*, because  fi is concave implies

fi ((1 - 8)R2(a*) + Ovi) 2 (1- 8).fl (R.2(a*)) + 81; 2 (1- 8)Rl (a*) + Oy;.

Similarly, if player  1  proposes T € S such that I·2  2 1:2, then player 2 will accept x

and  xi  S  fl (1:2)  S  .fi (1:;')  = x;'. Hence, proposing xm is optimal for player  1.

Second, consider the disagreement phase at t. If player 1  uses a;,  then the strategies
prescribe agreement  upon  y*   at  t  + 1. However, if player   1  does  not   use  a;,  then
the strategies prescribe agreement  upon  1/"'  at  t  +  1. The disagreement action  a;   is
optimal for player 1 if'f

(1 - 8)Rl (a*) + 81/1* 2 (1 - 8)[Rl (a*) + 91 (a*)1 + 8Jr.
Since system (7.1) defines  J;   =  (1  - 8)8-191(a*)  + y;" this condition is satisfied.
Ftirthermore, if player  2  does  not  rise  a3,  then the strategies prescribe a switch  in  the
mode of play and agreement upon VM at t + l. The disagreement action a; is optimal
for player 2 iff

(1  - 8)1 2(a*)  + 61/i'  2  (1 - 6)[R2(a*) + 92(a*)1  + 692Af.

This condition holds for sufficiently large  8 <1, because  it is equivalent  to

0 5 (1 - 6)92 (a*) 5 8(V; - vf)

and lim6-1(1 - 8)92(a*) =0< lim6=1 8(1/3 -

112M . Hence, the disagreement actions
a* are optimal.
Next, consider the bargaining phase at t + 1. Recall that it is assumed that the mode
of play is 'Player 1 is punished' at the start of t + 1. If player 2's proposal Ves
does not affect the mode of play and player 1 rejects V, then the strategies prescribe
disagreement actions  al  at  t+l and agreement  upon  z™  at  t +2. Tlius, player  l's

mcontinuation payoff after a rejection in this mode is equal to (1 - 8)ml + 83:7 = Yl
and, hence, player l's behaviour to accept any y iff 1/1 2 yi is optimal. If player 2's
proposal Y E S induces a switch in the mode of play and player 1 rejects v, then
the strategies prescribe disagreement actions a** at t+l and agreement upon I" at
t + 2. Thus, player l's continuation payoff after a rejection in the new mode of play is
equal to  (1 - 6)Rl (a-) + 6Ii* = yt' and, hence, player l's behaviour to accept any
y iff Vi 2 y W after a switch of modes is optimal.  If the mode of play at the start of
t + 1  is 'Player  1 is punished',  then  al (t) represents the relevant  part of all histories
leading  to  this  mode  at t+1. There  are two different cases, namely  al (t)  =a;   and

al (t)  96  a; ' First consider  al (t)  =  a; . If player 2 proposes  y  €  S  such  that  1,11  <  YI,
then the strategies prescribe a switch of modes, rejection of V, the use of disagreement
actions a** at t+1 and agreement upon x" at i +2. The corresponding payoff to
player 2 is

(1 - 6) R2 (a' *) + bir * = (1 - 6)[R2(a-) + 92 (a**)] + lix,M < 1/2
for sufficiently large  8  < 1, because lim8-1 (y   - xf)   >  0.    Similarly, if player  2
proposes  v   E   S  such  that  Vl   21/;,  then the strategies prescribe  that  the  mode  of
play does not switch, player 1 accepts v and 1/2 5 f·2(Vt) S f2(v;) = 73· Hence, the
strategies are optimal if at (t) = a; is the relevant history. Finally, consider al (t)  0 ai.
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If player 2 proposes y € S such that yl  < yin,  then the strategies prescribe that the
mode of play does not switch, rejection of y, the use of disagreement actions al at
t + 1 and agreement upon x"' at t + 2. The corresponding payoff to player 2 is
(1 - 8)R2(al) + 6Ir 5 v:, because A is concave implies

4((1 - 8)Rl (al) + 81:Y') 2 (1 - 8)fi(Rl (al)) + 61:2 2 (1 - 8)1 2(ai) + 81:2m.
Similarly, if player 2 proposes YE S such that Yi  2 lin, then the strategies prescribe
that the mode of play does not switch, player 1 accepts v and J2 5 yr. Hence, the
strategies are optimal for both players at the bargaining phase of t + 1.
Finally, consider the disagreement phase  at t+1. Since  gi Cal )  =0 the disagreement
action  aii is optimal for player  1. If player  2  does  not use disagreement action  ai

fl,then the strategies prescribe a switch in the mode of play and agreement upon z
at t + 2. The action a  is optimal for player 2 iff

(1  - 6) R2 (al) + 62, 11  2  (1  - 6)[R2(al) + 92 (al)]  + 6115,Af.

This condition holds for sufficiently large 6 < 1, because it is equivalent to

0 S (1 - 8)92(al) 5 6(3:2 - Ij'),

limb-1(1-8)92(at) = 0 and lim--1 8(z  - Zj') > 0. Hence, the disagreement actions
ai are optimal.                                                                                  0

The next proposition states that the SPE strategies of table 7.3 represent the lower
and upper bounds on the players' SPE payoffs for sufficiently large 6<1 and, lience,
it shows that the strategies of table 7.3 can be regarded as each player's worst SPE
payoff.

Proposition 7.3.16
For sufficiently large 6<lit holds that player l's SPE payoffs are bounded below by
Si'(6, a*) and vi,(8, a.) at t even respectively t odd and bounded above by vi(6, a.*)
and  xi (6, a.**)  at  t  even  respectively  t  odd.    Similarly,  player  2's  SPE  payoffs  are
bounded below by z  (6, a**)  and J#' (8, a**)  at t even respectively t odd and bounded
above  by  y " (6, a*)  and  T2 (6, a*)  at  t  even  respectively  t  odd.

Proof
Denote player l's infimum SPE payoffs at the start of t odd as wl and player 2's
supremum payoff at  t  even  as M/2. Furthermore, deviations are punished  with  the
deviator's worst SPE. Without loss of generality it is assumed that t is odd.
First consider the bargaining phase at t + 1. Obviously, player 1 can secure the payoff
(1 - 8)mi + 6wl simply by rejecting all proposals y and using a  as the disagreement
action at t + l. There are two possible outcomes associated with player l's worst SPE,
namely agreement at  t+1 and delay at t+1 followed  by al. These two outcomes
induce the following upper bounds on 1,1/2, namely

W2 5 max{ A ((1 - 8)mi + bwl), (1 - 6) R2 (al ) + 8./2 (wl )  ·

The first term on the right liand side is larger than the second term, because A is
concave. Therefore, W, S A((1 - 6)mi + 8wl)·
Next, consider the disagreement phase at t. Denote A€A a s the SPE disagreement
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actions at  t in player l's worst SPE payoff. Obviously, by using a best response  to 82
player l  can secure (1 - 6)[Rl Ca) t 91 ( )l + 8[(1 - 5)mi  t owil· In order to prevent
player  1 from using  a best response, subgame perfectness requires either  91 (a)  =  0
or  applying the arguments that support the strategies of table 7.3. Since  91 (8)  2  0
already includes 91(&) = 0 as a special case there is no loss in stating that player 2's
supremum SPE payoff at t is (1 - 8)122(8) + 6.f2((1 - 8)[mi + 8-191(8)1 + 611'1)·
Finally, consider the bargaining phase at t. Player 2 can secure his supremum SPE
payoff derived above simply by rejecting every proposal z ES.As above it can be
argued that agreement at t is preferred by player 1 to delay. Therefore,

Wl k fl((1 - 6)R2(8) + 6.6((1 - 6)[mi + 8-191(8)] + owl))·

Thus, wl is equal to or larger than the smallest fixed point of the function floP'20.f·2 oqi ·
Substitution and rewriting shows  that  (x"'(8, a), y-(6, a)),  a  €  A,  is a fixed point  of
the function p x q iff zi(8, a) is a fixed point of the function  fl O P·2 0 .f 2 0 q i· Hence,
every  xi (6, a)  €  Fi (8, a)  is  a fixed point  of the function  fi  ° P·2  ° 4 ° qi Since  wl
represents player l's infimum SPE payoff it follows  that

w,  2 min{min FT (6, a)} = x7(8, a*).1   aEA

and,   hence,   1,1/2   5   y;'(8, a*). Similar arguments yield the other lower and upper
bounds upon the set of SPE payoffs.                                                                 0

Renegotiation of agreements can easily be incorporated into the bargaining model.
In case the two players have agreed upon an agreement, called the ezisting agreement
the bargaining continues as before and the assumption of binding agreements means
that as long as the players do not agree upon a new agreement both players implement
the actions specified by the existing agreement. Obviously, renegotiation boils down
to analyzing the alternating offer model with exogenously given disagreement payoffs.
Since agreements are infinite sequences of actions this means that a non-stationary
alternating offer model should be analyzed (e.g. Binmore [23]).  If the Pareto frontier is
linear, then the non-stationary alternating offer model admits a unique SPE in which
the players immediately agree and the reached agreement is efficient (e.g. Busch and
Wen [28]). However, for non-linear Pareto frontiers this uniqueness result  does  not
extend, because the problem of an infeasible disagreement point associated with an
alternating sequence of disagreement payoffs (see the third part of this section) easily
arises.

Even without being able to derive the equilibrium continuation payoffs resulting
from renegotiation over an existing agreement the model with renegotiation can be
analyzed. First, since every agreement in the strategies of table 7.3 is Pareto efficient it
is obvious that these strategies are also SPE strategies in the model with renegotiation.
Second, the strategies in the model with renegotiation not only prescribe the player's
behaviour as long as they do not agree but also prescribe the players' behaviour during
the renegotiation. Superscript R denotes the payoffs of a proposed joint policy taking
into account future renegotiation.  As in the proof of proposition 7.3.16 denote wf as
the infimum of player l's SPE payoffs at t+2 odd. Applying the arguments in the
proof of proposition 7.3.16 player  1 can secure (1 - 6)mi + 6wf  at  t+l and, therefore,
player 2 can obtain at most f·2((1 - 6)mi + bwf). In order to sustain aR C A as the
disagreement actions in any even period (the reasoning is similar as in the proof of
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'Initial state'

proposes  (s;'ax, s;), always,

Player 1 accepts v, if Yl  2  Sinax,

uses & at every disagreement phase.13

proposes (s;, S 'ax), always,

Player 2 accepts z, if z2  2  82ma=,

uses 8 at every disagreement phase.2J

Go to 'Player 1 is punished'' if zi  < sins=  or at (t - 1)  0 81·
Go to 'Player 2 is punished'' if 12 < 320,£ or a2(t - 1) #  2·

Table 7.4
The strategies corresponding to the proof of theorem 7.3.17, where the states 'Punish
player l' and 'Punish player 2' refer to the columns of table 7.3 and & €A such that
R(&) E Slim.

proposition 7.3.16) player 2's supremum payoff is at most ./'2((1 -6)[mi +8- igi (an )1 +
8wf) and player 1 cannot do better than

wf 2 fl ((1 - 8)R2(aR) + 6.f2 ((1 - 6)[mi + 6-191(aR)] + 8wf)))
As  in the proof of proposition  7.3.16, this implies  wiR  =  xi (a*, 6). Hence, player  l's
worst SPE payoff does not change by allowing for renegotiation.

The previous two propositions stated isolated SPE payoffs corresponding to either
the MPE payofTs of proposition 7.3.8 or the efficient SPE payoffs worst for one of the
players as stated in proposition 7.3.15. The next theorem implies that the closure
of the limit set of SPE payoffs is convex, which means that many other limit SPE
payoffs exist. Define the set Sti™ g S I R   as

Stim = {S E SIR I s t lim(z;'(8, a*),zj'(8,a**)) }.
6-*1

The next theorem completes the characterization result of this section by stating that
the set  Stim  is the closure of the limit  set  of SPE payoffs  as  6  goes  to  1.

Theorem 7.3.17
As 6 goes to 1  the closure of the set of SPE payoffs converges to the set St,„'.

Proof

Proposition 7.3.16 implies that the limit set of SPE payoffs as 6 goes to 1 is a subset
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sti™.  If the conditions of lemma 7.3.13 and 7.3.14 hold, then the stated set is a
singleton and the limit MPE payoffs of corollary 7.3.9 belong to tliis set. Therefore,
assume that the conditions of lemma 7.3.13 and 7.3.14 do not hold. For convenience
it  is  assumed  that for every  s ES there exist actions  a  E   A  such  that  s   =  R(a)
Assume 8 € A such that R(&) > limb-1 (zin(8, a.), z (8, a.*)). Consider the strate-
gies of table 7.4, where only the actions for the 'Initial state' are given, because the
states 'Player 1 is punished' and 'Player 2 is punished' refer to the two states stated
in table 7.3. It is straightforward to verify that these strategies are SPE strategies for
sufficiently large 6<1 b y applying the one-stage-deviation principle.                 0

The strategies of table 7.4, which are used in the proof of theorem 7.3.17, result
in perpetual disagreement and the players SPE payoffs consist of an infinite stream
of SPE disagreement payoffs. This perpetual disagreement holds for sufficiently large
8<1. This result differs from  the finite delay result in  the wage bargaining model
(e.g.   Haller and Holden [54]), because  in the latter model  it is impossible to choose
disagreement payoffs within the limit set of SPE payoffs.

If the conditions for uniqueness as stated in lemma 7.3.13 and 7.3.14 do not hold a
wide variety of strategies are SPE strategies exist. For instance, as already mentioned,
the strategies of table 7.3 can also be SPE if a* and a** are replaced by a' E A

"
respectively a"  E A, provided  that  for a,a fixed points of system  (7.1)  and  (7.5)
exist with the property that

188 ZI"(6, a.)  < h x;"(S,a,) < jtmi x:f (5, a.,)  < 1!mi x:f (6, a..).

Thus,   it   is not required   that   z"'(6, a') corresponds  to min Fix(6, a'). Similar  for
I.                 „

x'" (6, a  ).   Furthermore, the SPE strategies of table 7.4 induce perpetual disagree-
ment. Below, the strategies of table 7.5 can also be SPE strategies. In this table the
behaviour prescribed in the initial state resembles much of the Markov strategies of
table 7.2. Furthermore, there is a close relation between strong perfect equilibrium
strategies in an IRG (e.g Rubinstein [106]) and a certain kind of SPE strategies in the
IRG policy bargaining model.  In this latter strategies the behaviour of table 7.4 is pre-
scribed in the bargaining phase at t, t € N , while the behaviour in the disagreement
phase is prescribed by the strong perfect equilibrium strategies (including the transi-
tions  in  the  mode  of play).   To  put it differently,  if the players ignore the bargaining
phase and simply follow the strong perfect equilibrium strategies in the disagreement
phase, then this behaviour is subgame perfect, because the payoffs of the players are
Pareto efficient. This result implies that the set of strong perfect equilibrium payoffs
is a subset of the limit set of SPE payoffs as derived in proposition 7.3.17.

Proposition 7.3.18
If s €  SIR  is a strong perfect  equilibrium  payoff in  the IRG,  then  s  €  St,„'.

Proof
Before the proof is given several necessary preliminaries are introduced.  Let &C A
denote the action used to support player l's worst punishment in the strong perfect
equilibrium. Then R(&) lies on the Pareto frontier of S, corresponds to an endpoint
of a line piece (these points correspond to the payoffs in the bi-matrix game) and
player l's worst strong perfect equilibrium payoff  lies  also  on  this line piece  (oth-
erwise the punishment would become Pareto inefficient contradicting the definition
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of strong perfect equilibrium). Therefore,  R(&)  lies  on a line piece li,  i  -  1, . . . ,n,
and player l's worst strong perfect equilibrium payoff converges from the right to the
point 3 := (Rl(6) + 91(8),R,(8) - a,91(a)) on l, as 8 goes to 1.
The point (mi t 91 (8), R2(8)) lies to the left of the point (Rl (&) + 291 (8), R,2(8)),
because mt S Rl (8) + 91 (&). Therefore, the point (mi + 91(8), R2( )) lies above the
line through both  3 and  (Rl (d) + 291(8),R2(8)) with slope a,. Hence, there exists a
fixed point  (z"'(8, 8), y*(6, &))  of p x q  such  that  Im (6, &) converges  to a point  on  the
Pareto frontier to the left  of s.   Since x™(8, a-) lies to the left of x™(6,&)  as 8 goes to 1
it  must  also  be  the  case  that  xm (8, a*)  lies  to  the  left  of 3. By symmetry player  2's
worst strong perfect equilibrium payoff i  lies  to  the left  of IM (8, a-*)  as  8  goes  to  1.
Hence, both LA€ St,™.                                                                                         0

Even though the basic idea of renegotiation-proof equilibria in IRGs conflicts with
the assumption of binding agreements in the IRG policy bargaining model the result
of proposition 7.3.18 implies that IRGs with a non-empty set of strong perfect equi-
libria correspond to IRG policy bargaining models with non-uniqueness of SPEs, but
not vice versa. Furthermore, the action 8 wliich is iised in the universal punishment
for player 1 in an strong perfect equilibrium can be. regarded as a serious candidate for
a*,  because  8 simultaneously maximizes R2 (a) and minimizes  Rl (a)  + 91 (a) among
the Pareto eflicient actions a E A. Example 7.4.3 and 7.4.4 illustrate that a* = 8,
provided the set of strong perfect equilibria is non-empty. Finally, proposition 7.3.18
implicitly means that in the IRG policy bargaining model with non-binding agree-
ments (see section 6.6.3 for the case of FRGs) SPE strategies exist in which each
strong perfect equilibrium can be reached as a non-binding agreement and players
implement this agreement. Example 7.4.4 shows that proposition 7.3.18 cannot be
extended to allow for the weaker renegotiation-proof concept of SRP, as defined in
Farrell and Maskin  [411.

The set of SPE disagreement actions
For the variable threat game, as proposed in Nash  [90],  as well as the modified version
without commitment (e.g. van Damme [35]), the set of equilibrium disagreement
actions are characterized. In this section the set of SPE disagreement actions for
the policy bargaining model is derived and the results are interpreted afterwards. In
order to avoid infinite sequences of disagreement actions attention is restricted to those
sequences in which the disagreement actions alternate. There is no loss in generality,
because the qualitative insights for alternating disagreement actions extend to general
infinite sequences of disagreement actions.

Denote a° € A and ae E A as the disagreement actions prescribed at t odd respec-
tively t even. Since the point d =  (Rl (ae), R2(a°)) is independent of 8 lemma 7.3.6
applies.   The  set Ad C A x A i s defined  of all pairs  (a°, ae ) €A x A  such  that  for  at
least one fixed point  (x*(8, d),y*(8, d))  of p x q the points  x* (6, d)  and  v- (6, d)  con-
verge to a common limit point in between (or coincides with) lim6-1 z"'(8, a*)  and
limb-1 IM (6, a"). Formally, the set  Ad (A x A i s defined  as the set

{ (a0,ae) €A x A 1 3   C T(a°,ai) s.t.  lim x7(8, a*) 5 8 1 5 lim x '(8, a**) },6-1 6-1

where T(a°,ae) denotes the set T(d) corresponding to d = (Rl (ae), R2(ao)).
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The strategies of table 7.5, which are used to prove the following proposition,
prescribe behaviour in the initial state similar to the Markov strategies of table 7.2.
However, the disagreement actions aN E AN at t, t E N, are replaced by arbitrary
a° C A at t odd and ae € A at t even. Since the players may have an incentive to
deviate from a° and ae the strategies of table 7.3 are used as the punishments.

Proposition 7.3.19
If the conditions of lemma 7.3.13 and 7.3.14 do not hold,  then Ad is the closure of
the limit set  of SPE disagreement actions (a°, ae)  that  can  be sustained  with  the
strategies of table 7.5.

Proof
If the conditions of lemma 7.3.13 and 7.3.14 do not hold, then IntAd is non-empty

and lima-1 z"'(8, a*) 0 lims-1 xM(6, a-*). Furthermore, if (a°, ac) C Int Ad, then
there exists a fixed point  (I*(6, d), J*(6, d))  of the function  p x q  such  that  the  pro-
posals  x* (6, d)   and  y* (8, d) converge  to a common limit point strictly in between

lim8-1 x™(5, a*) and lim6-1 SM (6, a**). Consider the strategies of table 7.5, where
only the actions for the 'Initial state' are given, because the states 'Player 1 is pun-
ished' and 'Player 2 is punished' refer to the two states of table 7.3. It is straightfor-
ward to verify that these strategies are SPE strategies for sufficiently large 6<l b y
applying the one-stage-deviation principle.                                                 0

Note that also SPE strategies can be constructed such that the players delay an
agreement specified by proposition 7.3.19 for a finite number of periods and use the
alternating disagreement actions before they reach this agreement.

For the special case a° = a  = a the conditions imposed by Ad reduce to all
a E A such that the Nash solution corresponding to the standard bargaining problem

(SIR, R(a)) lies in the set Slim. Equivalently, if it is assumed that limb-1 Z"'(8, a*)
and  lim6-1 ZM (8, a**) lie strictly in between the endpoints  of the line piece  lk.   re-
spectively  lk••,k*  5  k**,  then  a€A  has to satisfy the constraints

R2(a) 2 7712  92(a") - ak..[Rl(a) - Rl(a")]
and

R,(a) S R2(a*) - ak• [Rl (a) - mi - 91(a")].

These restrictions impose no lower bound upon R(a) and, hence,a€A may be
sustained such  that  Ri (a)  <  mi  or R2(a)  <  m2  (or  both). In example  7.4.1  all
a E A can be sustained as SPE disagreement actions. Since the strategies of table 7.5
prescribe immediate agreement the disagreement actions a are never used and only
matter indirectly through the SPE proposals.

If all (a°, ac)  E  Ad are considered,  then  (a°, ae) exist such that  (Rl (ae), R.2(ao))
is not feasible with respect  to  S. As above,  (a°, ae)  E  Ad are allowed such  that

Ri (ae)  <  mi  or  R,2(a°)   <  m2  (or  both).    Furthermore,  (a°, ae)  E  Ad may exist

such  that  (Rl (a'),R2 (a°)) lies above the Pareto frontier, implying the SPE proposals
satisfy the 'first-mover disadvantage' of lemma 7.3.7. In case of multiple SPE's the
first-mover (dis)advantage looses its meaning, because the set of SPE payoffs at t odd
overlaps the set of SPE payoffs at t even and, therefore, for every SPE payoff at t
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'Initial state'

proposes T*(8, d), always,

Player 1 accepts v, if Vi   2  y; (8, d),

uses ai, at disagreement phase t odd,

uses ab at disagreement phase t even.

proposes J* (6, d), always,

Player 2 accepts x, if z2  2  z; (8, d),

uses ab at disagreement phase t odd,
uses aH, at disagreement phase t even.

Go to 'Player 1 is punished',

if al(t - 1) 92 af at t odd, or al(t - 1) 96 af at t even.
Go to 'Player 2 is punished',

if a·2(t - 1) 4 a  at t odd, or a2(t - 1) 0 a  at t even.

Table 7.5
The strategies corresponding to proposition 7.3.19, where the states 'Punish player 1'
and 'Punish player 2' refer to the columns of table 7.3.  Furthermore, (a°, ae) C IntAd
and  the  proposals  x* (6, d)   and  V* (6, d)   correspond  to  a  fixed  point  of  the  function
p x q with d = (Rl(ac),R2(ae)), provided limb-1 T'(6, d)  €  Slim

odd an SPE payoff at t even can be found such that the first-mover (dis)advantage
applies to these two SPE payoffs.

This section is concluded with a discussion on the interpretation of the point
(Ri(a<),R2(ae)),  (a°, a")  E Ad. First, the points (Rl (ae),R2(a°)) cannot  have the
interpretation of a disagreement point as in the standard bargaining problem (e.g.
Nash [88]), namely the payoffs to the players if they would fail to agree. The infinite
stream of disagreement payoffs prescribed by table 7.5 is equal to  T 5 [R(a°) + 6R(ae)]
at t odd, which differs from (Rl(ac), R2(a°)) (unless R(ae) = R(a°))

If  (Rl (ae), R·2 (a°))  is not feasible, then there is another argument  for why these

payoffs do not represent the disagreement payoffs. According to the results derived in
chapter 2 individual rationality implies that the players 'agree to disagree' upon an
infeasible disagreement payoff. Therefore, an interpretation of (Rl (ae), R,(a°)) as the
payoff of perpetual disagreement would violate this result. Instead, if (Rl (a'), R2 (ao))
is not feasible, then the strategies of table 7.5 imply that the players behave as if
(Ri (ae), R.2 (a°))  is the utopia point (which is unreachable) and liave to compromise
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in order to reach an agreement. The interpretation of lemma 7.3.7 is that the propos-
ing player has to make a concession at the current bargaining round in order to reach
a compromise and, therefore, each player prefers to be the responding player in order
to avoid making a concession himself. Nevertheless, the proposing player prefers tlie
immediate compromise above a delay of at least one extra round. The limit value of
the associated agreements can be thought to represent some kind of axiomatic bar-
gaining solution. Indeed, the equivalence to non-convex bargaining problems implies
that these limit agreements correspond to the axiomatic solution concept in Her-
rero [60], although the economic interpretation of some axioms should be adapted.
This latter result also implies that the limit agreement cannot be related to the Kalai-
Smorodinsky solution (e.g. Kalai and Smorodinsky [73]).

7.4 Examples
In this section four examples of the IRG policy bargaining models illustrate the variety
of possible results. Proposition 7.3.3 states that the limit set of SPE payoffs, as 5
goes  to  1, is contained  in  the set  S+  C  SIR.  Therefore,  for the large class of games  r
with S+ c SIR the presence of binding agreements will reduce the set of SPE payoffs
predicted by the folk-theorem, although a considerably large set of SPE payoffs may
still remain. For example 7.4.1 (the battle-of-the-sexes), example 7.4.2 (a game with
common interest) and example 7.4.3 (the prisoners' dilemma) the limit set of SPE
payoffs coincides with the set S+. However, example 7.4.4 (an advertisement game)
shows  that the limit  set  of SPE payoffs  can  be a strict subset  of S+.

For example 7.4.3 and example 7.4.4 the set S+ is equal to SIR. Since in exam-
ple 7.4.3 the whole set SIR is obtained as the limit set of SPE payoffs the presence of
binding agreements is not enough to reduce the set of SPE payoffs predicted by the
folk-theorem. However, in example 7.4.4 the limit set of SPE payoffs is not only a
strict subset of S+ but also uniqueness of SPE payoffs is obtained for certain ranges
of the parameters. Hence, this uniqueness result is generic. Finally, example 7.4.4
shows that it is impossible to derive a relation between the limit set of SPE payoffs
of the IRG policy bargaining model and the sets of WRP and SRP for ordinary IRGs
(e.g. Farrell and Maskin [41]). This result is not surprising, because both models
fundamentally differ with respect to the presence of binding agreements.

Example 7.4.1

L2    R2
Ll (3,1) (0,0)
Rl (0,0) (1,3)

This bi-matrix game represents the famous battle-of-the-sexes game. It is well
known in the literature that the convex hull of R(A) is not equal to the set R(A).

However, for 8 2   the set of (normalized) feasible payoffs in the IRG policy bargain-
ing model coincides with the convex hull of {(0,0), (1,3), (3,1)} (e.g. Sorin  [122]).
Player i's minmax value mi =  , i = 1,2. Furthermore,

SIR ={SES sl,822:1} and S+={s €SIRIst,32 21}.
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Hence, S+ 0 SIR.  The set AN of NE actions consists of three elements, namely
two pure NE's (Li, L2) (witli payoff (3,1) )and (Rl, R,2) (with payoff (1,3) ) and one
mixed NE (al'a2) = ((43, ),( ,43)) (with expected payoff ( ,  ) ).

The limit set of SPEs is easy to derive for this specific example without the lise
of proposition 7.3.15, because proposition 7.3.8 implies that (3,1) and (1,3) are both
MPE payoffs. Combined with proposition 7.3.3 and 7.3.17 this yields that, as 6 goes
to  1, the closure  of the limit  set  of SPE payoffs coincides  with  the  set  S+.  Note  that
applying the procedure of appendix 7.A yields a* = ((0,1), (0,1)), i.e. a* € AN.

Finally, applying proposition 7.3.19 yields that every pair  (a°, ac)  €  Ad iff the
corresponding (Ri (ae),122(a°)) belongs to the set

{ s € If+ I sl,s2 53, 32 5 81 -1-2, 32 2 61 -2}.
Moreover, for every a €  A the pair  (a°, ae) with a°  = ae  = a can be sustained as
an SPE disagreement action. Note that the boundary disagreement actions (11, L2)
and  (Rl, R2)  of this set can also be sustained as SPE disagreement actions, because
these are NE actions in P and, therefore, these can be sustained as MPE disagreement
actions as in proposition 7.3.8.

Example 7.4.2

L, R2
Ll (2,2) (1,0)
Rl (0,0) (0,0)

This bi-matrix game is a game with common interest and it is also treated in van
Damme [36]. The Pareto efficient frontier of SIR is the singleton {(2,2)}. Therefore,
(si'c'x, S;) = (Si, s ,a=) = (2,2) and S+ = {(2,2)}. The set AN of NE actions consists
of a unique element, namely the pure and Pareto efficient NE  (Ll, L2) with payoffs
(2,2).  Corollary 7.3.4 immediately implies that S+ is the limit set of SPE payoffs, as
8 goes  to  1.  The only  MPE of proposition  7.3.8  is the essentially unique  SPE.

Example 7.4.3

L2    R2
Ll (4,4) (0,5)
Rl (5,0) (1,1)

Tliis bi-matrix game is the famous prisoners' dilemma and for the payoffs given it
is also treated in Sorin  [122]  and van Damme [36]. Player i's minmax value  mi  =  1,
i  =   1,2,   and

SIR =S+ = {S E 3 1 1 81,82 2 1,8 2 5 5-  311 32 6 20-431 }
The Pareto frontier of SIR consists of two line pieces with al =    and a2 = 4.  The set
AN of NE actions consists of a unique element, namely the pure NE (Rl, R2)  (with
payoffs (1,1) ).

Applying the procedure as proposed in appendix 7.A in order to calculate a*
yields a* =(Li,R2) in the first step. Thus, R(a*) = (0,5) and gi (a-) = 1. The SPE
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proposals of system (7.2) are equal to x"'(&,a*) = (1,4 ) and y*(6, a*) = (1 +6-1(1 -
8),4 -8-1 (1-8)). Furthermore, y™(6, a*) = (1,4 ). By symmetry, a** = (Rl,L2)
and, hence, T.*(6, a**) = (4f - 6-1  (1 - 6),1 + b-1(1 - 6)) and JM (6, a.*) = (4  , 1)

The strategies corresponding to player l's worst SPE strategies  are as follows.  At
the bargaining phase of t odd player  1  proposes  (1,443) and player 2 accepts every
proposal that yields at least 4 .If player l's proposal would be rejected, then the
players use the actions (Ll, R2)  with payoffs (0,5) at the disagreement phase of t odd
and the strategies prescribe an agreement  upon the proposal  (1 + 8-1 (1 - 8),4   -
6-11(14( - 6)) at the bargaining phase of t even. Therefore, player 2's continuation
SPE payoff after rejecting a proposal made by player 1 is equal to 4 .

Player 1 does not deviate from playing Ll at the disagreement phase of t odd,
because this player is indifferent between disagreement payoff Rl (a*)  =  0 at  t and
being rewarded by player 2 with SPE proposal (1 + (1 - 8)6-1,4  - 6-1  (1 - 8)) at
the bargaining phase of t + 1, or playing a best response against R2 with disagreement
payoff Rl (a*)  +9 1(a- ) =l a t t and being punished by player  2  with SPE proposal

(1,4 )   at   t  + l. Player  2   has no incentive to deviate from playing   R,2 , because

92 a*  = 0.
At the bargaining phase of t even player 2 proposes (1 +8-1 (1-8),4 -8-1 t(1-8))

if player  1  used the action  Ll  at  t-1  odd and player 2 proposes (1,4%) otherwise.
Player 1 accepts in both cases, because this player accepts every proposal that yields
at least 1, provided that the strategies of table 7.3 are followed. If player 1 re-
jects player 2's proposal, then the strategies prescribe the use of the minmax actions

(Ri, R2) with payoffs (1,1) as the disagreement actions at t and agreement upon (1,4 )
at the bargaining phase of t + 1. Therefore, player l's continuation SPE payoff after
rejecting a proposal made by player 2 is equal to 1. Since the minmax actions are NE
actions both players have no incentive to deviate from the minmax actions. For com-
pleteness, note that player 2 is tempted not to propose (1 +6-1(1-8),4 -6-1 t(1 -8))
at t after player 1 used disagreement action Li at t - 1, but that player 2 is deterred
from doing so by the threat of being punished.

The point (ml + 6-191(a*), R2(a*)) = (1 + 6-1,5) lies above the Pareto frontier of
SIR and, hence, lemma 7.3.7 implies l=zin(a*, 6) < y;(a*,6)=lt 8-1 (1 - 8).  This
result means that each player prefers the SPE payoff of being the responding player to
the SPE payoff of being the proposing player, which is in sharp contrast with the first
mover advantage  in the alternating offer model. Furthermore,  I"'(a*, 8) =1/"'(a*,b)
and V*(a*,6) both converge to (1,4 ) as 6 goes to 1, which maximizes the Nash
product (sl -2)(s2 -5) on the Pareto frontier. By symmetry, IM(a-*, 8) = YM(a**,8)
and z**(a**, 8) both converge to (4 ,1) as 8 goes to 1. Hence, theorem 7.3.17 implies
that the closure of the limit  set of SPE payoffs, as 8 goes  to  1, is equal  to the  set  SIR.

Furthermore, the set of strong perfect equilibrium payoffs is the entire Pareto frontier
of SIR and, hence, this latter set is contained in the limit set of SPE payoffs in the
IRG policy bargaining model illustrating proposition 7.3.18.

In section 7.3 it is argued that imposing the constraint 91 (a) = 0 in optimization
problem (7.3) would increase  x;*(8, a*).    If 91(a)  =  0 is imposed  in the procedure
of appendix 7.A, then a* = aN would result in this example. Since the MPE of
proposition  7.3.8 is unique this implies that player l's worst SPE coiI'icides would
coincide with this unique MPE. By symmetry, player 2 's worst SPE also coincides
with the unique MPE. Hence, imposing this additional constraint would yield the
wrong conclusion in this example, namely uniqueness in SPE payoffs with convergence
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a                     a-          R(a*) 91(a.) x"'(8, a*) 1*(8, a*)

[-00,  ] (Ml, L2) (0,3) 1 (_1_ 2-36\ /  1   36(1+8)-1  
  1+6'  1+6 j <8(1+6)'  8(1+8) ,|

(1 11) (Mi,L2) (0,3) 2a       (21(_22. 3(1+8)-2('  1 (  2a    3-2a  
(21 2) Cl+6' 1+8 7 <6(1+8)' 6(1+8) jl

11 ,3 ] (Rl 'R2 )        (0,0)             0                         3 -M- f  36    _1_'1
1+b' 1+8 (1+8'ltbj

Table 7.6
The action a*  corresponding to example 7.4.4 as a function of a.  Furthermore, this
table presents the values of 91 (a*), R(a*), 1'™(6, a*) andy*(8, a*).

to the point  (4,4)  as  8  goes  to  1.
Finally, applying proposition 7.3.19 yields that every pair  (a°, ac)  C  Ad iff the

corresponding (Ri (a'), R2(a°)) belongs  to  the  set

{ s €Ill.1 31'S2 55, S·2 5  Sl t4 , S'22431 -18}.
This set also contains pairs (a°, ac) such that (Rl (ae), R2(a°)) 0 S. For instance, a° =
(Ri,L2) and ae = (Ll,R2) yield (Rl(a<),R2(a°)) = (0,0) % S. This illustrates that
alternating SPE disagreement actions can be derived such that the (Rl (ae), R.2(ao))  <
(mi'm2)· Also for ae = (Ll,R,) and a° = (Rl,L2) it holds that (Rl(ae),R2(ao)) .
(5,5) 0 S.  Moreover, for every a€ A such that R(a) € SIR, the pair (a°,ae) with
a° = ae = a can be sustained as an SPE disagreement action. Furthermore, the same
also holds for a large set of a€A such that R(a) 0 SIR, but not for all a € A.

Example 7.4.4
For a 53* the bi-matrix game is defined as

L2 M, Rl
Ll (1,1) (3,0) (-7,2a)
Ml (0,3) (0,0) (0,0)

Rl (2a,-7) (0,0) (0,0)

This example is an adapted version of the advertisement game treated in Farrell
and Maskin [41] (Li stands for 'high advertisement efforts', M, for 'low advertisement
effort' and R, for 'dirty advertisement'). Player i's minmax value mi = 0 (i = 1,2)
and the set SIR = S+ = {s E Rilsi + 52 5 3}. If a > *, then there is a unique NE in
pure actions, namely (Ri,R2) (with payoff (0,0) ). However, if a S  , then (Ll,L2)
(with payoff (1,1) ) is a second NE. Applying the procedure to calculate an element
of A*  introduced in appendix 7.A implies A*  = arg max=€AIR2 (a) - 91 (a)]. It follows
that A* depends upon a. Table 7.6 represents A* as a function of a and also states
the corresponding values of qi(a*), R(a*), LE"'(6, a*) and 1/*(6, a*).

The equilibrium strategies in  case  J  5  a  <  I J  are as follows  (if a  <   , then every
2a below should be replaced  by  1) .   At  t  is odd player  1  proposes ( 1%,3  -  - )  and
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player 2 accepts every proposal that yields at least  3 - i%.If player l's proposal  is
rejected, then the players play a* with payoffs (0,3) at t odd and player 2's proposal
y*(8, a*)  will be accepted at t + 1. Player 1 does not deviate from playing Mi, because

this player is indifferent between Rl(a*) = 0 at t and J;(8, a*) = 2%31 at tt l, or
playing a best response against  a;  = L2  at  t with  payoff Rl (a*) + 91 (a*)  =  2a and
being punished with 1/;'(6, a.)  =  f   at ttl. Player 2 has no incentive to deviate from
playing  ai  =  R2 · Therefore, player 2's continuation payoff after rejecting player  l's
proposal is equal to 3 - 1%.  At t even player 2 proposes v*(6, a*)  =  (251 , 3- 2751.)
if player  1  used the action  Mi  at  t-1 and player 2 proposesym (,5, a*)  =  (M, 3- f* )
otherwise. Player 1 accepts every proposal that yields at least bi &, provided player 2
did not deviate. If player 2's proposal is rejected, then the players use the actions
that minmax player 1 with payoffs (0,0) at t and at t+1 player l's proposal I"'(6, a*)
will be accepted. Both players have no incentive to deviate from the minmax actions
because these form a NE in P. Therefore, player l's continuation payoff after rejecting
player 2's proposal is equal to f*. Note that player 2 has an incentive not to propose
the  proposal  v*(6, a*)  even if player  1  used  a;  =  Ll  in the previous period, because

player 2 is prevented from doing so by the credible threat of a switch in the mode of
play to this player's worst SPE.

The  point  (mi  + 8-191 (a-),R2(a*))  =  (208-1,3)  lies  outside  SIR  and,  hence,
xi"(8, a*) < y;(8, a*) and  (,5, a*) > J;(5, a*).  Furthermore, z",(8, a*) and y*(8, a*)
both  converge  to  (a, 3 - a)  as  8  goes  to 1, which maximizes  the Nash product
(31  -  2a)(S,2 -3) subject to s€S i s Pareto efficient.     By  symmetry,   x**(6, a-*)
and  JM (6, a**) both converge  to  (3  -  a, a)   as  6  goes  to  1. The limit  set  of  SPE
payoffs, as 8 goes to 1, is equal to {s € SIRIsi, 32 2 a}

If 1 J  S a l 3  , then the above strategies cannot be equilibrium strategies, because

s M    (69 a**)  would  lie  to  the  left  of z"'(8, a*)  implying that  any deviation is  rewarded.
The conditions for uniqueness of lemma 7.3.13 apply, because the unique NE actions
are  also the minmax actions  for both players  and  a*  =  a**  =  aN.   For this range  of
a's the MPE of proposition 7.3.8 is the unique SPE and the limit set of SPE payoffs is

{(1  , 1 J)},which consists of the Nash solution with  the NE payoffs (0,0) of P as the
point. The range of a's can be widened by decreasing the payoff of -7 in the game
r. This example shows that the limit result of proposition 7.3.3 has to be regarded
as a naive bound on the limit set of SPE payoffs which is not necessarily equal to the
limit set of SPE payoffs derived in proposition 7.3.16.

This example shows that even for the class of games with S+ = SIR not every
individually rational payoff can be supported as an SPE payoff, i.e. the policy bar-
gaining model predicts a different set of SPE payoffs than the folk-theorem in the
standard IRG (e.g. Fudenberg and Maskin [471). In Okada [92} it is assumed that
both players use the limiting average criterion and it is shown that the set of SPE
payoffs is equal to the set SIR. Hence, the limit set of SPE payoffs of theorem 7.3.17
does not necessarily converge to the whole set of SPE payoffs in the model if the limit-
ing average criterion is assumed. The explanation lies in the fact that the model with
positive risk satisfies the shrinking-cake property, while the model with the limiting
average criterion does not.

Finally, this example also shows that the limit set of SPE payoffs in the IRG policy
bargaining model is not related to the set of weakly renegotiation proof equilibria
(WRP) and the set of strongly renegotiation proof equilibria (SIU?) as defined in
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Farrell and Maskin [40]. If 1  S a s 3 , then the set of WRP is equal to the set
SIR  and  the set  of SRP is equal  to the Pareto frontier of SIR, because  (Mi , I·2)
and  (Ll, M2)  can be used as universal punishments for player 1 respectively player 2.
Since the limit set of SPE payoffs is {(1  , 1 tl)} for this range of a's it is obvious that
this set is a strict subset of the sets of WRP and SRP. Furthermore, if 1  <a<  1  ,
then the set of WRP is equal to the set {s e SIRIsl,s2 5 20} and the set of SRP is
equal to the Pareto frontier of this set, which is the line piece between (3 - 2a, 2a)
and (2a, 3- 2a). Hence, for  <a<1 the set of SRP is a strict subset of the limit
set of SPE payoffs of the IRG policy bargaining model. The only conclusion possible
is that there is no relation between tlie limit set of SPE payoffs in the IRG policy
bargaining model and the sets of WRP and SRP for IRGs.

7.5 Conclusions

In this chapter the policy bargaining model is analyzed for an infinite time horizon and
positive risk of breakdown. The analysis concentrated upon the IRG policy bargaining
model with bi-matrix games and not on the ILQG policy bargaining model, because
the latter model cannot be analyzed due to an accumulation of technical problems.

If a linear Pareto frontier is assumed, then tlie IRG policy bargaining model is
a special case of the wage bargaining model with a linear Pareto frontier discussed
in  Bolt [25], Busch  and  Wen [28], Fernandez and Glazer [42], Haller  [53] and Haller
and  Holden   [54]. In section  7.3  it is shown  that the characterization result  for  the
wage bargaining model with a linear Pareto frontier (e.g. Busch and Wen [28] for
the most general result derived for this model) extends to the IRG policy bargaining
model with a non-linear Pareto frontier. The SPE proposals in each player's worst
SPE can be related to the system of equations that determine each player's SPE
proposals in the standard alternating offer model of section 2.4. Furthermore, it is
shown that the 'disagreement point' need not be feasible, which creates several new
technical problems such as multiplicity of fixed points in the system of equations
similar as in non-convex bargaining problems. The results obtained directly apply to
the wage bargaining problem with a non-linear Pareto frontier, because the additional
assumption made in the IRG policy bargaining model is not used in the derivation of
results. These results lead to the conclusion that assuming a linear Pareto frontier is
not without loss of generality in the wage- and policy bargaining model.

The policy bargaining model can be regarded as a hybrid model, in the sense
that it integrates both the alternating offer model and the standard IRG model. The
examples indicate that tlie results obtained reflect this hybrid nature, because on the
one hand the shrinking-cake property reduces the set of SPE payoffs similar as in the
standard alternating offer model and on the other hand the large multiplicity of SPE
payoffs is similar to the folk-theorem in the standard IRG model. The examples in
section 7.4 indicate that it is impossible to derive general results about which of these
two dominates the other.

The analysis of the set of disagreement actions shows that alternating sequences of
disagreement actions can be chosen such that the vector of responding players' payoffs
is non-feasible. It is possible to construct SPEs in whicli the players bargain as if the
latter vector is a utopia point. In siich an SPE the proposing player lia,s to make a
concession at the current bargaining round in orcler to reach agreement. Therefore,
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each player prefers to be the responding player in order to avoid making a concession
himself. These SPEs only exist if the IRG policy bargaining model admits multiple
SPEs. Observe that these agreements do not correspond to the Kalai-Smorodinsky
solution (e.g. Kalai and Smorodinsky [731) although the players compromise  upon  a
utopia point. Finally, these results are quite different from the results obtained in the
variable threat game (e.g. Nash [90]) and its modifed version without commitment
(e.g. van Damme [35]).

The analysis in this chapter (and the previous chapter) is a first step of analyzing
negotiation situations described by this model. However, the policy bargaining model
still has some features that are not met in reality. To mention only a few: In many
situations the agreements are either not binding or implementation is not verifiable
implying that the set of 'stable' agreements will not coincide with the set of all joint
policies one can think of (e.g. section 6.6 for a discussion of problems encountered);
The length of an agreement is also part of the negotiations; Rounds in the negotia-
tion process may proceed at a higher speed than rounds in the economic system; The
economic agents need not be unbounded rational as assumed in the model. Neverthe-
less, many economic negotiation situations can be described by the policy bargaining
model the results in this study are of use in order to obtain insight in such negotiation
situations. How far these insights will go is clearly a topic for future research.

7.A  A Finite Step Convergent Algorithm
The analysis in this appendix is partitioned into two parts. The first part consists
of the derivation of several properties  of the fixed points  (x"'(,5, a), 1*(8, a))  of  the
system (7.2) for any a€A and 8€ [0,1).  Recall that (mi + 8-191(a), R2(a)) is the
the 'disagreement point' specified by the actions a and 6. The second part of this
appendix consists of an algorithm to calculate an element of the set A* (6).    Based
upon the results from the first part it is shown that this algorithm always finds one
of the elements of A- (8) within a finite number of steps and, therefore, a constructive
proof for the non-emptiness of the set A* is given. For convenience x"' and v* denote
x™ (8, a)  respectively  y* (8, a), whenever  a€A  and  8 6   [0,1) are fixed. Finally,  all
a E A such that either R2(a) S /3„ + 6-lan(mi + 8-191(a) - an) or R,(a) < m2 are
neglected for simplicity.

Properties of the fixed points
The first lemma yields expressions for the fixed point  (z™, 7*)  if one of the points z™

or V' lies on 4, i=1 , n,  and the other point  lies  on  4+k,  k  = 0 n - i.  It'... '...,

is shown that a unique pair (z"i, v*) exists for each combination of ti and  t,+L  and,
therefore, the maximum number  of fixed points  (xm,y*)  is   n(n + 1).   Obviously,
71 = 1 implies uniqueness. Note that according to lemma 7.3.7 two cases have to be
distinguished.

Lemma 7.A.1
Let a< A, 66 10,1), d := (mi + 8-191(a),R,(a)) and (x™,9*) bea jixed point of
pxq. Ifone of the points I™ and y* lies onli, i= 1,...,n, and the other lies on
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ti+k,  k = 0, . . . ,n - i,  then  d E  S+  implies  that is equal  to

bi-1.k - Sb, - (1 - 8)d2 + 8(1 - 6)aidl

(a,-t.k - a'62)-1    8ai-1-kbi - 82(tibi+k + (1 - 6)ai-1.kd2 - 8(1 - 8)a,a,+kdiOb,+k - 82bi - 8(1 - 6)d2 + (1 - 6-)a,4-kdl
a.+kbi - Saibi-1-k + 6(1 - 6)a,d2 - (1 - 6)ala:.1-kdl

and,  otherivise,  (zi, x , 1/i, 1/3)'  is equal to

bi - bb,+k - (1 - 8)d2 + 6(1 - 6)ai-1-kdi

(ai - a.+kur2.-1    baib,+k - 82ai+kbi + (1 - 8)aid2 - 8(1 - 8)aia,+Ldl
bbi - 82bi-1.k - 8(1 - 8)d2 + (1 - 8)aidi

a,b,-1-k - ba,4-kb, + 6(1 - 6)ai-1-kd2 - (1 - 6)aia:-1.kdl
provided 62 + a,/a,+k is ruled out.

Proof

If d  E  S+,  then  1/*  lies  to  the  left  of x™ and, therefore,  y-  lies  on  li  and  z"'  lies  on
t,+k ·  Then  (z™, y*) is found by solving the system

I;, = (1 - 8)d2 + 87y;,      z;" = a;··  k·(bitk - (1 - 6)d2 - 81 ;),
y;  =  (1  - 8)dl  + 6:c;n, 72*  = bi  - ai((1  - 6)di  + 8=T)

and this system admits the unique solution stated above. Note a - pa, > 0,
i+k

because convexity  of S+ implies  a,   < a,+k Similarly,  if  d lies 'above' the Pareto
frontier,  then  xm  lies  lies on  li  and  y*  on t,+k·  Then  (xm, V*) is found by solving the
system

z;' = (1 - 6)d.2 + 612*,      Tr = ail[bi - (1 - 8)012 - Oy;1,
71*  =  (1 - 8)di  + 8:cT, Y;  = b,+k - ai-1-k [(1 - 6)di  + 83:;n]

and this system admits the unique solution stated above, provided 82  96 ai/ai+k.     0

The following lemma states that for sufficiently large 6<1 the points I™ and v*
of lemma 7.A.1 either both lie on the same line piece, i.e.  k = 0, or lie on two adjacent
line pieces if these two points lie on two different line pieces, i.e. k = 1. Hence, fixed
points corresponding  to  i  =  1,...,n  and  k  >   1,  k  = 0 n - i cannot occur in the'...,

limit  as  8  goes  to  1. This limit result reduces the maximum number of possible fixed
points (z™, 4*) to 2n -1. Note again that n=1 implies uniqueness.

Lemma 7.A.2
For  sufficiently  large  6  <  1   there  do  not  exist  fixed  points  (x"',y*)  of px  q  as  stated
in lemma 7.A.1 corresponding to i=1, . . . ,n and 1<k s n-i.

Proof
From the previous lemma it follows that either

771               *Il  - Yl =  a.+131:82 (bi-1-k - Ob, - (1 - 6)d2 + (aa, - ai+k)di ),

if d €  S+,  or

Vt - Z;" = a. -la;+6,62 (Ob,+4 - bi + (1 - 6)d2 + (ai - 8ai-t.k)di),
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if d lies 'above' the Pareto frontier. Hence,  IIIn - y; 1  -+ O as 8 -+ 1. Recall that for
k  >  1  it  holds  that  ai  < a,+k-1 Suppose either  I"'  or  1/*  lies  on  li  and the other
one lies on l for all 8 € [0,1), then it must hold that IET - y; 12 a,+k·-1 - ai > 0i+k
for all 8 c [0,1). However, this latter result contradicts that ILY'-v;I converges to 0. O

Due to the previous lemma attention is restricted to k = 0,1 in lemma 7.A.1 in
the remainder of this appendix. The next lemma states the necessary and sufficient
conditions on  (mi + 6-191 (a), R2(a)) such  that  z™  and  y*  both  lie  on  tz.   For  com-
pleteness, if both I"* and y* lie on li, then the expression for Im in lemma 7.A.1
reduces to

T 3(ai-1 (bi - 122(a) + 8ai[mi + 8-191(a)]),8bi + R2(a) - Sailmi + 6-191(a)])
and the expression for y* reduces to

1-1-5 (ai- 1 (Ob, - 81£2(a) + ai[mi + 8-191 (a)]), bi + 8122(a) - a,[mi  + 8-191(a)]).

Note that x;' 2 11* iff 122(a) S bi - ai[mi + 6-191(a)1, which is in accordance with
lemma 7.3.7 because the latter inequality is equivalent to (mi +8-lgi (a), 122(a)) E S+.

Lemma 7.A.3
Let a€A,8€ [0,1) and (x„z,y*) be a Exed point ofpxq. The points x", and y*
both lie on the line piece li, i=1, . . . ,n,i f f

A + 6ai (ml + 8-lgl(a) - a,) S .R2 (a) S i ,-1 + 8-lai (ml + 6-lgl(a) - ai_1)

and

A + 6-la/mi + 8-14(a) - ai) 5 122(a) S /3,_1 + 6ai(mi + 8-ig (a) - ai_1).

pToof

Both z"' and 7* lie on 4, i = 1,0..,n, iffeither ai-1 S zin S J; S ai or a,-1 5
1/;  S  zr  S al. Substitution  of the expressions for  x2  and  y; into these inequalities,
making use of 4 = 11-1 + aia,-1 and bi = Bi t aia, and rewriting yields the stated
expressions.                                                                                                   0

The next lemma states conditions  on the point  (mi  + 8-191(a), R,(a))  such  that
one of the points xm and v* lies on li, i=1, . . . ,n-1, and the other lies on l The

itl'expressions for z™ and y* follow from lemma 7.A.1 after taking k = 1.

Lemma 7.A.4
Let a C A, 6 6 [0,1) and (z"*,7*) be a Exed point of p x q.  For sujliciently large 6<1
one of the points z"' and v* lies on li, i=1 n - 1, and the other point lies on'...,

1,+ 1 iff either

A + 8-lai+ l(ml + 8-lgl(a) - ai) S ·Rl (a) S 13, + 6ai (ml + 8-191(a) - ai),

or

131 + 5-lai(mI + 6-lfll(a) - a,) s ·R2(a) S 131 + Oai+l (ml + 6-191(a) - ai).
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Proof
Either x"'  or J*  lies on ti, i = l, . . . ,n-1, and the other point lies on t iff eitheri+1

a,-1  5  Y;  S a,  S Zin  S aitl  or a,-1  5 zin  S (Fi  S 1/;  S  Critl ·  1 Vithout loss ofgenerality consider the first sequence of inequalities. The condition y; S ai S x;n
can be rewritten as the stated expressions above in the same way as in the previ-
ous lemma. Furthermore, for sufficiently large 8<1 the conditions y; 2 0,-1 and
IT f a are satisfied, because both  ™  and J* converge to (ai,Bi)  a s 8 goes to  1.  0i+l

For sufficiently large 8<1 (sufficiently large according to lemma 7.A.2) the con-
ditions of lemma 7.A.3 and 7.A.4 partition the set S+ into 2n - 1 regions. 1  If the
'disagreement point' (ml + (5-igi(a), R2( a))  lies in S+, then this point lies in exactly
one of these regions and, hence, the function p x q admits a unique solution. This
latter result is in accordance with the uniqueness result obtained in lemma 2.4.2, be-
cause in chapter 2 it is explicitly assumed that the disagreement point d belongs to
the set of feasible payoffs S.

With respect to the set of vectors 'above' the Pareto frontier the conditions of
lemma 7.A.3 and 7.A.4 no longer form a partition and, hence, lion-uniqueness of fixed
points arises. For instance, there exist compact regions such that the conditions of
lemma 7.A.3 for some i*  and i* +1,i*  =  1, . . . ,7 1-1,  as well as the conditions of
lemma 7.A.4 for this i* are simultaneously satisfied and three fixed points exist for
every  (mi  + 8-1 91 (a), R.2 (a))  in this region. Obviously, there also exist regions  for
which uniqueness is still the case.

The previous two lemma's stated the sufficient and necessary conditions for a
fixed point with certain characteristics, given 8 C (0,1). The following two lemma's
state sufficient and necessary conditions on the limit 'disagreement point' (ml +
91 (a),R2 (a))  such that there exists a fixed point  of p x q  for 6 relatively close  to  1
with the characteristics specified in lemma 7.A.3 and 7.A.4. The next lemma states
the condition on (mi t 91(a), R,(a )) such that a fixed point exists with both z"'(8, a)
and  J*(8, a) lying  on  the line piece  li,  i  - 1 '..., n. This condition follows from the
two conditions of lemma 7.A.3 after substitution of 6=1 and imposing one strict
inequality. The boundary on the right has to be excluded, because the 'disagreement
point' (mi + 8-1.91(a), R2(a)) depends upon 8.

Lemma 7.A.5
There exist a 8*  <  1 and a jixed point (z"'(8, a), 7*(b, a)) ofp x q such that foraU
8>8* the points I™(6, a) and 1/*(6, a)  both lie on 4, i=1, . . . , n, and both converge
to

 ( ai-1 (bi - R2(a) + ai[mi t 91 (a)}),  bi t 122(a) - a,[mi + 91 (a)] )
as 6 goes to l iff

A + a,(ml   91(a) - a,) < 122(a) s A-1 + a,(ml  91(a) -1)·

proof
(=*) Substitution of 5=1 into the conditions of lemma 7.A.3 yields the limit condi-
tions

11 + ai (ml   91(a) - ai) 5 R2 (a) S A- 1 + a,(ml   91(a) - a,-1)·
1 With small abuse of the word partition, because the boundary between two adjacent regions

belongs to both regions. However, for obvious reasons the corresponding fixed point is zinique.
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However, for R.2(a)  = 11 + ai(mi   91 (a) - a,) rewriting yields

R2(a) <Bit 8-lai(mi + 6-191(a) - ai)
and

R2(a) < 122(a) + (1 - &)a,(ai - ml   = A + 6ai(ml + 8-lgi(a) - ai)

for all 8€ (0,1). Hence, if 122(a) =B i t a,(m. + 91(a) - ai), then the conditions of
lemma 7.A.3 do not hold for 6 E (0,1), whichicontradicts our initial assumption for
8 > 6*.
(«) If R,(a) S BE-1 + a,(mi + 91(a) - a,-1), then for each 6 C (0,1) it holds that,
first,

R2(a) < /3,-it' -lai(mi + 6-19 (a)- a,-1)
and, second,

14(a) S '122(a) + (1 - 8)a,(ai-1 - ml  = di-1 + Oa,(ml + 8-lgi(a) - ai_1)

Third, rewriting yields R2(a) 2 B i t 8a,(mi + 6-191(a) - ai) iff

122(a) - [A + ai(mi   91(a) - ai)] 2 (1 - 8)a,(ai - mi )·
Since both sides of the latter weak inequality are positive and the right hand side
converges to O as 8 goes to 1 it follows that this latter inequality holds for sufficiently
large 6 < 1. Finally, since both

122(a), A + 8-lai(ml + 8-191(a) - ai) > /1 + al(mi + gl(a) - al)

and di + 6-lai(ml + 6-191(a) - ai) converges to /1 + a,(ml + 91(a) - ai) as 8 goes
to 1 it immediately follows that R2(a) 2 Bi t 8-la,(mi + 6-191(a) - ai) for suffi-
ciently large 6 < 1. Hence, there exists a 6* < 1 such that for all 6 > 6* the point
(mi + 8-lgi (a), R,(a)) satisfes the conditions of lemma 7.A.3. Substitution of 8=1
and k=0 into lemma 7.A.1 yields the common limit point as stated.                 O

The following lemma states the sufficient and necessary condition on the point
(mi  + 91 (a), R2(a))  such that  for all 6 relatively close to  1 there exists a fixed point
of p x q that satisfies the conditions of lemma 7.A.4. This condition follows from
lemma 7.A.4 after substitution of 6=1 and imposing one strict inequality, for similar
reasons as explained for the previous lemma.

Lemma 7.A.6
There exist a 8* < 1 and a jixed point (x"'(8, a),1/*(6, a)) ofp x q such that for all
8>8* one of the points z"'(6, a) and y*(6, a) lies on li,i=1 n, and the other'...,

one lies on l and  both converge to (a*, A)  as 8 -+  1  ileitheri+1

11 + a,+1 (ml   91(a) - ai) < 122(a) S /1 + a,(ml + 91(a) - a,),
or

A + a,(mi + 91(a) - ai) < R2(a) S 11 + a,+1(mi   91(a) - ai)
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Proof
(=>) Substitution of 6=1 into the conditions of lemma 7.A.4 yields that either

A + a,+1 (7711   91 (a) - ai) S R2(a) 5 11 + ai (7711 -1- 91 (a) - Cy,),

or

/3, tai(mi + 91(a) - n,) S R·2(a) S /1 + a,  1(mi + 91(a) - a,).

However, for each k = 0,1 the boundary condition I 2(CL) =13,+L+a,+k(ml +Cll (CL)-a,)
implies

R,(a) < d,+k + 6-1'1,+L (mi + 8-191(a)-a,)
for all 8 € (0,1) Hence, if k=l and R.2(11) 5 1 3, · , then (mi +8-19. (ct), R,(a)) violates
tlie conditions of lemma 7.A.4 contradicting our initial assumption for 6 > 6*.  Simi-
larly, if k = 0 and 122(a) 2 Mi, then (mi + 8-1.01(a),R·2(a)) violates the conditions of
lemma 7.A.4.
(*) Similar as in the proof of lemma 7.A.5 it follows that (m, + 6-191 (a),17.2(a))
satisfies tlie conditions of lemma 7.A.4 for Sufficiently large 8 < 1.                        0

Similar to lemma 7.A.3 and 7.A.4 the conditiotis of lemma 7.A.5 and 7.A.6 parti-
tion the set S+ into 2n - 1 regions, implying uniqueness of the common limit point
of x"'(6, a) and y-(6, a) as 8 goes to 1, provided (ml +91 (a), R,(a)) E S+.  Further-
more, the conditions of lemma 7.A.5 and 7.A.6 specify regions for (mi t 91 (a), R,(a))
'above' the Pareto frontier in which the conditions of lemma 7.A.5 for some i and i + 1,
i=1, . . . ,n-1,a s well as the conditions of lemma 7.A.6 for this i are simultaneously
satisfied, resulting in non-uniqueness of limit points.

The next lemma provides the necessary and stiflicient conditions for convergence
of the limit set F(6, a) coinci(les with the set T(a) as 8 goes to 1 (both sets are defined
in section 7.3)

Lemma 7.A.7
For each  a  €  A  it  holds that limb-1 F(6, ct) C T(ct). Moreover, lim6-1 F(8, a) = T(a)
ijTthere does not exist an i *, i* =1, . . . ,n, such that 13:.tai·(mitgi (a)-a..)= R.2 (a)7-

and R2 (a)  >  Bi·

proof

The first part of tliis lemma is already shown following lemma 7.3.11.  The second part
is proved as follows.  If (mi +01(a),122(a)) 6 SIR, then limb-1 F(8, a) = T(a), becaitse

both limh-1 F(8, rt) and T (a) are singletons. Finally, consider  (,711 t 91(a), R2(a))
above the Pareto frontier. If there exists an i, i = 1, . . . ,n, sucli that B i t a,(mi +
91 (a)-ai) = R.2 (a) and,122(a) > Bi, then (ai, B,) e T(a) biit according tolemma 7.A.5
and  7.A.6 no fixed point  of p x q exists  such  that  x"' (bk,a)  and  y- (bk, (1)  Collverge
to  (ai, Bi) E T(a).  On the other hand, if no such i exists and &(a) € T(a), then
lemma 7.A.5 and 7.A.6 imply that there exists a fixed point of pxq such that z™ (8/, , a)
and 1*(Sk, a) converge to 3(a) C T(a), i.e.  limb-, F(8, a) = T(a).                              0

The result of lemma 7.A.7 can be regarded as a generalization of lemma 7.3.6.
However, lemma 7.A.7 states the non-generic conditions for limb-1 12(8, a)  C  T(a)
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These latter cases arise, because the 'disagreement  point'  (mi  + 6-191(a),122(a))
depends upon 6 and the point d in lemma 7.3.6 does not.

One final remark is in place. The ftinctions p x q are constructed in order to
obtain a fixed point (z"'(a, 6), y*(a, 8)) such that the component x;'(a, 8) is minimal
for  a  €  A  in the limit  as  8  goes  to  1.   A necessary condition for subgame perfectness
is that the SPE payoffs are individually rational, i.e.  are at least mi, i = 1,2.  The
next lemma states that xi'(a, 8) 2 mi for all a € A. This result is important because
actions a€A exist such that R.2(a) > s '°=, as for instance in tlie prisoners' dilemma
of example 7.4.3. For completeness it is mentioned tliat the next lemma is also valid
in case P is not a bi-matrix game.

Lemma 7.A.8
For every (z"'(a, 6), y-(a, 6)) it holds that xi(a, 8) 2 mi ·

Proof
If (mi +8-1qi (a), 122(a)) E SIR, then z;"(a, 8) 2 mi because lemma 2.4.2 immediately
implies z"'(a, 8) is individually rational with respect  to (mi  + 6-191(a),122(n))  and
gi (a)  2  0. The remainder of this proof consists of showing that the point  (7711  +
8-191(a), 122(a)) lies either on or to the right of the line 32 -

SM2:nI + 8al [st
- In il· If

6-lgi (a), R2 (a)) lies above the Pareto frontier and  a E  A  is  such that .R.2 (a)  5
32"',  then the statement of the lemma is trivial. Therefore, without loss of generality
consider an a€A such that R'2(a)  >  s 'ax.   Since R(a)  E  S and  the  set  S is
convex this implies that R(a) lies on or below the line s2 = s 771 a I _ ai (st -mi) (this2
line expands the line piece ll), i.e.  Rl(a) S ml - ai-1(122(a) - s 'ax). Combining
this latter inequality  with  Rl (a)  + 91 (a)   2 mi yields  91 (a)   2  ai-1 [R (a) -

S'no x 12     ·

Consider the point  (mi + 6-191 (a), R2(a)) corresponding to a€A and the line 32 -
s 'ax + 8al (81 - ml  · Substitution of sl =ml + 6-191((L) yields

s 'ax + 6al (ml + 8-lql (a) - ml ) = s 'ax + al 91(a) 2 122(a) = R·2 (a)·

Hence, the point (ml + 6-191 (a), R2(a)) lies either on or below the line s, = sy"'g +
8al (81  - mi)· Finally, this latter line coincides  with one condition in lemma 7.A.3
corresponding  to  i=1 and, therefore,  both  z"'(a, 8)  and  y*(a, li)  lie  to  the  right  of
(ao,do) 2 (mlis 'Ox).                                                                 0

The algorithm
Recall that the algorithm has to find a-  C  A*  = lim6-1 arg min min Ff(6, a).StepaEA
k, k=1, . . . ,n,o f the procedure is as follows.

Step k: Compute the set Ak =argmax„€AIR2(a)- akgi (a)]. If aN E Ak forsome
aN  € AN, then take ak = (IN and choose ai E Ak arbitrary otherwise. There are
three cases.

1.  The point (mi + 91 (Ak), R,(ak)) satisfies tlie conditions of lemma 7.A.5 for k.
Then dk € A* and the procedure stops.

2. The point (ml + 91(ak),R (ak)) belongs to SIR and satisfies the conditions of
lemma 7.A.6 for k. Then dk e A* and the procedure stops.
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3.   The  point  (mi  + 91 (ak), R2 (ak))  does  not fall under  case  1  or  2. Then proceed
with step k + 1.

Tlie procedure starts by searching for a common limit point of lemma 7.A.5 that
not  only   lies  on  the line piece  ll   but   also lies closest  to the endpoint   (ao,Bo)   =

s "ag)  of the line piece  tl ·  If case  1  applies,  then such common limit point exists
and lemma 7.A.5 implies that there exists a fixed point of p x q for 6 close to 1 which
converges to this limit point. Furthermore, 81 is also optimal for suiliciently large
6 < 1, because optimization problem (7.3) implies

A* (8)  = arg : iNx;'(8, a)  = arg  01 (1+i61F  (bi  - 122(a) + Oal [mi  + 8-191 (a)})

and, hence, A*(6) = arg maxa€/1 [R.2(a) - al91(a)] and the latter problem has the set
A1 as its solution. Hence, if case 1 applies, then 211 6 A*(6) for sufficiently large 6<1
and the proceclure stops.

Siippose case 1 does not apply but case 2 applies instead. Then case 2 implies
that there still exists a common limit on tl of some fixed point of p x q, namely the
en(lpoint  (al, Bl).  As in  case  1,  81  is also optimal for sufficiently large 5  < 1, because
optimization problem (7.3) implies  A*(6) = argmin«EA xi(8, a) and, hence, A* (6)  is
equal to

argmin(a2 - a182)-1 [52 -8/,1 -(1 - 6)R2(a) + 6(1 - 8)al(mit 8-lgi(ci))  .
BEA

This optimization problem is equivalent to A*(6) = argmax.EA[R2(a) - algi(a)]
Hence,  if case 2 applies,  then 81  6  A* (8)  for sufiiciently large 8 <  1  and the procedure
stops.  It is important to note that  case 2 rules out  R. (a)  >  Bi , because tliis would
imply that at least three fixed points exist for sufficiently large 6<1 aiid one of these
fixed points corresponds to i=l i n lemma 7.A.5 contradicting case l o f this step did
not yield a solution. (This can easily be seen by comparing the lower bound on R2(a)
in lemma 7.A.5 and 7.A.6.)

If both  case  1  and  2  cio not apply  in  step  1,  then the procedure proceeds  with  the
second  step. The optimization problem 82  = argmax«€AIR,(a) - a291(a)]  should  be
regarded as a search for a common limit point of lemma 7.A.5 that simultaneously
lies  on  the line piece  l2  and is closest in distance  to  the  endpoint  (al, Bl)  of  12·    If
such point exists, tlien either case  1  or case 2 applies.  If so, then 82  6 A- (8). Similar
arguments as above imply that 82 in step 2 is also optimal for sufficiently large 8 < 1.

If 82 does not fall under case 1 and 2 of step 2, then the procedure continues with
step 3 and so on. The procedure stops within n steps, because for any arbitrary NE
actions aN 6 AN it holds that (mit91(aN),122(aN)) 6 SIR and xi (8, a*) 5 xi (6, aN).

A final remark is in place. System (7.5) specifies the proposals x** (6, a**)  and
 M(b, a-). Step k, k = 1,...,n, in the procedure to calculate a pair of actions
(6** 6 A**  becomes arg maxoe A [Rl (a) - al,92(a)].  Furthermore, this procedure starts
with step n and proceeds by counting backwards until one element of A** is found in
at most n steps.
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Chapter 8

Concluding Remarks

In this study several bargaining problems are investigated from a game-theoretic
point of view. The standard bargaining problem is defined as a situation in which
two (or more) individuals or organizations, called the players, have to agree on the
choice of one specific alternative from a given set of alternatives available to them,while these individuals or organizations have conflicting interests over this set of
alternatives. Furthermore, the bargaining problem specifies one alternative which
will be the 'natural' outcome, called tlic disagreement outcome, of the negotiations if
the players do not agree on whicli alternative to choose from.

Two approaches to analyze the bargaining problem have been proposed in the
literature, namely the axiomatic and the strategic approach. These two approaches
are briefly surveyed in chapter 2. The first approach treats the bargaining processas a 'black box' and states several properties that seem intuitively appealing for theoutcome of the bargaining and then determines which outcomes have these character-
istics. For the two-player bargaining problem several axiomatic solutions have been
proposed of which the Nash solution and Kalai-Smorodinsky solution are best known.
The strategic approach opens up the black box by explicitly modelling the bargaining
process and considering strategic behaviour of the two players. Many bargaining pro-
cedures have been proposed in the literature but the one underlying the alternating
offer model is best known. According to Osborne and Rubinstein [94] this strategic
model conforms to negotiation situations in which the players perceive tliat, after any
rejection of an ofTer, there is room for a counterproposal. Furthermore, the unique
outcome of this strategic model is related to the axiomatic Nash solution.

The use of both approaches is limited.  In the axiomatic approach many axiomatic
solutions exist and no general rule for how to choose among these solittions is avail-
able. Furthermore, it is not clear how strategic considerations in tlie negotiations
Sllould be translated into axioms.  In the strategic approach the number of bargain-
ing procedures one can think of seems unlimited, equilibrium analysis is often very
complicated and in general the outcomes of strategic models are known very sensitive
to small changes in the rtiles of the procedure. According to Nasli [90] the two ap-
proaches are complementary, because 'each approach helps to justify and clarify the
other'. For instance, in selecting among axiomatic solutions the strategic approach
can play a role by requiring that any sound axiomatic solution should correspond
to the equilibrium outcome of some strategic bargaining procedure. Conversely, the
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outcome of a bargaining procedure that can not be related to any axiomatic solution
does not correspond to any axiomatic intuition.

In this study the standard theories of bargaining are extended into two different
directions. The first extension concerns bargaining problems that can be regarded
as 'odd man out' problems, i.e. bargaining problems among three players in which
only  one  pair of players  can  form  and the third player is excluded.   For  example,
in government formation between three political parties, each with one-third of the
votes in parliament, only one pair will succeed in forming the government. These

bargaining problems are called three-player/three-cake problems and are analyzed
within the axiomatic and strategic approacli in chapter 3 respectively cliapter 4.

Both approaches have to answer several important questions: Which players are
likely to form a coalition and which are not? If a given pair forms, then what is the
most likely partition of the gains of cooperation among the members of this pair?
How is the partition within a pair that forms related to the alternative partitions
that could have resulted in alternative pairs?

In chapter 3 four axiomatic solution are analyzed for three-player/three-cake prob-
kerns: The Core; The Bargaining Set; The Three-Player/Three-Cake Nash solution;
The Multilateral Nash solution. The necessary and sufficient conditions for a 11011-

empty Core are restrictive, which implies that the Core is empty for a large class of
three-player/three-cake problems. Since an empty Core means that indeterminacy is
the final answer this implies that the Core concept cannot be considered as a serious
candidate for an acceptable axiomatic solution for the class of three-player/three-
cake problems. However, the Core can play a subsidiary role, because any alternative
axiomatic solution that belongs to the Core (provided it is non-empty) possesses a

very demanding notion of stability. Tlie Bargaining Set for three-player/three-cake
problems is always non-empty and it coincides witli the Core if the latter is non-empty.

In the literature on axiomatic solution concepts distinction is made made between
point value concepts and set value concepts. Both the Core and the Bargaining Set are
point valued, which means that every outcome predicted satisfies the axioms imposed,
1,zit two different outcomes are not related to each other (except that each satisfies
tlie same list of properties). Tlierefore, these two solution concepts cannot answer the
important question of how the payoffs within a pair (provided it forms) depends upon
the foregone alternatives for the two players. The Three-Player/Three-Cake Nash
solution and the Multilateral solution are set valued, which means that the solution
concepts yields a solution being a set (or tuple) of related outcomes. However,since
the Three-Player/Three-Cake Nash solution is inconsistently defined it is not sitited
as a solution. The Multilateral Nash solution. A Multilateral Nash solution consists
of a tuple of candidate outcomes, one for each pair, and each outcome represents
tlie partition of the gains within each pair if this pair woiild form and provided this
partition is feasible for this pair. The partition within each pair is derived from
applying the Nash solution adapted to allow for the player's outside options, where
the outside options within each pair consist of eacli member's payoff in liis alternative
pair.

Two new notions are introduced in chapter 3 in order to partition the class of three-

player/three-cake problems into three subclasses. For each subclass these notions play
an important role in characterizing the set of Multilateral Nash Solutions. These two
notions are a Nash dominant pair and a Nasli stable pair, where the former pair is
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also a Nash stable pair.  For the class of three-player/three-cake problems with a Nash
dominant pair the Multilateral Nasli solution predicts tliat the pair corresponding to
tlie Core forms and its members agree upon the Nash solution of the corresponding
two-I)layer bargaining problem, which belongs to the non-empty Core of the three-
player/three-cake problem.  For the class of three-player/three-cake problems with
no Nasli stable pair the predictions of the Multilateral Nasli solution coincide with
the predictions made by the Bargaining Set. The absence of a Nash stable pair can
be regarded as a situation iii whicli all pairs fiercely compete witll each other and,
hence, the Bargaining Set seems to be appropriate to capture the outcome of this
competition.

A tliree-player/three-cake problem in the tliird class possesses a Nash stable (butnot Nash dominant) pair. For every problem iii tliis class a range of Multilateral
Nasli solutions exist. This range of Multilateral Nasli solutions and tlie Bargaining
Set always have one solutioii in common and this solution marks one side of the range
of Multilateral Nash Solutions. The otlier sicle is marked by a solution that resembles
the 'stable' standard of bellaviolir 1111(lerlying the definition of Nasli stability, i.e.
in this solution eacli member of the Nash stable pair obtains his value of tlic Nash
solution of this pair's standard two-player bargaining problem, provided this Inember
is contained in the one pair tliat forms. The tliird player can only be included in the
pair that forms if tliis player 'gave iii' to the 'Nasli value' of his partner.

Tlie intuition underlying the range of Multilateral Nash solutions is new. In all
these solutions some kind of competition takes place, but the magnitude of this compe-
tition differs from the magnitude of competition in the Bargaining Set. Furthermore,
in all tliese solittions one of tlie players is always included in the pair that forms,
because the other two players botli regard this player as their most preferred partner
and are therefore directed to come to an agreement with this player. A good measure
of the magnitude of competition is tlie payoff to the player tliat is always included in
tlie one pair tliat forms. A negative feature of the Multilateral Nasli solution concept
is that it is based upon optimistic conjectures about outside options, i.e. eacli mem-
ber of a pair expect to be included in his alternative pair with the tliird player if the
negotiations within a pair breaks down. However, optimistic conjectures are always
satisfied in the subclass of one-seller/two-buyer problems. For three-player/three-cake
problems the Multilateral Nash solution predicts that one player plays a role similar
to a 'seller' and the other two players are the 'briyers'.

In chapter 4 two strategic bargaining models for three-player/three-cake problems
are analyzed, namely the proposal making model and the publicly announced de-
mands model. Furthermore, several otlier strategic models proposed for the subclass
one-seller/two-buyer problems are briefly discussed.

Tlie new notion of an A-stable pair is introduced in order to characterize the
outcomes of the proposal making model and tliis notion generalizes the notion of a
Nasli stable pair mentioned above. If one of tlie pairs is A-stable, theli an essentitilly
unique equilibrium exists and the corresponding strategies are Markov strategies. In
this equilibrium the members of this A-stable pair negotiate as in the alternating
offer model and completely neglect tlie third player. However, if no pair is A-stable,
then tlie model admits multiple equilibria and a range of equilibrizim payoffs to eacli
player. Tlie bounds upon each player's range of equilibrium payoffs arc determined
by tlie unique payoffs this player would get in the standard alternating offer model
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with each of his two alternative cakes. The proposal making model always admits
one equilibrium in Markov strategies in which the players negotiate as if each of them
has a reservation value for joining a pair. This Markov equilibrium corresponds to
the Multilateral Nash solution that marks the end of the range of Multilateral Nash
solutions corresponding to the solutio associated with the Nash stable pair.

The strategic model with publicly announced demands is investigated under two
assumptions, namely for no risk of breakdown and for a positive risk of breakdown.
If no risk of breakdown is assumed, tlien every oritcome in the Bargaining Set can be
supported as an equilibrium agreement. This result is a straiglitforward generalization
of a similar result that can be obtained in the standard alternating offer model with
completely patient players.  If a positive risk of breakdown is assumed, then the
equilibrium outcome corresponds to one particrilar Multilateral Nash solution. Tliis
latter solution corresponds to the side of the range of Multilateral Nasli solutions that
lies on in the Bargaining Set.

Combining the results obtained for the proposal making model and the model
with publicly announced demands yield the following insight.  For tlie class of models
with a Nash dominant pair and the class with no Nash stable pair the equilibria iii
Markov strategies of both strategic models coincide with tlie unique Multilateral Nash
solution. For the remaining class each strategic models admits a unique equilibrium,
these equilibria do not coincide and each SPE corresponds to one of the sides of the
range of Multilateral Nasli solutions (recall that the Multilateral Nasli Solution is not
unique for this case). Since the magnitude of competition in the strategic model with
public demands is larger than the magnitude of competition in the proposal making
model the intuition obtained from tlic strategic models carries over to the two sides
of the range of Multilateral Nash solutions.

A brief survey of the literature on strategic models proposed for one-seller/two-
buyer problems reveals that there is a striking similarity between the outcomes of
strategic models and the axiomatic Multilateral Nash solution. Furthermore, only
two of these strategic models admit outcomes that lie outside the set of Multilateral
Nasli solutions. However, eacli of these two models stilllias a unique limit MPE which
corresponds to one Multilateral Nasli solution and only non-Markov SPE outcomes
lie oritside the set of Multilateral Nash solutions.

Onc of the shortcomings of the axiomatic approach is that no general rule exists
for liow to choose among axiomatic Solutions. Eacli of tlie four axiomatic solutions
analyzed in this study for three-player/three-cake problems could bc criticized, either
becaiise of the axioms or because some of the properties of the set of solutions. The
strategic approach can be of use to select among axiomatic solutions. The poptilar
view in game theory is that an axiomatic solution should correspond to the outcomes
of some strategic bargaining model. According to this view the axiomatic Bargaining
Set is the axiomatic Solution concept that meet this requirement. However, outcomes
of strategic bargaining models are known to be sensitive with respect to the exact
specification of the bargaining procedure, i.e.  tlie 'rules of the game: Alternatively,
if some kind of robustness is required with respect to axiomatic solutions and the
outcomes of strategic bargaining models, tlien tlie Multilateral Nasli solution concept

(of the four concepts analyzed in this study) best captures the wide variety of dif-
ferent outcomes, as the discussion above illustrates. Game theory does not provide
guidelines how to judge in these circumstances, but the popular view on the relation
between axiomatic and strategic approach neglects the fact that outcomes of strategic
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bargaining models are sensitive to small changes in the bargaining procedures. On
this point the academic debate in the literature is still open.

The second part of this study on the standard theories of bargaining concerns ne-
gotiation situations in which two economic agents interact strategically with each
other over time and simultaneously have the opportunity to negotiate over some joint
policy which will be implemented if agreed upon. For example, several EC and Scandi-
navian countries compete in fishing in the North Sea and, in the past, these countries
negotiated a joint policy in the form of quotas for each country. These bargaining
problems are called policy bargaining problems, because the players negotiate for a
joint policy. Furthermore, as long as the players do not agree upon a joint policy the
players' actions in the economy determine the benefits and losses to the players. Thus,
the disagreement outcome specified by the standard bargaining problem becomes en-
dogenous and an essential part of the players strategies as long as the players do not
agree on a joint policy.

The players' economic environment in the policy bargaining problem is modelled
as a difference game. Repeated games are a subclass of difference games. A differ-
ence game is a dynamic game in discrete time in which the intertemporal objective
functions depend on the levels of the state variables and the chosen actions, and in
which these state variables change over time due to the used actions of the players.
In chapter 5 difference games are briefly discussed. The policy bargaining problem
is embedded into the framework of the standard bargaining problem by setting the
set of feasible alternatives equal to the set of joint policies available to the players in
the difference game. The standard assumption of binding agreements in bargaining
theory is maintained.

The policy bargaining problem is only analyzed in the strategic approach, because
the assumption of endogenous disagreement actions introduces a strategic feature to
the bargaining problem. The strategic model proposed to analyze the policy bar-
gaining problem is called the policy bargaining model and this model extends the
alternating offer model in such a way that the players are able to influence the dis-
agreement outcome as long as they disagree.

In chapter 6 it is assumed that the policy bargaining model has a finite time horizon
and the analysis is further restricted to policy bargaining models of which the under-
lying finite difference game can be described by either a fnitely repeated game or as
a finite linear-quadratic difference game. The policy bargaining model in the context
of a linitely repeated game will be called the FRG policy bargaining model. Similar
for the FLQG policy bargaining model. In these two models time is valuable, because
the possible gains of cooperation shrink as time passes by. The intuition is that the
sooner the payers start following a joint policy the more they can direct the economic
system to their joint benefit.

For the FRG policy bargaining model, similar as for the standard finitely re-
peated game, two cases have to be distinguished based upon the number of equilibria
in the stage game underlying the repeated game. If the stage game of the underlying
FRG admits one equilibrium, then the FRG policy bargaining model also admits a
unique SPE and the corresponding equilibrium strategies are Markov strategies. In
this unique equilibrium the players immediately agree and the agreement reached is
Pareto efficient. The unique equilibrium agreement is characterized by an optimiza-
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tion problem that has an elegant graphical representation. Furthermore, the players
equilibrium disagreement actions in each period coincide with the unique equilib-
rium of the the underlying FRG, which is a repetition of the unique equilibrium of
the stage game underlying the FRG. In case the stage game of the underlying FRG
admits multiple equilibria no formal analysis of the FRG policy bargaining model
is given. However, it can be argued that the FRG policy bargaining model admits
multiple equilibria similar as for the underlying finitely repeated game in that case.

For the FLQG policy bargaining model the procedure to derive an equilibrium in
Markov strategies is similar as in the FRG policy bargaining model and in principle
it can be applied to any policy bargaining model. It is shown that in the case of
a FLQG policy bargaining model with a one-dimensional state space it is possible
to derive an analytical expression for an equilibrium in Markov strategies and that
the corresponding equilibrium payoffs have a quadratic structure. Furthermore, this
equilibrium in Markov strategies is essentially unique. Similar as in the FRG policybargaining model the players immediately agree on this equilibrium and the agree-
ment reached is Pareto efficient. However, the equilibrium disagreement actions in
the FLQG policy bargaining model no longer coincide with the unique equilibrium
of the underlying linear-quadratic difference game without bargaining. The reason
for this result is that the players current period disagreement actions affect the fu-
ture payoffs through the state variable. This result shows that assuming that the
disagreement actions coincide with the unique equilibrium actions of the underlying
difference game, as was done in the early attempts to incorporate strategic bargaining
in the context of difference games, cannot be justified if the equilibrium disagreement
actions are endogenously determined.  In case the dimension of the space of state
variables exceeds one it is shown that one has to resort to numerical methods in order
to solve for an equilibrium in Markov strategies in the FLQG policy bargaining model.

The policy bargaining model with an infinite time horizon is analyzed in chapter 7.
The analysis is only concerned with policy bargaining models of which the underly-
ing infinite difference game is an infinitely repeated game. The corresponding policy
bargaining model is called the IRG policy bargaining model. The policy bargain-
ing model with an infinite linear-quadratic difference game yields many difficulties in
deriving analytical solutions and is omitted.

If the set of feasible payoffs is assumed to have a linear Pareto frontier, then tlie
IRG policy bargaining model is a special case of the wage bargaining model with
a linear Pareto frontier as studied intensively in the literature. The only difference
between the two models is one additional assumption made in the IRG policy bar-
gaining model, namely the set of feasible payoffs in the bargaining problem is equal
to the set of feasible payoffs in the underlying IRG. It is shown that the characteri-
zation result for the wage bargaining model with a linear Pareto frontier extends to
the IRG policy bargaining model with a non-linear Pareto frontier. Tlie equilibrium
proposals in each player's worst equilibrium can be related to the system of equations
that determines each player's equilibrium proposals in the standard alternating offer
model. Furthermore, it is sliown that the 'disagreement point' need not be feasible,
which creates several new technical problems such as a multiplicity of fixed points in
the system of equations similar as in non-convex bargaining problems. Tlie results
obtained directly apply to the wage bargaining problem with a non-linear Pareto fron-
tier, because the additional assumption made in the IRG policy bargaining model is
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not used in the derivation of results. These results lead to the conclusion that assum-
ing a linear Pareto frontier in the wage- and policy bargaining model is not without
loss of generality.

In this study the necessary and sufficient conditions for a unique equilibrium in
the IRG policy bargaining model are derived. These conditions are ratlier restrictive
implying that non-uniqueness can be expected in general. Nevertlieless, there exists
an economic interesting and generic class of IRG policy bargaining models for which
a unique equilibrium exists. The IRG policy bargaining model can be regarded as a
liybrid model, because elements of botli the alternating offer model and tlie standard
infinitely repeated games model are included. The results obtained in this study
reflect this hybrid nature, because on one liand tlie impatience of the players reduces
tlie set of equilibrium payoff's similar as in the standard alternating offer model and
on the otlier hand the large multiplicity of equilibrium payoffs is similar to the folk-
theorem in the standard infinitely repeated game model. Several examples indicate
that it is impossible to derive general results about which of these two dominates the
other.

The set of equilibrium disagreement actions for the IRG policy bargaining model
is also characterized, although tlie analysis is restricted to a certain type of strategies
atid to cyclic infinite sequences of disagreement actions that alternate in time. Two
examples show that the set of equilibrium disagreement actions can be quite large.
Making use of the system of equations mentioned above alternating sequences of
disagreement actions can be chosen such that the vector of responding players' payoffs
is non-feasible. Furthermore, it is possible to construct equilibria in which the players
bargain as if the latter vector is a utopia point and the players have to compromise
in order to reacli an agreement. In sucli an equilibrium the proposing player lias to
make a concession at the current bargaining round in order to get agreement zipon this
compromise and, therefore, each player prefers to be the responding player in order
to avoid making a concession himself. For completeness it is mentioned that these
equilibria only exist if the IRG policy bargaining model admits multiple equilibria.
The equivalence to non-convex bargaining problems can be used to sliow that these
agreements satisfy certain axioms as stated in Herrero  [60],  although the economic
interpretation of some of these axioms sliould be modified.

Tlie analysis of the policy bargaining model in this study is a first step of analyzing
negotiation situations described by this model. However, the policy bargaining model
still lias some features that are not  met in reality. To mention only a few:  In  many
situations the agreements are either not binding or implementation is not verifiable
implying that the set of 'stable' agreements will not coincide with the set of al joint
policies one can think of (e.g. section 6.6 for a discussion of problems encountered);
The length of an agreement is also part of the negotiations; Rounds in the negotiation
process may proceed at a 11igher speed than rounds in the economic system; The eco-
nomic agents need not be unbounded rational as assumed in the model. Nevertheless,
since many economic negotiation situations can be described by the policy bargaining
model the results in this study are of use in order to obtain insight in such negotiation
situations. How far these insights will go is clearly a topic for future research.
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Speltheoretische Onderhandelingsmodellen
In dit proefschrift worden enige onderhandelingssituaties beschreven en geanalyseerd
met behulp van de speltheorie. Een onderhandelingssituatie kan worden gezien als een
uitbreiding van het keuzeprobleem dat in de economische wetenschap centraal staat.
Een keuzeprobleem is een situatie waarin een individu zijn keuze moet bepalen uit
meerdere alternatieven. Volgens de economische theorie zal een rationeel handelend
individu, uitgaande van zijn voorkeuren, liet alternatief kiezen dat voor hem het
beste is. Een onderhandelingssituatie wordt omschreven als een situatie waarin twee
individuen gezamenlijk een keuze moeten bepalen uit meerdere alternatieven, terwijl
er een zekere mate van belangentegenstelling is. Dit laatste wil zeggen dat het beste
alternatief voor de een niet het beste alternatief voor de ander is. Verder is er 66n
alternatief dat de uitkomst weergeeft in geval er geen overeenstemming wordt bereikt.
Deze situaties worden in dit proefschrift standaard onderhandelingssituaties genoemd.

De speltheorie is een wiskzindige theorie die het mogelijk maakt om situaties waarin
de spelers conflicterende belangen hebben, zoals bijvoorbeeld onderhandelingssitua-
ties, te analyseren. Vanwege het abstracte wiskundige karakter van de speltheorie
zijn de modellen vaak moeilijk toegankelijk en vereisen een grote mate van wiskundig
inzicht. Bovendien is de speltheorie een vrij jonge tak van wetenschap die in 1994 pas
vijftig jaar jong is. De toekenning van de Nobel-prijs voor de economie in 1994 aan
de speltheoretici John Harsanyi, John Nash en Reinhard Selten geeft de groeiende
erkenning voor de speltheorie weer.

De speltheorie gaat uit van het begrip spel. Een spel omvat spelers en spelregels.
De speltheorie vereist dat deze spelregels op een eenduidige manier zijn vastgelegd,
zoals bijvoorbeeld bij het boter-kaas-en-eieren spel en het dam- of schaakspel.  Als
een van de spelers de spelregels niet kent of onjuist toepast ontstaan problemen bij
liet spelen van het spel. Om een spel te kunnen analyseren zijn in de speltheorie ver-
schillende oplossingsconcepten ontwikkeld, evenwichten genaamd. In dit proefschrift
wordt met name het door Reinhard Selten ontwikkelde concept van deelspel-perfecte
evenwichten gehanteerd. In dit evenwicht wordt ervan uitgegaan dat de spelers ratio-
neel zijn en over hun acties in het onderhandelingsproces nadenken zoals topdammers
of topschakers nadenken in het dam- of schaakspel. Iedere speler betrekt in zijn be-
slissing daarbij zowel zijn huidige en toekomstige acties alsmede de reactie hierop van
de andere speler.

John Nash deed begin jaren vijftig het voorstel om standaard onderhandelingssi-
tuaties met behulp van de speltheorie te bestuderen en wel vanuit twee verschillende
gezichtspunten. Het eerste gezichtspunt wordt de axiomatische benadering genoemd.
Deze benadering behandelt het onderhandelingsproces als een 'zwarte doos' en stelt
een lijst op van intuYtief aannemelijke eigenschappen, axioma's genaamd, waaraan
de onderhandelingsuitkomst (lees: het alternatief waarover de twee spelers overeen-
stemming bereiken) zal voldoen.  John Nash eiste vier eigenschappen: de onder-
handelingsuitkomst is efficient, irrelevante alternatieven hebben geen invloed op de
onderhandelingsuitkomst, gelijke onderhandelingskracht resulteert in een voor beide
spelers gelijke onderhandelingsuitkomst en de individuele voorkeuren van iedere speler
kunnen op een bepaalde wiskundige manier worden beschreven. John Nash toonde
aan dat er altijd 66n onderhandelingsuitkomst bestaat die aan deze vier eigenschap-
pen voldoet en deze onderhandelingsuitkomst met behulp van een elegante wiskundige
procedure te berekenen is. Deze onderhandelingsoplossing is naar hem vernoemd en



heet de Nash oplossing. Naast deze oplossing bestaan er nog vele andere axiomatische
onderhandelingsoplossingen die ieder aan andere lijsten van eigenschappen voldoen.
Dit laatste geeft tevens het nadeel van de axiomatische benadering aan, namelijk dat
er vele lijsten 'intuYtief aannemelijke' eigenschappen bestaan en dat er geen richtlijnen
gegeven kunnen worden hoe uit deze verschillende lijsten te kiezen.

Het tweede gezichtspunt wordt de strategische benadering genoemd. Deze bena-

dering beschrijft eerst het onderhandelingsproces in de vorm van een spel en gaat
uit van rationeel en strategisch gedrag van de deelnemers aan dit proces. Aangezien
een onderhandelingsproces doorgaans een dynamisch proces is zal liet bijbehorende
spel eveneens dynamisch zijn. De meest bekende onderhandelingsprocedure in de li-
teratuur wordt de procedure met 'wisselende voorstellen' genoemd en volgens deze

procedure doen de twee spelers om de beurt een voorstellen aan elkaar. Deze pro-

cedure werd pas in 1982 volledig geanalyseerd en blijkt een uniek deelspel-perfect
evenwicht te hebben. Deze procedure is geschikt om onderhandelingssituaties te be-

schrijven waarin na ieder voorstel er ruimte is voor een tegenvoorstel. Het nadeel

van de strategische benadering is dat er een grote verscheidenheid aan onderhan-

delingsprocedures (lees: spelregels) denkbaar is en dat de uitkomsten die door de
evenwichtsconcepten worden bepaald zeer gevoelig kunnen zijn voor ogenschijnlijk
niet terzake doende veranderingen in de spelregels. Volgens John Nash zijn de beide

benaderingen van het onderhandelingssituatie complementair aan elkaar. Dit blijkt
onder andere uit het feit dat de unieke uitkomst van de onderhandelingsprocedure
met wisselende voorstellen overeenkomt met de Nash oplossing.

In dit proefschrift wordt de standaard onderhandelingssituatie op twee verschil-
lende wijze uitgebreid. De eerste uitbreiding gaat uit van onderhandelingssituaties
met drie spelers waarbij slechts 66n paar van spelers zich kan vormen om samen te
werken. Deze situatie wordt   het best geYllustreerd  met het gezegde   'drie is teveel'.

Met andere woorden: onderzocht wordt welk paar van spelers zich zal vormen en
welke verdeling van de bijbehorende opbrengst de spelers in dit paar overeenkomen.
Deze onderhandelingssituaties worden in hoofdstuk 3 en 4 vanuit zowel de axiomati-
sche als strategische benadering geanalyseerd. In hoofdstuk 3 worden vier axiomati-
sche oplossingen voorgesteld: de Core, de Bargaining Set, de Drie-Speler/Drie-Cake
Nash oplossing en de Multilaterale Nash oplossing. Vervolgens worden in hoofdstuk 4

een onderhandelingsprocedure met partnerkeuze (proposal-making) en een onderhan-

delingsprocedure met openbaar bekend gemaakte voorwaarden (publicly announced

demands) onderzocht. De deelspel-perfecte evenwichten van beide procedures worden
afgeleid en gerelateerd aan de uitkomsten verkregen met de axiomatische benadering.

In het laatste deel van het proefschrift wordt het standaard onderhandelingspro-
bleem uitgebreid naar onderhandelingssituaties waarin over toekomstig 'beleid' wordt
onderhandeld. Daarbij kan bijvoorbeeld gedaclit worden aan de onderhandelingen
tussen verschillende landen over visquota's, waarbij ieder land haar eigen visbeleid

bepaalt zolang een gemeenschappelijke overeenkomst uitblijft. Deze laatste karakte-
ristiek betekent dat de spelers de uitkomst in geval van geen overeenkomst kunnen

beYnvloeden, hetgeen uitgesloten is in het standaard onderhandelingsmodel. Omdat
het kunnen beYnvloeden van de 'geen overeenkomst' uitkomst een strategisch aspect in
de onderhandelingen toevoegt worden deze onderhandelingssituaties enkel vanuit de

strategische benadering geanalyseerd. Deze analyse vindt plaats in hoofdstuk 6 en 7,
terwijl in hoofdstuk 5 de economische modellen uit de literatuur worden besproken

die geschikt zijn om de onderliggencle economische vraagstukken te modelleren.



Stellingen

beliorende bij het proefschrift

'Game Theoretic Models of Bargaining'

van Harold Houba

I

Het gebruik in de speltheorie om coOperatieve en niet-coOperatieve
spelen van elkaar te onderscheiden op basis van het wel respectievelijk

niet aanwezig zijn van bindende overeenkomsten wordt op een
inconsistente wijze gehanteerd, daar strategische

on(lerhandelingsmodellen met bindende overeenkomsten onder de
niet-cooperatieve spelen worden gerangschikt

II

Bij het modelleren van dynamische input-output systemen met kapitaal
accumulatie is de aanname omtrent de kapitaalgoederenvoorraad

cruciaal
(H. Houba en H. Kremers, 1991, Correction of the Material Balance

Equation in Dynamic Input-Output Models, European Economic
Review 35, 1103-1108)

III

De herkenbaarheid van de collegestof heeft een positieve invloed op de
strideerbaarheid en is een belangrijk instrument voor de docent om de

stzideerbaarheid te bevorderen

IV

Het bijna automatisch voorschrijven van medicamenten door huisartsen
in de twintigste eeuw is wat de aderlating was voor de artsen in de

eeuwen daarvoor



V

De files in de ochtendspits op werkdagen kunnen eenvoudig worden
opgelost door deze te definieren als een massale pick-nick

VI

Het algemene taalgebruik om, ongeacht van het geslacht, honden met
'hij' en katten met 'zij' aan te duiden is veelzeggend over de dierlijke
eigenschappen die blijkbaar aan zowel vrouwen als mannen worden
toegekend alsmede de menselijke eigenschappen die aan honden en

katten worden toegekend

VII

Door de vercommercialisering van kerstmis kan de adventtijd beter de
advertentietijd worden genoemd

VIII

Bestuurders van tractoren die legaal harder dan de voor hun toegestane
maximum snellieid op de autosnelweg willen rijden kunnen hun tractor

laten voortslepen door een auto

IX

De reclamekreet 'Deze gezichtscrame houdt voclit vast als een magneet'
is een moeilijke manier om te zeggen dat liet product geen vocht

vasthoudt

X

Het voordeel van de stelling van Pythagoras, welke liticlt 'Wic vreugde
wil vermenigvuldigen, moet haar delen', is dat zij ook door

niet-wiskundigen kan worden begrepen en toegepast
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